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Vision-based object recognition tasks are very familiar in our everyday activities, 
such as driving our car in the correct lane. We do these tasks effortlessly in real-
time. In the last decades, with the advancement of computer technology, researchers 
and application developers are trying to mimic the human’s capability of visually 
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Vision-based object recognition tasks are very familiar in our everyday activities, such 
as driving our car in the correct lane or obeying traffi  c rules posted by road signs. We 
are usually not paying att ention to the process of how we perceive images with our 
eyes and give feedbacks in terms of action, such as slowing down to the speed limit. 
We do these tasks eff ortlessly in real-time. Computer vision and image processing  eld 
has been trying to mimic the human’s capability in visually recognising objects which 
will allow machine to replace human in performing boring or dangerous tasks. Many 
applications have been deployed such as removing defects from a conveying belt in a 
factory. Many other advanced applications are being improved or developed. These 
applications require researchers and application developers to gain advanced, broad, 
in-depth and up-to-date understanding of object recognition.
This book, Object Recognition, off ers a closer look at the concepts and techniques be-
ing used in computer vision. It covers topics related to object recognition from both 
biological and technological point of view. These topics include, but are not limited to:
• the process of object recognition in human brain
• some diseases aff ecting object recognition capability of a body
• image features or descriptors for object recognition
• techniques for improving recognition speed
• object recognition for real-world applications
• object recognition and registration in 3-D domain
This book is suitable for both novice and expert readers. The book provides readers 
with a vision-based object recognition techniques and enables them to develop ad-
vanced, state-of-the-art technique for their applications.
Tam Phuong Cao
Sentient Vision Systems Pty Ltd,
 Australia
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On the Future of Object Recognition:  
The Contribution of Color 
David J. Therriault  
University of Florida 
USA 
1. Introduction   
Cognitive theories of object recognition have traditionally emphasized structural 
components (Biederman, 1987; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985). The idea that object recognition 
is largely driven by shape was advantageous to theory building because of its economy (i.e., 
only a single dimension needed to be attended and there are a finite number of mutually 
exclusive components). However, recent work provides evidence that surface level 
information (e.g., object color) is readily used in object recognition (Rossion & Pourtois, 
2004; Tanaka & Presnell, 1999; Therriault et al., 2009; & Naor-Raz et al., 2003). The purpose 
of this chapter is two-fold: to present results from experiments that more closely examine 
color’s influence on object recognition and to reconcile these results with traditional theories 
of object recognition.  
Section 2 contains a historical overview of the claims made between strucutral (i.e., edge) 
and view-point dependent (i.e., surface + edge) characterizations of object recognition. 
Although the debate may be subsiding over the status of viewpoint invariance, many open 
questions remain concerning how color contributes to the processing and recognition of 
objects.  
Section 3 reviews conflicting research on the role of color in object recognition. Some studies 
fail to find any effects of color upon recognition, others find evidence for only high color 
diagnostic objects, and still others find that color readily influences recognition. This section 
concludes by offering some explanations for differences in obtained results.  
Section 4 presents a recent set of experiments from my lab exploring the role of color in 
recognition, conceptualization, and language use. Most striking, the results from four 
different experiments are identical with respect to color. The presentation of correctly 
colored items always enhanced recognition and conceptualization of the objects.   
In Section 5, the early conceptual analogy used in object recognition (i.e., speech 
segmentation) is reviewed and updated. I propose that object recognition is more anlagous 
to word recognition in reading. This is a more apt analogy because it can accomodate both 
structural and view-point evidence.  
Finally, Section 6 argues that evidence calls for a more nuanced, flexible and integrated theory 
of object recognition, one that includes both bottom-up and top-down processing. The chapter 
concludes that the study of color vision is a fruitful area from which to gain a deeper 
understanding of object recognition generally; and that this pursuit would benefit greatly from 
the contribution of disciplines beyond cognition (e.g., neuroscience, biology, and linguistics).  
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2. Structural and view-based accounts of object recognition  
Research examining human object recognition has historically been polarized between two 
views (Hayward, 2003; Hummel, 2000; Tarr & Bülthoff, 1995). The first view, and still the 
predominant one, argues that a structural approach best characterizes how we recognize 
objects in our environment. A quick review of three introductory cognitive textbooks 
confirms the solid footing of structural approaches in the field (i.e., all of these textbooks’ 
coverage of object recognition ends with example figures of structures). The most prominent 
structural theory remains Beiderman’s (1987) RBC (i.e., recognition by components) theory. 
According to this theory, a finite set of mutually exclusive structural components called 
geons are the mainstay of object recognition and representation (Biederman, 2007; 
Biederman, 1987; Biederman and Bar, 2000, Biederman and Gerhardstien, 1995; Biederman 
and Ju, 1988). Geons are volumetric structures created from the contrasts of two dimensional 
edges based upon symmetry, curvature, parallelism, and co-termination. Figure 1 contains a 
sample of geons.  
 
 
Fig. 1. A sampling of geons (left panel) and common objects with their constitute geons 
labelled (right panel). (From Biederman, 1990). 
These structures are thought to underpin our ability to represent objects, in that, to 
recognize an object we must first decompose it into its constituent parts and “build” our 
representation. Geons are the smallest unit upon which elements of an object can be 
differentiated. One of the stronger claims of RBC theory is that these structures are 
processed without respect to surface features (they are said to be invariant to viewpoint, size, 
texture, or color). Evidence suggests that these structures are also fairly resistant to 
On the Future of Object Recognition: The Contribution of Color   
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occlusion and interference from visual noise. Researchers who adopted the strong version of 
this theory typically documented the contribution of edge-based information in recognizing 
objects.  
In a view-dependent or an edge + surface account of object perception, elements other than 
geons contribute in meaningful ways to object recognition. Some structural approaches, for 
example, Marr (1982) and Marr and Nishihara (1978) argue that surface level information is 
a necessary step in the process of recognition but only in the service of shape. Perhaps the 
most well researched aspect of surface level is our understanding of an observer’s perceived 
viewpoint of objects. The impetus for research on this topic probably came from the strong 
claims of viewpoint invariance in the early RBC model. Hayward and Williams (2000), Tarr 
and Bülthoff (1995), and Tarr and Pinkert (1989) all provided evidence for recognition costs 
(i.e., decreased reaction times) associated with rotating the viewpoint of an object from its 
original presentation, casting doubt upon the invariance built into the RBC model. The more 
an object is rotated from its original studied view, the longer recognition takes. There are 
also models of object recognition that make explicit use of surface features. For example, 
Poggio and Edelman (1990) created a computer model of a neural network that learned to 
recognize 3-dimensional images in different orientations using a view-based matching 
algorithm (i.e., geons were not included in the model).   
The 90’s debate surrounding interpretations of viewpoint was largely a matter of degree. 
Structuralists first argued for invariance, later conceding that viewpoint could aid object 
recognition (under very specific conditions). Those exploring edge + surface explanations 
documented elements of recognition that could not be accommodated in a structuralist 
framework. The role of color in object recognition remains an open question, but it appears 
to be following the same research trajectory as viewpoint.  
3. Contributions of color research 
3.1 Color information is ancillary to object recognition 
Beiderman and Ju (1988) first argued that structural (edge-based) properties of objects are 
theoretically preferred over viewpoint, texture, and color information. It is not the case that 
these features can’t be used, but that they are only useful in certain circumstances when 
object shape is compromised or extremely variable (e.g., sorting laundry, Biederman & Ju, 
1988). Beiderman and Ju (1988) assessed color contribution by measuring participants’ 
naming times of simple line drawings of objects compared to the fully-detailed color 
pictures of those objects. Beiderman and Ju (1988) failed to obtain any significant differences 
between the naming times of the two versions of the objects. If surface and color information 
contributed to recognition, then the fully detailed color versions of the pictures should have 
been named more quickly. Beiderman and Ju concluded that color and texture were not the 
primary means to object recognition.  
Similarly, Ostergard and Davidoff (1985) examined the contribution of color to object 
recognition. They provided evidence that color pictures elicited faster naming times, but 
that presenting the objects in their correct color didn’t matter. They explained this result 
indirectly as a function of shape. That is, color provided extra luminance or contrast that 
aided in shape extraction. In a follow-up experiment, Davidoff and Ostergard (1988) 
produced evidence that color did not impact reaction time (in a semantic classification task). 
They concluded that color is not part of the semantic (i.e., meaningful) representation of 
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objects. They left open that there may be some other representation of objects that includes 
color information (e.g., ancillary verbal information). Cave, Bost, and Cobb (1996) explored 
color and pattern manipulations of pictures in repetition priming. They demonstrated that 
changes in color did not influence repetition priming; whereas, shape did. Cave et al. 
concluded that repetition priming is insensitive to physical attributes that are not attended 
(i.e., color or size).   
3.2 Color information is an inherent property of objects  
In contrast to these results presented above, evidence for the importance of color 
information has been compounding. Price and Humphreys (1989), Tanaka and Presnell 
(1999) and Wurm et al. (1993) all had participants engage in some form of an object 
classification task (i.e., does a picture match a previously presented word). They found that 
color information facilitated the recognition of objects, but only those with very strong color 
associations. For example, an orange colored carrot (i.e., high color diagnostic HCD object) 
was named more quickly than its grayscale compliment; but there were no differences in 
reaction time between color and grayscale versions of a sports car (i.e., low color diagnostic 
LCD object). These studies provide evidence that color is an important component in object 
recognition, but only for highly color diagnostic objects. Naor-Raz et al. (2003) also explored 
color diagnosticity in a Stroop task where participants named objects or words that were 
matched or mismatched with their appropriate color. They found that response times were 
significantly faster for objects in their typical color (e.g., a yellow banana) than atypical (e.g., 
a purple banana). This pattern was reversed when colored words were used to describe the 
objects (i.e., seeing the word banana in either yellow or purple ink). Naor-Raz et al. (2003) 
concluded that their results provide evidence that color is encoded in object representation 
at different levels (i.e., perceptual, conceptual, and linguistic).  
Evidence also implicates color processing in recognition of everyday objects that are not 
color diagnostic. Rossion and Pourtois (2004) revisited the naming times of the Snodgrass 
and Vanderwart object picture set (260 objects) in which they created three conditions: line 
drawings (the original set), gray-level detailed drawings, or color detailed drawings. They 
found that color aided recognition, and that while this was more pronounced for color 
diagnostic items, color also aided the recognition of low color diagnostic or variable colored 
items (e.g., man-made objects).  
3.3 Explaining the conflicting findings 
There are several explanations for conflicting results with respect to color. Probably the most 
pronounced is the fact that researchers have disagreed on the nature of color diagnosticity 
(and which items are most appropriate).  For example, color diagnostic items tend to be 
vegetables, fruits, animals, and man-made objects. Studies emphasizing shape often use 
only man-made items, while those emphasizing color include more natural objects. 
Nonetheless, the distinction of category has recently been excluded as the predominant 
reason for conflicting findings, as suggested by Nagai and Yokosawa (2003) and Therriault 
et al. (2009). Of greater concern is that studies that argue that color is not important in object 
recognition often do so from a null result. That is, these studies report an absence of evidence 
as evidence that color is not utilized (Biederman & Ju, 1988). Simply put, it is problematic to 
accept the null hypothesis; it does not provide a solid base to build theory.   
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4. Our contribution to understanding the role of color in object recognition  
4.1 On developing color object stimuli 
In a recent article, Therriault, Yaxley, and Zwaan (2009) explored a range of recognition and 
object representation tasks using color stimuli. We made use of highly detailed photographs 
of objects. There are several important points to note about our selection of stimuli and their 
development. First, we only selected high color diagnostic items, most were concepts 
adapted from Naor-Raz et al. (2003). As noted by Tanaka and Presnell (1999), color 
diagnostic items used in earlier studies were later found to be problematic (e.g., camera or 
flowerpot). Consequently, we excluded any objects that were identified as problematic from 
earlier studies. Once we obtained quality photos, the pictures went through a washing 
process where we removed all color information (i.e., we transformed them to grayscale 
using Adobe Photoshop). This insured that once we re-colored the objects they would only 
contain one color and that we could directly control this color (i.e., all red object colors used 
the exact same red). 
Three different color versions of the objects were created: grayscale, appropriately colored 
(congruent), and inappropriately colored (incongruent). This departs from previous studies 
that typically employ two conditions (a grayscale image compared to the appropriate 
colored version or studies that pit an appropriate colored object against an inappropriately 
colored version). Experimentally, our design allows comparison of the relative contribution 
of color (appropriate and inappropriate) to a control (the grayscale image).  
Each picture occupied a 3 inch square space (72 pixels per inch) presented on a white 
computer background controlled using the software program E-Prime (Schneider et al., 
2002). Also included in our design were 72 filler items that were not color diagnostic and 
were randomly colored. The filler items were incorporated to de-emphasise the likelihood 
that participants would become aware of the color diagnostic nature of our experimental 
items. The final 24 experimental objects were created in one the following range of colors: 
brown, green, red, and orange and were repainted with the appropriate translucent color 
(using the standard RGB code values for each of our colors).  
Figure 2 presents two example stimuli in each of the three conditions (for demonstration 
simplicity, I only included red items). One potential criticism against using color diagnostic 
items as stimuli is that they are all either food items or animals, and that these could be 
treated differently than man-made objects. In our study, more than a third of our 
experimental pictures were man-made objects (see figure 3 for two example man-made 
items).  
4.2 Experimental tasks and results  
Therriault et al. (2009) created a set of 4 experiments using the stimuli described above. In 
Experiment 1, participants were asked to name objects and their time to respond was 
measured. Experiment 1b used the same stimuli but queried participants if a presented 
word matched a subsequent picture (while measuring reaction time). Experiment 2 used a 
rebus paradigm (i.e., participants read sentences with inserted pictures).  A critical noun in a 
sentence was replaced by its picture and reading time was recorded (Potter, et al., 1986). 
Experiment 3 mirrored Experiment 2 but used an earlier contextual sentence in an attempt 
to override the congruent color of the object (e.g., a pumpkin is described as painted green 
in the sentence prior to the presentation of the target sentence with the pictured object). 
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4. Our contribution to understanding the role of color in object recognition  
4.1 On developing color object stimuli 
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object representation tasks using color stimuli. We made use of highly detailed photographs 
of objects. There are several important points to note about our selection of stimuli and their 
development. First, we only selected high color diagnostic items, most were concepts 
adapted from Naor-Raz et al. (2003). As noted by Tanaka and Presnell (1999), color 
diagnostic items used in earlier studies were later found to be problematic (e.g., camera or 
flowerpot). Consequently, we excluded any objects that were identified as problematic from 
earlier studies. Once we obtained quality photos, the pictures went through a washing 
process where we removed all color information (i.e., we transformed them to grayscale 
using Adobe Photoshop). This insured that once we re-colored the objects they would only 
contain one color and that we could directly control this color (i.e., all red object colors used 
the exact same red). 
Three different color versions of the objects were created: grayscale, appropriately colored 
(congruent), and inappropriately colored (incongruent). This departs from previous studies 
that typically employ two conditions (a grayscale image compared to the appropriate 
colored version or studies that pit an appropriate colored object against an inappropriately 
colored version). Experimentally, our design allows comparison of the relative contribution 
of color (appropriate and inappropriate) to a control (the grayscale image).  
Each picture occupied a 3 inch square space (72 pixels per inch) presented on a white 
computer background controlled using the software program E-Prime (Schneider et al., 
2002). Also included in our design were 72 filler items that were not color diagnostic and 
were randomly colored. The filler items were incorporated to de-emphasise the likelihood 
that participants would become aware of the color diagnostic nature of our experimental 
items. The final 24 experimental objects were created in one the following range of colors: 
brown, green, red, and orange and were repainted with the appropriate translucent color 
(using the standard RGB code values for each of our colors).  
Figure 2 presents two example stimuli in each of the three conditions (for demonstration 
simplicity, I only included red items). One potential criticism against using color diagnostic 
items as stimuli is that they are all either food items or animals, and that these could be 
treated differently than man-made objects. In our study, more than a third of our 
experimental pictures were man-made objects (see figure 3 for two example man-made 
items).  
4.2 Experimental tasks and results  
Therriault et al. (2009) created a set of 4 experiments using the stimuli described above. In 
Experiment 1, participants were asked to name objects and their time to respond was 
measured. Experiment 1b used the same stimuli but queried participants if a presented 
word matched a subsequent picture (while measuring reaction time). Experiment 2 used a 
rebus paradigm (i.e., participants read sentences with inserted pictures).  A critical noun in a 
sentence was replaced by its picture and reading time was recorded (Potter, et al., 1986). 
Experiment 3 mirrored Experiment 2 but used an earlier contextual sentence in an attempt 
to override the congruent color of the object (e.g., a pumpkin is described as painted green 
in the sentence prior to the presentation of the target sentence with the pictured object). 
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Fig. 2. Example natural stimuli demonstrating color conditions: incongruent, black and 
white, and congruent; respectively (From Therriault, et al., 2009).  




   
 
 
                  
 
    
  
          
Fig. 3. Example man-made stimuli demonstrating color conditions: incongruent, black and 
white, and congruent; respectively (From Therriault, et al., 2009).  
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Experiment 1 provided a measure of pure recognition. Our results indicated that images 
presented in congruent color facilitated naming time, whereas incongruent color 
information actually interfered with naming time (when compare with the control gray-
scale image).  Experiment 1b provides information on the conceptualization/visualization of 
the object, as participants had to verify if a presented word matched its picture. Again, 
congruent color facilitated verification decisions, whereas incongruent color information 
interfered with verification. Experiments 2 and 3 provided a test of object recognition in 
which the task was to use the information in the context of comprehending a sentence. In 
both cases, the same pattern emerged: congruent stimuli aided recognition processes and 
incongruent stimuli harmed recognition processes. The consistency in color processing 
across different methods is striking. Below, Figure 4 presents the reaction time data for all of 





Fig. 4. Reaction time results of all experiments (From Therriault et al., 2009) 
We would argue that the experimental bar is set high for our color items. In isolating color 
we had to present stimuli that were not completely natural. For example, notice that the 
stems of both the apple and strawberry are incorrectly colored. However, we can be certain 
that a single color was responsible for differences in reaction time. Results from our 
experiments consistently demonstrate that object recognition is much more flexible than 
relying on simple shape extraction from brightness, depth, and color. Knowing that a 
strawberry is red contributes to recognizing that object in a fundamental way, above and 
beyond its shape.   
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5. On finding the right conceptual analogy in object recognition 
5.1 The original speech segmentation analogy 
Biederman’s (1987) article was a landmark paper; to this day it remains a highly cited and 
informative guide to those interested in object recognition.  In that piece, Biederman enlisted 
research on speech perception. In short, he argued that object recognition is akin to speech 
segmentation (i.e., the idea that although speech is a continuous sound wave, the listener 
splits these sounds into primitives in their mind). For example, a novice learning a new 
language will often complain that it is difficult to tell where one word begins and another 
stops. Often, comunication at this stage is characterized as gibberish. With skill, the learner 
begins to make the proper segmentations in the soundwave to distinguish words. In 
English, all of the words we can create are formed on a small set of primitives or in 
linguistics called phonemes (there are roughly 46). From these primitives we can form 
thousands of words and even create new ones. So too, geons are the primitives that we can 
combine in a multitude of ways to help us recognize and distinguish objects in our 
environment.   
5.2 A proposed analogy: word recognition and the word superiority effect 
One could argue that we do not need to stray too far from the visual domain to find an 
appropriate analogy that captures the nature of both structural and view-based approaches 
to object recognition. A good candidate would be the recognition processes employed 
during reading (i.e., word identification). Considerable research in cognitive psychology has 
documented the contribution of individual letters (bottom-up) and word knowledge (top-
down) in word recognition. A fairly well known demonstration is the word superiority 
effect (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Reicher, 1969). In a typical experiment exploring this effect, 
participants are presented with a single word, a single letter, or a pseudo-word (on a 
computer screen) and asked if the display contained a critical letter. For example, given one 
of the following stimuli (cork, o, or lork), the participant would be asked if the display had an 
o in it. At first blush, one would assume that the letter o in isolation would lead to the fastest 
verification times. This is not the case. Participants were significantly faster to verify the 
letter o in the word cork than the o in isolation or the pseudo word lork. These counter-
intuitive results are easily explained as a confluence of bottom-up (i.e., the processing of the 
individual letters) and top-down processing (i.e., knowledge of the word cork and our 
experiences with it as a whole unit). Word recognition isn’t discriminatory; any activation 
that helps in the recognition process will be used. In this example case, there are two levels 
of potential activation with a word that we know (and, incidentally, why we don’t see the 
effect with non-words). In the same fashion, geons represent the parts, bottom-up approach 
to object recognition; whereas, view-based information and surface features are often better 
characterized as top-down. Object recognition mirrors word recognition; any activation that 
helps in the recognition process will be used.  
6. Synthesis and concluding remarks 
Similar to the word superiority effect, Therriault et al.’s data (2009) can be taken to provide 
evidence for a color superiority effect--the stimuli from our study easily map onto reading (i.e., 
an incongruent colored object is equivalent to a pseudo-word; a congruent colored object is 
equivalent to a known word; and a grayscale image is equivalent to a letter in isolation). Our 
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reactions times also mirror the pattern obtained in reading research on the word superiority 
effect.  
Structural accounts of object recognition provide a solid base to ground the shape 
component of recognition, but they are simply not sufficient to accommodate color.  Color is 
an intrinsic property of many objects and is represented at all levels of the cognitive system 
as reviewed in this chapter and even in low-level categorization of scenes (e.g., Goffaux et 
al., 2005; Olivia & Schyns, 2000). Structuralists argued that those who examine surface 
features (e.g., color) are essentially arguing for a view-based template theory (Biederman, 
2007; Hummel, 2000). At the heart of this debate was an either-or-approach, pitting features 
against templates. Current views on object recognition are much more integrative and 
pragmatic. Foster and Gilson (2002), Hayward (2003), and Tanaka et al. (2001) all provide 
examples of how research benefits from the integration of structural and view-based 
approaches. I would offer that the research presented in this chapter provides an 
opportunity to build a more complete, albeit less economical, explanation of object 
recognition. 
So, where is the future of color research in object recognition heading? The tent exploring 
elements of object recognition is large enough to accommodate a more diverse group of 
disciplines beyond perception (and we would all benifit from it). For example, research in 
biology suggests that the brain has evolved to separate brightness, depth, color, and 
movement (Livingston & Hubel, 1987). This begs the question, what ecological advantage 
does color vision provide? Is it a surprise that color diagnostic items are often natural items 
(e.g., food or animals)? Primate research provides evidence that vision has optimized to 
differentiate edible fruits from background colors (Summer & Mollon, 2000). Similarly, 
Changizia, Zhang, and Shimojo (2006) provide evidence that primate vision has also 
optimized for colors associated with skin and blood. In the area of cognition, Stanfield and 
Zwaan (2001), and Zwaan et al. (2002, 2004) all demonstrate rapid interactions between 
language and visual representations. Connell (2007) and Richter and Zwaan (2009) point out 
that text color can make use of (interfere) with the representation of object color. There 
remain challenges with respect to the timing of recognition and its integration (modularity), 
but research in these varied disciplines will bring us a more complete picture of the role of 
color in object recognition.  
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1. Introduction  
There are several tasks that are used in behavioral neuroscience to reveal the 
neurobiological underpinnings of learning and memory processes. A task which has been 
gaining even more widespread use in recent years is the spontaneous object recognition 
task. The spontaneous object recognition task (heretofore referred to as the object 
recognition task) was developed for rats over 20 years ago, and has since been modified for 
use in mice (Dodart et al., 1997; Ennaceur and Delacour, 1988; Messier, 1997; Steckler et al., 
1999). The background on this task, typical methods and methodological issues, and 
representative data obtained, when using this task to assess learning and memory processes 
in rodent models, will be reviewed in the following sections.  
The object recognition task is considered a non-spatial working, declarative memory task. 
Performance in this task relies upon a functioning cortex and hippocampus. For a thorough 
review of the brain regions and neurotransmitters involved in object recognition task 
performance, readers are referred to recent papers on this topic (Dere et al., 2007; Winters et 
al., 2008). Unlike other tasks that typically rely on aversive stimuli or food rewards, the 
object recognition task takes advantage of the natural affinity of rodents for novelty (and see 
review on other methodological and theoretical considerations by Ennaceur, 2010). 
Although the typical stimuli used in this task are objects of different shapes and complexity, 
our laboratory has also begun to assess rodents’ behavior using more socially-relevant 
stimuli, such as cagemates and novel conspecifics. In this review, data are presented 
demonstrating typical patterns of investigation when objects of different complexity, or 
conspecifics, are utilized as target stimuli in this task. The objective of this report is to 
review the utility of this task to assess socially- and non-socially relevant stimuli to reveal 
neurobiological underpinnings (e.g. hormones being of the greatest interest for us) for 
cognitive processes across the lifespan. The typical methods used in training and testing and 
assessing performance in this task will be reviewed and are as follows.  
2. Training trial 
Training in the object recognition task typically involves one training trial. In the case of 
object recognition memory, as a measure of declarative memory, acquisition is thought to 
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occur with less exposure to the stimuli to be learned/recognized than in the case of non-
declarative memory (e.g. procedural memory for a skill). Training in the object recognition 
task involves exposing rodents to two stimuli. In a typical training trial in this task, rats or 
mice are trained in a bright open field (for rats: 45 × 24 × 21 cm; for mice: 39 × 39 × 30 cm) 
with two identical objects as the target stimuli in each of the corners of task that are furthest 
from where the rodent is introduced to the chamber. Another approach that our laboratory 
has been using to investigate socially-relevant cognitive processes is to use conspecifics as 
the training stimuli in this task. Rodents readily explore these novel objects, or other rodent 
conspecifics, during the training session and the amount of time spent exploring the objects 
is recorded.  
Objects are readily approached and then explored (touching, manipulating, sniffing, 
climbing/rearing upon) by rodents (Aggelton, 1985). Exploration is operationally defined as 
the rodent directing its nose at the object at a distance of no greater than 1 cm and/or 
touching, or climbing on, the object. Rodents typically spend equal amounts of time 
exploring both objects, or conspecifics, during training. It is important to take into account 
any preference for one object over another in the training trial. Further discussion of the 
importance of assessing preferences for objects utilized in the object recognition task is in 
Section 6 below.  
The length of the training trial that we have used with consistent results to be able to assess 
cognitive performance and mnemonic effects of hormones of rats and mice is three-minutes. 
Other laboratories have utilized 2-10 minutes for the training trial (reviewed in Dere et al., 
2007). Another variation in training trials is that the length of the training trial is based upon 
animals reaching a pre-set criterion for duration spent investigating the objects (e.g. 30 
seconds total exploration time; Frick & Gresack, 2003). A typical inclusion criterion is that 
subjects spend time exploring each stimuli during training. Valid interpretations cannot be 
made if rodents do not explore both objects sufficiently during training.  
3. Retention Interval  
As with the training trial length, the retention interval is an important consideration to make 
when using the object recognition task. Although the typical retention intervals that are 
utilized are between 3 and 24 hours, some studies have used retention intervals spanning 
days (Dere et al., 2007). Rodents’ performance in the task is better with shorter retention 
intervals (Bertaina-Anglade et al., 2006; Dere et al., 2007; Obinu et al., 2002; Schiapparelli et 
al., 2006), but with intervals shorter than 3 hours, it has been argued that it is not possible to 
make any attributions about rodents’ cognitive performance beyond that they are able to 
perform the task and investigate the objects (Baker and Kim, 2002; Winters and Bussey, 
2005b). Furthermore, forgetting in this task is dependent not only on the retention interval, 
but other factors, such as the length of the training trials and rodent species and strain used. 
In our laboratory, we utilize a 4 hour retention interval. This is done because in studies of 
natural cyclical variations in ovarian or other steroids (glucocorticoids, etc), it can be 
important to train rodents in the same hormone state as they will be tested in. For example, 
with respect to female rodents, the estrous cycle phase is 4 days long. In other studies using 
different learning tasks, we found that it was important to have a short enough retention 
trial so that they are trained in the same hormone state as when they are tested in (Frye, 
1995; Rhodes and Frye, 2004). Indeed, the object recognition task assesses memory for a 
unique episode or event, and has been argued to be more sensitive to pharmacological or 
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other manipulations that are amnestic (Dere et al., 2007). However, the nature of training 
and retention trials can be modified so that the effects of amnestic as well as memory-
enhancing effects of manipulations can be determined (Ennaceur & Meliani, 1992a; 
Ennaceur et al., 1989). As such, we have found valid and reliable results utilizing a three-
minute training trial with a four-hour retention interval in the object recognition task.  
4. Testing trial  
Testing in the object recognition task involves assessing whether rats or mice spend more 
time exploring the novel stimuli, compared to the familiar stimuli they were exposed to 
during training. After a retention interval, subjects are placed in the same open field, which 
contains one of the stimuli encountered during training and one novel stimuli. The side of 
the open field that the novel object, or conspecific, is placed is counterbalanced across 
subjects in the event of a side bias of the subjects. The testing session is typically the same 
length as the training session, which is three-minutes in our laboratory. During the testing 
session, the duration of time rats or mice spend exploring the familiar and novel stimuli are 
recorded.  
An assessment of performance in this task is done by comparing the amount of time 
exploring the novel object versus the familiar stimuli. This is often calculated as a 
percentage of total time spent exploring to take into account differences between subjects in 
exploration of the stimuli during testing. Chance levels of performance in this task are 50% 
of time spent exploring the novel stimuli during testing. Improved performance in this task 
is supported by greater than 50% time spent exploring the novel stimuli in this task.  
5. Subjects 
The object recognition task was developed in rats and can be used with mice with only 
modest modifications (Dodart et al., 1997; Ennaceur and Delacour, 1988; Messier, 1997; 
Steckler et al., 1999). As with other learning tasks (Frick et al., 2000; Whishaw and Tomie, 
1996), there are differences between mice and rats in the object recognition task. Few studies 
have directly compared performance of rats and mice in the object recognition task. In one, 
both male Sprague-Dawley rats and C57Bl/6J mice were sensitive to the amnestic effects of 
scopolamine, but there were differences in the length of the retention trial in which this 
became apparent (Bertaina-Anglade et al., 2006). Generally, mice spend less time exploring 
the objects and approach the objects less (Dere et al., 2007). It is argued that this may be due 
to greater neophobia of objects among mice (Dere et al., 2004). One way to increase 
exploration of the objects in this task is to introduce a habituation phase so that rodents have 
been exposed to the open field prior to testing. This may reduce neophobia as well as reduce 
the time rodents spend exploring the testing chamber, rather than the stimuli. Thus, rats and 
mice can be used in object recognition, but there are species characteristics to consider when 
using this task and interpreting the results gained from it. 
Another characteristic of subjects to consider is the strain of rodents utilized. For example, 
we have primarily utilized Long-Evans rat and mice on a C57Bl/6 background in our 
laboratory. These strains are pigmented and, thus, likely have greater visual abilities in this 
task, which may increase time spent exploring and/or improve recognition in the object 
recognition task. Few studies have systematically investigated strain differences among 
mice. In one, BALB/C, C3H/He, DBA/2, C57BL/6J, CBA/Ca, and 129S2/Sv mice were 
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compared (Brooks et al., 2005). Mice were able to perform this task with a 1 and 4, but not 24 
hour, retention interval, with the BALB/c and DBA/2 strains spending a greater percentage 
of time exploring the novel object during testing. Of note, there were no differences between 
strains when the absolute amount of time exploring the novel object was compared. Other 
studies have noted that C57Bl/6 mice perform better than DBA/2 mice in object recognition 
(Podhorna & Brown, 2002; Voikar et al., 2005). Thus, strain of mice and rats must be 
considered with respect to experimental design and interpretation of results using the object 
recognition task.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Behavioral data in the object recognition task of ovariectomized female mice from two 
sources- raised at a vendor, or purchased from vendor and raised in brand-new facility with 
noise from renovations. Mice were administered placebo vehicle or a promnestic (estradiol) 
or an amnestic (scopolamine).  
Another question to consider is the source and experiential effects of subjects. We have 
recently found differences among substrains of C57Bl/6 mice in that those that were raised 
by a vendor (C57Bl/6Tac) outperformed those that had been purchased from a vendor and 
raised in our facility (C57Bl/6J) that had renovations ongoing (e.g. frequent fire alarms 
unintentionally sounding, drilling, etc.), that can be typical of brand-new buildings (Figure 
1). As well, the magnitude of effects when mice were injected systemically with a 
promnestic (estradiol) or an amnestic (scopolamine) was different between these substrains 
of mice. We are currently investigating these effects and the role of hormones further. Thus, 
sources and experiential effects must be considered for object recognition.  
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6. Non-socially-relevant stimuli- objects 
A critical aspect of the object recognition task is the stimuli that are utilized (i.e. objects). 
Rodents must have some preference for the objects used and readily investigate them 
during training and testing trials. They need to be washable to remove extraneous olfactory 
stimuli. Likewise, the same type of material should be used (plastic, metal, etc). Similar size 
objects that differ on shape, color, texture, and/or height are preferable so that objects are 
different enough so that they can be discriminated. However, it is important that during 
training and testing objects of similar valence are used so that results are not confounded by 
a clear preference for one object over another (irrespective of recognizing the novelty or 
familiarity of the object). In our laboratory, we have analyzed the preference of rats and 
mice for several objects so that objects are ones those subjects readily investigate for equal 
amounts of time. A description of these data in mice is as follows. 
The objects that we use in our laboratory are made of plastic and are similar size, but have 
different shapes, colors, and textures. We investigated the average amount of time (seconds) 
that mice spent exploring objects for three minutes in the open field box. Table 1 depicts the 
objects analyzed and the mean time spent by groups of mice exploring the objects. These 
data show that the amount of time mice spend exploring these objects varies across the 
types of objects assessed. In this example, it would not be preferable to use either the objects 
that the mice spent a the shortest or longest duration exploring, but rather those objects that 
mice explored similarly explored for a moderate time so that comparisons between novel 
and familiar objects could be assessed. By systematically investigating the amount of 
 
Objects Average Time Explored (seconds) 
Apples (toy) 1.9 
Blocks 5.0 
Buoys (toy) 13.2 
Cakes (toy) 7.8 
Caps 24.2 
Chilies (toy) 6.0 
Funnels 8.1 
Hydrants (toy) 16.2 
Ketchup bottles (toy) 6.7 
Lego- large (toy) 0.1 
Lego- medium (toy) 0.5 
Lego- small (toy) 0.9 
Mice 10.2 
Oranges 5.5 
Pears (toy) 5.3 
Pipes 39.1 
Soda bottles (toy) 1.4 
Water Bottles (toy) 24.8 
Table 1. Time spent investigating objects of different complexity by mice. 
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Mice 10.2 
Oranges 5.5 
Pears (toy) 5.3 
Pipes 39.1 
Soda bottles (toy) 1.4 
Water Bottles (toy) 24.8 
Table 1. Time spent investigating objects of different complexity by mice. 
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exploration for all objects to be used for object recognition, it can be determined whether or 
not objects are ideal to use in an experiment. The ideal objects for use elicit a reliable 
exploratory response from the mice that can be differentiated from each other. It is advisable 
to have a catalogue of validated objects for rats and mice. If more objects are needed, they 
should approximate the characteristics of these existing objects, and be validated. Thus, 
when setting up the object recognition task to assess cognitive performance of rodents, it is 
essential to validate and catalogue a number of different objects to utilize.  
7. Cognitive performance across the lifespan- role of hormones 
Object recognition performance using the methods described above is influenced by 
hormones. There is evidence for sex differences, and effects of hormone extirpation/removal 
and replacement for object recognition performance, which suggests that hormones 
influence performance in this task. There are sex differences in that females typically 
outperform males in object recognition performance, but males outperform females when 
the objects are moved to different locations in the testing chamber (spatial version of object 
recognition referred to as the object placement task; Bowman et al., 2003; Ceccarelli et al., 
2001; Sutcliffe et al., 2007). A question that has been of interest in our laboratory is the extent 
to which some of these effects may be related to effects of ovarian steroids. When rats or 
mice are tested during the estrous cycle, performance is best when there are natural 
elevations in estradiol and progestogens (progesterone and its neuroactive metabolites), as 
compared to their counterparts with low levels of these steroids (Walf et al., 2006; Walf et al., 
2009). Ovariectomy (which removes the main peripheral source of estradiol and 
progestogens) impairs object recognition performance, and this is reversed with 
replacement back with physiological levels of estradiol or progestogens immediately after 
training (Walf et al., 2006). Interestingly, these steroids need to be “on-board” during the 
consolidation phase of memory formation, which occurs within the 1 or 1.5 hours post-
training. If steroid administration is delayed to 1-1.5 hours post-training, then performance 
is not enhanced when rodents are tested 4 hours after training (Frye & Walf, 2008a). Thus, 
these data support a role of ovarian steroids for object recognition performance.  
Performance of rats administered different pharmacological treatments, or mice that are 
genetic knockouts for steroid targets of interest, in the object recognition task has been used 
to investigate the mechanisms of steroids for learning and memory in the object recognition 
task. Data suggest that the traditional target of progesterone, the intracellular progestin 
receptor, is not required for progestogens’ mnemonic effects, but metabolism may be (Frye 
& Walf, 2010; Frye et al., 2010). Similarly, there may be non-traditional targets of estrogens 
for object recognition performance. Although selective estrogen receptor modulators that act 
at estrogen receptor β and the traditional target of estrogens, estrogen receptor α, can 
improve performance in this task, estrogens do not improve performance of mice that have 
had estrogen receptor β knocked out (Jacome et al., 2010; Luine et al., 2003; Walf et al. 2008; 
2009). Thus, there may be non-traditional actions of steroids for object recognition 
performance.  
The subjects of these studies, discussed above, were young rodents. A question is the extent 
to which there are age-related changes in performance in object recognition that occur 
concomitant with decline in ovarian steroids. First, of interest is whether prior hormonally-
relevant experiences may alter later effects of hormones for cognitive performance. To 
investigate this, age-matched rats with different breeding histories (no, one, or multiple past 
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pregnancies) are compared. We, and others, have demonstrated that middle-aged rats that 
have experienced past pregnancies have improved performance in the object recognition 
task compared to those that have not experienced such breeding history (Macbeth et al. 
2008; Paris & Frye, 2008). Second, of interest is whether older subjects, with reductions in 
natural variations in steroids, can respond to hormone replacement. We have found that 
middle-aged rats with declining reproductive status, and lowered capacity to metabolize 
natural steroids, have worse performance than age-matched rats that have maintained 
reproductive status (Paris et al. 2010). Further, administration of the hormone therapy, 
conjugated equine estrogens, to middle-aged rats improves performance in the object 
recognition task (Walf & Frye, 2008). Among aged mice, administration of progesterone 
acutely after training improves object recognition performance (Frye & Walf, 2008b). As 
well, long-term administration of progesterone to transgenic mice with an Alzheimer’s 
Disease-phenotype, or their normative age-matched controls, improved performance in the 
object recognition task (Frye & Walf, 2008c). Together, these data demonstrate that there is a 
role of hormones across the lifespan for object recognition performance.  
8. Socially-relevant stimuli- conspecifics 
Given the clear role of ovarian steroids for object recognition performance, described above, 
as well as their well-known actions to mediate socially-relevant behaviors (reviewed in Frye, 
2009), of interest is designing a one-trial learning task to assess memory for socially-relevant 
stimuli, such as conspecifics. We have recently been using a modified version of the object 
recognition task, where, instead of objects as stimuli, novel and familiar conspecifics are 
utilized. All other aspects of the protocol are the same in terms of the testing chamber 
utilized, and lengths of the training trial, retention interval, and testing trial. Rodents are 
trained with two of their cagemates in each corner of the open field. The cagemates are 
placed under separate screened chambers. The experimental subject can then see and smell, 
but not touch, the conspecifics. The operational definition of exploring in this case is defined 
as the rodent touching or directing its nose at the chamber containing the conspecific at a 
distance of no greater than 1 cm. Rodents typically spend equal amounts of time exploring 
both cagemates during training. Table 2 describes average duration spent investigating 
cagemates during training of young adult (virgin, nulliparous) and middle-aged (retired 
breeder, multiparous) adult male and female mice. Of note, mice spend considerably more 
time investigating cagemates during training than is observed with objects described in the 
previous section, irrespective of age or sex.  
 
Condition 
Average Total Time 
Spent Exploring Cagemates During 
Training (seconds) 
Young Female 57.7 
Young Male 55.1 
Middle-aged Female 58.4 
Middle-Aged Male 56.3 
Table 2. Time spent by young and middle-aged male and female mice exploring cagemates 
as training stimuli in a modified version of the object recognition task. 
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task. Data suggest that the traditional target of progesterone, the intracellular progestin 
receptor, is not required for progestogens’ mnemonic effects, but metabolism may be (Frye 
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at estrogen receptor β and the traditional target of estrogens, estrogen receptor α, can 
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2009). Thus, there may be non-traditional actions of steroids for object recognition 
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to which there are age-related changes in performance in object recognition that occur 
concomitant with decline in ovarian steroids. First, of interest is whether prior hormonally-
relevant experiences may alter later effects of hormones for cognitive performance. To 
investigate this, age-matched rats with different breeding histories (no, one, or multiple past 
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pregnancies) are compared. We, and others, have demonstrated that middle-aged rats that 
have experienced past pregnancies have improved performance in the object recognition 
task compared to those that have not experienced such breeding history (Macbeth et al. 
2008; Paris & Frye, 2008). Second, of interest is whether older subjects, with reductions in 
natural variations in steroids, can respond to hormone replacement. We have found that 
middle-aged rats with declining reproductive status, and lowered capacity to metabolize 
natural steroids, have worse performance than age-matched rats that have maintained 
reproductive status (Paris et al. 2010). Further, administration of the hormone therapy, 
conjugated equine estrogens, to middle-aged rats improves performance in the object 
recognition task (Walf & Frye, 2008). Among aged mice, administration of progesterone 
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well, long-term administration of progesterone to transgenic mice with an Alzheimer’s 
Disease-phenotype, or their normative age-matched controls, improved performance in the 
object recognition task (Frye & Walf, 2008c). Together, these data demonstrate that there is a 
role of hormones across the lifespan for object recognition performance.  
8. Socially-relevant stimuli- conspecifics 
Given the clear role of ovarian steroids for object recognition performance, described above, 
as well as their well-known actions to mediate socially-relevant behaviors (reviewed in Frye, 
2009), of interest is designing a one-trial learning task to assess memory for socially-relevant 
stimuli, such as conspecifics. We have recently been using a modified version of the object 
recognition task, where, instead of objects as stimuli, novel and familiar conspecifics are 
utilized. All other aspects of the protocol are the same in terms of the testing chamber 
utilized, and lengths of the training trial, retention interval, and testing trial. Rodents are 
trained with two of their cagemates in each corner of the open field. The cagemates are 
placed under separate screened chambers. The experimental subject can then see and smell, 
but not touch, the conspecifics. The operational definition of exploring in this case is defined 
as the rodent touching or directing its nose at the chamber containing the conspecific at a 
distance of no greater than 1 cm. Rodents typically spend equal amounts of time exploring 
both cagemates during training. Table 2 describes average duration spent investigating 
cagemates during training of young adult (virgin, nulliparous) and middle-aged (retired 
breeder, multiparous) adult male and female mice. Of note, mice spend considerably more 
time investigating cagemates during training than is observed with objects described in the 
previous section, irrespective of age or sex.  
 
Condition 
Average Total Time 
Spent Exploring Cagemates During 
Training (seconds) 
Young Female 57.7 
Young Male 55.1 
Middle-aged Female 58.4 
Middle-Aged Male 56.3 
Table 2. Time spent by young and middle-aged male and female mice exploring cagemates 
as training stimuli in a modified version of the object recognition task. 
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Rodents are then tested after a four hour retention trial. During testing, one cagemate is 
replaced with a novel conspecific. A typical process is utilized to assess performance in this 
version of the object recognition task. That is, the duration spent exploring the novel 
conspecific versus familiar cagemate is compared. It is calculated as a percentage of total 
time spent exploring both conspecifics during testing to take into account differences 
between subjects in exploration of the stimuli during this trial. Chance levels of performance 
in this task are 50% of time spent exploring the novel conspecific during testing and 
improved performance in this task is described as more than 50% time spent exploring the 
novel conspecific in this task.  
A pilot study using this protocol was conducted. Performance of young, nulliparous (virgin) 
male and female mice to middle-aged, multiparous (retired breeders) was compared, and 
results are depicted in Figure 2. We found that males outperformed females (in diestrus 
with low endogenous levels of estrogens and progestogens). Performance of young and 
middle-aged males was similar, but performance of females with extensive breeding history 
was improved compared to their young, virgin counterparts. These data demonstrate that 
conspecifics may be used as socially-relevant stimuli to investigate hormonal effects for 
learning and memory processes. Thus, substituting novel and familiar cagemates as stimuli 
in an object recognition task may be a means to investigate neurobiological mechanisms 
underlying learning of socially-relevant stimuli.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Cognitive performance of young, nulliparous and middle-aged multiparous female 
and male mice in the object recognition task using conspecifics as target stimuli. 
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9. Advantages of using the object recognition task to study cognitive 
performance across the lifespan  
Many aspects of the object recognition task are advantageous to conducting the types of 
aging and hormone studies described above, as well as studies investigating brain targets 
and mechanisms underlying these processes. The object recognition task does not require 
pre-training as it measures spontaneous behavior, exploiting the innate proclivity of rodents 
to explore novel stimuli. This is a one-trial learning task that does not require multiple, or 
lengthy, training sessions. This is advantageous to studies of hormonal effects because of the 
cyclical nature of hormones and we have found that it is important to train and test rodents 
in the same hormonal state to be able to discriminate the enhancing effects of hormones in 
object recognition and other tasks (Frye, 1995; Rhodes and Frye, 2004; Walf et al., 2006). As 
well, object recognition does not rely upon explicit reinforcement with rewarding or noxious 
stimuli so motivational aspects during training can be minimized. It is advantageous that 
the target stimuli in this task are not food-based or aversive. This is important in studies of 
hormones and aging because hormones can influence responses to aversive stimuli (e.g. 
sensitivities to footshock; Drury & Gold, 1978; Hennessy et al., 1977), as well as food intake 
(Bell & Zucker, 1971; Frye et al., 1992; Tarttelin & Gorski, 1973). Object recognition is not 
considered a task that promotes high levels of stress or arousal (Ennaceur & Delacour, 1998). 
This is advantageous to studies of aging and hormones because hormones alter general 
arousal (Pfaff et al., 2008). Furthermore, there are interactions of the hypothalamic-pituitary- 
adrenal and –gonadal axes to influence behavioral responses (reviewed in Frye, 2009; 
Solomon & Herman, 2009). As such, interpretations of effects may be more straightforward 
in the object recognition task, in comparison to tasks utilizing aversive stimuli and/or those 
that influence arousal and stress responding. Another major advantage to using the object 
recognition task to determine the effects and mechanisms of neuromodulators, such as 
hormones, is that there is little test-decay in this task when different objects, or conspecifics, 
are used as target familiar and novel stimuli. This is true as long as there are intervals (days 
to weeks) between assessments and different objects are utilized (Mumby et al., 2002a). This 
may be one of the most important factors justifying its use in aging and hormone research. 
Repeat testing allows for longitudinal studies across the lifespan as well as within-subjects 
assessments across different natural hormonal milieu (i.e. pregnancy; Paris & Frye, 2008). 
Thus, there are clear advantages to using the object recognition task to assess the role of 
hormones across the lifespan.  
10. Conclusion 
The object recognition task is widely-used to assess non-spatial working, declarative 
memory task which relies upon a functioning cortex and hippocampus. The typical methods 
(training, retention interval, and testing) used by our laboratory and others were reviewed 
with focused consideration on how to use the object recognition task to assess the role and 
mechanisms of hormones, throughout the lifespan. In addition, there are subjects’ variables 
(e.g. species, strain) that need to be considered in designing experiments and interpreting 
results using the object recognition task. Another major consideration is the nature and 
complexity of target stimuli utilized in the object recognition task. The use of objects in 
object recognition, and findings with regard to aging and hormone studies using the object 
recognition methods described, were reviewed. Furthermore, a modification to the object 
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assessments across different natural hormonal milieu (i.e. pregnancy; Paris & Frye, 2008). 
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recognition protocol using socially-relevant conspecifics, instead of non-socially-relevant 
objects, was described. Representative data obtained, when using this task with conspecifics 
to assess learning and memory processes in rodent models, was discussed. Several 
advantages to using the object recognition task were discussed with respect to training 
requirements and interpretations. As well, the major advantage to using the object 
recognition task to determine the effects and mechanisms of neuromodulators, such as 
hormones, is the absence of test-decay when different target stimuli are used was discussed. 
This allows for within-subjects designs and longitudinal assessments, which can be 
particularly important for studies of changes in natural hormonal milieu with aging. Thus, 
the object recognition task may be particularly suited to assess changes across the lifespan in 
cognitive performance to reveal mechanisms in the cortex and hippocampus.  
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1. Introduction  
In the last few decades, there has been extensive research in the cognitive neurophysiology 
of learning and memory. Most relevant experimental studies were focused on the possible 
role of neuropeptides on memory performance and the neurobiological bases of their 
actions. In general, scientists believe that the answers to those questions relies in 
understanding how the information about new events is acquired and coded by neurons, 
how this information is modulated and if it is possible to revert age-related or diseases 
associated cognitive to failures.  
Memory is broadly divided into declarative and nondeclarative forms. The formation of 
declarative memory depends on a neural system anatomically connected in the medial 
temporal lobe that recruits hippocampus, dentate gyrus, the subicular complex, and the 
adjacent perirhinal, entorhinal, and parahippocampal cortices) (Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991; 
Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2001). In both, animals and humans, declarative memory supports 
the capacity to recollect facts and events and can be contrasted with a collection of 
nondeclarative memory abilities: habits and skills, simple forms of conditioning, and other 
ways that the effects of experience can be expressed through performance rather than 
recollection (Squire, 1992; Schacter & Tulving, 1994).  
Numerous tests have been used for studying memory; they differ in several ways other than 
just the type of information that must be remembered. Other differences include the nature 
of the motivation or reward, the reinforcement contingencies, and the amount of training 
required. The behaviors that are measured to assess memory also vary considerably and 
include conditioned reflexes (e.g., Pavlovian fear conditioning), speed or accuracy of spatial 
navigation (which can involve either swimming -water maze- or running -radial maze-). The 
object recognition test (e.g., novel object recognition -NOR- or novel object preference -NOP-
), also known as the visual paired comparison task in studies with humans and monkeys, is 
a non-spatial and non-aversive procedure extensively applied to study neuronanatomical 
and molecular mechanism involves in recognition memory process, a form of declarative 
memory (Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988; Puma et al., 1999; Bizot et al., 2005).  
Recognition memory is a fundamental facet of our ability to remember. It requires a capacity 
for both identification and judgment of the prior occurrence of what has been identified 
(Mandler, 1980). This memory includes two components, a recollective (episodic) component 
that supports the ability to remember the episode in which an item was encountered, and a 
familiarity component that supports the ability to know that an item was presented (Mandler, 
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1980; Tulving, 1985; Quamme et al., 2002; Yonelinas, 2002). An important question concerns 
whether the brain structures that comprise the medial temporal lobe memory system differ in 
their contributions to recognition memory, or if they differ in how they support its recollective 
and familiar components. The first possible interpretation was that recognition memory is 
supported by the cortical areas along the parahippocampal gyrus (for example, the perirhinal 
cortex) and that the hippocampus itself is needed only for more complex tasks of declarative 
memory such as forming associations and conjunctions among stimuli (Aggleton & Shaw, 
1996; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997; Tulving & Markowitsch, 1998; Rich & Shapiro, 2009). Good 
recognition performance has been described following restricted hippocampal lesions in a case 
of developmental amnesia (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997; Baddeley et al., 2001). A second 
possible interpretation was that the hippocampus is essential for normal recognition memory 
but that the hippocampus itself supports only the recollective (episodic) component of 
recognition. Under this view, judgments based on familiarity can be supported by adjacent 
cortex in the medial temporal lobe or perhaps by other structures important for nondeclarative 
memory (Yonelinas et al., 1998; Eldridge et al., 2000; Brown & Aggleton, 2001; Verfaellie & 
Keane, 2002; Yonelinas, 2002).  
Single-cell recordings in humans and experimental animals also suggest a role for the 
hippocampus in recognition memory performance. For example, neurons recorded from the 
hippocampus during visual or olfactory recognition tasks can convey stimulus-specific 
information as well as an abstract match-nonmatch signal—that is, a response that signals 
the outcome of the recognition process rather than a signal about the stimulus itself (Fried et 
al., 1997; Wood et al., 1999; Suzuki & Eichenbaum, 2000). Perhaps, it should not be 
surprising that recognition memory, including the component of recognition memory that 
supports familiarity judgments, depends on the integrity of the hippocampus. The 
hippocampus is the final stage of convergence within the medial temporal lobe, receiving 
input from both the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices, as well as the entorhinal 
cortex. The entorhinal cortex receives about two-thirds of its cortical input from the 
perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices and originates the major cortical projections to the 
hippocampus (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994). Anatomical considerations alone suggest that the 
hippocampus is positioned to combine and extend the operations of memory formation that 
are carried out by the more specialized structures that project to it. 
The Object Recognition Task and the memory performance study 
The capacity for recognition memory has been particularly well documented in mice, rats, and 
monkeys, as well as in humans. Object recognition is the ability to perceive some object’s 
physical properties (such as shape, color and texture) and apply semantic attributes to the 
object, which includes the understanding of its use, previous experience with the object and 
how it relates to others (Enns, 2004). One of the models for object recognition, based on 
neuropsychological evidence, provides information that allows dividing the process into four 
different stages (Humphreys et al., 1999; Riddoch & Humphreys, 2001; Ward, 2006): 
Stage 1 Processing of basic object components, such as colour, depth, and form.  
Stage 2 These basic components are then grouped on the basis of similarity, providing 
information on distinct edges to the visual form. Subsequently, figure-ground segregation is 
able to take place.  
Stage 3 The visual representation is matched with structural descriptions in memory.  
Stage 4 Semantic attributes are applied to the visual representation, providing meaning, and 
thereby recognition.  
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When a subject sees an object, it knows if the objet was seen in a past occasion, this is called 
recognition memory. Every day we recognize a multitude of familiar and novel objects. We do 
this with little effort, despite the fact that these objects may vary somewhat in form, color, 
texture, etc. Objects are recognized from many different vantage points (from the front, side, or 
back), in many different places, and in different sizes. Objects can even be recognized when 
they are partially obstructed from view. Not only do abnormalities to the ventral (what) 
stream of the visual pathway affect our ability to recognize an object but also the way in which 
an object is presented through the eyes. The ventro-lateral region of the frontal lobe is involved 
in memory encoding during incidental learning and then later maintaining and retrieving 
semantic memories (Ward, 2006). Familiarity can induce perceptual processes different to 
those of unfamiliar objects which mean that our perception of a finite amount of familiar 
objects is unique. Deviations from typical viewpoints and contexts can affect the efficiency for 
which an object is recognized most effectively. It is known that not only familiar objects are 
recognized more efficiently when viewed from a familiar viewpoint opposed to an unfamiliar 
one, but also this principle applies to novel objects. This deduces to the thought that objects 
representations in the brain are probably organized in a familiar fashion of the objects 
observed in the environment (Bulthoff & Newell, 2006). Recognition is not only largely driven 
by object shape and/or views but also by the dynamic information (Norman & Eacott, 2004). 
Familiarity then can benefit the perception of dynamic point-light displays, moving objects, 
the sex of faces, and face recognition (Bulthoff & Newell, 2006). Recollection shares many 
similarities with familiarity; however it is context dependent, requiring specific information 
from the inquired incident (Ward, 2006).  
The distinction between category and attribute in semantic representation may inform the 
ability to assess semantic function in aging and disease states affecting semantic memory, such 
as in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Hajilou & Done, 2007). The semantic memory is known to be 
used to retrieve information for naming and categorizing objects (Laatu et al., 2003), 
individuals suffering from Alzheimer's disease have difficulties in recognizing objects because 
of semantic memory deficits. In fact, it is highly debated whether the semantic memory deficit 
in AD reflects the loss of semantic knowledge for particular categories and concepts or the loss 
of knowledge of perceptual features and attributes (Hajilou & Done, 2007).  
It has been widely demonstrated that spontaneous exploratory activity in the rat can be used 
to provide a valid measure of memory function (Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988; Ennaceur & 
Meliani, 1992a,b; Ennaceur & Aggleton, 1994; Ennaceur et al., 1996; Hirshman & Master, 
1997). In animals the "Object Recognition Task” has been the method more used to measure 
exploratory activity. It can be conducted on mice and rats, and the recognition memory is 
assessed by measuring animal’s ability to recognize an object previously presented. The 
novel object recognition task was introduced by Ennaceur & Delacour in 1988, in order to 
assess the ability of rats to recognize a novel object in an otherwise familiar environment.  
Since then, the test has become popular for testing object recognition memory in rodents in 
general, and the effects of amnesic drugs on exploratory activity in particular (Hammonds et 
al., 2004). The main advantages of this test are, first: each animal can be tested repeatedly with 
new stimuli in the same session, thus permitting comparisons between subjects in different 
conditions; and, second: animals do not require extended training or habituation. Other 
advantages are that the familiarization phase is identical for all the four versions of the test 
(with the exception that there are two familiarization phases on the context-memory task); the 
test does not require external motivation, reward or punishment, and the task can be 
completed in a relatively short period of time. For these reasons, the “Novel Object 
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Recognition task” is an excellent option for testing animals which have received previous 
treatments which might alter the reward system, food and water intake or general stress levels. 
The object recognition task includes two–trials, the first is an acquisition phase or sample 
phase, also called training phase, and the second one is known as testing phase. Each of 
them usually has a duration that can vary between 2 to 5 minutes. In the training phase, in 
order to get familiarized with the objects, a rodent is placed in an enclosure and exposed for 
a set length of time to two identical objects that are located in a specified distance from each 
other (Figure 1 panel a). The animal is then removed from the environment, according to the 
memory type to assess, and a predetermined amount of time is allowed to pass. The rodent 
is then retested in the same environment except that one of the two previously used 
(familiar) objects is replaced with a novel one, that differs from the familiar object in shape 
(Figure 1 panel b), texture and appearance (e.g., a plastic block is replaced with a metal ball). 
In each phase, the time spent exploring each of the objects is quantified. Usually, exploration 
of an object is defined as time spent with the head oriented towards and within two 
centimeters of the object (Benice & Raber, 2005). Turning around or sitting on the object is 
not considered as an exploratory behavior. This test gives information on working, short-
term or long term memory depending on elapsed time between the training and the testing 
phase. Additionally, this test provides information about the exploratory behavior, which is 
related to attention; anxiety and preference for novelty in rodents. Memory acquisition 
occurs when the animal perceive the object’s physical properties and apply semantic 
attributes to the object. During consolidation, which can last from minutes to days, this 
memory is moved from a labile to a more fixed state. During retrieval, the animal supports 
the ability to know that an item was presented. Then, this test allows evaluating acquisition, 
consolidation and retrieval, depending on the time course of the manipulations. 
Pharmacological or physical manipulations such us drug administration or stress, before the 
training phase can affect both, the early acquisition stage and the consolidation memory 
stage. If manipulations are performed immediately after training phase affects the late 
acquisition and consolidation stage. Oppositely, if manipulations are done before the test 
phase only the retrieval stage is affected. The different stages of memory can be quite 
difficult to isolate experimentally, because behavioral techniques potentially affect two or 
more stages of memory. Short-lived treatments, however, can isolate consolidation stage 
independently of acquisition or retrieval.  
The novel object recognition task depends on preference for novelty and also requires more 
cognitive skills from the subject to explore of novel environments or a single novel object. In 
order to discriminate between a novel and a familiar object, two identical objects are 
presented to the subject and then it has to recall the two objects (process known as working 
memory). Upon replacement of one of the familiarized objects by a novel object, if the 
animal can recognize that one object as novel, the animal will typically display differential 
behavior directed towards the novel object. The task scoring has often involved the 
experimenter recording of the time spent around a novel object versus time spent with a 
familiar object, and calculation of a novelty or “discrimination index” is based on these 
measurements (Haist & Shimanura, 1992; Ennaceur et al., 1997; Donaldson, 1999). 
Behavioral observation of each animal in the “Novel Object Recognition Task” is time-
consuming, and can hinder the ability to use many subjects, particularly in studies requiring 
exact timing (such as following a pharmaceutical or lesion treatment or a developmental 
exposure) or many treatment groups (such as dose–response studies). Then, in order to fully 
describe behavior and to collect all variables of interest, the test session must be recorded by 
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using videotaping and/or computer software to assist the experimenter observation 
(Belcher et al., 2005; Ennaceur et al., 2005; Belcher et al., 2006; He et al., 2006). Also, the novel 
object preference dependent upon strain, sex, and age. 
The analysis of the results obtained indicates that non-amnesic animals will spend more 
time exploring the novel object than the familiar one. An absence of any difference in the 
exploration of the two objects during the second phase can be interpreted as a memory 
deficit or, in case of testing an amnesic drug, a non-functioning drug. 
The preference for novelty is also influenced by factors such as training phase duration and 
the inclusion of common features in the familiar object and the novel object (Ennaceur & 
Delacour, 1988; Ennaceur & Aggleton, 1994; Ennaceur et al., 1996). Advantages associated 
with this class of measure include the fact that performance does not depend on the 
retention of a rule, nor is it influenced by changes in responsive to reward. Furthermore, 
because the test uses a forced choice design it is less likely to be affected by changes in 
impulsivity or activity. As a consequence such tasks can provide a relatively pure measure 
of “working memory” (Honig, 1978; Olton & Feustle, 1981).  
The experimental conditions are crucial when this behavioral protocol is applied to aged 
animals. It has been known that aging is associated whit memory impairments. The 
recognition memory has been recently investigated in aged rats using the object recognition 
task (Platano et al., 2008). In this regard, it has been demonstrated that the object recognition 
did not occur in rats older than 18 months (Bartolini et al., 1996). However, in different 
experimental conditions aged rats (25-27 months old) showed a good object recognition 
memory performance. Since no effective tasks are reported in the literature for aged rats, a 
new training protocol was developed (Platano et al., 2008), in this protocol a combination of 
the repetition of five training sessions in 3 days and smaller area exploration resulted in the 
establishment of the object recognition memory that persisted for at least 24 h for in both 
adult and aged rats. On the other hand, the older animals training the small area showed a 
higher synaptic density and a lower synaptic average area, indicating that the use of the 
smaller area is very important, because this non-anxiogenic environment induced a good 
plastic reactivity and memory performance. The authors suggested that this new protocol 
may be useful to compare functional and structural change associated with the memory 
formation in adulthood and the physiopathological aging (Platano D et al, 2008). 
Apparatus 
The apparatus consisted of an open box (100×100×50 cm high) made of aluminum with the 
inside painted in matt grey. The floor was covered with woodchip bedding which was 
moved around between trials/days to stop build-up of odor in certain places. The objects to 
be discriminated were available in four copies and made of an inert material such as glass; 
plastic or metal Figure 1. The weight of the objects ensured that they could not be displaced 
by the rats. To achieve this, some objects were filled with water or sand. 
Behavioral Testing procedure  
Pre-training. The animals are handled for 1 week and then all animals are given one 
habituation session in which they are allowed 5 min to explore the arena without stimuli 
(without objects). This habituation is especially important for the animal to become familiar 
with the environment, increasing the interest of the animal by the objects presented in the 
training phase. 
Training Phase: the animals are placed into the arena facing the center of the opposite wall 
and exposed for a set length of time to two identical objects (A1 and A2) that are located in 
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Recognition task” is an excellent option for testing animals which have received previous 
treatments which might alter the reward system, food and water intake or general stress levels. 
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a set length of time to two identical objects that are located in a specified distance from each 
other (Figure 1 panel a). The animal is then removed from the environment, according to the 
memory type to assess, and a predetermined amount of time is allowed to pass. The rodent 
is then retested in the same environment except that one of the two previously used 
(familiar) objects is replaced with a novel one, that differs from the familiar object in shape 
(Figure 1 panel b), texture and appearance (e.g., a plastic block is replaced with a metal ball). 
In each phase, the time spent exploring each of the objects is quantified. Usually, exploration 
of an object is defined as time spent with the head oriented towards and within two 
centimeters of the object (Benice & Raber, 2005). Turning around or sitting on the object is 
not considered as an exploratory behavior. This test gives information on working, short-
term or long term memory depending on elapsed time between the training and the testing 
phase. Additionally, this test provides information about the exploratory behavior, which is 
related to attention; anxiety and preference for novelty in rodents. Memory acquisition 
occurs when the animal perceive the object’s physical properties and apply semantic 
attributes to the object. During consolidation, which can last from minutes to days, this 
memory is moved from a labile to a more fixed state. During retrieval, the animal supports 
the ability to know that an item was presented. Then, this test allows evaluating acquisition, 
consolidation and retrieval, depending on the time course of the manipulations. 
Pharmacological or physical manipulations such us drug administration or stress, before the 
training phase can affect both, the early acquisition stage and the consolidation memory 
stage. If manipulations are performed immediately after training phase affects the late 
acquisition and consolidation stage. Oppositely, if manipulations are done before the test 
phase only the retrieval stage is affected. The different stages of memory can be quite 
difficult to isolate experimentally, because behavioral techniques potentially affect two or 
more stages of memory. Short-lived treatments, however, can isolate consolidation stage 
independently of acquisition or retrieval.  
The novel object recognition task depends on preference for novelty and also requires more 
cognitive skills from the subject to explore of novel environments or a single novel object. In 
order to discriminate between a novel and a familiar object, two identical objects are 
presented to the subject and then it has to recall the two objects (process known as working 
memory). Upon replacement of one of the familiarized objects by a novel object, if the 
animal can recognize that one object as novel, the animal will typically display differential 
behavior directed towards the novel object. The task scoring has often involved the 
experimenter recording of the time spent around a novel object versus time spent with a 
familiar object, and calculation of a novelty or “discrimination index” is based on these 
measurements (Haist & Shimanura, 1992; Ennaceur et al., 1997; Donaldson, 1999). 
Behavioral observation of each animal in the “Novel Object Recognition Task” is time-
consuming, and can hinder the ability to use many subjects, particularly in studies requiring 
exact timing (such as following a pharmaceutical or lesion treatment or a developmental 
exposure) or many treatment groups (such as dose–response studies). Then, in order to fully 
describe behavior and to collect all variables of interest, the test session must be recorded by 
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using videotaping and/or computer software to assist the experimenter observation 
(Belcher et al., 2005; Ennaceur et al., 2005; Belcher et al., 2006; He et al., 2006). Also, the novel 
object preference dependent upon strain, sex, and age. 
The analysis of the results obtained indicates that non-amnesic animals will spend more 
time exploring the novel object than the familiar one. An absence of any difference in the 
exploration of the two objects during the second phase can be interpreted as a memory 
deficit or, in case of testing an amnesic drug, a non-functioning drug. 
The preference for novelty is also influenced by factors such as training phase duration and 
the inclusion of common features in the familiar object and the novel object (Ennaceur & 
Delacour, 1988; Ennaceur & Aggleton, 1994; Ennaceur et al., 1996). Advantages associated 
with this class of measure include the fact that performance does not depend on the 
retention of a rule, nor is it influenced by changes in responsive to reward. Furthermore, 
because the test uses a forced choice design it is less likely to be affected by changes in 
impulsivity or activity. As a consequence such tasks can provide a relatively pure measure 
of “working memory” (Honig, 1978; Olton & Feustle, 1981).  
The experimental conditions are crucial when this behavioral protocol is applied to aged 
animals. It has been known that aging is associated whit memory impairments. The 
recognition memory has been recently investigated in aged rats using the object recognition 
task (Platano et al., 2008). In this regard, it has been demonstrated that the object recognition 
did not occur in rats older than 18 months (Bartolini et al., 1996). However, in different 
experimental conditions aged rats (25-27 months old) showed a good object recognition 
memory performance. Since no effective tasks are reported in the literature for aged rats, a 
new training protocol was developed (Platano et al., 2008), in this protocol a combination of 
the repetition of five training sessions in 3 days and smaller area exploration resulted in the 
establishment of the object recognition memory that persisted for at least 24 h for in both 
adult and aged rats. On the other hand, the older animals training the small area showed a 
higher synaptic density and a lower synaptic average area, indicating that the use of the 
smaller area is very important, because this non-anxiogenic environment induced a good 
plastic reactivity and memory performance. The authors suggested that this new protocol 
may be useful to compare functional and structural change associated with the memory 
formation in adulthood and the physiopathological aging (Platano D et al, 2008). 
Apparatus 
The apparatus consisted of an open box (100×100×50 cm high) made of aluminum with the 
inside painted in matt grey. The floor was covered with woodchip bedding which was 
moved around between trials/days to stop build-up of odor in certain places. The objects to 
be discriminated were available in four copies and made of an inert material such as glass; 
plastic or metal Figure 1. The weight of the objects ensured that they could not be displaced 
by the rats. To achieve this, some objects were filled with water or sand. 
Behavioral Testing procedure  
Pre-training. The animals are handled for 1 week and then all animals are given one 
habituation session in which they are allowed 5 min to explore the arena without stimuli 
(without objects). This habituation is especially important for the animal to become familiar 
with the environment, increasing the interest of the animal by the objects presented in the 
training phase. 
Training Phase: the animals are placed into the arena facing the center of the opposite wall 
and exposed for a set length of time to two identical objects (A1 and A2) that are located in 
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the corner a specified distance from each other (15 cm from each adjacent wall) and allowed 
to explore for 3 min (Figure 1panel a). The time that the animal explored each object is 
measured. The rats are then removed to its home cage.  
Test phase: this phase is different depending on the NOR variant. The same is done 5 min, 2 
h or 24 h after the training phase in order to measure working memory, short-term memory 
or long-term memory. 
There are four versions of this task, Novel object preference task, Object location task, 
Temporal order task and Object-in-place task. The following describes this phase in the 
different NOR: 
Novel object preference task. The procedure comprised a training phase (acquisition), followed 
by a test phase (consolidation). In test phase the animal is re-placed in the arena, presented 
with two objects in the same positions: one object (A1) that is used in the training phase and 
the other object is a novel object (B) (Figure 2A). The positions of the objects in the test and 
the objects used as novel or familiar are counterbalanced between the animals.  
Object location task. In this test, the rat's ability to recognize that an object that it had 
experienced before had changed location is assessed. In the test phase, one object (A1) is 
placed in the same position had occupied in the training phase. Object A2 is placed in the 
corner adjacent to the original position, so that the two objects A1 and A2 are in diagonal 
corners. Thus, both objects in the test phase are equally familiar, but one is in a new location 
(Figure 2B). The position of the moved object is counterbalanced between rats.  
Temporal order task. This task comprised two training phases and one test trial. In each 
training phase, the subjects are allowed to explore two copies of an identical object. Different 
objects are used for training phases 1 (A1 and A2) and 2 (B1 and B2), with a delay between 
the training phases of 1 h. The test trial is given 3 h after training phase 2. During the test 
trial, an objects from training phase 1 (A1) and an objects from training phase 2 (B1) are used 
(Figure 3). The positions of the objects in the test and the objects used in training phase 1 and 
2 are counterbalanced between the animals. If temporal order memory is intact, the subjects 
will spend more time exploring the object from training 1 (i.e., the object presented less 
recently) compared with the object from training 2 (i.e., the "new" object).  
Object-in-place task. This task comprised a training phase and a test phase separated by a 5 
min delay. In the training phase, the subjects are presented with four different objects (A, B, 
C, D). These objects are placed in the corners of the arena 15 cm from the walls. Each subject 
is placed in the center of the arena and allowed to explore the objects for 5 min. During the 
delay period, all of the objects are cleaned with alcohol to remove olfactory cues and any 
sawdust that had stuck to the object. In the test phase, two of the objects (e.g., B and D, 
which were both on the left or right of the arena), exchanged positions, and the subjects are 
allowed to explore the objects for 3 min (Figure 2C). The time spent exploring the two 
objects that had changed position is compared with the time spent exploring the two objects 
that had remained in the same position. The objects moved (i.e., those on the left or right), 
and the position of the objects in the sample phase are counterbalanced between rats. If 
object-in-place memory is intact, the subject will spend more time exploring the two objects 
that are in different locations compared with the two objects that are in the same locations.  
The following parameters are analyzed: the time spent exploring each objects A1 and A2 in 
the training phase, the time spent exploring each objects B and A2 (object recognition) or 
objects A1n (A1in its new location) and A2 (object location) in the test phase. The data are 
expressed as the percentage (%) of time that the animals explore identical objects (tA2/[tA1 + 
tA2] x 100) during training and the % of time that the animals explore the novel object (tB/[tB 
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+ tA2] x 100) in the retention test (Novel Object Exploration -% Time) and total exploration 
time. The time percentage used for the novel object exploration is considered as an index of 
memory retention.  
In publications by Carlini et al, it was represent the treatment or peptide effect on memory 
performance in the object recognition test, in a graph in which the percentage time 
exploration of one object in the training phase and the novel object in the test phase were 
indicated. As it can be seen, the Figure 4 shows that the animals explore 50% of time in each 
object in the training phase (these not show preference for one object), while the control 
animals explore 70 – 80 % of time in the novel object in the test phase under normal 
experimental condition. In this case it was measured the peptide effect upon short and long-
term memory retention. It should be noted that two novel objects were used, and two tests 
were carried out. The first test was performed one hour after training, the animal was placed 
in the box for the retention test and allowed to explored for 3 min the objects: one of them 
was the same as the one used for training (1-familiar object) and the other one was a novel 
object (3-novel object), them the animal returned to its home cage. The second test was 
carried out twenty four hours later, the animal was tested in the box but object 3 was 
changed for another novel object (4-novel object) that the rat had never encountered before 
(Carlini et al., 2008). 
In addition, it can also analyzed: d1 the index of discrimination, i.e. the difference in time 
spent exploring the two objects in the training phase (e.g. B–A2 in the object recognition task 
and A1n–A2 in the object location task), d2 the discrimination ratio, i.e. the difference in 
exploration time (i.e. d1) divided by the total time spent exploring the two objects in the 
training phase (e.g. B–A2/B+A2) in the object recognition task and A1n–A2/A1n+A2 in the 
object location task) (see Table 1). 
The data are evaluated with repeated measures analysis of variance, including training and 
test phase. 
Numerous authors have long been interested in the factors and neuropeptides that modulate 
the memory retention, particularly in different conditions such as stress, depression, chronic 
food restriction and undernutrition and examine these issues in an experimental paradigm 
commonly known as NOR or NOP (Souza, 1992; O´Dell & Marshall, 2005; Hopkins & Bucci, 
2010; Kertész, S et al., 2010). In this paradigm, the animal is first allowed to explore a matching 
set of two identical objects. At some point later, the animal encounters one of the original 
objects and a novel object with which it has had no prior experience. Berlyne (1950) first 
demonstrated that animals will spend more time exploring the novel object than the original 
(i.e., familiar) one when given equal access to both, thus displaying a preference for novel 
stimulation. If a delay is added between training and test, NOR can also become a useful 
measure of retention across time (e.g., Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988; Anderson et al., 2004; 
Anderson, 2006a,b).  
It should be noted that object recognition and object location tasks are based on spontaneous 
exploratory activity, and as a consequence they do not exclude the possibility of individual 
animals having a preference for a specific object or place that is independent of the 
familiarity/novelty of that item. In our lab, we use the NOR to examine the different 
neuropeptide effects on memory performance (Carlini et al., 2007; 2008) and we also examined 
the motivational behavior in this test, because it is reasonable to believe that the diminished 
performance in the object recognition test induced by a memory impairment drug, could be a 
consequence of a motivational deficit; i.e. animals would be not interested in exploring novel 
objects. In order to explore the above mentioned hypothesis, we quantified during each 
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the corner a specified distance from each other (15 cm from each adjacent wall) and allowed 
to explore for 3 min (Figure 1panel a). The time that the animal explored each object is 
measured. The rats are then removed to its home cage.  
Test phase: this phase is different depending on the NOR variant. The same is done 5 min, 2 
h or 24 h after the training phase in order to measure working memory, short-term memory 
or long-term memory. 
There are four versions of this task, Novel object preference task, Object location task, 
Temporal order task and Object-in-place task. The following describes this phase in the 
different NOR: 
Novel object preference task. The procedure comprised a training phase (acquisition), followed 
by a test phase (consolidation). In test phase the animal is re-placed in the arena, presented 
with two objects in the same positions: one object (A1) that is used in the training phase and 
the other object is a novel object (B) (Figure 2A). The positions of the objects in the test and 
the objects used as novel or familiar are counterbalanced between the animals.  
Object location task. In this test, the rat's ability to recognize that an object that it had 
experienced before had changed location is assessed. In the test phase, one object (A1) is 
placed in the same position had occupied in the training phase. Object A2 is placed in the 
corner adjacent to the original position, so that the two objects A1 and A2 are in diagonal 
corners. Thus, both objects in the test phase are equally familiar, but one is in a new location 
(Figure 2B). The position of the moved object is counterbalanced between rats.  
Temporal order task. This task comprised two training phases and one test trial. In each 
training phase, the subjects are allowed to explore two copies of an identical object. Different 
objects are used for training phases 1 (A1 and A2) and 2 (B1 and B2), with a delay between 
the training phases of 1 h. The test trial is given 3 h after training phase 2. During the test 
trial, an objects from training phase 1 (A1) and an objects from training phase 2 (B1) are used 
(Figure 3). The positions of the objects in the test and the objects used in training phase 1 and 
2 are counterbalanced between the animals. If temporal order memory is intact, the subjects 
will spend more time exploring the object from training 1 (i.e., the object presented less 
recently) compared with the object from training 2 (i.e., the "new" object).  
Object-in-place task. This task comprised a training phase and a test phase separated by a 5 
min delay. In the training phase, the subjects are presented with four different objects (A, B, 
C, D). These objects are placed in the corners of the arena 15 cm from the walls. Each subject 
is placed in the center of the arena and allowed to explore the objects for 5 min. During the 
delay period, all of the objects are cleaned with alcohol to remove olfactory cues and any 
sawdust that had stuck to the object. In the test phase, two of the objects (e.g., B and D, 
which were both on the left or right of the arena), exchanged positions, and the subjects are 
allowed to explore the objects for 3 min (Figure 2C). The time spent exploring the two 
objects that had changed position is compared with the time spent exploring the two objects 
that had remained in the same position. The objects moved (i.e., those on the left or right), 
and the position of the objects in the sample phase are counterbalanced between rats. If 
object-in-place memory is intact, the subject will spend more time exploring the two objects 
that are in different locations compared with the two objects that are in the same locations.  
The following parameters are analyzed: the time spent exploring each objects A1 and A2 in 
the training phase, the time spent exploring each objects B and A2 (object recognition) or 
objects A1n (A1in its new location) and A2 (object location) in the test phase. The data are 
expressed as the percentage (%) of time that the animals explore identical objects (tA2/[tA1 + 
tA2] x 100) during training and the % of time that the animals explore the novel object (tB/[tB 
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+ tA2] x 100) in the retention test (Novel Object Exploration -% Time) and total exploration 
time. The time percentage used for the novel object exploration is considered as an index of 
memory retention.  
In publications by Carlini et al, it was represent the treatment or peptide effect on memory 
performance in the object recognition test, in a graph in which the percentage time 
exploration of one object in the training phase and the novel object in the test phase were 
indicated. As it can be seen, the Figure 4 shows that the animals explore 50% of time in each 
object in the training phase (these not show preference for one object), while the control 
animals explore 70 – 80 % of time in the novel object in the test phase under normal 
experimental condition. In this case it was measured the peptide effect upon short and long-
term memory retention. It should be noted that two novel objects were used, and two tests 
were carried out. The first test was performed one hour after training, the animal was placed 
in the box for the retention test and allowed to explored for 3 min the objects: one of them 
was the same as the one used for training (1-familiar object) and the other one was a novel 
object (3-novel object), them the animal returned to its home cage. The second test was 
carried out twenty four hours later, the animal was tested in the box but object 3 was 
changed for another novel object (4-novel object) that the rat had never encountered before 
(Carlini et al., 2008). 
In addition, it can also analyzed: d1 the index of discrimination, i.e. the difference in time 
spent exploring the two objects in the training phase (e.g. B–A2 in the object recognition task 
and A1n–A2 in the object location task), d2 the discrimination ratio, i.e. the difference in 
exploration time (i.e. d1) divided by the total time spent exploring the two objects in the 
training phase (e.g. B–A2/B+A2) in the object recognition task and A1n–A2/A1n+A2 in the 
object location task) (see Table 1). 
The data are evaluated with repeated measures analysis of variance, including training and 
test phase. 
Numerous authors have long been interested in the factors and neuropeptides that modulate 
the memory retention, particularly in different conditions such as stress, depression, chronic 
food restriction and undernutrition and examine these issues in an experimental paradigm 
commonly known as NOR or NOP (Souza, 1992; O´Dell & Marshall, 2005; Hopkins & Bucci, 
2010; Kertész, S et al., 2010). In this paradigm, the animal is first allowed to explore a matching 
set of two identical objects. At some point later, the animal encounters one of the original 
objects and a novel object with which it has had no prior experience. Berlyne (1950) first 
demonstrated that animals will spend more time exploring the novel object than the original 
(i.e., familiar) one when given equal access to both, thus displaying a preference for novel 
stimulation. If a delay is added between training and test, NOR can also become a useful 
measure of retention across time (e.g., Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988; Anderson et al., 2004; 
Anderson, 2006a,b).  
It should be noted that object recognition and object location tasks are based on spontaneous 
exploratory activity, and as a consequence they do not exclude the possibility of individual 
animals having a preference for a specific object or place that is independent of the 
familiarity/novelty of that item. In our lab, we use the NOR to examine the different 
neuropeptide effects on memory performance (Carlini et al., 2007; 2008) and we also examined 
the motivational behavior in this test, because it is reasonable to believe that the diminished 
performance in the object recognition test induced by a memory impairment drug, could be a 
consequence of a motivational deficit; i.e. animals would be not interested in exploring novel 
objects. In order to explore the above mentioned hypothesis, we quantified during each 
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experiment (1) t1, the total time spent in exploring the two identical objects in the training 
phase; (2) t2, the total time spent exploring the two objects in the test phase.  
Particularly, the object recognition test is very interesting because it is a non aversive test. It 
has been demonstrated that the effects of pharmacological agents that impair or enhance 
memory retention for an aversive stimulus as the footshock can be investigated using the 
step down test (Barros et al., 2001).  
In publications by Carlini et al., it was reported the that the obestatin peptide caused 
increase in a dose-related manner in the latency time in the step down test, when given 
immediately post training (0 h), suggesting an increase in memory retention. It is known 
that in several memory aversive paradigms (as step down), the amygdala has also a 
critical role. Thus, the results from the step-down experiments, showing memory 
facilitation, suggest that the amygdala may also play an important role in the central 
effects of this peptide. However, the obestatin effect on memory retention using other 
behavioral paradigm, the object recognition task, also was studied. It is reasonable to 
believe that enhanced memory performance induced by obestatin in the step down 
paradigm could be test dependent. Nevertheless, the result shown that obestatin affects 
the performance of the animals in the two memory paradigm used (step down and object 
recognition test) indicates that these effects were not test dependent. Furthermore, in both 
memory tests, the hippocampus seems to be the principal structure involved (Carlini et 
al., 2007). 
In the paper by Carlini et al, the step down paradigm was not used because the animals 
were under chronic food restriction. In this experimental condition the animal exhibit 
anxiety-like behavior and is more sensitive to footshock, showing decreased latency to 
escape from footshock. It has been demonstrated that undernutrition during suckling 
caused hyperreactivity to 0.2 mA footshocks in the step down test (Vendite  et al., 1987) 
and that in the shock threshold test the malnourished animals are more sensitive to 
electric shock (Rocinholi et al., 1997). Footshock escape latency for undernourished rats 
was less than for well-nourished rats (Souza et al., 1992). Maybe the hyperreactivity or 
anxiety-like behavior observed in this nutritional condition could be the cause for the 
improved memory performance showed by these animals, and this can explain some of 
the interpretations reported in the literature (Souza et al., 1992). Thus, by using the step 
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Without a doubt, this test, which is frequently applied, could provide new and original 
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Fig. 1. Mouse exposed to two identical objects (A1 and A2) in training phase (panel a) and 
mouse exposed to novel and familiar object (B and A2) of Novel object preference task 
(panel b). 
Mouse exploring novel object in test phase. It should be noted that exploration of an object is 
defined as time spent with the head oriented towards and within two centimeters of the 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the three object recognition memory tasks. A- Novel object preference 
task: Left (training phase), animals are exposed to two identical objects (A1 and A2). Right 
(test phase), animal are exposed to two different objects, the sample previously explored in 
the training phase which is now familiar (A1) and a new object (B), never seen before. B- 
Object location task: Left (training phase), animals are exposed to two identical objects (A1 
and A2). Right (test phase), animals are exposed to two objects, previously explored in the 
training phase which are now familiar (A1 and A2), but one object (A1) is re-localizated in 
relation to training phase. C- Object-in-place task. Left (training phase), animals are exposed 
to four different objects (A, B, C and D). Right (test phase), animals are exposed to four 
objects, previously explored in the training phase which are now familiar, but two object (A 
and B) are re-localizated in relation to training phase. 
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the Temporal order task. This task comprised two training phases: Left (first 
training phase), animals are exposed to two identical objects (A1 and A2); middle (second 
training phase), animals are exposed to two identical objects (B1 and B2) but these are 
different to first training phase; right (test phase), animal are exposed to two different 
objects, both previously explored, one object of the first training phase and other of the 






























Fig. 4. Representative graphic of the parameters showed about the object recognition test. 
The figure show the Obestatin effect on memory performance in object recognition test. The 
animals received Obestatin (Ob) or ACSF (Control). The results are expressed as percentage 
of novel object exploration (time percentage = tnovel/[tnovel + ttraining] · 100) ± SEM. Training: 
the rat was placed with two identical objects (1 and 2). Test 1 and 24 h after training the rat 
was placed in the box with the object 1–3 and 1–4 respectively. *Significant differences with 
control animals, p ≤ 0.05 (The graphic correspond to the figure shown in the paper 
published by Carlini et al. in Biochem Biophys Res Commun., 2007).  
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% Time Training % Time Nobel t1 t2 d1 d2
Object  Exploration Object  Exploration
A. Novel Object Preference tA2/[tA1 + tA2] x 100 tB/[tB + tA2] x 100 A1 + A2 B + A2 B–A2 B–A2/B+A2 
B. Object location tA2/[tA1 + tA2] x 100 tA1n/[tA1n + tA2] x 100 A1 + A2 A1n + A2 A1n–A2 A2/A1n+A2 
 
Table 1. Index of the different measures involved in the spontaneous recognition memory 
task for objects and location of objects. 
t1 the total time spent exploring two objects A1 and A2 in the sample phase, t2 the total time 
spent exploring objects B and A2 (object recognition) or objects A1n (A1in its new location) 
and A2 (object location) in the test phase, d1 the index of discrimination, i.e. the difference in 
time spent exploring the two objects in the training phase (e.g. B–A2 in the object 
recognition task and A1n–A2 in the object location task), d2 the discrimination ratio, i.e. the 
difference in exploration time (i.e. d1) divided by the total time spent exploring the two 
objects in the training phase (e.g. B–A2/B+A2 in the object recognition task and A1n–
A2/A1n+A2 in the object location task). 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Macular degeneration: clinical aspects 
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the leading cause of irreversible blindness. 
(Klaver, et al 1998, Klein 2007). The disease adversely affects quality of life and activities of 
daily living, causing many affected individuals to lose their independence in their 
retirement years. It is estimated that, in the USA, over 8 million people have some stage of 
AMD, with hundred of thousands of people aged 75 or over developing some stage of AMD 
over any 5-year period. (Klein, et al 1997)  Preventive measures are needed to reduce the 
burden of this disease. AMD affects the region with the highest density of photoreceptors: 
the macula, about 6 mm in diameter, covering the central 15-20° of the visual field. 
International classification and grading system for AMD proposes to separate features 
termed either early, and late age-related macular degeneration (Klein, et al 1992) with the 
term age-related macular degeneration (AMD) being reserved for late AMD. Early AMD is 
defined as degenerative disorder in individuals over 50 years of age. Ophthalmoscopy 
reveals yellow subretinal deposits called soft drusen (large, ≥ 63µm), or retinal pigment 
epithelial irregularities including hyperpigmentation or hypopigmentation changes. (Bird, 
et al 1995). Many aspects of visual function, not just visual acuity, show a decline with 
normal aging, including dark adaptation, stereopsis, contrast sensitivity, sensitivity to glare, 
and visual field tests. Late AMD is associated with visual loss, and divided into a non-
neovascular atrophic type (dry AMD, geographic atrophy), and a neovascular (wet) type. 
In atrophic AMD, gradual disappearance of the retinal pigment epithelium results in one or 
more patches of atrophy that slowly enlarge and coalesce. Geographic atrophy is defined as 
any sharply delineated round or oval area of hypo or hyperpigmentation or apparent 
absence of the retinal pigment epithelium, in which choroidal vessels are more visible than 
the surrounding areas and which is ≥ 1mm in diameter in funduscopy.(Sarks, et al 1988). An 
illustration is shown in Figure 1.  Geographic atrophy involving the center of the macula 
leads to progressive visual loss. Development of geographic atrophy is associated with 
subsequent further growth of atrophy. For instance,  a study by Lindblad et al (2009) 
showed that from a median initial lesion size of 4.3 mm2, average change from baseline 
geographic atrophy was 2.03 mm2  at 1 year, 3.78 mm2 at 2 years, 5.93 mm2 at 3 years (1.78 
mm2 per year). Average visual acuity decreased by 22 letters after 5 years. Affected areas 
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have no visual function since loss of the retinal pigment epithelium is associated with fallout 
of photoreceptors. The only proven treatment available for the dry  forms of the disease, 
compassing 85% of cases, is an antioxidants/mineral supplement that can slow the 
progression of the disease by 25% over 5 years (Age-Related Eye Disease Study Research 
Group 2001)  
 
        
Fig. 1. Fundus photography (left) and fundus autofluorescence (right) of a patient suffering 
from advanced atrophic AMD. Visual acuity was reduced to “counting fingers” at 1m. 
In the wet AMD (or exsudative or neovascular), vision loss appear suddenly, when a 
choroidal neovascular membrane leaks fluid or blood into the subpigment epithelial or 
subretinal space. Approximately 10% to 15% of AMD manifest the neovascular form of the 
disease (Ferris, et al 1984). Patients complain of decreased vision, micropsia, 
metamorphopsia, the presence of a scotoma, see a simulation on Figure 2.  
Macular degeneration is associated with severe vision loss at advanced stages. If the 
advanced stage of both types of AMD is noted in one or both eyes, then rehabilitation with a 
low-vision department should be considered to determine which activity or device will help 
the individual to cope with the visual loss. At advanced stage, once the spatial resolution of 
the fovea cannot be used, and fixation is controlled, a preferred retinal location (PRL) is 
developed.  The location of the PRL depends upon the geographic distribution of the lesion 
although it tends to develop in a functional retinal area near the edge of the scotoma 
(Crossland et al 2004; 2005; Cheung & Legge, 2005 for a review). At the end of its evolution, 
AMD affects all the functions of central vision: acuity, color vision, high spatial resolution, 
contrast sensitivity, posture and mobility (Wood et al 2009; Hassan et al., 2002). 
AMD leads to a central scotoma, a region of diminished vision within the visual field, which 
can be absolute or relative depending on the degree of central vision loss. The scotoma may 
cause centrally presented images to appear darker, blurred, and even contain black or grey 
holes (see Figure 2) (Schumacher et al. 2008). As the macula is responsible for high spatial 
resolution the patients’ ability to obtain information about the environment is reduced. 
Patients with visual loss resulting from AMD often report AMD as the worst medical 
problem and have a diminished quality of life (Alexander, et al 1988, Mangione, et al 1999). 
The lower quality of life in patients with AMD is related to greater emotional distress, worse 
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self reported general health, and greater difficulties carrying out daily activities. These 
people report increased difficulty for everyday tasks like reading, driving, cooking, 
watching TV, recognizing faces and facial expressions, pictures and finding objects 
especially when the illumination level is low and during the transition from bright to dim 
illumination (Hart et al., 1999; Brody et al., 2001; Holzschuch et al 2002; Hassan et al., 2002; 
Bullimore et al 1991; Peli et al 1991; Tejeira et al., 2002; Boucart et al 2008a). Vision-related 
Quality of Life questionnaires (Mangione et al 2001; Cahill et al 2005) report that patients 
suffering from AMD also encounter more difficulties than do age matched normally sighted 
individuals when shopping (i.e., finding objects on shelves), managing money and 
performing light housework. Therefore, understanding the visual processes impaired, and 
those spared, is critical for efficient cognitive re-habilitation and for maintaining a relative 
autonomy in this population. 
 
     
Fig. 2. Simulation of a view of a scene :  (left) a scene as viewed by a person with normal 
vision. Middle: a scene as viewed by a person with metamorphopsia. Right: a scene as 
viewed by a person with central scotoma. Picture taken from: www.canadian-health.ca 
In the present chapter we will focus on the cognitive aspects of the visual impairments 
encountered by people with low vision consecutive to macular degeneration, and 
particularly on visual object and scene perception. Indeed, with only few exceptions 
(Hogervorst & van Damme 2008; Boucart et al 2008b), research on people with AMD has 
been focused on investigations of low-level processes with simple static stimuli like 
gratings, shapes, letters and in word perception and reading (Legge et al., 1985; 1992; Wang 
et al 2002). Yet, the natural environment is made of dynamic scenes, which put different 
requirements on the observer in terms of selecting relevant features (colors, contours, 
texture, spatial layout, figure/ground discrimination,…) that are necessary to quickly 
understand the meaning of a scene (gist) as well as object search for instance. How do 
people with central vision loss recognize objects and scenes? Is central vision necessary for 
scene gist recognition? Does color and context (the surrounding of objects) facilitate or 
impair object and scene recognition? We summarize three studies (Boucart et al., 2008b; 
Tran et al 2010; Tran et al 2011) addressing these questions. 
Visual acuity is not uniform across the visual field. Neurophysiological studies show that 
the density of cone photoreceptors, responsible for high resolution perception, decreases 
considerably as eccentricity increases. The fovea contains the highest density of cones. Their 
number drops to about 50% at 1.75° from the fovea and to less than 5% at 20° from the fovea 
(Curcio et al, 1991). The receptive fields are larger in periphery leading to loss of spatial 
resolution. As a consequence of its low spatial resolution, peripheral vision is far less 
capable of fine discrimination even after its low spatial resolution has been compensated for 
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gratings, shapes, letters and in word perception and reading (Legge et al., 1985; 1992; Wang 
et al 2002). Yet, the natural environment is made of dynamic scenes, which put different 
requirements on the observer in terms of selecting relevant features (colors, contours, 
texture, spatial layout, figure/ground discrimination,…) that are necessary to quickly 
understand the meaning of a scene (gist) as well as object search for instance. How do 
people with central vision loss recognize objects and scenes? Is central vision necessary for 
scene gist recognition? Does color and context (the surrounding of objects) facilitate or 
impair object and scene recognition? We summarize three studies (Boucart et al., 2008b; 
Tran et al 2010; Tran et al 2011) addressing these questions. 
Visual acuity is not uniform across the visual field. Neurophysiological studies show that 
the density of cone photoreceptors, responsible for high resolution perception, decreases 
considerably as eccentricity increases. The fovea contains the highest density of cones. Their 
number drops to about 50% at 1.75° from the fovea and to less than 5% at 20° from the fovea 
(Curcio et al, 1991). The receptive fields are larger in periphery leading to loss of spatial 
resolution. As a consequence of its low spatial resolution, peripheral vision is far less 
capable of fine discrimination even after its low spatial resolution has been compensated for 
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by increase in size (M-Scaling, Saarinen, et al. 1987; Näsänen & O’Leary 1998), contrast 
enhancement (Makela et al, 2001) and increased temporal integration (Swanson et al. 2008). 
Moreover, crowding is known to be more pronounced in the periphery (Pelli et al 2004). 
Crowding refers to the decreased visibility of a visual target in the presence of nearby 
objects or structures (Levi 2008; Pelli 2008). It impairs the ability to recognize objects in 
clutters. This has been demonstrated with letters, digits, bars and gabor stimuli (Bouma 
1970; Strasburger et al 1991; Fellisbert et al 2005). Figure/ground segregation is also 
impaired in peripheral vision (Thompson et al 2007). In daily life normally sighted people 
are not aware of the limitations in spatial resolution in peripheral vision because eye 
movements place the high resolution of foveal vision in different parts of the visual field. In 
people with AMD the central scotoma follows eye movements and only the low resolution 
of peripheral vision remains. 
We (Tran et al 2010) examined whether scene gist recognition can be accomplished by low 
resolution peripheral vision in people with central vision loss. The question of the 
contribution of central versus peripheral vision on scene gist recognition has been addressed 
by Larson and Loschky (2009) in normally sighted observers. They presented participants 
with photographs of real world scenes (27 X 27° of visual angle) for 106 ms each. Each scene 
was followed by a name (e.g., river). Participants were asked to decide if the scene matched 
the name. Performance was compared in two conditions: a window condition showing the 
central portion of the scene and blocking peripheral information and a scotoma condition 
blocking out the central portion and showing only the periphery. The radii of the window 
and scotoma were 1, 5, 10.8 and 13.6°. Performance was barely above chance in the 1° 
window condition suggesting that foveal vision is not useful for recognizing scene gist. 
Accuracy increased as the radius of the window increased. Conversely, when participants 
had information from everything but not foveal vision (in the 1° scotoma condition), 
performance was equal to seeing the entire image. Based on these data the authors 
suggested that peripheral (and parafoveal vision) is more useful than high resolution foveal 
vision for scene gist recognition.  
We investigated scene categorization in people with central vision loss. Performance was 
compared for two spatial properties: a categorization based on naturalness (natural versus 
urban scenes) and a categorization in terms of indoor versus outdoor scenes. Though these 
two properties are considered as holistic or global (i.e, the categorization can be based on the 
overall layout; Greene & Oliva 2009a; 2009b), studies on young normally sighted observers 
have shown longer categorization times for indoor vs outdoor scenes than for naturalness 
(Joubert et al 2007); likely due to the fact that a more local (object) analysis is required to 
discriminate between indoor and outdoor scenes whilst a coarse perception based on 
orientation and color is sufficient to decide if a scene is natural or urban.   
27 patients with a confirmed diagnosis of wet and dry AMD and 17 age matched controls 
were recruited. Inclusion and exclusion criteria and clinical and demographic data are 
detailed in Tran et al (2010). Participants were tested monocularly, on the best eye for 
patients and on the preferred eye for controls.  
The stimuli were photographs of natural scenes. Two scene properties were selected: 
naturalness (natural/urban scenes) and indoor/outdoor scenes. Examples are shown in 
Figure 3. The angular size of the photographs was 15° X 15° at a viewing distance of 1 m. A 
black fixation cross (5°) was centrally displayed for 500 ms and followed by a single 
photograph of a scene centrally displayed for 300 ms. Participants were given a target for 
each categorization task. For naturalness, urban scenes were chosen as target for half of the 
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participants and natural scenes for the other half of the participants. The same procedure 
was used for indoor/outdoor scenes. A scene appeared every 3 seconds. Participants were 
asked to press a key as soon as they saw a picture corresponding to the pre-defined target. 
There were 100 trials/category (50 targets (e.g. natural scenes) and 50 distractors (e.g., urban 
scenes).   
 
      
 
      
Fig. 3. Examples of indoor/outdoor scenes and natural/urban scenes used in the scene 
categorization task. 
The percentage of correct detections of the target is displayed in Figure 4. The results show 
that patients with AMD were on average more accurate for natural/urban scenes than for 
indoor/outdoor scenes whilst performance did not differ significantly between the two 
categories for age matched controls. False alarms were higher in the indoor/outdoor 
category than for natural/urban category in both groups of participants but, on average, did 
not exceed 11%. A detailed description of the results can be found in Tran et al (2010). 
The results indicate that scene gist recognition can be accomplished with low resolution 
peripheral vision as patients with central vision loss were able to recognize scenes with high 
accuracy in two types of categorization : natural vs urban scenes and indoor vs outdoor 
scenes. The results therefore confirm Larson and Loschky’s (2009) data with artificial 
scotomas in normally sighted people, and extend them to real scotomas varying from  5° to 
30° eccentricity in our patients. The head was not fixed in our study. As the stimuli always 
appeared at the same spatial location patients with a large scotoma might have moved their 
head to place the image in their preferred retinal location which is adjacent to the scotoma in 
AMD (see Cheung & Legge 2005 for a review). This means that scene gist is available at low 
spatial resolution (in peripheral vision) and even when local information, object 
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identification, might help to distinguish between the two categories (i.e., a bed is more likely 
to be found indoor and a bike is more likely to be found outdoor). No correlation was found 
between performance and clinical variables such as the size of the lesion, visual acuity and 
the type of AMD. Performance is usually found to be related to the size of absolute scotoma 
when high spatial resolution is required to perform a task, in reading speed and in reading 

















Fig. 4. Percentage of correct detections (Hits) of the target scenes as a function of the 
category of scene (natural/urban and indoor/outdoor) for patients with AMD and age 
matched normally sighted controls (adapted from Tran et al 2010). 
The scene-centered approach (Oliva, 2005; Greene and Oliva 2009a; 2009b) suggests that the 
initial visual representation constructed by the visual system is at the level of the whole 
scene and not at the level of objects. Instead of local geometric and part based visual 
primitives this account posits that global properties reflecting scene structure, layout and 
function act as primitives for scene categorization. Processing is considered as global if it 
builds a representation that is sensitive to the overall layout and structure of a visual scene. 
Many properties in the natural environment can be global and holistic in nature. For 
instance, the processing of orientation is sufficient to discriminate a urban from a natural 
landscape. Consistent with this proposal modelling work has shown success  in identifying 
complex photographs of real world scenes from low level features, such as orientation, and 
color, or more complex spatial layout properties such as texture, mean depth and 
perspective (Oliva & Torralba, 2001, Torralba & Oliva, 2002, 2003 Fei-Fei et al 2005; Vogel  & 
Schiele 2007).  
Greene and Oliva (2009a) suggested the possibility that the brain is able to rapidly calculate 
robust statistical summaries of features like the average orientation of a pattern in an 
automatic fashion and outside the focus of attention. This might explain the advantage 
observed, in patients with AMD, for naturalness as compared to indoor/outdoor scenes, 
and also that, within naturalness, urban scenes were categorized faster and more accurately 
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than natural scenes. Indeed, urban scenes (cities with high buildings in our set of images cf 
Figure 3) were more homogeneous than natural scenes which included rivers, mountains, 
deserts, forests, beach.... An advantage for naturalness, over indoor/outdoor scenes, has 
been reported in other studies. Naturalness classification had the fastest categorization 
threshold in Greene and Oliva’s (2009b) study and the fastest response times in Joubert et al. 
(2007) study. An explanation for this difference is that a low resolution is sufficient to 
discriminate between natural and urban scenes but a higher resolution is needed for basic 
level scene categorization such as discrimination between sea, mountain, forests, indoor and 
outdoor scenes.  Our results are consistent with the notion that the initial scene 
representation is based on global properties and not on the objects it contains as central 
vision is reduced in AMD and object recognition is impaired. 
2. The effect of color on object and scene perception  
In normally sighted people there is disagreement about whether color facilitates object 
recognition or not. Ostergaard and Davidoff (1988) reported that objects were recognized 
equally fast irrespective of whether they were properly colored or not. Biederman and Ju 
(1988) failed to find any advantage of color over black and white outline drawings of objects in 
a naming task and an object verification task, thus supporting edge-based models of object 
recognition. Delorme et al. (2000) asked normally sighted young participants to make a rapid 
categorization (animal/non animal or food/non food objects) of briefly displayed (32 ms) 
colored or achromatic grey level photographs of natural scenes. They found no effect of color 
leading to the suggestion that the first wave of visual information is essentially coarse and 
achromatic. Other studies have attempted to determine the conditions in which color 
information might help object recognition. Three main factors have been investigated: 
structural similarity, color diagnosticity and degraded shape information. Price and 
Humphreys (1989) reported that object naming and categorization were facilitated by color, as 
compared with grey levels, when objects were structurally similar in shape (e.g. orange vs. 
grapefruit). Rossion and Pourtois (2004) also found that the advantage provided by color was 
larger for objects structurally similar in shape and for natural objects with a diagnostic color 
(e.g., a red strawberry) but they reported that man-made objects also benefited from color 
irrespective of whether they had a single diagnostic color (e.g. a fire engine) or not. The effect 
of color diagnosticity has been demonstrated in several other studies both with objects (Tanaka 
& Presnell, 1999; Therriault et al 2009) and with photographs of natural scenes (Oliva & 
Schyns, 2000), but Gegenfurtner and Rieger (2000) found that recognition accuracy was higher 
for colored images than for luminance-matched grey level images for all categories: natural 
scenes and scenes including man-made objects such as cities. Color has been found to help 
object recognition or object categorization under degraded visual conditions. For instance,  at 
60° eccentricity where spatial resolution is very low Naili et al (2006) reported a better 
performance for colored than for grey level photographs of objects in a task requiring 
participants to decide whether an object was edible or not. Other studies have reported that 
observers profit from color for recognizing photographs of natural scenes degraded by low 
pass filtering (Oliva & Schyns, 2000) or by visual noises made by combining the Fourier phase 
spectra of the natural images with a random phase spectrum using the inverse  Fourier 
transform at different coherence levels (Liebe et al 2009). 
Few studies have examined how people with low vision perceive and recognize objects and 
scenes. Ebert et al. (1986) examined functional visual performance in 52 patients with low 
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identification, might help to distinguish between the two categories (i.e., a bed is more likely 
to be found indoor and a bike is more likely to be found outdoor). No correlation was found 
between performance and clinical variables such as the size of the lesion, visual acuity and 
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vision. The participants were tested with practical tasks such as currency discrimination, color 
recognition, reading a clock and reading large prints. They found a correlation between 
Snellen acuity and functional vision. Owsley and Sloane, (1987) measured contrast thresholds 
for gratings varying on spatial frequencies and contrast thresholds for both the detection and 
identification of three categories of stimuli (faces, road signs and various common objects).  
Participants increased the contrast by key pressing until something was just detectable on the 
screen, and then, they were asked to continue to increase the contrast until identification. The 
pictures had been seen at optimal contrast before threshold measurement. They found that, for 
real world targets, acuity was poorly correlated to threshold performance. In contrast the best 
predictors of contrast thresholds were age and decreased contrast sensitivity at middle-to-low 
spatial frequencies (i.e., 0.5 to 6 cpd). Wurm et al (1993) examined whether people with low 
vision benefit from color in object recognition. They compared performance in a naming task 
for isolated colored vs achromatic pictures of objects in normally sighted people and in people 
with various types of retinopathies including macular degeneration, cataract, glaucoma and 
diabetic retinopathy. They reported that people with low vision exhibit a greater advantage in 
terms of accuracy and response times than normally sighted participants for colored objects, 
showing that color improves object recognition in low vision. This result was confirmed, and 
extended to photographs of natural scenes by Boucart et al (2008b). Patients with AMD 
(including wet and dry AMD) and age matched controls were tested in a categorization task in 
which they were asked to press a response key when they saw either a target animal or a 
target face (faces and animals were presented in separate blocks of trials). The stimuli were 
displayed centrally for 300 ms each. Target animals or faces appeared randomly within 
photographs containing neither animals nor faces. Performance was compared in four 
experimental conditions: colored versus grey level photographs of natural scenes and colored 
versus grey level photographs of isolated object extracted from the photographs of scenes. As 
can be seen from Figure 5 normally sighted people were not affected by whether the stimuli 
were colored or not. In contrast, people with low vision benefited significantly from color for 
both faces and animals.  
Wurm et al (1993) used food objects for which color is diagnostic (e.g., to discriminate a 
tomato from a peach). Our results show that color facilitated the detection of both types of 
targets (faces and animals) in participants with low vision whilst it had less effect on 
performance in normally sighted people.  
Color perception is classically considered as a function of central vision because the highest 
density of cones is located in the fovea. However, several studies (Newton & Eskew, 2003: 
Sakurai et al., 2003; Naili et al 2006) have shown that, at large eccentricities (above 20°) color 
perception is better than what should be expected from the distribution of L, M and S cones 
in the retina, likely due to post-receptoral cortical processes. Psychophysical, 
electrophysiological and histopathological findings indicate that the loss of rods is greater 
than the loss of cones in the macula of patients with AMD (Curcio et al 2000; Owsley et al, 
2000) and post mortem examination of the retina of patients with AMD show that only 
cones remained at a late stage (Curcio et al. 1996; Jackson et al. 2002). This might explain 
why patients with AMD benefited from color in our experiment. 
It has been reported that the visual system tends to perceive chromatic information at 
coarser scales better than luminance information. For instance, Oliva and Schyns (2000) 
measured the gain in categorization performance that arose from the addition of color cues 
to luminance information at different spatial scales. Normally sighted young participants 
were asked to categorize filtered (0.5 to 8 cycles per degree) color-diagnostic scenes (e.g., 
 



















Fig. 5. Performance of patients with AMD and age matched controls for colored and grey 
level target animals and faces. From Boucart et al (2008b) with permission from Visual 
Neuroscience. 
forest, desert, canyon…), non diagnostic color scenes (e.g., highway, shopping area, 
bedroom…) and grey levels scenes. They found that color enhances categorization at coarse 
spatial scales suggesting that color facilitates the initial segmentation of the image. 
Segmentation refers to the process of segregating a complex scene into its constituent 
regions, surfaces and objects. Two mechanisms have been suggested to underlie the 
advantage of color for image recognition: at early stages color helps define spatial contours, 
surfaces and boundaries, irrespective of what the exact color of the object is (Fine et al 2003; 
Hansen & Gegenfurtner 2006). The role of color for segmentation is particularly important in 
cases in which contours and regions are poorly defined by variations in luminance alone, as 
when visual noise is added (Liebe et al 2009). At a later stage of visual processing it has been 
proposed that color can act as an additional retrieval cue (Gegenfurtner & Rieger 2000; 
Wichmann et al 2002; Spence et al 2006). 
Our results are consistent with Oliva and Schyns (2000) and Liebe et al (2009) suggestion. As 
perception of shapes, and particularly perception of detailed information conveyed by high 
spatial frequencies is degraded in AMD (Sjostrand & Friseu, 1977; Kleiner et al., 1988; 
Midena et al., 1997; Faubert & Overbury, 2000) people with AMD seem to rely more on color 
than normally sighted people for contour extraction and scene segmentation.  
3. The effect of background on object recognition  
As mentioned above some studies have examined object perception in people with low 
vision (e.g., Wurm et al, 1993; Ebert et al, 1986; Owsley & Sloane 1987) but with pictures of 
objects in isolation on a white background. Yet, objects in the world rarely appear without 
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Fig. 5. Performance of patients with AMD and age matched controls for colored and grey 
level target animals and faces. From Boucart et al (2008b) with permission from Visual 
Neuroscience. 
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some background. Objects are always located within a setting and within other objects. 
Boucart et al (2008b) explored how low vision affects perception of objects in scenes. They 
compared performance for photographs of isolated objects and for the same objects in their 
natural environments in patients with AMD and age-matched normally sighted people. 
Photographs were presented for 300 ms each and observers were asked to press a key when 
they saw an animal or a face in separate sessions. The results showed that people with AMD 
were more accurate for isolated objects, or faces, than for the same objects, or faces, in their 
natural setting. Normally sighted people were equally accurate for the two versions of 
images but they were faster for objects in their natural setting than for isolated objects. This 
better performance for isolated objects in people with AMD was interpreted in terms of a 
higher sensitivity to crowding in people with central vision loss who must rely on their 
peripheral vision as the detrimental effect of crowding is more pronounced in peripheral 
vision (Bouma 1970, Leat el al 1999, Levi 2008; Pelli et al 2004). 
We (Tran et al. 2011) explored further the nature of the impairment in discriminating a 
figure from its background in patients with AMD. Crowding has been suggested as a 
contributor to slow and difficult peripheral reading in previous studies on people with 
central vision loss. However, two studies (Chun et al. (2008) and Calabrese et al (2010)) in 
which line spacing was increased reported little benefit in patients with AMD, as long as 
line separation is approximately 1 to 1.25X the standard line separation. We examined 
whether introducing a space between an object and its background would reduce crowding, 
as it does in reading, and help figure/ground discrimination in people with low vision.  To 
this aim we compared performance for detecting a target object in a photograph of a scene, 
for detecting a target object when it is isolated on a white background and for detecting a 
target object when it is separated from the background by a white space.  
It has been reported that the magnitude of crowding is affected by the configural 
properties of the surrounding. For instance, Livne and Sagi (2007) found that crowding 
was reduced, and even disappeared, when the flankers of a target stimulus were arranged 
in a continuous complete circular configuration as compared to the same configuration 
without closure. Based on this finding we compared performance for a target object 
located in a structured background (a natural setting) versus for a target object located in 
a non-structured shapeless background. Studies on normally sighted young observers 
have shown that an object is more easily detected on a structured background that is 
consistent with the object (e.g., a toaster in a kitchen) than when the object is located on a 
non structured meaningless background (Biederman et al, 1972; Boyce et al 1989; Boyce & 
Pollatsek, 1992). If the background, appearing in peripheral vision, is processed efficiently 
in people with AMD then we expected a better performance for a target located on a 
structured background than for the same object in a noise background. We also examined 
whether exploration time facilitates object recognition and figure ground segregation in 
patients with central vision loss in manipulating the exposure time of the stimuli (300 ms 
versus 3000 ms). 
The participants were 17 patients with a confirmed diagnosis of neovascular AMD and 17 
normally sighted age-matched controls. The inclusion and exclusion criteria and the clinical 
and ophthalmologic examination are described in Tran et al (2011). Both patients and 
controls were tested monocularly on the eye with the best corrected visual acuity for 
patients and the preferred eye for controls.  
The stimuli were colored photographs of natural scenes taken from a large commercial CD 
database (Corel) displayed on a light gray background. Half of the scenes contained an 
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animal (the target) and the other half contained no animal. At a viewing distance of 1 meter, 
the angular size of the pictures was 20° horizontally and 15° vertically. The original 
photographs (called “scene” condition) were manipulated with the software Adobe 
Photoshop CS (version 8.01) to generate three new versions of each image:  one in which the 
target animal or a distractor object was extracted from the scene and presented at the same 
spatial location on a white background (called “isolated» condition), one in which the target 
or the distractor object was surrounded by a white rectangle in the scene (called “structured 
background”), and one in which  the target or the distractor object was surrounded by a 
white rectangle and placed in a modified disorganized version of the original background 
(called “non structured background”). Examples are shown in Figure 6.  
A black (5°) central fixation cross was displayed for 500 ms, followed by a blank interval of 
500 ms, and followed by a centrally presented stimulus. A Go/Nogo paradigm was used. 
Participant were asked to press a key when they saw an animal and to refrain from 
responding when a non animal object was present. Responses were given on a box 
containing two keys connected to the computer. They were told that an animal would be 
present in 50% of the images. Participants were tested in two sessions separated by a pause 
of 10 minutes: one short exposure duration session in which each stimulus was displayed 
for 300 ms and one long exposure duration session in which the stimulus was displayed for 
3000ms. Half of the participants in each group started with the short duration exposure and 
the other half started with the long duration exposure session. Each session was composed 
of 200 trials determined by 50 scenes (25 animals and 25 non animal objects). 
The percentage of correct detections of the target is displayed in Figure 7. Performance was 
lower for patients with AMD than for controls at both exposure durations but, except for 
photographs of real world scenes at the short exposure time, target detection was highly 
above chance (> 70% correct) for patients. Patients with AMD detected more easily the 
target when it was separated from the background by a white rectangle or when it was 
isolated than when it was located in a scene. The background condition did not significantly 
affect performance in normally sighted controls whose performance was at ceiling. The 
number of errors (false alarms) was higher in the non structured background than in the 
structured background for people with AMD, but remained very low on average 
(maximum: 6.1%). Performance improved with the increase in exposure time for patients 
with AMD but remained lower than that of normally sighted controls. Correlations were 
found between visual acuity, lesion size, and sensitivity in all conditions and at both short 
and long exposure times.  A more detailed description of the results can be found in Tran et 
al (2011). 
In contrast to normally sighted people, patients with AMD benefited significantly from the 
separation of the target from its background as compared to objects in scenes. This was 
more pronounced when the exposure time did not allow exploration (300 ms) but the same 
tendency was present when exploration was possible (3000ms). This result replicates 
previous data (Boucart et al, 2008b) and extend them in showing that the target object does 
not have to be completely isolated on a white background. A white space surrounding the 
object is sufficient to improve its detection and to facilitate figure/ground discrimination. 
The detrimental effect of scene background (without white space surrounding the object) 
likely reflects impaired figure/ground segregation in patients with AMD. A higher 
sensitivity to crowding does not necessarily affect figure/ground segregation. Levi (2007) 
reported that people with amblyopia, who showed strong crowding, performed nearly 
normally in a figure/ground segregation task in which they had to discriminate the  
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Fig. 6. Example of the four background used in a categorization task in which participants 
were asked to detect and animal and ignore pictures without animals. 










Fig. 7. Accuracy (hits and correct rejections) for the detection of a target animal in various 
background conditions as a function of exposure time for patients with AMD and age 
matched controls (adapted from Tran et al 2011). 
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orientation of a figure (an E made of horizontal gabor patches embedded in a variable 
number of distracters which were vertical gabor patches).  
The visual system arranges the elements of a visual scene into coherent objects and 
background. Objects are formed by grouping elements and by segregating them from 
surrounding elements. For something to be identified and represented as a figure its 
contours need to be identified. Therefore figure/ground segregation is associated with 
efficient perception of contours which do not have to be physically present. Indeed, brain 
imaging studies show that the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) responds to real contours and to 
illusory contours with a similar level of activation (Mendola et al 1999, Stanley & Rubin 
2003). The neural mechanisms underlying figure/ground segregation are still unclear. The 
traditional view is that low level areas (e.g., the primary visual cortex) extract simple 
features and that the binding of these features into objects occurs at higher level areas (i.e., 
in the LOC). In monkeys response modulations related to figure/ground segregation are 
observed in the primary visual cortex but in the late part of the stimulus response 
(contextual modulation starts approximately 80 ms after stimulus onset whilst in the 
primary visual cortex the classical response starts about 30 ms after stimulus onset; Supèr & 
Lamme 2007). For other authors figure/ground segregation involves higher level processes 
in which an object has to be identified (i.e., access its representation in memory) to be 
identified as figure. Peterson et al (1991; Peterson & Gibson 1994) showed that changing the 
orientation of the figure (from upright to upside down) changes the quickness with which 
figure/ground segregation can be accomplished suggesting contributions to figure 
assignment from memories of object structure. Other behavioral and neuroimaging studies 
need to be conducted to understand the level of processing impaired in figure/ground 
segregation in people with AMD (contour perception, binding processes, impaired 
structural representations ….).  
4. Conclusion and future research  
As reading and face perception are the most common clinical complaints of patients with 
AMD seeking visual rehabilitation few investigations have been conducted on how these 
people perceive objects and scenes. We have reported a series of studies showing that 
people with central visual field loss are able to categorize scenes and objects embedded in 
scenes with high accuracy. Though scene categorization on the basis of global properties 
(e.g., natural or urban) and detection of an animal in a scene do not reflect common daily 
activities, the results may be considered for adaptation of the environment of people with 
low vision, in order to improve their object recognition capacity. Indeed, our results indicate 
that contrast enhancement (Tran et al submitted), colour (Boucart et al 2008b) and the 
introduction of a white space between the picture of an object and its surrounding (Tran et 
al 2011) improve performance in patients with macular degeneration, even at a duration 
allowing a single fixation. The studies presented in this chapter are only the beginning of 
investigations on the perception of natural environments in people with low vision in 
general, and in people with macular degeneration in particular. A lot of questions remain to 
be investigated like, for instance, what are the mechanisms underlying impaired recognition 
of an object in a scene by people with AMD: figure/ground segregation, the association of 
an object to its proper context, object identification? What level of representation is impaired 
in the ventral stream? Would the deficit be stronger in a task requiring recognition rather 
than detection or categorization? Are spatial representations impaired in people with central 
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vision loss? Answers to these questions will require both behavioral and brain imaging 
studies. Studies of functional cortical remapping in people with maculopathy have 
produced inconsistent results with some works (Nguyen et al 2004; Sunnes et al 2004) 
reporting a lack of reorganization and others (Baker et al. 2005; Schumacher et al 2008) 
reporting a functional reorganization. Alterations of visual stimulation may also result in 
modifications of the cortical structure (Johansson, 2004; Merzenich et al., 1984). Indeed, there 
is evidence that developmental visual disorders such as amblyopia (Mendola et al., 2005) 
and albinism (von dem Hagen et al., 2005) affect the structure of the human occipital cortex. 
A reduced size of the lateral geniculate nuclei has been reported in patients with glaucoma 
(Gupta et al. 2009) and reduction in grey matter density was found in the retinal lesion 
projection zones of the visual cortex in patient with age-related macular degeneration 
(Boucard et al. 2009). 
As the proportion of individuals over the age of 65 increases, institutions serving the 
housing needs of people with degenerative diseases are becoming more numerous. Research 
on how people with central vision loss perceive objects and scenes can serve as the basis for 
developing new strategies for adapting the physical environment in which individuals with 
impaired spatial vision live and interact. 
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The emergence of new technologies makes it easy to generate information in visual forms, 
leading everyday to an increasing number of generated digital images. At the same time, the 
rapid advances in imaging technologies and the widespread availability of Internet access 
motivate data browsing into these data bases. For image description and retrieval, manual 
annotation of these images becomes impractical and inefficient. Image retrieval is based on 
observation of an ordering of match scores obtained by searching through a database. The 
key challenges in building a retrieval system are the choice of attributes, their 
representations, query specification methods, match metrics and indexing strategies.  
A large number of retrieval methods using shape descriptors has been described in literature. 
Compared to other features, for example, color or texture, object shape is unique. It enables us 
to recognize an object without further information. However, since shapes are 2D images that 
are projections of 3D objects, the silhouettes may change from one viewpoint to another with 
respect to objects and non-rigid object motion (e.g., walking people or flying bird) and 
segmentation errors caused by lighting variations, partial occultation, scaling, boundary 
distortion and corruption by noise are unavoidable. As we know, while computers can easily 
distinguish slight differences between similar objects, it is very difficult to estimate the 
similarity between two objects as perceived by human beings, even when considering very 
simple objects. This is because human perception is not a mere interpretation of a retinal patch, 
but an active interaction between the retinal patch and a representation of our knowledge 
about objects. Thus the problem is complicated by the fact that a shape does not have a 
mathematical definition that exactly matches what the user feels as a shape. Solutions 
proposed in the literature use various approaches and emphasize different aspects of the 
problem. The choice of a particular representation scheme is usually driven by the need to 
cope with requirements such as robustness against noise, stability with respect to minor 
distortions, and invariance to common geometrical transforms or tolerance to occultation, etc. 
For general shape representation, a recent review is given in [1] [2]. 
In this chapter, a shape descriptor based on chord context is proposed. The basic idea of 
chord context is to observe the lengths of all parallel and equidistant chords in a shape, and 
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to build their histogram in each direction. The sequence of vector features extracted forms 
the feature matrix for a shape descriptor. Because all the viewpoint directions, considered 
with a certain angle interval, are chosen to produce the chord length histogram, this 
representation is unlike conventional shape representation schemes, where a shape 
descriptor has to correspond to key points such as maxima of curvature or inflection points, 
for example, Smooth Curve Decomposition [3], Convex Hull [4], Triangle-area 
representation (TAR) [5] and Curvature Scale Space (CSS) [6][7] etc. The proposed method 
needs no special landmarks or key points. There is also no need for certain axes of a shape. 
The proposed descriptor scheme is able to capture the internal details, specifically holes, in 
addition to capturing the external boundary details. A similarity measure is defined over 
chord context according to its characteristics and it confirms efficiency for shape retrieval 
from a database. This method is shown to be invariant under image transformations, 
rotations, scaling and robust to non-rigid deformations, occultation and boundary 
perturbations by noise thus it is well-adapted to shape description and retrieval. In addition, 
the size of the descriptor attribute is not very great; it has low-computational complexity 
compared to other similar methods.  
2. Chord context 
This section details the proposed method, chord context, for extracting attributes from the 
contour or silhouette of a shape. It then proposes a method of measuring similarities 
between two shapes. 
2.1 Feature extraction 
Chord context analysis corresponds to finding the distribution of all chord lengths in 
different directions in a given shape. For discrete binary image data, we consider each object 
point as one and the background as zero. In the shape recognition field, it is common to 
consider the case where the general function f(x, y) is 
1 if ( , )
( , )
0 ,







where D is the domain of the binary shape. 
In each direction, we can find all the chords in the shape. Fig. 1 shows an example of chords 
in direction θ. 
A set of lines T(ρ,θ) is defined by 
cos( / 2) sin( / 2)x yρ θ π θ π= − + − , θ∈[0, π], and ρ∈(-∞, ∞). 
The chords are defined by the parts of these lines within the domain of the binary shape. So a 
shape can be represented by a discrete set of chords sampled from its silhouette. Considering 
different angles θ, the number and length of chords obtained in different directions may not be 
the same, except in the case of a circle. One way to capture this information is to use the 
distribution of chord lengths in the same direction in a spatial histogram.  
Concretely, let us assume that the set of chords in directions θi are represented by 
{ },  [1, ]i n iC c n N= ∈ , where Ni is the number of the chords in direction θi. Let L(ci,n) be the 
length of chord ci,n. So we can compute a histogram hi in direction θi by 
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 { },  , max# ( ) ( )    [1,  ]li i n ih L c bin l l L= ∈ ∈  (1) 
where Li,max is the longest chord in direction θi. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Representation of chords in direction θ  with the interval Δρ. The bold lines are the 
chords of the shape. 
In order to capture the details of a shape, the interval Δρ of ρ, i.e. the distance between two 
parallel chords, should not be great. In practice, Δρ=Lmax/(50~100), where Lmax is the length of 
the longest axis of the shape. The histogram hi of Fig. 1 in direction θi is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Histogram of chord lengths in direction θi for the shape shown in Fig. 1 
An excessive number of too short chords is counted when line T is close to a tangent along 
the edge of the shape (see Fig. 3). This is because a scraggy edge is produced by the minor 
disturbances resulting from digitization noise or normalization of the image to a certain size. 
In fact, these uncertain short chords are harmful to our shape descriptor, so we remove these 
too short chords directly: this could be seen as a low-pass filtering of the shape contour. 
Empirical tests show that, if we normalize a shape in an image with 128×128 pixels, i.e. the 
largest size of the shape is 128 pixels, and the shorter size transforms in proportion, then we 
can consider the set of chords whose length is shorter than 4 to be too short chords. So they 
should be discarded. In Fig. 2, the first 3 bins, plotted in gray, should be removed. 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of producing very short chords 
With θ increasing from 0 to 179 degrees, all the chords in different directions in the 
silhouette can be recorded. If we divide the orientation range [0, 179] into D’, then we can 
obtain D’ histograms hi, i∈[0, D’-1]. They can form a matrix M arranged by a set of 
histograms with column vector hi according to the order of angles: 
[ ]M −= 0 1 D' 1h ,h , h  

















Fig. 4. The matrix M of the shape in Fig. 1 with all orientations.  
The matrix element is the number of equal-length chords whose direction and length are 
given by the value of abscissa and y-axis, respectively. The abscissa is the orientation angle 
θ, and the y-axis is the length of the chords. The value in each row of the matrix M is the 
number of the chords with same length in different directions; and each column is the chord 
length histogram in the same direction. 
Due to its very great size, it is unreasonable to use this matrix directly as a shape attribute. 
For example, in an image with 128×128 pixels, the longest possible chord in the shape is 
128 2 181× ≈ . So, if D’=90, the size of the matrix will be 181×90=16290. Clearly, it is not 
appropriate as a direct feature of a shape.  
In order to reduce the size of the matrix M and, at the same time, make the extracted feature 
invariant to scale transforms, we normalize this matrix M as follows: 
First, find the maximum of non-zero bin L’ for all the histograms in the matrix M. In Fig. 4 
for example, L’max=112. Then remove all the bins that are greater than L’max, and form a 
matrix M’ with dimension L’max ×D’: 
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[ ]' ' ' 'M −= 0 1 D' 1h ,h , h  
And then, for the next normalization, we expand the matrix M’ to matrix M’’, using a wrap-
around effect, so that to eliminate border effects: 
[ ]''M − − −= D' 2 D' 1 0 1 D' 1 0 1h' ,h' ,h' ,h' , h' ,h' ,h'  
Finally, the matrix M’’ is subsampled down to a new matrix F with the dimension L×D, after 
a 4×4 bicubic interpolation algorithm. For convenience, D is even. The bicubic interpolation 
algorithm means that the interpolated surface is continuous everywhere and also 
continuous in the first derivative in all directions. Thus, the rate of change in the value is 
continuous. Each value of matrix F contains a synthesis of its 4×4 neighbouring point values. 
The feature matrix F can be represented by:  
[ ]F −= 0 1 D 1f , f , f  
where if , i∈[0,D-1], is a L dimensions column vector given by ,0 ,1 , 1[ , , ]
T
i i i Lf f f −=if .  
The feature matrix F is the attribute of a shape. We call this feature matrix F of a shape the 
"chord context" descriptor. 
For L=30 and D=36, the chord context of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5. 
 




















Fig. 5. Chord context of Fig. 1 with 30 rows and 36 columns. 
The experiment in section 3 shows that chord context as the feature of a shape can retain the 
visual invariance to some extent.   
2.2 Similarity measure  
In determining the correspondence between shapes, we aim to meet the distance between 
two feature matrices. Such matching combines two criteria: one is the calculation of the 
minimum value of the distances between histograms of two feature matrices, e.i. the 
Character Matrix Distance (CMD), and the other is a comparison of the Perpendicular Chord 
Length Eccentricity (PCLE). 
In the first criterion, we calculate all the distances between the query feature matrix and the 
model feature matrix while shifting its histograms one by one. Similar shapes have similar 
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algorithm means that the interpolated surface is continuous everywhere and also 
continuous in the first derivative in all directions. Thus, the rate of change in the value is 
continuous. Each value of matrix F contains a synthesis of its 4×4 neighbouring point values. 
The feature matrix F can be represented by:  
[ ]F −= 0 1 D 1f , f , f  
where if , i∈[0,D-1], is a L dimensions column vector given by ,0 ,1 , 1[ , , ]
T
i i i Lf f f −=if .  
The feature matrix F is the attribute of a shape. We call this feature matrix F of a shape the 
"chord context" descriptor. 
For L=30 and D=36, the chord context of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5. 
 




















Fig. 5. Chord context of Fig. 1 with 30 rows and 36 columns. 
The experiment in section 3 shows that chord context as the feature of a shape can retain the 
visual invariance to some extent.   
2.2 Similarity measure  
In determining the correspondence between shapes, we aim to meet the distance between 
two feature matrices. Such matching combines two criteria: one is the calculation of the 
minimum value of the distances between histograms of two feature matrices, e.i. the 
Character Matrix Distance (CMD), and the other is a comparison of the Perpendicular Chord 
Length Eccentricity (PCLE). 
In the first criterion, we calculate all the distances between the query feature matrix and the 
model feature matrix while shifting its histograms one by one. Similar shapes have similar 
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histograms in a same direction, and the rearranged order of these histograms is also similar. 
To calculate the distance between two attributes of shapes, we first calculate the distance 
between each corresponding histogram, according to their arrangement orders, and, then 
calculate the sum of all these distance values. Regarding rotation invariance, we shift the 
model feature matrix by one histogram, i.e. change the direction used to obtain the 
histograms, and repeat the same step to calculate the sum of all the values of these distances 
between the two feature matrices. 
We assume that the query feature matrix is FQ and the model feature matrix is FM. FQ and FM 
are given by 
[ ]qF −= 0 1 D 1fq , fq , fq  and [ ]mF −= 0 1 D 1fm ,fm , fm  
According to subsection 2.1, fαi, where α is q or m, i∈[0, D-1], is an L dimensions column 
vector ,0 ,1 , 1[ , , ]
T
i i i Lf f fα α α −=ifα . 
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where n∈[0, D-1] is the number of shifts applied to each histogram in the model feature 
matrix. The formula shows that the set of similarity distances is the sum of the distances 
DistH between the two corresponding normalized histograms in two feature matrices.  
To quantify the similarity between two histograms, there are many methods being reported: 
Minkowski-form, Kullback-Leibler Divergence, Jeffrey Divergence, Quadratic-form, Earth 
Mover’s Distance, χ2 statistics, Hausdorff distance, etc. Because of the properties of the chord 
context histogram:  
• they have the same number of bins. 
• the value in each bin has great variances; some of values are even zeros, cf. Fig. 2. 
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on the database of Kimia silhouettes with 216 shapes [8] (see section 3.4). For convenience, 
we consider the minimum value of the distance set as the similarity distance and call it the 
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The comparison result of precision vs. recall is shown in Fig. 6. Precision is the ratio of the 
number of relevant shapes retrieved to the total number of retrieved shapes, while recall is 
the ratio of the number of relevant shapes retrieved to the total number of relevant shapes in 
the database. 
 













Fig. 6. The precision-recall diagrams for indexing into the database of Kimia silhouettes with 
216 shapes.  
It is clear from Fig. 6, that our proposed distance formula is better than χ2 statistics on this 
similarity measure.  
In the second criterion, we propose a new concept, the Perpendicular Chord Length Eccentricity 
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the Euclidean distance between any two histograms of perpendicular directions of chord 
lengths. Since the norm is symmetric, we have 
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Clearly, PCLE represents the perpendicular directions chord feature in a shape. To compare 
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Fig. 7. Illustration of retrieval results from the ‘Quadruped’ category in Kimia silhouettes set 
of 99 shapes. The 11 quadruped shape queries in the dataset are shown in the first column. 
The 10 nearest retrieved shapes for each query are shown in order (from small similarity 
distance to large similarity distance) in the 3rd column by their similarity metric CMD and 
SD.  The next five matches are shown in the 4th column for completeness. 
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As in (2), n is the number of shifts applied to each histogram in the PCLE. 
Intuitively, we assume that, in general, if shape S1 is more similar to shape S2 than shape S3, 
then the smallest value of 
1 2,
_
S SP PD PCLE is less than the smallest value of 1 3,_ S SP PD PCLE .  
So we can use D_PCLE to adjust the similarity distance of the Character Matrix Distance 
(CMD) to improve retrieval precision and recall. The combined similarity metric of shape 
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where α∈[0, 1].  
Let us explain this hypothesis by the following experiments, where we have used α=0.85. 
First let us look at the experiment running on the Kimia silhouettes set of 99 shapes [8]. Fig. 
7 shows the two retrieval results from querying the ‘Quadruped’ category. One shows the 
retrieval results only with the similarity distance of Character Matrix Distance (CMD) and the 
other with the combined similarity metric weighted sum SD. As there are 11 shapes in the 
‘Quadruped’ category, each shape is matched against all the other shapes in the database. 
As there are 11 shapes in each category, up to 10 nearest neighbors can be retrieved from the 
same category. We count in the nth (n from 1 to 15) nearest neighbors the number of times 
that the test image is correctly classified. The best possible result is 110 matches (except the 
query itself) in all 10 nearest matches. With the similarity metric CMD, we found 63 matches  
 





























Fig. 8. The precision-recall diagrams for indexing into the database of Kimia silhouettes with 
(a) 99 shapes and (b) 216 shapes. 
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Fig. 8. The precision-recall diagrams for indexing into the database of Kimia silhouettes with 
(a) 99 shapes and (b) 216 shapes. 
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in the first ten retrieved shapes, recall is 63/110=57.3%, and there were 70 matches in the 
first fifteen retrieved shapes. Whereas with the similarity metric SD, we found 80 matches in 
the first ten retrieved shapes, recall is 80/110=72.7%, and there were 85 matches in the first 
fifteen retrieved shapes. The result shows that the recall rate in the first ten retrieved shapes 
was improved by 15.4 percentage points for the ‘Quadruped’ cluster when we used the 
similarity metric SD instead of CMD. It also shows a good performance rate when compared 
with [9], [10] and [11] which have the same retrieval results of 51 matches in the first ten 
retrieved shapes.  
Let us look at the statistical results. We compare the retrieval results using Character Matrix 
Distance (CMD) to the retrieval results when using the similarity metric SD by calculating 
precision vs. recall in the Kimia silhouette datasets of 99 and 216 shapes [8]. The results are 
shown in Fig. 8. It is evident that similarity metric SD outperforms CMD. 
3. Experimental evaluations of chord context matching 
In this section, we present the results obtained during a more realistic shape recognition 
process in presence of different possible visual deformations to study the comparative 
performances of the proposed algorithm. We show that the chord context matching is 
effective in the presence of commonly occurring visual transformations like scale changes, 
boundary perturbations, viewpoint variation, non-rigid transform and partial occultation. 
We also compare its results with ten other well-known algorithms. All the experiments are 
conducted on the standard database: MPEG-7 CE-shape-1 database (1400 shapes) [12], 
Columbia University Image Library Coil-100 database (7200 images) [13], and 3 databases of 
Kimia silhouettes [8]. In all the experiments, the feature matrix was normalized to 30 bins 
and 36 directions; the similarity measure uses formula (9) with α=0.85 : these values are 
found to be the most efficient, during various experiments. 
3.1 Scale and rotation transforms  
Scale and rotation transforms are the important intuitive correspondences for a variety of 
shapes. They can be regarded as a necessary condition that every shape descriptor should 
satisfy. In order to study retrieval performance in terms of scale changes and image 
rotations, we use the test-sets Part A, from CE-Shape-1 database that was defined during the 
standardization process of MPEG-7, consisting of 1400 shapes semantically classified into 70 
classes [12]. 
For robustness to scaling during the test, i.e. Part A-1, we created a database in which there 
were 70 basic shapes taken from the 70 different classes and 5 shapes derived from each 
basic shape by scaling digital images with factors 2, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, and 0.1. Thus in the 
database, there were 420 shapes. Each of the 420 images was used as a query image. A 
number of correct matches were computed in the top 6 retrieved images. Thus, the best 
possible result was 2520 matches. 
For robustness to rotation during the test, i.e. Part A-2, we again created a database including 
420 shapes. The 70 basic shapes were the same as in part A-1 and 5 shapes were derived from 
each basic shape by rotation with angles: 9, 36, 45, 90 and 150 degrees. As in Part A-1, each of 
the 420 images was used as a query image. The best result was 2520 matches.  
The similarity rate in each experiment was calculated by taking the ratio of correct matches 
to the maximum number of possible matches. Table 1 indicates the similarity rate of 
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comparison of the chord context descriptor with the reported results of certain studies. Note 
that the proposed descriptor has the best performance in all the experiments. 
 











Part A-1 88.65 89.76 92.54 88.04 90.87 99.37 
Part A-2 100 99.37 99.60 97.46 100 100 
Part A 94.33 94.57 96.07 92.75 95.44 99.69 
Table 1. Comparison of the Retrieval Results of Different Methods in the MPEG-7 CE-Shape-
1 Part A Test 
The results show that chord context is very invariant to scale and rotation transforms. 
Reviewing the extracted attribute algorithm in section 2, we are not surprised by the almost 
perfect results. The attribute matrix is obtained by the statistic of all the chord lengths of a 
shape in all directions. The rotation of the shape affects the attribute matrix only when 
shifting the chord length histograms. In the similarity measure, we have considered this 
point and compared the two attribute matrices by shifting the histograms of either matrix. 
The rotation of plane shapes does not affect the retrieval result. Since we normalize all the 
images to a certain size before extracting their features, the scale transform of a shape does 
not significantly affect the retrieval result. 
3.2 Boundary perturbations by noise  
The query shape can be perturbed by different noises. It may simply result from 
digitization. As a reminder, to fight perturbations resulting from shape digitization, and in 
order to alleviate the influence of boundary perturbation, we have removed the very short 
chords from attribute matrices. To evaluate the performance of chord context when 
boundary perturbations are present, we use noisy images with different noise powers as 
queries to retrieve the relevant image in a database. We generated a 20 sub-database test-set 
based on MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1. In each sub-database, there were 70 shapes from the 70 
different classes according to their orders in the database. The query shapes were all 70 
shapes in each sub-database subjected to noise with 4 different noise powers. Thus, the best 
possible result in each sub-database was 70 matches for each noise power. Suppose the 
average distance of all the points on the edge of a shape to its centroid is D. We then define 




where r is the largest deviation of the points on the edge.  Fig. 9 shows an example of an 
original shape and its contaminated shapes produced by random uniform noise with SNR 
equal to 30dB, 25dB, 20dB and 15dB.  
Table 2 shows the average similarity rates of the 20 sub-databases at 4 SNRs. 
 
SNR(dB) 30 25 20 15 
Average Similarity Rate (%) 99.9 99.8 99.1 82.9 
Table 2. Average Similarity Rates of the 20 Sub-Databases at SNR of 30dB, 25dB, 20dB and 
15dB 
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original shape and its contaminated shapes produced by random uniform noise with SNR 
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Fig. 9. Examples of noisy shapes from a model in MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1. From left to right, 
the original and the resulting noised shapes at an SNR of 30dB, 25dB, 20dB and 15dB. 
From the results in Table 2, we notice that using noise to impair boundaries does not 
produce significant differences between similar shapes. As the chord context descriptor 
utilizes the edge as well as the region feature of a shape, it can bear boundary disturbances 
due to noise to certain extent. 
3.3 Partial occultation 
In general, a global descriptor is not robust when a shape is partially occulted. Since the 
chord context descriptor has the statistical information for a shape, this drawback is 
alleviated to some extent. To evaluate robustness to partial occultation we ran experiments 
using the same sub-databases as mentioned in subsection 3.2. We occulted the shapes, 
applying 4 different percentages of occultation from the left, Fig. 10(a), or right, Fig. 10(b), 
respectively to them, in raster-scan order. The occultation percentages were 5%, 10%, 15% 
and 20%. Each occulted shape is retrieved in its sub-database as a query. Thus, the best 
result in each sub-database is 70 matches for one occultation. 
 
  
                                                (a)     (b) 
Fig. 10. Examples of occulted shapes from a model in MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1. (a) From left-
occulted objects; they are occulted by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. (b) From right-occulted 
objects; they are occulted by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. 
Table 3 shows the average similarity rate of the 20 sub-databases on the 4 partial examples 
of occultation. 
 
Occultation (%) 5 10 15 20 
Left 99.5 91.3 78.6 58.7 
Right 98.9 94.1 80.7 64.6 Average Similarity Rate (%) 
Average 99.2 92.7 79.7 61.7 
Table 3. Average similarity rates of the 20 sub-databases at shape occultation of 5%, 10%, 
15% and 20% 
It is clear from Table 3, that small occultations do not affect chord context significantly. 
However, the problem of significant occultation remains to be explored. The results show 
that chord context is robust to minor occultation. 
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3.4 Similarity-based evaluation 
The performance in similarity-based retrieval is perhaps the most important of all tests 
performed. In order to demonstrate the performance of chord context when deformed parts 
are present, we turn to three shape databases. All three databases were provided by Kimia’s 
group [8] [19].  
The first database is Kimia’s data set 1 which contains 25 images from 6 categories (Fig. 11). 
 
 
Fig. 11. Kimia’s data set 1: 25 instances from six categories. Each row shows instances of a 
different object category. 
This property has been tested by shape contexts [20], Sharvit et. al [19], Gdalyahu et. al [21] 
and Ling et. al [22]. The retrieval results are summarized as the number of first, second, and 
third closest matches that fall into the correct category. The results are listed in Table 4. It 
shows that the proposed method outperforms the first 3 reported methods. For the fourth 
approach, chord context is slightly better than it in the Top 2 closest matches. 
 
Method Top 1 Top 2 Top 3
Sharvit et. al [19] 23/25 21/25 20/25
Gdalyahu et. al [21] 25/25 21/25 19/25
Belongie et. al [20] 25/25 24/25 22/25
Ling et. al [22] 25/25 24/25 25/25
Chord context 25/25 25/25 23/25 
Table 4. Comparison of the Retrieval Results of Different Methods on the Kimia Data Set 1 
(Fig. 11) 
The second database contains 99 images from nine categories with 11 shapes in each 
category [8]. It has been tested by D.S. Guru [10], Shape contexts [20], Bernier [9] and 
Tabbone [11]. Each shape was used as a query to which all other shapes were compared and 
thus 9801 shape comparisons were made. Ideal results would be that the 10 closest matches 
(except the query itself) belong to the same category. The results are summarized by 
precision-recall diagrams in Fig. 12. The proposed method shows better precision and recall 
rate than the other methods.  
The third database contains 216 images from 18 categories with 12 shapes in each category 
[8]. All the shapes were selected from the MPEG-7 test database [8]. It has been tested by 
shape contexts [20]. As in the case of second database, a comparison of the results of our 
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3.3 Partial occultation 
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alleviated to some extent. To evaluate robustness to partial occultation we ran experiments 
using the same sub-databases as mentioned in subsection 3.2. We occulted the shapes, 
applying 4 different percentages of occultation from the left, Fig. 10(a), or right, Fig. 10(b), 
respectively to them, in raster-scan order. The occultation percentages were 5%, 10%, 15% 
and 20%. Each occulted shape is retrieved in its sub-database as a query. Thus, the best 
result in each sub-database is 70 matches for one occultation. 
 
  
                                                (a)     (b) 
Fig. 10. Examples of occulted shapes from a model in MPEG-7 CE-Shape-1. (a) From left-
occulted objects; they are occulted by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. (b) From right-occulted 
objects; they are occulted by 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. 
Table 3 shows the average similarity rate of the 20 sub-databases on the 4 partial examples 
of occultation. 
 
Occultation (%) 5 10 15 20 
Left 99.5 91.3 78.6 58.7 
Right 98.9 94.1 80.7 64.6 Average Similarity Rate (%) 
Average 99.2 92.7 79.7 61.7 
Table 3. Average similarity rates of the 20 sub-databases at shape occultation of 5%, 10%, 
15% and 20% 
It is clear from Table 3, that small occultations do not affect chord context significantly. 
However, the problem of significant occultation remains to be explored. The results show 
that chord context is robust to minor occultation. 
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3.4 Similarity-based evaluation 
The performance in similarity-based retrieval is perhaps the most important of all tests 
performed. In order to demonstrate the performance of chord context when deformed parts 
are present, we turn to three shape databases. All three databases were provided by Kimia’s 
group [8] [19].  
The first database is Kimia’s data set 1 which contains 25 images from 6 categories (Fig. 11). 
 
 
Fig. 11. Kimia’s data set 1: 25 instances from six categories. Each row shows instances of a 
different object category. 
This property has been tested by shape contexts [20], Sharvit et. al [19], Gdalyahu et. al [21] 
and Ling et. al [22]. The retrieval results are summarized as the number of first, second, and 
third closest matches that fall into the correct category. The results are listed in Table 4. It 
shows that the proposed method outperforms the first 3 reported methods. For the fourth 
approach, chord context is slightly better than it in the Top 2 closest matches. 
 
Method Top 1 Top 2 Top 3
Sharvit et. al [19] 23/25 21/25 20/25
Gdalyahu et. al [21] 25/25 21/25 19/25
Belongie et. al [20] 25/25 24/25 22/25
Ling et. al [22] 25/25 24/25 25/25
Chord context 25/25 25/25 23/25 
Table 4. Comparison of the Retrieval Results of Different Methods on the Kimia Data Set 1 
(Fig. 11) 
The second database contains 99 images from nine categories with 11 shapes in each 
category [8]. It has been tested by D.S. Guru [10], Shape contexts [20], Bernier [9] and 
Tabbone [11]. Each shape was used as a query to which all other shapes were compared and 
thus 9801 shape comparisons were made. Ideal results would be that the 10 closest matches 
(except the query itself) belong to the same category. The results are summarized by 
precision-recall diagrams in Fig. 12. The proposed method shows better precision and recall 
rate than the other methods.  
The third database contains 216 images from 18 categories with 12 shapes in each category 
[8]. All the shapes were selected from the MPEG-7 test database [8]. It has been tested by 
shape contexts [20]. As in the case of second database, a comparison of the results of our 
 





















Fig. 12. Comparison of precision and recall rates of different methods on the Kimia Data Set 
of 99 shapes. 
approach to the shape context method is given in Fig. 13. As we see in Fig. 13, the two 
precision/recall curves cross. This means that the shape contexts [20] method performs 
better for small answer sets, while our proposed method performs better for larger answer 
sets. According to [24], the method achieving highest precision and recall for large answer 


















Fig. 13. Comparison of precision and recall rates of different methods on the Kimia Data Set 
of 216 shapes. 
From the above results, it appears that chord context produces outstanding performance in 
the presence of non-rigid deformations. 
3.5 Viewpoint variations 
For a better evaluation in the realistic context of image retrieval with industrial vision where 
the picture of an object from real world is observed from different viewpoints, we have 
performed tests on shapes extracted directly from these pictures. To test the retrieval 
performance of the proposed method in the presence of viewpoint changes, the Columbia 
University Image Library Coil-100 3D object dataset is used. This dataset contains 7200 color 
images of 100 household objects and toys. Each object was placed on a turntable and an 
image was taken for every 5 degrees of rotation, resulting in 72 images per object. We 
converted the color images to grayscale, and then into shapes by using the same gray-value 
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threshold settings for the whole set (e.g., Fig. 14). Since the shapes are projections of 3D 
objects by a simple gray-value threshold, not only may their silhouettes change from one 






Fig. 14. 6 images taken as an example from the COIL-100 3D object dataset. The first row 
shows the original images and the second row shows their corresponding silhouettes as 
produced by gray-value thresholding. In 1st and 2nd columns, the duck’s silhouettes change 
significantly due to a change of viewpoint.  In the 3rd and 4th columns, the red pepper’s 
silhouettes change significantly due to a difference in lighting. In 5th and 6th columns, the 
tin’s silhouettes change significantly due to a change in textures. 
 
In the following subsections we present two experiments showing the performance of the 
proposed method on these test sets. First we compare the new approach to the shape 
contexts [23]. We converted the color images into shapes, then selected 3 images per object 
with a 15° viewpoint interval, for example 0°, 15° and 30°. To measure performance, we 
counted the number of times the closest match was a rotated view of the same object. Our 
result was 285/300. The result reported in [23] is 280/300.  
In the second experiment, we generated 7 sub-databases in which we selected 5 to 17 
consecutive viewpoints per object for a total from 500 to 1700 images respectively (cf. Table 
5). We use the middle view images in a sub-dataset as a query to retrieve in them. For each 
query, the number of the best possible matches is 5 to 17 in the 7 sub-databases, respectively. 
The results are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 15. 
 











Sub-database1 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 10 500 490 98.0% 
Sub-database2 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 15 700 679 97.0% 
Sub-database3 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 20 900 827 91.9% 
Sub-database4 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 25 1100 958 87.1% 
Sub-database5 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50,55, 60 30 1300 1062 81.7% 
Sub-database6 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50,55, 60, 65, 70 35 1500 1149 76.6% 
Sub-database7 0,5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50,55,60,65, 70,75,80 40 1700 1211 71.2% 
Table 5. The Components of 7 Sub-Databases with Different Viewpoints on Coil-100 3D 
Object Dataset and Their Retrieval Results 
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threshold settings for the whole set (e.g., Fig. 14). Since the shapes are projections of 3D 
objects by a simple gray-value threshold, not only may their silhouettes change from one 
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Fig. 15. Precision and recall rates in the 7 sub-databases on Coil-100 3D object dataset. 
These results are very encouraging, since they indicate that we can perform satisfactory 
retrieval with mean average precision of more than 91% for view angle differences of under 
20°: see the results of Sub-database1-3. For viewpoint difference of less than 40°, the 
retrieved precision is more than 71%. Note that this is done exclusively on shape images 
(without using any intensity information). Clearly, if other information and a more 
specialized feature set were used, even higher precision scores could be achieved. 
4. Conclusions  
We have presented a new approach which is simple and easy to apply in the context of 
shape recognition. This study has two major contributions: (1) defining a new algorithm 
which can capture the main feature of a shape, from either its contour or its region; (2) 
proposing an assistant similarity measure algorithm Perpendicular Chord Length Eccentricity 
(PCLE) which can help to improve retrieval precision and recall to some extent. 
In various experiments we have demonstrated the invariance of the proposed approach to 
several common image transforms, such as scaling, rotation, boundary perturbations, minor 
partial occultation, non-rigid deformations and 3D rotations of real-world objects.   
The particular strengths of the proposed descriptor for retrieving images are summarized in 
the following points: 
• Flexibility: Chord context can handle various types of 2D queries, even if it has holes or 
separates itself into several parts. It is robust to noise and minor occultation. So we can 
use this simple method to segment objects from images. 
• Accuracy: the proposed method has the advantage of achieving higher retrieval 
accuracy than the other methods in the literature based on MPEG-7 CE-1 database, Coil-
100 database and the Kimia silhouettes datasets retrieval test. 
Currently we have not considered the effect of an affine transform of a shape. The chord 
context method has no special operations that resist affine transforms. We consider this to be 
the main weakness of this approach and, to achieve more accuracy and have more 
applications; further work will be carried out on invariance to affine transforms.  
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In the nineties, appearance-based methods for image object detection/recognition have
evoked a renewed attention in computer vision community thanks to their capability to
deal with combined effects of shape, illumination conditions, and reflectance properties in
the scene (Beymer & Poggio, 1995; Mel, 1997; Murase & Nayar, 1995; Turk & Pentland,
1991; Yoshimura & Kanade, 1994). The major advantage of these methods is that both
learning and recognition stage of image processing utilize only two-dimensional brightness
images without an intermediate processing. On the other hand, the most severe limitation
of these approaches (in their conventional form) consists in problems with object occlusions
and varying background. The basic characteristic of the appearance-based approaches is as
follows.
They consist of the two stages: the off-line training (learning) stage and the on-line recognition
stage. In the first stage a set of sample images (templates) are available which encompass
the appearance of a single object under various conditions (Yoshimura & Kanade, 1994), or
multiple instances of a class of objects, e.g., faces (Turk & Pentland, 1991). The images in
sample sets are chosen to be correlated, thus enabling efficient compression using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002). In the second recognition stage, given an unknown
input image, we project this image (of identical size as the training images) to the eigenspace
generated in the first stage. The recovered coefficients indicate the particular instance of a
class to which the given input image belongs. This process can equally be applied to sample
objects and subimages of an image in which the existence and/or position of a template object
should be detected.
Leonardis & Bischof (1994) modified the PCA space representation method with the goal
to improve recognition rates for cases with occlusions. Their robust method extended the
domain of applicability of the appearance-based methods towards more complex scenes
which contain occlusions and background clutter. The basic novelty of their approach consists
in the way the coefficients of the eigenimages are calculated. Instead of computing them
by a standard projection of the input data onto an eigenspace, they calculate the coefficients
of linear combinations of eigenimages using an objective function and hypotheses on object
point subsets. Indeed, this method provides a reduction of occlusion problems. However,
Occluded Image Object Recognition 
using Localized Nonnegative Matrix 
Factorization Methods 
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Component Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2002). In the second recognition stage, given an unknown
input image, we project this image (of identical size as the training images) to the eigenspace
generated in the first stage. The recovered coefficients indicate the particular instance of a
class to which the given input image belongs. This process can equally be applied to sample
objects and subimages of an image in which the existence and/or position of a template object
should be detected.
Leonardis & Bischof (1994) modified the PCA space representation method with the goal
to improve recognition rates for cases with occlusions. Their robust method extended the
domain of applicability of the appearance-based methods towards more complex scenes
which contain occlusions and background clutter. The basic novelty of their approach consists
in the way the coefficients of the eigenimages are calculated. Instead of computing them
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this improvement is reached at the expense of significant increase of the computational cost of
operations exactly in the on-line stage of the PCA method. The method requires tuning eight
specific parameters and a number of additional procedures to be implemented within the
on-line recognition stage, thereby reducing the main advantage of PCA data representation
for on-line recognition applications: a simple projection on an eigenspace and the nearest
neighbor search.
Regardless of the weak points of PCA and its more robust modifications, subspace data
representation methods are still a challenging branch of object recognition methods used
in computer vision and pattern recognition. In particular, these methods find applications
in the fields of face identification, recognition of digits and characters occurring at various
labeled products. Therefore we were interested in exploration of other possibilities of object
recognition that would be robust to occlusions and could parallely provide an acceptable
solution for applications requiring high-performance on-line image processing.
Lee & Seung (1999) showed for the first time that for a collection of face images an
approximative representation by basis vectors, encoding the mouth, nose, and eyes, can be
obtained using a Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF). It is a method for generating a
linear representation of data using nonnegativity constraints on the basis vector components
and encoding coefficients. The nonnegative matrix decomposition can formally be described
as follows:
V ≈ W · H , (1)
where V ∈ Rn×m is a positive image data matrix with n pixels and m image samples
(templates, which are usually represented in lexicographic order of pixels as column-vectors),
W ∈ Rn×r are basis column vectors of an NMF-subspace, and H ∈ Rr×m contains coefficients
of the linear combinations of the basis vectors needed for reconstruction of the original data
(called also encoding vectors). Usually, r is chosen by the user so that (n + m)r < nm. Then
each column of the matrix W represents a basis vector of the generated NMF-subspace. Each
column of H represents the weights needed to linearly approximate the corresponding column
in V (image template) by means of the vector basis W. Various error (cost) functions were
proposed for NMF (Lee & Seung, 2001; Paatero & Taper, 1994). The most frequently used is
the Euclidean distance:
E(W, H) = �V − W · H�2 = ∑
i,j
(Vi,j − (WH)ij)2 . (2)
The main difference between NMF and other classical factorization models relies in the
nonnegativity constraints imposed on both the basis vectors of W and encoding vectors of
H. In this way, only additive combinations are possible:





Increasing interest in this factorization technique is due to the intuitive nature of the method
that provides extraction of additive parts of data sets interpretable as real image parts, while
reducing the dimensionality of the input data at the same time. In the recent years several
modifications of NMF schemes applied to various types of image data have been proposed
and explored. Also mathematical issues of optimization of objective functions defined for
NMF have been addressed and improved numerical algorithms have been developed. We
only mention the best-known of them:
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1. Local Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (Feng et al., 2002)
2. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (Liu et al., 2003)
3. Nonnegative Sparse Coding (Hoyer, 2002)
4. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization with Sparseness Constraints (Hoyer, 2004)
5. Discriminant Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (Buciu, 2007; Buciu et al., 2006; Buciu &
Pitas, 2004)
6. Nonsmooth Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (Pascual-Montano et al., 2006)
7. Learning Sparse Representations by Nonnegative Matrix Factorization and Sequential
Cone Programming (Heiler & Schnörr, 2006).
In our previous research we focused on studying the influence of the matrix sparseness
parameter on recognition rates, in particular in images with occluded objects (Bajla & Soukup,
2007). In the recognition experiments, carried out with this goal, we also studied four types
of metrics used in the nearest neighbor search. We proposed a weaker alternative of NMF
(the so-called semi-NMF) based on Hoyer’s NMF algorithm (Soukup & Bajla, 2008) that is
numerically more stable.
2. Parts-Based methodology of NMF
In the seminal paper Lee & Seung (1999), the methodology of nonnegative matrix factorization
was applied for the first time to the task of image representation. Lee and Seung motivated
their approach by psychological and physiological evidence for parts-based representation
in the brain, and by certain computational theories. However, the notion of parts-based
representation was not introduced as a formal term. They stated that the NMF algorithm is
able to learn parts of the face images and the core of this ability stems from the nonnegativity
constraints included in NMF. They also compared the proposed NMF basis vectors to
conventional PCA bases with holistic structure and claimed that NMF bases better correspond
with intuitive notion of the parts of a face. Moreover, they argued that “PCA allows complex
cancellation between positive and negative terms in the linear combination of basis vectors
(eigenimages) and therefore it lacks the intuitive meaning of adding parts to form a whole”.
In the paper of Lee and Seung, an illustration is given of the NMF basis face images (matrix
W) and face image encodings (matrix H). The sparseness of basis images is explained by
their non-global nature (they contain several versions of mouths, noses, eyes, etc.), while
the sparseness of the encoding coefficient matrix is attributed to the ability of the method
to include some basis images and to cancel others from the linear combinations given by
the product W · H. On the basis of the Lee and Seung methodological statements related
to the intuitive notion of the parts-based representation of images (in particular, faces), we
can summarize that some characteristic regions of the input image, occurring in certain
geometrical locations, are understood as image parts which are represented by image basis
vectors (columns of the matrix W) only in indirect way.
The results of Lee and Seung encouraged researchers to apply the NMF approach to
various image object recognition problems, especially to those affected by local deformations
and partial occlusions. In the papers Hoyer (2004); Kim et al. (2005); Li et al. (2001);
Pascual-Montano et al. (2006), the use of NMF in recognition tasks has been further explored.
In Li et al. (2001) the concept of NMF that non-subtractive combining of NMF basis
vectors results in forming the whole (image) was confirmed to some extent. However,
the authors showed that additive parts learned by NMF are not necessarily localized. On
the basis of recognition experiments they also showed that original NMF representation
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column of H represents the weights needed to linearly approximate the corresponding column
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The main difference between NMF and other classical factorization models relies in the
nonnegativity constraints imposed on both the basis vectors of W and encoding vectors of
H. In this way, only additive combinations are possible:





Increasing interest in this factorization technique is due to the intuitive nature of the method
that provides extraction of additive parts of data sets interpretable as real image parts, while
reducing the dimensionality of the input data at the same time. In the recent years several
modifications of NMF schemes applied to various types of image data have been proposed
and explored. Also mathematical issues of optimization of objective functions defined for
NMF have been addressed and improved numerical algorithms have been developed. We
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(eigenimages) and therefore it lacks the intuitive meaning of adding parts to form a whole”.
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W) and face image encodings (matrix H). The sparseness of basis images is explained by
their non-global nature (they contain several versions of mouths, noses, eyes, etc.), while
the sparseness of the encoding coefficient matrix is attributed to the ability of the method
to include some basis images and to cancel others from the linear combinations given by
the product W · H. On the basis of the Lee and Seung methodological statements related
to the intuitive notion of the parts-based representation of images (in particular, faces), we
can summarize that some characteristic regions of the input image, occurring in certain
geometrical locations, are understood as image parts which are represented by image basis
vectors (columns of the matrix W) only in indirect way.
The results of Lee and Seung encouraged researchers to apply the NMF approach to
various image object recognition problems, especially to those affected by local deformations
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Pascual-Montano et al. (2006), the use of NMF in recognition tasks has been further explored.
In Li et al. (2001) the concept of NMF that non-subtractive combining of NMF basis
vectors results in forming the whole (image) was confirmed to some extent. However,
the authors showed that additive parts learned by NMF are not necessarily localized. On
the basis of recognition experiments they also showed that original NMF representation
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yields low recognition rates for occluded images. Thus, the results of Li et al. made the
justification of the parts-based principle of NMF and its use for the object recognition task
questionable. Although they proposed an improved modification of NMF (the so-called local
NMF (LNMF)), for learning a spatially more localized parts-based image representation, they
did not perform a sufficient number of recognition experiments which could prove better
performance of the LNMF method in practical tasks of object recognition.
Buciu & Pitas (2004) developed a novel Discriminant NMF (DNMF) algorithm by introducing
two additional constraints on the coefficients. The first constraint is based on the within-class
scatter matrix of the class samples (input images) around their mean. The second constraint
reflects the between-class variance and it is given by the scatter of the class mean around the
global mean. The constraints were incorporated into the divergence cost function of NMF
that was applied to the problem of recognizing six basic facial expressions from face images of
Kanade et al. (2000) AU-coded facial expression database. The influence of partial occlusions
on recognition rates has not been explored systematically neither in this paper, nor in the
paper of Li et al.
Kim et al. (2005) explored efficient image representation using Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) in the task of face recognition robust to local distortion and partial occlusions.
They included in the research also the LNMF method and proved that additional constraints
of Li et al. (2001) involved into this method only focused on locality and they do not guarantee
localization of meaningful facial features in their basis images.
The next attempt to assign a more accurate meaning to the parts-based methodology of the
NMF subspace representation was made in Hoyer (2002; 2004). Hoyer pointed at the most
useful property of NMF that is generation of a sparse representation of the data. He stated
that such a representation encodes much of the data using few “active” components which
make the encoding easy to interpret. Hoyer also claimed that sparseness of basis vectors and
encoding coefficients of NMF is reached as a side effect rather than a goal. He proposed a
novel NMF modification in which the sparseness of the column vectors in the matrix W, as
well as the sparseness of the column vectors of the matrix H are explicitly controlled in the
course of optimization of the objective function.
We recall here the concept of the vector or matrix sparseness and its measure as was used
in Hoyer (2004). The concept of the sparse encoding refers to the data representation task in
which only several units are efficiently used to represent typical data vectors. In practice this
implies most entries having values close to zero while only few take significantly non-zero
values. Various sparseness measures have been used in the literature as mappings from
Rn → R, quantifying the amount of energy of a vector packed into a few components. On
a normalized scale, the sparsest vector with a single non-zero component should have the
sparseness measure equal to one, whereas a vector with no element equal to zero should have
a sparseness of zero.
Applying the concept of the sparseness to the NMF task leads to the basic question: what
actually should be sparse? The basis vectors of W or the encoding coefficients represented by
the matrix H? According to Hoyer’s claim, such a question cannot be answered in a general
way, it all depends on the specific application. E.g., when trying to learn useful features from
a database of images, it makes sense to require both W and H to be sparse, signifying that
any given object is present in a few images and affects only a small part of the image. Hoyer
(2004) derived a projected gradient descent algorithm for NMF with sparseness (the details
are given in his paper). It can be briefly described in the following way.
Given any vector x, find the closest (in the Euclidean sense) nonnegative vector s with a given
L1 norm and a given L2 norm. We start by projecting the given vector onto the hyperplane
∑ si = L1 by assigning si := xi +(L1 −∑ xi)/dim(x), ∀i . Next, within this space, we project to
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the closest point on the joint constraint hypersphere. This is done by moving radially outward
from the center of the sphere (the center is given by the point where all components have equal
values). If the result is completely nonnegative, we have arrived at our solution. If not, those
components that attained negative values must be fixed zero, and a new point is found in a
similar fashion under those additional constraints.
Thus, using the sparseness concept, the following modified NMF problem can be formulated
in which the sparseness of the factor matrices W and H is explicitly controlled during the
optimization process. Given a nonnegative data matrix V of size n × m, find the nonnegative
matrices W and H of sizes n × r and r × m, respectively, such that
E(W, H) = �V − W · H�2 (3)
is minimized, under optional constraints
s(wi) = sW , ∀i, i = 1, · · · , r,
s(hi) = sH , ∀i, i = 1, · · · , r,
where wi is the i-th column of W, hi is the ith row of H. Here r denotes the dimensionality of
an NMF subspace spanned by the column vectors of the matrix W, and sW and sH are their
desired sparseness values. The sparseness criteria proposed in Hoyer (2004) use a measure
based on the relationship between L1 and L2 norm of the given vectors wi or hi. In general,




n − 1 . (4)
This measure quantifies how much energy of the vector is packed into a few components. This
function evaluates to 1 if and only if the given vector contains a single non-zero component.
Its value is 0 if and only if all components are equal. It should be noted that the vector scales
wi or hi have not been constrained yet. However, since wi · hi = (wiλ) · (hi/λ), we are free to
arbitrarily fix any norm of either one. In Hoyer’s algorithm the L2 norm of hi is fixed to unity.
In this study we have re-run computer experiments with Hoyer’s NMF method. The
computer experiments, including partially occluded face parts, yielded recognition rates
similar to the previously published versions of NMF. In spite of the advantages of the explicit
sparseness control in the NMF optimization algorithm proposed by Hoyer, we do not see any
direct relation of the sparseness to image parts, as we intuitively understand them. Although
it ensures basis vectors with many zeros and local non-zero components, these have not any
clear relation to locally defined image parts (regions).
Recently, Spratling (2006) investigated how NMF performs in realistic environments where
occlusions take place. As a basic benchmark task he chose a bars problem that consists
of a system of elementary bar patterns. He tested NMF algorithms also on the face
images from the CBCL and ORL face databases. Based on the results obtained in a
comprehensive set of comparative computer experiments he claimed that NMF algorithms
can, in certain circumstances, learn localized image components, some of which appear to
roughly correspond to parts of the face, but others of which are arbitrary, but localized
blobs. According to Spratling, the NMF algorithms essentially select a subset of the pixels
which are simultaneously active across multiple images to be represented by a single basis
vector. In the case of faces, large subsets of the training images contain virtually identical
patterns of the pixel values (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.). The NMF algorithms form distinct basis
vectors to represent pieces of these recurring patterns. Spratling concludes that the separate
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images from the CBCL and ORL face databases. Based on the results obtained in a
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representation of sub-patterns is due to constraints imposed by the algorithms and is not
based on evidence contained in the training images. Hence, while these constraints make
it appear that NMF algorithms have learned face parts, these algorithms are representing
arbitrary parts of larger image features.
Summarizing the above mentioned results and statements of several authors on the NMF
representation of occluded images, we claim that
• the notion of “local representation” is not identical to the notion of “parts-based
representation”,
• the “sparse representation” does not automatically yield “parts-based representation”, and
• the “parts-based representation” of images, as proposed in the published papers, provides
no guarantee of achieving satisfactory recognition rates in cases with object occlusions.
3. A modication of the NMF for more efcient application to the problem of object
detection in images
For a particular recognition task of objects represented by a set of training images (V) we need:
(i) to calculate (in off-line mode) projection vectors of the training images onto the obtained
NMF vector basis (W) (feature vectors), and (ii) for each unknown input vector y to calculate
(in on-line mode) a projection vector onto the obtained vector basis (W). Guillamet & Vitrià
(2003) proposed to use the feature vectors determined in the NMF run, i.e., the columns of
matrix H. The problem of determining projected vectors for new input vectors in a way
that they are comparable with the feature vectors is solved by the authors by re-running the
NMF algorithm. In this second run they keep the basis matrix W constant and the matrix
Vtest contains the new input vectors instead of the training image vectors. The results of the
second run are the searched projected vectors in the matrix Htest. However, this method has
some weakness, that we described in Soukup & Bajla (2008) using an example of 3D point
data instead of high-dimensional images. The points have been divided into two classes A,
B, based on point proximity. We ran NMF to get a two dimensional subspace spanned by
two vectors w1 and w2, which together build matrix W. For each class, it can be observed
that the projection rays are all non-orthogonal w.r.t. the plane and that their mutual angles
significantly differ (even for feature vectors belonging to the same class). Thus the feature
vectors of the set A and set B are not separated clusters anymore. We suspect that a reliable
classification based on proximity of feature vectors could be achieved in this case (Soukup &
Bajla, 2008).
A second possibility to determine proper feature vectors for an NMF subspace, which
is conventionally used (e.g., mentioned in Buciu (2007)), is to re-compute entirely new
training feature vectors for the classification phase by orthogonally projecting the training
points (images) onto to NMF subspace. Unknown input data to be classified are similarly
orthogonally projected to the subspace. It can be noticed that the feature vectors determined
in this way preserve a separation of the feature vector clusters, corresponding to the cluster
separation in the original data space. In view of these observations, we proposed to favor the
orthogonal projection method (Soukup & Bajla, 2008).
Nonetheless, both methods have their disadvantages. The method of Guillamet and Vitrià
operates with non-orthogonally projected feature vectors that directly stem from the NMF
algorithm and do not reflect the data cluster separation in the subspace. On the other
hand, the conventional method does not accommodate the optimal data approximation result
determined in NMF, because one of the two optimal factor matrices is substituted by a
different one in the classification phase. In Soukup & Bajla (2008), we proposed to combine
the benefits of both methods into one, i.e., benefits of orthogonal projections of input data and
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preservation of the optimal training data approximation of NMF. We achieve this by changing
the NMF task itself. Before a brief presentation of this modification, we recall in more details
how the orthogonal projections of the input data are computed.
As the basis matrix W is rectangular, matrix inversion is not defined. Therefore one has to
use a pseudo-inverse of W to multiply it from the left onto V (compare with Buciu (2007)).
Orthogonal projections of data points y onto a subspace defined by a basis vector matrix W
are realized by solving the following overdetermined equation system:
W · b = y (5)
for the coefficient vector b. This can, for instance, be achieved via the Moore-Penrose (M-P)
pseudo-inverse W† giving the result for the projection as
b = W† · y. (6)
Similarly, for the NMF feature vectors (in the off-line mode) we determine HLS = W†V, where
HLS are projection coefficients obtained in the least squares (LS) manner. These coefficients
can differ severely from the NMF feature vectors implicitly given by H. It is important to state
that the entries of HLS can contain negative values.
If one has decided to use the orthogonal projections of input data onto the subspace as
feature vectors, the fact that the matrix H is not used anymore in the classification phase
and that the used HLS , that is a substitute for H, is not nonnegative anymore, gives rise to
the questions whether matrix H is necessary in NMF at all and whether the corresponding
encoding coefficient necessarily has to be nonnegative. Moreover, using the orthogonal
projection method, we do not make use of the optimal factorization achieved by NMF, as
the coefficient matrix is altered for classification. Consequently, we proposed the following
modification of the NMF task itself: given the training matrix V, we search for a matrix W such
that
V ≈ W · (W† · V). (7)
Within this novel concept (modified NMF), W is updated in the same way as in common
NMF algorithms. Even the sparseness of W can be controlled by the standard mechanisms,
e.g., those of Hoyer’s method. Only the encoding matrix H is substituted by the matrix W† ·
V to determine the current approximation error. The modified NMF method with Hoyer’s
sparseness scheme (henceforth we will speak about the Modified Hoyer NMF method) is used
in Section 5 for comparison to the proposed NMF method and to Lee-Seung NMF method.
4. A particular concept of the parts-based NMF subspace representation using
subtemplates
4.1 Conceptual considerations
In the description of the recent results achieved in the area of NMF methods, provided in the
introduction, the emphasis was put on problems occurring in applications of these subspace
representation methods to image recognition tasks with occluded objects. We see these
problems at two basic levels, (i) in methodological lack of the parts-based principle definition,
and (ii) in insufficient systematic evaluation (in the relevant literature) of recognition of images
with occlusions. In this section we will address the first point, whereas Section 5 is devoted to
the second one.
In the papers dealing with applications of NMF to image recognition tasks, the concept of
parts-based representation is considered on an intuitive level, some analogy to the results
of neurology is only mentioned. Therefore we based our reasoning about applicability
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representation of sub-patterns is due to constraints imposed by the algorithms and is not
based on evidence contained in the training images. Hence, while these constraints make
it appear that NMF algorithms have learned face parts, these algorithms are representing
arbitrary parts of larger image features.
Summarizing the above mentioned results and statements of several authors on the NMF
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3. A modication of the NMF for more efcient application to the problem of object
detection in images
For a particular recognition task of objects represented by a set of training images (V) we need:
(i) to calculate (in off-line mode) projection vectors of the training images onto the obtained
NMF vector basis (W) (feature vectors), and (ii) for each unknown input vector y to calculate
(in on-line mode) a projection vector onto the obtained vector basis (W). Guillamet & Vitrià
(2003) proposed to use the feature vectors determined in the NMF run, i.e., the columns of
matrix H. The problem of determining projected vectors for new input vectors in a way
that they are comparable with the feature vectors is solved by the authors by re-running the
NMF algorithm. In this second run they keep the basis matrix W constant and the matrix
Vtest contains the new input vectors instead of the training image vectors. The results of the
second run are the searched projected vectors in the matrix Htest. However, this method has
some weakness, that we described in Soukup & Bajla (2008) using an example of 3D point
data instead of high-dimensional images. The points have been divided into two classes A,
B, based on point proximity. We ran NMF to get a two dimensional subspace spanned by
two vectors w1 and w2, which together build matrix W. For each class, it can be observed
that the projection rays are all non-orthogonal w.r.t. the plane and that their mutual angles
significantly differ (even for feature vectors belonging to the same class). Thus the feature
vectors of the set A and set B are not separated clusters anymore. We suspect that a reliable
classification based on proximity of feature vectors could be achieved in this case (Soukup &
Bajla, 2008).
A second possibility to determine proper feature vectors for an NMF subspace, which
is conventionally used (e.g., mentioned in Buciu (2007)), is to re-compute entirely new
training feature vectors for the classification phase by orthogonally projecting the training
points (images) onto to NMF subspace. Unknown input data to be classified are similarly
orthogonally projected to the subspace. It can be noticed that the feature vectors determined
in this way preserve a separation of the feature vector clusters, corresponding to the cluster
separation in the original data space. In view of these observations, we proposed to favor the
orthogonal projection method (Soukup & Bajla, 2008).
Nonetheless, both methods have their disadvantages. The method of Guillamet and Vitrià
operates with non-orthogonally projected feature vectors that directly stem from the NMF
algorithm and do not reflect the data cluster separation in the subspace. On the other
hand, the conventional method does not accommodate the optimal data approximation result
determined in NMF, because one of the two optimal factor matrices is substituted by a
different one in the classification phase. In Soukup & Bajla (2008), we proposed to combine
the benefits of both methods into one, i.e., benefits of orthogonal projections of input data and
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preservation of the optimal training data approximation of NMF. We achieve this by changing
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and (ii) in insufficient systematic evaluation (in the relevant literature) of recognition of images
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parts-based representation is considered on an intuitive level, some analogy to the results
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Fig. 1. Illustration of subtemplates for a face template with p = 7 parts defined.
of this principle to the NMF tasks on Hoyer’s claims and Spratling’s arguments. Both
authors expressed a critical view to published statements that NMF subspaces follow a
parts-based principle. They showed that single positive linear combination of NMF basis
vectors obtained by conventional methods (considered as an analogy to combination of image
parts) is not sufficient for achieving acceptable recognition rates in cases with occluded objects.
They proposed some improvements; Hoyer by the introduction of a mechanism of explicit
controlling of the matrix sparseness into the NMF scheme, Spratling by the development
of an alternative dendritic inhibition neural network. The analysis of their results lead
to the question: what property should NMF vector basis have, in order to really reflect
the parts-based principle? We concluded that such a vector basis, in which the groups of
vectors would uniquely correspond to individual image parts, could yield truly parts-based
representation.
For his argumentation of discrepancy between the unsatisfactory results of application
of the NMF to image recognition tasks with object occlusions and expectations of the
parts-based representation bounded to the NMF methods, Spratling used a benchmark task
of “bars-problem” with simple elementary image parts (bars). If the parts-based principle
is tractable within the NMF representation of images with occlusions, then for any case of
images with intuitively clear parts, the separate representation of parts by the corresponding
NMF basis vectors should provide better approximation than the single nonnegativity of
vector combinations. Such an NMF image representation should consequently lead to an
improvement of occluded object recognition. Thus, our goal is to propose a benchmark task
comprising real complex images which are composed of intuitively clear parts and to derive
an NMF vector basis with basis vectors separately encoding these image parts.
4.2 Modular NMF
Intuitively clear understanding of parts of an image Im can be based on the notion of set
partition, namely, the partition of a set of raster points into a system of disjunctive subsets, the
union of which is the whole raster. Similarly to the requirements used in image segmentation,
we should consider only such subsets which give unique correspondence to individual objects
or semantically unambiguous parts of an imaged reality (e.g., for face image we can consider
as parts: left eye, right eye, nose, mouth, chin, and forehead with hair). In Fig. 1 an example
is illustrated with the partition of a face into six parts and the face background as an extra
part. For an image matrix Im representing this face image (template) and subsets P1, P2, . . . , Pp
which represent its individual parts we can write Im = P1 + P2 + . . . + Pp. Our intention is to
formulate separate NMF tasks for the given parts of an image Im that, however, would have
data structure consistent with the initial NMF task. This means to preserve matrix size (n, m)
of the initial image matrix Im. We propose to do it by definition of matrices with the size
(n, m) identical to the size of Im in which all entries, except those corresponding to the given
subset Pj, j = 1, 2, . . . , p, are set to zeros. In accordance with the notation used in the domain
of NMF methods, for the input matrix V with the columns v1, v2, . . . , vm, which represent
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template images, we denote individual subtemplates of the j-th part as vj1, v
j
2, . . . , v
j
m. Thanks
to the identical sizes of subtemplate image matrices we can express m templates from the
























Instead of one NMF problem for the input template matrix V of type (n × m), the basis vector
matrix W of type (n × r), and the matrix H of encoding coefficients of type (r × m),
V = [v1, v2, . . . , vm] ≈ W · H , (9)
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The dimensions r of subspaces generated by each of p separate NMF tasks are identical and
we define them as the integer part r = [r/p]. For the j-th separate NMF task, j = 1, 2, . . . , p,
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Assume we have solved all separate NMF tasks for p sets of subtemplates of image parts.
Thus we have obtained p NMF subspaces described by the matrices W1, W2, . . . , Wp of basis
column vectors. For the j-th separate NMF task we can express the z−th column vector of the
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We would like to express the z-th template, i.e., z-th column vector vz of the input matrix V
of the initial NMF task using the results of the separate NMF tasks. First, according to our
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Using the results of the solution of p separate NMF tasks (using e.g., the Lee and Seung
optimization scheme for the L2-norm as a cost function) given in (15), we obtain the following
(NMF) approximation of the given template
vz ≈ [w11, w12, . . . , w1r ] · h1z + [w21, w22, . . . , w2r ] · h2z +
. . . + [wp1 , w
p
2 , . . . , w
p
r ] · hpz . (17)
The latter formula can be re-written in matrix notation













where components of the subcolumns in the matrix H are given in (13). For the whole input
matrix V of templates we obtain as an approximative equality, the result of an optimization
task of the NMF problem:
V = [v1, v2, . . . , vm] ≈
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The approximate factorization of the input image template matrix V obtained in this way
comprises basis vectors which uniquely correspond to the individual image parts defined in
terms of a set of subtemplates of these parts. A remaining question is: what is the relation
between our separated factorization W · H, based on the Modular NMF, and any original
factorization W · H?





Since in each individual NMF problem we solve the separate optimization problem (in L2
norm) which differs from that formulated for the entire image, the residual error of the
separated factorization of the entire image is not equal to the sum of the residual errors for the
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individual NMF tasks:









Neither the equality between the residual error of an NMF solution of the original entire image
||WH−V||2 and the residual error of our separated factorization ||WH −V||2 is valid. What
we can do is to formulate a modified optimization NMF problem in L2 norm, as it is given
in Eq. (2), with the initial matrices W and H instead of the matrices W, H, initialized by
random entries. According to Lee & Seung (1999), the convergence property is maintained
with all initial values of W and H, only resulting optimum may be altered. Thus, in our case,
we use W and H to drag the NMF algorithm into the desired direction of the parts-based
representation.
5. Computer experiments – a comparative study
5.1 Goals
Our analysis and exploration in the previous sections can be summarized in the following
way. We have documented that the application of the conventional NMF method of Lee
and Seung to image recognition problems with object occlusions does not provide expected
parts-based representations. The further attempts to improve applicability of NMF to the
recognition of occluded image objects, resulted in various NMF modifications. The semi-NMF
approach, we proposed in Soukup & Bajla (2008) as a modification of Hoyer’s NMF algorithm,
manifested higher recognition rates for some occluded cases of the ORL face database.
However, due to the acceptance of negative terms in the linear combination of the obtained
NMF basis vectors, the method is even more distant to the parts-based principle. Based on
this finding, our next intention was to modify the NMF scheme towards a vector subspace
representation that is more compatible with the parts-based principle. The novel Modular
NMF algorithm, we have proposed in the previous section, represents a possible improvement
in this direction. The basic goal of the computer experiments was to explore behavior
of these three NMF algorithms under various conditions. A detailed comparative study
should contribute to the explanation of several unclear aspects we encountered in the papers
on NMF in which the suitability of the NMF for image object recognition with occlusions
was advocated. Moreover, as during some preliminary tests, reported in this Section, it
appeared that using the conventionally used face databases suffers from some methodological
drawbacks, we decided to analyze first the correctness of the test images and thereby to ensure
the unified reference basis for comparisons. The details will be given below.
5.2 Testing conditions and our revisions of input data
There are five key aspects (variables, parameters) which can affect the recognition rate of the
NMF algorithms applied to the given problem:
1. type and resolution of the images used for recognition,
2. type of partial object occlusions and the method of their detection and suppression,
3. classification method used,
4. metric of the NMF vector subspace used,
5. dimension of the NMF vector subspace chosen.
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ORL face database YALE face database
Fig. 2. Examples of face images selected from the ORL and YALE face databases.
5.2.1 Image databases
In our computer experiments we needed appropriate image databases with images containing
intuitively clear parts. The public databases with faces satisfied this requirement. As in our
computational study (Bajla & Soukup, 2007) we used 222 training images, and 148 testing
images, selected from 370 faces of the Cambridge ORL face database1 (Fig. 2, left). These
two sets of images were chosen as disjunctive sets in a standard ratio of 60% for the training
set and 40% for the testing set. The gray-level images with resolution 92 × 112 have been
downsampled to the resolution 46 × 58 = 2668 pixels. For these face images, we defined four
intuitively apparent parts of the face: left eye, right eye, nose, and mouth. The fifth part was
determined as a complement of the union of all four face parts.
The second gray-level image database of faces we have selected is the YALE B face database2
(Fig. 2, right). The database contains 5760 single light source images of 10 subjects, each seen
under 576 viewing conditions (9 poses and 64 illumination conditions). For our experiments
we have limited the number of illumination conditions to 5 representative cases, so that each
subject was represented by 45 images. For each person, we have selected 31 images as training
and 14 as testing, getting altogether the training set with 310 face images and the testing set
with 140 face images. The resolution of the images is 62 × 82 = 5084 pixels.
In our preceding computer experiments (the study Bajla & Soukup (2007) and the paper
Soukup & Bajla (2008)), also the CBCL face image database, comprising gray-level images
with resolution of 19 × 19 = 361 pixels has been used3. Since the resolution of this
database is much lower than in case of images from the two previously mentioned databases,
for preserving approximately equivalent conditions, we have decided not to consider this
database in the experiments reported in this study.
In the field of image object recognition, in particular, in the tasks in which the face image
databases are standardly used, recently in Ling et al. (2006); Shamir (2008) a suspicion
appeared that various classifiers, explored in these tasks, exploit not only the relevant
information (face pixels), but they considerably utilize also an additional information
contained in object background, implicitly comprised in most of the face images. If so, it
should have significant consequences on correctness of a unified reference basis of testing
image data for evaluation of performance of classifiers in image object recognition. Therefore,
it was necessary to examine this suspicion on the selected two face image databases.
To address this question, we introduced alternative training and testing data sets (called
“cropped”) that contain no background pixels. The background was eliminated by cropping





Later on, the cropped images were resampled to their original size by a bilinear interpolation.
A result of such a cropping operation is shown in Fig. 3 (middle row). Note that, besides
the apparent background elimination, this operation partly also normalizes positions of
individual face parts.
Related to our analysis of the role of the parts-based principle used in applications of the
NMF approaches to image object recognition, we made in Section 2, another aspect had to
be investigated, namely, a possibility of how to transform input data in order to normalize
geometrical location of the face parts in training and testing images. It can be shown that the
NMF method may arrive at the parts-based representations only when distinguished image
parts (i.e., principal building blocks) either reside at approximately stable positions or their
shape does not vary too much. Otherwise the NMF optimization algorithm is not capable
of finding a low dimensional subspace basis that would capture both shape and position
variations of possibly occurring image patterns. In case of the face images from the ORL and
YALE databases, one can observe significant differences between shapes of multiple parts of
the same kind (e.g., eyes of different individuals), as well as variability in their placement
within an image (Fig. 3, top row). This is an additional evidence supporting the idea that the
raw facial data without any initial adjustment are not suitable for the NMF processing.
To answer this question, we proposed yet another training and testing data sets (called
“registered”) which contain faces with normalized positions of the face parts. Every image
was transformed by an affine transformation so that centroids of its parts approximate the
predefined positions as much as possible (Fig. 3, bottom row). Note that the centroid
distribution here spreads much less than in the cases of the original and cropped data.
5.2.2 Occlusions
The topic of modeling image object occlusions has not been yet systematically addressed in
the NMF literature. In computer experiments with various NMF methods applied to images
from three image databases (Bajla & Soukup, 2007), we observed that recognition rates are, in
general, sensitive to the location of occlusions. In order to examine the parts-based principle
within the NMF scheme, the following aspects of object occlusions are of our interest:
• occlusions should have unique relations to natural facial parts,
• images containing artificial occlusions should be still recognizable by a human observer.
Our preliminary experiments showed that the exact geometrical shape of an occlusion does
not influence the obtained RR values as much as its position. Consequently, we have decided
for two alternatives, simple rectangles and more detailed polygonal regions covering the
individual facial parts. The regions were defined manually by hand for both training and
testing data within both ORL and YALE databases, however, only in the case of the Modular
NMF, this information was used within the training process. To characterize behavior of
projections of occluded faces in NMF subspaces and to evaluate the recognition results on
a systematic basis, we have generated a system of four elementary facial occlusions: left eye,
right eye, nose, and mouth (Fig. 4, 1-4). Additionally, four complex occlusion types have been
defined as combinations of some of the four elementary occlusions (Fig. 4, 5-8).
To simulate a severe facial occlusion we have decided to replace original pixel intensities by
zero values. As the assumed face parts have typically a higher brightness, their unoccluded
pixel intensities range normally in higher values. Thus, in L2 sense, the zero values within
the occlusions tend to shift the occluded images far from their original unoccluded version
(here the images are represented as vectors). Furthermore, such occlusions simulate presence
of typical real world occlusions such as mustache or sunglasses, etc (Fig. 4, left). Hereinafter
we call this occlusion type as “black occlusion”.
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Fig. 2. Examples of face images selected from the ORL and YALE face databases.
5.2.1 Image databases
In our computer experiments we needed appropriate image databases with images containing
intuitively clear parts. The public databases with faces satisfied this requirement. As in our
computational study (Bajla & Soukup, 2007) we used 222 training images, and 148 testing
images, selected from 370 faces of the Cambridge ORL face database1 (Fig. 2, left). These
two sets of images were chosen as disjunctive sets in a standard ratio of 60% for the training
set and 40% for the testing set. The gray-level images with resolution 92 × 112 have been
downsampled to the resolution 46 × 58 = 2668 pixels. For these face images, we defined four
intuitively apparent parts of the face: left eye, right eye, nose, and mouth. The fifth part was
determined as a complement of the union of all four face parts.
The second gray-level image database of faces we have selected is the YALE B face database2
(Fig. 2, right). The database contains 5760 single light source images of 10 subjects, each seen
under 576 viewing conditions (9 poses and 64 illumination conditions). For our experiments
we have limited the number of illumination conditions to 5 representative cases, so that each
subject was represented by 45 images. For each person, we have selected 31 images as training
and 14 as testing, getting altogether the training set with 310 face images and the testing set
with 140 face images. The resolution of the images is 62 × 82 = 5084 pixels.
In our preceding computer experiments (the study Bajla & Soukup (2007) and the paper
Soukup & Bajla (2008)), also the CBCL face image database, comprising gray-level images
with resolution of 19 × 19 = 361 pixels has been used3. Since the resolution of this
database is much lower than in case of images from the two previously mentioned databases,
for preserving approximately equivalent conditions, we have decided not to consider this
database in the experiments reported in this study.
In the field of image object recognition, in particular, in the tasks in which the face image
databases are standardly used, recently in Ling et al. (2006); Shamir (2008) a suspicion
appeared that various classifiers, explored in these tasks, exploit not only the relevant
information (face pixels), but they considerably utilize also an additional information
contained in object background, implicitly comprised in most of the face images. If so, it
should have significant consequences on correctness of a unified reference basis of testing
image data for evaluation of performance of classifiers in image object recognition. Therefore,
it was necessary to examine this suspicion on the selected two face image databases.
To address this question, we introduced alternative training and testing data sets (called
“cropped”) that contain no background pixels. The background was eliminated by cropping





Later on, the cropped images were resampled to their original size by a bilinear interpolation.
A result of such a cropping operation is shown in Fig. 3 (middle row). Note that, besides
the apparent background elimination, this operation partly also normalizes positions of
individual face parts.
Related to our analysis of the role of the parts-based principle used in applications of the
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To answer this question, we proposed yet another training and testing data sets (called
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was transformed by an affine transformation so that centroids of its parts approximate the
predefined positions as much as possible (Fig. 3, bottom row). Note that the centroid
distribution here spreads much less than in the cases of the original and cropped data.
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we call this occlusion type as “black occlusion”.

























Fig. 3. An example of the original, cropped and registered face from the YALE database. The
plots in the leftmost column contains original and transformed face images with centroids of
individual face parts (i.e., left eye, right eye, nose, mouth) marked by white points. The
second column comprises plots of distributions of the part centroid positions. The remaining
four columns show plots of the pixel-to-part membership functions for different face parts.
These functions express an estimated probability that particular pixel belongs to the certain
face part.
If there exists a method for detecting the area associated with an occlusion, one may pose a
question how to incorporate this a priori information into the NMF algorithms. In general
there are two possible approaches to this problem: i) to suppress intensities belonging to the
occlusion and replace them with values from the normal facial range, or ii) completely exclude
the occluded image pixels from NMF calculations.
As for the first approach, we have implemented the occlusion suppression idea by filling
the occluded image pixels by values interpolated from the nearest unoccluded pixels (Fig. 4,
right). Such corrected images were treated the same way as occluded images and no further
modifications of the NMF algorithms were required. Hereinafter we call this occlusion type
as “interpolated occlusion”.
As mentioned above, the second method for suppressing known occlusions is based on
elimination of the occluded image pixels from the entire NMF calculations. Since the occlusion
can only occur in the classification (testing) phase (i.e., the training data cannot be disturbed by
any occlusions), the NMF training algorithms remain the same, however, a slight modification
of the NMF classification procedure is required. Assuming that the exact position and extent
of the occlusion is a priori known for every classified image, one can mask out (replace by
zeros) all the occluded pixels in the classified image, as well as in all the training images. Only
then these images are projected onto the NMF subspace and the classification algorithm is
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Fig. 4. Test face images with various types of partial occlusions - the left column - full black
occlusions, and the right column - interpolated occlusions. The first row of images in each
database example represents the elementary occlusions, while in the second row combined
occlusions are displayed.
applied to the obtained feature vectors. Hereinafter, we call this occlusion type as “masked
occlusion”.
Understanding the essence of the mentioned three occlusion types (i.e., black, interpolated,
and masked) and their connection to the NMF principles, one can make several assumptions
about the performance of NMF applied to such data. Since the black occlusions represent
the case where invalid pixels belonging to an occlusion have most severe impact on the
final classification decision, the lowest performance should be expected here. In the case
of the interpolated occlusions, where the impact of the occluded pixels is already partially
suppressed, the classification performance should be significantly better than with the black
occlusions. The best performance should be expected in the case of the masked occlusions
where all disturbing image pixels are correctly excluded from the calculation and only the
remaining valid information is used for making classification decision. Nevertheless, the need
of having available all the original training data during the testing phase and the necessity
of their masking and projecting along with every new classified image makes this approach
highly memory and computationally demanding and, thus, rather difficult to apply in real
situations.
5.2.3 Metrics
For the vector subspace methods of image object recognition a metric should be specified
first. It measures the distance between the projection of the image being processed onto
the subspace and the projections of the training images onto the same subspace (these are
usually called feature vectors). In Bajla & Soukup (2007) we reported the results of vast
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first. It measures the distance between the projection of the image being processed onto
the subspace and the projections of the training images onto the same subspace (these are
usually called feature vectors). In Bajla & Soukup (2007) we reported the results of vast
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experiments with various types of metrics: Euclidean, Riemannian (Guillamet & Vitrià,
2003), “diffusion-like” (Ling & Okada, 2006), and our modified Riemannian metric, carried
out for various image databases and for several NMF methods. These results showed that
Recognition Rates (RR) for Euclidean metric are comparable to those obtained for Riemannian
metric and that they are much higher than expected in the paper of Guillamet & Vitrià (2003),
and Liu & Zheng (2004). Therefore in our experiments with occluded faces we have used only
Euclidean metric.
5.2.4 Classiers
For recognition experiments with subspaces generated by the individual NMF approaches,
it is necessary to classify each projection of a test image onto a NMF subspace in classes
represented by feature vectors of the given subspace. The classification can be accomplished
by means of various approaches, but usually the Nearest Neighbor Classifier (NNC) is
used. The NNC is a standard stable non-parametric classifier providing good results having
sufficient number of training examples. Some of the good properties of NNC are summarized
in Duda et al. (2001).
In preliminary experiments with both face databases we tested also the classifier that utilizes
the information on mean centers of the classes of feature vectors (MCC). The results obtained
showed that for all three NMF methods, and for both basic types of occlusions (black
or interpolated), as well as for all individual cases of partial occlusions (elementary and
combined), the RR values achieved for the MCC have been significantly lower than the RR
values for the NNC.
Testing more sophisticated classifiers in our experiments of NMF was beyond our interest, but
more importantly, the main reason of the application of the NNC exclusively, was to ensure
the unified methodological basis of comparison used in most of the papers published in this
area (see References).
Subspace dimensions
For both face image databases, we have varied the dimensions of the NMF-subspaces from
r = 25 up to 250. Elementary and combined types of occlusions have been applied to all test
images. The recognition rates have been calculated separately for each set of testing faces with
one occlusion type.
For each of the training face images we determined regions of the defined parts by hand (using
approximate curvilinear boundaries) which served as subtemplates of the given database
used in the Modular NFM algorithm. The sets of training subtemplates have been used
for learning the basis image vectors of the individual separate NMF tasks which have been
accomplished using Hoyer’s algorithm with the controlled sparseness sW . For solving the
Modular NMF problems for the entire image we have used again the algorithm of Hoyer.
In Fig. 5 examples of basis vectors of 140-dimensional NMF subspaces are illustrated. These
have been generated by solving two conventional NMF methods for the ORL face image
database: Lee-Seung NMF method (Fig. 5, left), and the localized Modular NMF method
(Fig. 5, right). Whereas the global nature of the conventional NMF basis vectors is apparent
from Fig. 5, left, the vector bases of the Modular NMF method with separated vectors of
individual face parts, clearly manifest locality of basis vectors (Fig. 5, right).
5.3 Benchmarking of three NMF methods applied to two face databases and using two
types of image partial occlusions
The inclusion of the three above mentioned NMF variants pursued the basic goal to
demonstrate their different performances in recognition tasks with occluded image objects.
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the vector bases of the 140-dimensional image subspaces for the ORL
database: i) for the conventional Lee-Seung NMF method (left), ii) for the localized Modular
NMF method (right).
The algorithmic versions differ in the following methodological characteristics: (i) the
Lee-Seung NMF algorithm provides strictly nonnegative matrix factorization, however, its
application to images reveals a discrepancy between the motivating parts-based principle
and the real shape of subspace vector basis, and moreover, its expected overall superiority
in recognition rates was not confirmed in practice, (ii) the Modified Hoyer NMF algorithm
is not strict nonnegative (it is a semi-NMF method), it manifests no apparent relation
to the parts-based principle, (iii) the proposed Modular NMF algorithm provides strictly
nonnegative matrix factorization and it very closely reflects the parts-based principle. Thus
each individual experiment includes the RR values (ordinate) for these three NMF versions
which are graphically discriminated in the plots. As the basic variable parameter (abscissa) of
the recognition, the NMF subspace dimension is used (Fig. 6).
5.3.1 Evaluation
As a basis for comparison, the NNC of the face images has been performed in the original
data space without application of the NMF methods. In Table 1 we document the obtained
RR values which confirm the claim of some researchers that questioned the suitability of using
raw images contained in standard public domain face image databases. As mentioned above,
we have examined this problem on two databases, i.e., ORL and YALE. First of all, a decrease
of the RR values should be noted for cropped and registered unoccluded data (numbers
listed in the parentheses in the second row of the table) in comparison to RR obtained for
the nontransformed original input data. Further, the results obtained for occluded images
show that for the raw input data, only minor RR differences between black and interpolated
occlusion types are observed (about 9%). In contrast to these characteristics, the RR values
achieved for the cropped and registered data manifest a radical change (about 42%). The most
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Original data Cropped data Registered data
ORL (.958) YALE (.956) ORL (.791) YALE (.713) ORL (.813) YALE (.802)
Occlusion Black Interp. Black Interp. Black Interp. Black Interp. Black Interp. Black Interp.
Left Eye .895 .965 .889 .926 .194 .736 .279 .588 .201 .715 .308 .669
Right Eye .909 .951 .926 .933 .319 .750 .500 .691 .298 .763 .522 .750
Mouth .854 .951 .882 .948 .138 .770 .323 .705 .145 .770 .264 .742
Nose .923 .951 .941 .955 .361 .763 .698 .757 .416 .777 .713 .823
LE+RE .826 .958 .772 .911 .111 .631 .139 .441 .138 .534 .176 .485
LE+Mo .798 .958 .772 .926 .118 .687 .117 .558 .097 .694 .114 .588
No+Mo .756 .951 .852 .955 .076 .687 .338 .705 .083 .666 .294 .742
RE+No .854 .944 .867 .955 .152 .729 .367 .705 .131 .701 .470 .727
Table 1. The RR values obtained by NNC operating in the original image space (i.e., no NMF
applied). Different occlusion types, as well as no occlusions (numbers in parentheses) have
been considered.
significant decrease of RR values (up to 10 times in the case of the occlusion combination of
the nose and mouth) can be observed for cropped ORL images with black occlusions. RR
decrease for the same types of occlusions in the case of YALE images is not so extreme. RR
obtained for the interpolated types of occlusions are for both databases with cropped face
images significantly higher than for the black occlusions. Some improvement in RR increasing
is reached for the registered input images in all tested cases.
A set of plots of RR values versus NMF subspace dimensions are depicted in Fig. 6. In these
figures we outline a complex picture of the research results on image data representation and
reduction using the NMF methods. The ensemble of plots reflects the individual aspects of
how the parts-based principle is reflected in each particular combination of parameters. We
addressed these aspects in the previous sections. Using the mean RR values, calculated over
all elementary types of occlusions (represented in the plots by circles), we intend to express
tendencies prevailing in the tested face image recognition. Moreover, this information is
completed by gray stripes depicting intervals between minimum and maximum RR values
obtained for the elementary occlusions. Fig. 6a shows the results obtained for the ORL face
image database, whereas Fig. 6b shows the results for the YALE database. For each database,
square blocks of nine plots are related to different NMF approaches (i.e., Lee-Seung NMF,
Modified Hoyer NMF, Modular NMF). Nine plots ordered in a single row summarize the RR
values achieved for one type of input data (as explained above, we used original, cropped, and
registered data). As for three basic types of occlusions (i.e., black, interpolated, and masked)
included in our experiments, the plots belonging to one of these types are always collected
into a single column. Based on the detailed analysis of relations between the RR plots given
in Figs 6, the following findings can be formulated:
• When using the original data, comprising the additional information on the face
background, small differences in the mean RR values obtained for all NMF methods and
occlusion types, are observed. These values are very close to the RR values obtained for
unoccluded image objects (marked as thick gray curves). Apparent differences can be
observed only for the representative case of the combined occlusions (marked as thin gray
curves). This finding relates equally to ORL and YALE databases.
• As for the cropped face images from both databases, which represent a correct reference
basis for benchmarking the individual NMF methods applied to various situations in our

































































































































































































































































































Fig. 6. Integrated presentation of RR for all aspects of NMF methods explored in the course
of this study. Two basic blocks of plots are displayed for the face images from ORL (a) and
YALE (b) databases. Each individual plot represents the RR values (ordinate) for one NMF
method, one basic type of occlusion and ten dimensions of NMF subspaces used in the
experiments (abscissa). In the plots, the circles represent the mean RR values calculated over
all elementary occlusions, while the gray stripes depict intervals between relevant minimum
and maximum recognition rates. The thick gray curves stand for RR values obtained for
unoccluded images, while the thin gray curves show recognition rates for representative case
of the combined occlusions (LE+RE). The detached bar on the right side of each plot
(cross-circle-cross) represent RR values for NNC operating in the original image space.
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square blocks of nine plots are related to different NMF approaches (i.e., Lee-Seung NMF,
Modified Hoyer NMF, Modular NMF). Nine plots ordered in a single row summarize the RR
values achieved for one type of input data (as explained above, we used original, cropped, and
registered data). As for three basic types of occlusions (i.e., black, interpolated, and masked)
included in our experiments, the plots belonging to one of these types are always collected
into a single column. Based on the detailed analysis of relations between the RR plots given
in Figs 6, the following findings can be formulated:
• When using the original data, comprising the additional information on the face
background, small differences in the mean RR values obtained for all NMF methods and
occlusion types, are observed. These values are very close to the RR values obtained for
unoccluded image objects (marked as thick gray curves). Apparent differences can be
observed only for the representative case of the combined occlusions (marked as thin gray
curves). This finding relates equally to ORL and YALE databases.
• As for the cropped face images from both databases, which represent a correct reference
basis for benchmarking the individual NMF methods applied to various situations in our

































































































































































































































































































Fig. 6. Integrated presentation of RR for all aspects of NMF methods explored in the course
of this study. Two basic blocks of plots are displayed for the face images from ORL (a) and
YALE (b) databases. Each individual plot represents the RR values (ordinate) for one NMF
method, one basic type of occlusion and ten dimensions of NMF subspaces used in the
experiments (abscissa). In the plots, the circles represent the mean RR values calculated over
all elementary occlusions, while the gray stripes depict intervals between relevant minimum
and maximum recognition rates. The thick gray curves stand for RR values obtained for
unoccluded images, while the thin gray curves show recognition rates for representative case
of the combined occlusions (LE+RE). The detached bar on the right side of each plot
(cross-circle-cross) represent RR values for NNC operating in the original image space.
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• The goal of the registration transformation of face image data was to preserve an
approximate constant position of face parts over the sets of training, as well as testing
images and thereby to provide data suitable for building a parts-based representation. To
preserve the correct basis for benchmarking, we applied the registration transformation
to the cropped input face images, then, the contribution of this transformation to the
improvement of RR can be characterized by a slight increase of RR for both databases,
both basic occlusion types and for all three NMF methods explored.
• Focusing our attention only to the registered input data and to the results related to black
occlusions, which reflect a real recognition of the raw face images occluded by objects
comprising strongly disturbing intensities (approximately zeros), the ability to recognize
the face image differs for the individual NMF methods explored. Namely, in the case of
the ORL data, the lowest RR mean values are reached for the Modified Hoyer method,
and the highest RR mean values are obtained for the Modular NMF method, moreover,
this method is characterized by the narrowest stripe of RR variance over elementary
occlusion types. RR obtained for the worst combined occlusion case (LE+RE) are also
maximal for the Modular NMF. In the case of YALE data, the lowest RR mean values, with
apparently widest variance stripes, are achieved again by the Modified Hoyer method.
The slightly higher RR mean values than for the Modular NMF method are obtained for
the conventional Lee-Seung NMF method, note that considerably higher RR values than
in the case of ORL data have been obtained.
• In the plots, it can be seen that considering the interpolated occlusions, representing
real situations when intensities belonging to face parts are closer to their normal range
(unoccluded), leads to significant improvement of RR for all NMF methods explored and
for both image databases (here, we still limit our focus on the registered input data).
• It is worth mentioning that for the registered data, and the maximum data reduction (i.e.,
subspace dimensions 25-50), the highest RR values are reached for the Modular NMF
method – independently on black or interpolated occlusions,
• As for the masked occlusions, the plots confirm our expectation about a maximum
improvement of RR for all three NMF methods. In this case almost no difference can be
seen between occluded and unoccluded face images.
The explicit particular RR values obtained for all recognition situations included in the
computer experiments, from which plots in Fig. 6 have been constructed, are given in Tables 2
and 3. Due to space limitations we made a selection of the most representative RR values
(subspace dimensions 25, 250, and Original space).
6. Conclusions
In this research study, using the relevant papers published in the given area, we have analyzed
the relation of the parts-based principle to the methodology of NMF data representation when
applied to computer vision tasks of image object recognition under partial object occlusions.
Beginning by the conventional Lee-Seung NMF method (Lee & Seung, 1999), that does not
comprise any explicit concept of a vector sparsity, neither yields subspaces with the vector
bases corresponding to natural image parts, the NMF algorithm development in the NMF
literature proceeded towards the explicit incorporation of the vector sparsity constraints
into the NMF optimization problem, and towards more locally specified vector bases of the
NMF representation. After the short description of the NMF algorithm, that we developed
in Soukup & Bajla (2008), as a more numerically efficient modification of Hoyer’s NMF
algorithm (Hoyer, 2004), we have proposed the novel Modular NMF approach that preserves
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Subspace No occ. Black occ. Interpolated occ. Masked occ.
dimension Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE
Lee-Seung NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .932 .891 .862 .816 .762 .932 .930 .925 .925 .939 .934 .925 .952
250 .871 .843 .821 .802 .715 .884 .872 .864 .884 .904 .887 .864 .898
Orig. space .958 .923 .895 .854 .826 .965 .955 .951 .958 – – – –
25 .655 .162 .100 .027 .068 .618 .596 .554 .463 .666 .638 .619 .622
250 .790 .385 .286 .144 .191 .802 .742 .694 .627 .788 .772 .755 .703
Orig. space .791 .361 .253 .138 .111 .770 .755 .736 .631 – – – –
25 .723 .210 .185 .162 .096 .700 .645 .581 .511 .754 .709 .668 .625
250 .805 .418 .346 .279 .150 .775 .738 .682 .559 .823 .801 .763 .688
Orig. space .813 .416 .265 .145 .138 .777 .756 .715 .534 – – – –
Modified Hoyer NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .932 .883 .806 .735 .627 .959 .939 .898 .898 .965 .950 .939 .966
250 .945 .931 .899 .850 .837 .952 .948 .945 .959 .952 .952 .952 .952
Orig. space .958 .923 .895 .854 .826 .965 .955 .951 .958 – – – –
25 .668 .162 .101 .027 .068 .625 .602 .540 .470 .659 .639 .628 .642
250 .783 .400 .274 .202 .097 .802 .740 .714 .566 .802 .767 .736 .737
Orig. space .791 .361 .253 .138 .111 .770 .755 .736 .631 – – – –
25 .642 .216 .125 .074 .048 .639 .582 .533 .422 .652 .629 .614 .604
250 .777 .406 .239 .121 .077 .761 .699 .614 .518 .822 .767 .729 .688
Orig. space .813 .416 .265 .145 .138 .777 .756 .715 .534 – – – –
Modular NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .837 .808 .755 .673 .572 .863 .852 .843 .836 .884 .852 .836 .858
250 .939 .932 .928 .925 .925 .945 .94 .938 .945 .952 .943 .938 .939
Orig. space .958 .923 .895 .854 .826 .965 .955 .951 .958 – – – –
25 .783 .509 .381 .319 .118 .741 .696 .632 .491 .815 .764 .743 .723
250 .709 .530 .502 .476 .239 .686 .663 .632 .551 .700 .684 .655 .662
Orig. space .791 .361 .253 .138 .111 .77 .755 .736 .631 – – – –
25 .758 .448 .361 .291 .171 .781 .696 .648 .551 .768 .743 .723 .653
250 .738 .557 .522 .479 .314 .755 .706 .659 .518 .768 .752 .702 .694
Orig. space .813 .416 .265 .145 .138 .777 .756 .715 .534 – – – –
Table 2. A subset of the RR values for individual cases of NMF subspace representations of
the ORL face images selected from the set of all results used for the construction of the plots
mentioned above.
explicit vector sparsity constraints introduced by Hoyer and simultaneously provides a
truly parts-based vector basis of the NMF subspace. The main goal of the comparative
computer experiments included in this study was to benchmark the results of the image
object recognition with occlusions achieved by the above mentioned three NMF methods for a
variety of recognition conditions. We decided to choose for these experiments the facial image
data from public databases, since these data are freely available for other experimenters, and
are most suitable for studying the algorithmic efficiency of the parts-based principle within
the area of NMF data representation and reduction approaches to image object recognition
under occlusions.
During the preparation of the extensive set of computer experiments, several methodological
issues have revealed which had not been addressed in the existing papers. We have analyzed
these issues and based on the results we modified the organization of our experiments. First
of all, we have confirmed the published information about using the raw facial image data
for benchmarking that suffers from the fact that, besides the relevant face-related pixels,
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• The goal of the registration transformation of face image data was to preserve an
approximate constant position of face parts over the sets of training, as well as testing
images and thereby to provide data suitable for building a parts-based representation. To
preserve the correct basis for benchmarking, we applied the registration transformation
to the cropped input face images, then, the contribution of this transformation to the
improvement of RR can be characterized by a slight increase of RR for both databases,
both basic occlusion types and for all three NMF methods explored.
• Focusing our attention only to the registered input data and to the results related to black
occlusions, which reflect a real recognition of the raw face images occluded by objects
comprising strongly disturbing intensities (approximately zeros), the ability to recognize
the face image differs for the individual NMF methods explored. Namely, in the case of
the ORL data, the lowest RR mean values are reached for the Modified Hoyer method,
and the highest RR mean values are obtained for the Modular NMF method, moreover,
this method is characterized by the narrowest stripe of RR variance over elementary
occlusion types. RR obtained for the worst combined occlusion case (LE+RE) are also
maximal for the Modular NMF. In the case of YALE data, the lowest RR mean values, with
apparently widest variance stripes, are achieved again by the Modified Hoyer method.
The slightly higher RR mean values than for the Modular NMF method are obtained for
the conventional Lee-Seung NMF method, note that considerably higher RR values than
in the case of ORL data have been obtained.
• In the plots, it can be seen that considering the interpolated occlusions, representing
real situations when intensities belonging to face parts are closer to their normal range
(unoccluded), leads to significant improvement of RR for all NMF methods explored and
for both image databases (here, we still limit our focus on the registered input data).
• It is worth mentioning that for the registered data, and the maximum data reduction (i.e.,
subspace dimensions 25-50), the highest RR values are reached for the Modular NMF
method – independently on black or interpolated occlusions,
• As for the masked occlusions, the plots confirm our expectation about a maximum
improvement of RR for all three NMF methods. In this case almost no difference can be
seen between occluded and unoccluded face images.
The explicit particular RR values obtained for all recognition situations included in the
computer experiments, from which plots in Fig. 6 have been constructed, are given in Tables 2
and 3. Due to space limitations we made a selection of the most representative RR values
(subspace dimensions 25, 250, and Original space).
6. Conclusions
In this research study, using the relevant papers published in the given area, we have analyzed
the relation of the parts-based principle to the methodology of NMF data representation when
applied to computer vision tasks of image object recognition under partial object occlusions.
Beginning by the conventional Lee-Seung NMF method (Lee & Seung, 1999), that does not
comprise any explicit concept of a vector sparsity, neither yields subspaces with the vector
bases corresponding to natural image parts, the NMF algorithm development in the NMF
literature proceeded towards the explicit incorporation of the vector sparsity constraints
into the NMF optimization problem, and towards more locally specified vector bases of the
NMF representation. After the short description of the NMF algorithm, that we developed
in Soukup & Bajla (2008), as a more numerically efficient modification of Hoyer’s NMF
algorithm (Hoyer, 2004), we have proposed the novel Modular NMF approach that preserves
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Subspace No occ. Black occ. Interpolated occ. Masked occ.
dimension Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE
Lee-Seung NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .932 .891 .862 .816 .762 .932 .930 .925 .925 .939 .934 .925 .952
250 .871 .843 .821 .802 .715 .884 .872 .864 .884 .904 .887 .864 .898
Orig. space .958 .923 .895 .854 .826 .965 .955 .951 .958 – – – –
25 .655 .162 .100 .027 .068 .618 .596 .554 .463 .666 .638 .619 .622
250 .790 .385 .286 .144 .191 .802 .742 .694 .627 .788 .772 .755 .703
Orig. space .791 .361 .253 .138 .111 .770 .755 .736 .631 – – – –
25 .723 .210 .185 .162 .096 .700 .645 .581 .511 .754 .709 .668 .625
250 .805 .418 .346 .279 .150 .775 .738 .682 .559 .823 .801 .763 .688
Orig. space .813 .416 .265 .145 .138 .777 .756 .715 .534 – – – –
Modified Hoyer NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .932 .883 .806 .735 .627 .959 .939 .898 .898 .965 .950 .939 .966
250 .945 .931 .899 .850 .837 .952 .948 .945 .959 .952 .952 .952 .952
Orig. space .958 .923 .895 .854 .826 .965 .955 .951 .958 – – – –
25 .668 .162 .101 .027 .068 .625 .602 .540 .470 .659 .639 .628 .642
250 .783 .400 .274 .202 .097 .802 .740 .714 .566 .802 .767 .736 .737
Orig. space .791 .361 .253 .138 .111 .770 .755 .736 .631 – – – –
25 .642 .216 .125 .074 .048 .639 .582 .533 .422 .652 .629 .614 .604
250 .777 .406 .239 .121 .077 .761 .699 .614 .518 .822 .767 .729 .688
Orig. space .813 .416 .265 .145 .138 .777 .756 .715 .534 – – – –
Modular NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .837 .808 .755 .673 .572 .863 .852 .843 .836 .884 .852 .836 .858
250 .939 .932 .928 .925 .925 .945 .94 .938 .945 .952 .943 .938 .939
Orig. space .958 .923 .895 .854 .826 .965 .955 .951 .958 – – – –
25 .783 .509 .381 .319 .118 .741 .696 .632 .491 .815 .764 .743 .723
250 .709 .530 .502 .476 .239 .686 .663 .632 .551 .700 .684 .655 .662
Orig. space .791 .361 .253 .138 .111 .77 .755 .736 .631 – – – –
25 .758 .448 .361 .291 .171 .781 .696 .648 .551 .768 .743 .723 .653
250 .738 .557 .522 .479 .314 .755 .706 .659 .518 .768 .752 .702 .694
Orig. space .813 .416 .265 .145 .138 .777 .756 .715 .534 – – – –
Table 2. A subset of the RR values for individual cases of NMF subspace representations of
the ORL face images selected from the set of all results used for the construction of the plots
mentioned above.
explicit vector sparsity constraints introduced by Hoyer and simultaneously provides a
truly parts-based vector basis of the NMF subspace. The main goal of the comparative
computer experiments included in this study was to benchmark the results of the image
object recognition with occlusions achieved by the above mentioned three NMF methods for a
variety of recognition conditions. We decided to choose for these experiments the facial image
data from public databases, since these data are freely available for other experimenters, and
are most suitable for studying the algorithmic efficiency of the parts-based principle within
the area of NMF data representation and reduction approaches to image object recognition
under occlusions.
During the preparation of the extensive set of computer experiments, several methodological
issues have revealed which had not been addressed in the existing papers. We have analyzed
these issues and based on the results we modified the organization of our experiments. First
of all, we have confirmed the published information about using the raw facial image data
for benchmarking that suffers from the fact that, besides the relevant face-related pixels,
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Subspace No occ. Black occ. Interpolated occ. Masked occ.
dimension Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE
Lee-Seung NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .926 .903 .861 .779 .727 .940 .922 .882 .867 .948 .940 .933 .941
250 .992 1.00 .986 .977 .941 .999 .99 .985 .977 1.00 .994 .985 .985
Orig. space .956 .941 .909 .882 .772 .955 .941 .926 .911 – – – –
25 .691 .635 .441 .316 .205 .695 .539 .391 .272 .754 .655 .551 .485
250 .808 .813 .683 .595 .338 .873 .788 .725 .595 .858 .798 .772 .625
Orig. space .713 .698 .450 .279 .139 .757 .685 .588 .441 – – – –
25 .720 .709 .493 .235 .139 .806 .65 .514 .439 .813 .704 .623 .588
250 .889 .739 .631 .507 .279 .910 .846 .822 .705 .903 .863 .808 .764
Orig. space .802 .713 .452 .264 .176 .823 .746 .669 .485 – – – –
Modified Hoyer NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .875 .844 .833 .814 .720 .903 .870 .830 .823 .911 .893 .875 .867
250 .933 .933 .905 .882 .808 .933 .917 .904 .875 .948 .939 .919 .933
Orig. space .956 .941 .909 .882 .772 .955 .941 .926 .911 – – – –
25 .463 .444 .310 .176 .169 .459 .388 .310 .264 .473 .430 .404 .338
250 .691 .665 .475 .345 .213 .777 .615 .502 .352 .784 .674 .588 .507
Orig. space .713 .698 .450 .279 .139 .757 .685 .588 .441 – – – –
25 .485 .465 .321 .176 .183 .495 .413 .330 .290 .503 .423 .382 .286
250 .801 .671 .439 .294 .191 .828 .716 .639 .462 .858 .769 .682 .698
Orig. space .802 .713 .452 .264 .176 .823 .746 .669 .485 – – – –
Modular NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .852 .873 .780 .660 .485 .851 .805 .748 .632 .851 .829 .807 .808
250 .963 .970 .959 .941 .889 .970 .954 .941 .919 .970 .959 .948 .933
Orig. space .956 .941 .909 .882 .772 .955 .941 .926 .911 – – – –
25 .683 .665 .491 .397 .183 .754 .638 .568 .316 .725 .650 .595 .507
250 .654 .665 .515 .404 .301 .725 .615 .514 .426 .710 .657 .622 .522
Orig. space .713 .698 .45 .279 .139 .757 .685 .588 .441 – – – –
25 .676 .628 .504 .411 .227 .710 .620 .570 .343 .717 .652 .610 .514
250 .698 .680 .563 .441 .264 .717 .646 .600 .483 .754 .696 .644 .602
Orig. space .802 .713 .452 .264 .176 .823 .746 .669 .485 – – – –
Table 3. A subset of the RR values for individual cases of NMF subspace representations of
the YALE face images selected from the set of all results used for the construction of the plots
mentioned above.
each image contains also the pixels from the background. These pixels can be in some
sense even more informative than the facial pixels. The results of our experiments showed
that classification of the face images significantly depends on the background presence.
For ensuring a correct benchmark reference we proposed to crop all training and testing
face images. Furthermore, for the sake of adapting the facial data for NMF parts-based
representations, we proposed to normalize the positions of the explicit face parts (i.e., left
eye, right eye, etc.) by the geometrical registration.
As for the issue of simulation of the partial object occlusion in images, besides usually used
full (black) occlusions, we have introduced also interpolated and masked occlusions. The
goal of the interpolated occlusions was to simulate a situation in which the intensities in
occluded areas are being reconstructed by interpolation from nearest unoccluded facial pixels.
The masked occlusions tried to simulate a situation in which the occluded image pixels were
correctly excluded from the NMF calculations.
104 Object Recognition
The detailed evaluation of the influence of various aspects on the Recognition Rates achieved
by three NMF methods compared is given in the previous sections. The following general
conclusions can be drawn on the basis of this evaluation. For the NMF benchmark studies,
it is recommended to use cropped and registered facial image data. For recognition cases
with full (nonsuppressed) occlusions and needing to maximally reduce dimension of the
data representation, the Modular NMF method is recommended. For cases with other types
of occlusions and without restriction on data dimension, the conventional Lee-Seung NMF
algorithm slightly overcomes the two others. When the situation allows application of the
masked approach to the NMF recognition, there is no apparent advantage of preferring
particular one of the compared NMF methods.
It should be noted that the application of the interpolated and masked occlusion compensation
method is completely dependent on the existence of an algorithm which is capable to identify
the locations of the image pixels belonging to occlusions. Not to mention that the masking
procedure is extremely computationally demanding, since it requires all original training data
to be available during classification.
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Subspace No occ. Black occ. Interpolated occ. Masked occ.
dimension Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE Max Mean Min LE+RE
Lee-Seung NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .926 .903 .861 .779 .727 .940 .922 .882 .867 .948 .940 .933 .941
250 .992 1.00 .986 .977 .941 .999 .99 .985 .977 1.00 .994 .985 .985
Orig. space .956 .941 .909 .882 .772 .955 .941 .926 .911 – – – –
25 .691 .635 .441 .316 .205 .695 .539 .391 .272 .754 .655 .551 .485
250 .808 .813 .683 .595 .338 .873 .788 .725 .595 .858 .798 .772 .625
Orig. space .713 .698 .450 .279 .139 .757 .685 .588 .441 – – – –
25 .720 .709 .493 .235 .139 .806 .65 .514 .439 .813 .704 .623 .588
250 .889 .739 .631 .507 .279 .910 .846 .822 .705 .903 .863 .808 .764
Orig. space .802 .713 .452 .264 .176 .823 .746 .669 .485 – – – –
Modified Hoyer NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
25 .875 .844 .833 .814 .720 .903 .870 .830 .823 .911 .893 .875 .867
250 .933 .933 .905 .882 .808 .933 .917 .904 .875 .948 .939 .919 .933
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Modular NMF – Original (top) / Cropped (middle) / Registered (bottom) images
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250 .698 .680 .563 .441 .264 .717 .646 .600 .483 .754 .696 .644 .602
Orig. space .802 .713 .452 .264 .176 .823 .746 .669 .485 – – – –
Table 3. A subset of the RR values for individual cases of NMF subspace representations of
the YALE face images selected from the set of all results used for the construction of the plots
mentioned above.
each image contains also the pixels from the background. These pixels can be in some
sense even more informative than the facial pixels. The results of our experiments showed
that classification of the face images significantly depends on the background presence.
For ensuring a correct benchmark reference we proposed to crop all training and testing
face images. Furthermore, for the sake of adapting the facial data for NMF parts-based
representations, we proposed to normalize the positions of the explicit face parts (i.e., left
eye, right eye, etc.) by the geometrical registration.
As for the issue of simulation of the partial object occlusion in images, besides usually used
full (black) occlusions, we have introduced also interpolated and masked occlusions. The
goal of the interpolated occlusions was to simulate a situation in which the intensities in
occluded areas are being reconstructed by interpolation from nearest unoccluded facial pixels.
The masked occlusions tried to simulate a situation in which the occluded image pixels were
correctly excluded from the NMF calculations.
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The detailed evaluation of the influence of various aspects on the Recognition Rates achieved
by three NMF methods compared is given in the previous sections. The following general
conclusions can be drawn on the basis of this evaluation. For the NMF benchmark studies,
it is recommended to use cropped and registered facial image data. For recognition cases
with full (nonsuppressed) occlusions and needing to maximally reduce dimension of the
data representation, the Modular NMF method is recommended. For cases with other types
of occlusions and without restriction on data dimension, the conventional Lee-Seung NMF
algorithm slightly overcomes the two others. When the situation allows application of the
masked approach to the NMF recognition, there is no apparent advantage of preferring
particular one of the compared NMF methods.
It should be noted that the application of the interpolated and masked occlusion compensation
method is completely dependent on the existence of an algorithm which is capable to identify
the locations of the image pixels belonging to occlusions. Not to mention that the masking
procedure is extremely computationally demanding, since it requires all original training data
to be available during classification.
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1. Introduction
Real-time processing speed is desirable for most vision-based object recognition systems. It is
critical in some applications such as driver assistant systems (DAS). In DAS, the vision-based
system is expected to operate on a moving platform and the system is required to inform the
driver in a timely manner. Therefore, real-time frame rate is very important.
Much improvement has been made over the years to improve the speed of computer-vision
systems. The cascaded classifier architecture and the integral image Viola & Jones (2001) are
two of those major improvements in recent years. Following this approach many vision based
systems, including face detection Viola & Jones (2001), can process images at high frame rate.
However, with increasing tasks’ complexity and image size, real-time processing speed for
object detection systems remains a challenge.
Hardware platforms such as field programmable gate array (FPGA) have been employed to
speed up the system performance. Cao Cao & Deng (2008) has shown that vision system
can achieve real-time frame rate (60fps) with FPGA. However, the development time for an
FPGA system is significantly longer than a system on computers. Hence, it is helpful to have
real-time or close to real-time systems on computers as a proof of concept before porting them
to hardware platform(s).
Frintrop Frintrop et al. (2007) proposed a visual attention system which combines bottom
up and top down approaches to guide the search to interested regions. The bottom-up
approach computes contains saliency maps based on image features such as intensity, colour
and orientation. The top-down approach computes features specific to the target objects. Test
results showed that using integral images Viola & Jones (2001) significantly improve system
speed compared to the original method by Itti Itti et al. (1998). However, due to the complexity
of the system, the processing frame rate reported (with optimized implementation) was only
about 5.3 fps with 800×600 images or equivalent of about 7 fps with 752×480 images.
Zhang Zhang et al. (2007) proposed a method for detecting objects using multi-resolutions.
In this method, multiple down sampled copies of the original image are used for detection
purpose. The lowest scale is first computed, and then the detection process progresses to
higher (resolution) scale. This method improves the speed of the processing system while
maintaining or even marginally improve the system’s accuracy compared to using only one
(original) scale approach. By process a pixel in every 64 (8×8) pixels, the system reported
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1. Introduction
Real-time processing speed is desirable for most vision-based object recognition systems. It is
critical in some applications such as driver assistant systems (DAS). In DAS, the vision-based
system is expected to operate on a moving platform and the system is required to inform the
driver in a timely manner. Therefore, real-time frame rate is very important.
Much improvement has been made over the years to improve the speed of computer-vision
systems. The cascaded classifier architecture and the integral image Viola & Jones (2001) are
two of those major improvements in recent years. Following this approach many vision based
systems, including face detection Viola & Jones (2001), can process images at high frame rate.
However, with increasing tasks’ complexity and image size, real-time processing speed for
object detection systems remains a challenge.
Hardware platforms such as field programmable gate array (FPGA) have been employed to
speed up the system performance. Cao Cao & Deng (2008) has shown that vision system
can achieve real-time frame rate (60fps) with FPGA. However, the development time for an
FPGA system is significantly longer than a system on computers. Hence, it is helpful to have
real-time or close to real-time systems on computers as a proof of concept before porting them
to hardware platform(s).
Frintrop Frintrop et al. (2007) proposed a visual attention system which combines bottom
up and top down approaches to guide the search to interested regions. The bottom-up
approach computes contains saliency maps based on image features such as intensity, colour
and orientation. The top-down approach computes features specific to the target objects. Test
results showed that using integral images Viola & Jones (2001) significantly improve system
speed compared to the original method by Itti Itti et al. (1998). However, due to the complexity
of the system, the processing frame rate reported (with optimized implementation) was only
about 5.3 fps with 800×600 images or equivalent of about 7 fps with 752×480 images.
Zhang Zhang et al. (2007) proposed a method for detecting objects using multi-resolutions.
In this method, multiple down sampled copies of the original image are used for detection
purpose. The lowest scale is first computed, and then the detection process progresses to
higher (resolution) scale. This method improves the speed of the processing system while
maintaining or even marginally improve the system’s accuracy compared to using only one
(original) scale approach. By process a pixel in every 64 (8×8) pixels, the system reported
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a frame rate of 25fps with image size of 320×240, or equivalent of about 6fps at 752×480.
The proposed method, however, may not work well on small target objects where excessive
down sampling may deteriorate the clarity of the target object, thus making it harder to detect.
Another potential issue with this method is the large amount of memory required to store
multiple copies of the original image, this memory usage could create a bottle neck when this
method is used for large images.
Forssen Forssen et al. (2008) also used multi-resolution to detect and track objects. Due to the
complexity of the search algorithm, this system could not achieve fast detection speed, only
about 5 frames per minute or 0.08 fps. This approach also requires complex and expensive
camera system to operate. Other multi-resolution approaches including Ma’s Ma & Staunton
(2005), Walther’s Walther et al. (2005), Meger’s Meger et al. (2008) and Cho’s Cho & Kim (2005)
are either too computational costly or not built to reduce system’s computational cost.
From a different point of view, part-based object detection has been investigated for
applications such as human detection Mohan et al. (2001); Wu & Nevatia (2007) or car
detection Agarwal et al. (2004). The main purpose of these methods are searching for different
parts of the target object and their relative relationship to detect the target object. The object’s
parts are either hand picked (by a trained person) Mohan et al. (2001); Wu & Nevatia (2007)
or automatically selected Agarwal et al. (2004). In these part-based algorithms, searching for
parts of target object is not to improve detection speed but to detect the target object itself.
In this paper, we propose a vision-based object detection method that combines part-based
and multi-resolution approaches. This method detects target object based on the appearance
of some of its parts as a result of sparsely scan through the original image. A finer scan in the
image only happens at promising locations obtained from the previous sparse scan stage. This
method does not require any down sampling of the original image. This method is similar to
the cascaded classified in that it quickly processes easy features in simple stage (spare scan)
then difficult features are processed by more powerful (but high computational cost) stage.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces the general dense
scan and describe the proposed method. Section III describes the example systems employing
the proposed method. Experiment results and discussions are also included in Section III.
Finally, some conclusions are made in Section IV.
2. Proposed method
2.1 Conventional dense scan
As a common approach, to detect the target object in an image, a detection window at a
specified size is scanned across the image. After pixels within that window are processed,
the window is moved to the next location and the process repeats. The space between two
windows’ locations determine how many windows are to be processed in an image. Given
the same algorithm and computing platform, an increased number of detection window to be
processed will increase the computational cost, therefore increase the processing time required
for an image. The most popularly used scanning methods is the dense scan (DS) method
where the detection window is scanned pixel by pixel within the image. To process a large
image, the DS method needs to process a very large number of detection windows, resulting
in long processing time.
A simple idea that has been widely used to reduce computational cost in many practical
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applications is skipping pixels, i.e. a certain number of rows and/or columns of pixels or
certain areas in the image are ignored, leaving a smaller number of pixels being processed
normally. As a result the amount of data to be processed per image is reduced. However
the detection performance of the algorithm may be degraded. The amount of accuracy
reduction depends on the robustness of the algorithm and the size of the target object. For
example, in a pedestrian detection system proposed by Dalal Dalal & Triggs (2005), the 64×128
pixel detection window is sparsely scanned (every 8th rows and columns) to achieve faster
processing. It was reported that the detection performance of the system increased by 5%
when the detection window scanned the image more densely (every 4th rows and columns)
while computational time increased significantly. This indicates that some accuracy has been
sacrificed for speed by skipping pixels. In the example system Dalal & Triggs (2005), the
target object is large, hence the small increase in the scan step did not significantly affect the
detection performance. The effect of skipping pixels to the system’s performance is expected
to be larger when a small object is to be detected within a high resolution image.
2.2 Sparse scan
In this paper a combined scanning method is proposed to improve speed while maintaining
accuracy of the detection algorithm. In the SS part of the combined scanning method,
detection window is moved multiple rows and columns every time the detection window
finishes processing at a location. This is similar to the case of skipping pixels. The major
difference between the SS, DS scanning (and pixel skipping) methods is in how positive
and negative samples are defined during the training process. During the training process,
positive samples used for DS and pixel skipping method assume full appearance of the target
object while the SS method assumes only some parts of target object are presented. This is
similar to detecting parts of the object in the image.
In the case of the DS method, a positive detection window contains an image of the target
object together with some noise. In the some transform feature space, such as HoG Dalal &
Triggs (2005), the positive detection window is an input vector xd which is made up of:
x = xd + n (1)
where x = {x1, x2, ..., xp} is a p-dimensional vector generated from a detection window,
xd = {xd1, xd2, ..., xds} is p-dimensional input vector from the target object, n is noise in the
image such as lighting variations, rotation, skew or white noise.
In the DS method, the detection window passes through every location in the image.
Therefore, if there is a target object of the right size in the image, it will fully appear in the
detection window and be detected at some point. An example of a possible positive example
for the DS classifier is shown in Fig.1.(a) and Fig.1.(c) where a full stop sign or a person
appears in the detection window.
For the SS classifier, a positive detection window contains an image of major parts of the
target object, image of random background and noise. In some transformed feature space,
such as HoG Dalal & Triggs (2005), a positive input vector xs is made up of:
xs = u + t + n (2)
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Fig. 1. Positive samples. (a) A positive sample for DS method. (b),(c)Positive sample for SS
method which contains majority of stop sign and some random background.
where u = {u1, u2, ..., up} is a p-dimensional input vector generated from the visible parts of
target object within the detection window; t is another p-dimensional vector that is generated
from the random background in the detection window; n is noise as in (1), which caused by
lighting variations, rotation and/or white noise. Equation (1) is a special case of (2) when
t = 0, which means the entire stop sign appear inside the detection window. Examples of
positive detection windows for the SS classifier are shown in Fig.1(b) and Fig.1.(d) where only
some parts of the target object (stop sign or pedestrian) appear in the detection windows.
With the SS technique, a detection window is scanned block by block across the image instead
of pixel by pixel. Each block is selected to have certain size such as 3× 3 or 6× 6 pixels. There
is no prior information regarding which parts of the target object are visible or missing, and
what type and size of background t and noise n in the image. Compared to (1) which has
only one random variable n to be estimated in the training. Therefore (2) is harder to estimate
during training process and different training data is required for SS classifiers.
We propose a combined method containing different SS classifiers and DS classifier. With
this method, the SS classifiers quickly and roughly process the image then output a map of
interested regions that may contain the target object. This map is then used by the DS method
to thoroughly process the interested regions to detect whether the target object is actually
presented. This combination is similar to multi-resolution approach where the sparse scan
(larger block size) acts as processing low resolution image. The finer (smaller) SS and the final
DS classifiers act as subsequent higher resolution images. The algorithm of this combined
method is shown in Fig.2. This method can speed up the detection process as most of the
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Fig. 2. Detection algorithm using combined SS and DS classifiers. Input image is first
processed by the 12×12 classifier using initial scan map (SM). Then new SMs are generated,
in which positive entries are at interested regions and their neighbours indentified by
previous SS classifier. Final DS produces the detection result.
required processing is handled by the fast SS classifiers which sparsely scan through the
image. Only small amount of processing is handled by the DS classifier. This method has
another advantage of not requiring to perform resampling and store them in memory. In
addition, because only the full resolution image is used, the target object is large hence easier
to detect or lower FPPW rate.
3. Example system
3.1 Training data
To compare the performance of different approaches, SS and DS classifiers together with
multi-resolution classifiers Zhang et al. (2007) are trained and analysed. Stop signs are chosen
to be the target objects. For other target objects, the implementation process is similar but the
performance is likely to differ.
Data for training as well as for testing were collected with an automotive grade camera, the
Micron MT9V022, mounted near the rear view mirror of a car, as shown in Fig.3. This camera
has native resolution of 480×752 pixels. A database of positive and negative sample images
is built to train different classifiers. The positive sample set contains 225 extracted images at
size of 36×36 pixels containing stop signs. These signs may be affected by size variations,
rotation, skew, motion blur or added white noise. The stop signs in the positive sample set
have the size of 36 ± 2 pixels across. Three of the positive examples are shown in Fig.1(f). It
should be noted that the noise appear in those positive examples are actual noise recorded in
the image. Added random noise (with maximum amplitude of 20 for 8-bit grayscale pixels)
further degrades the quality of the image. This is done to improve the systems’ robustness
against noise in different lighting conditions and camera settings.
Different classifiers are trained with different positive and negative examples extracted from
the training database. The positive examples of SS classifiers (3×3, 6×6, 9×9, 12×12 and the
combination of 12×12, 6×6 and 3×3) were extracted from the positive sample set by using
appropriate portion of stop sign (the u portion of e.q.(2)) and randon values (the t portion of
e.q.(2)). For example, one member of the positive sample set can generate 9 positive examples
when training the 3×3 SS classifier because the t portion in the positive examples of 3×3 SS
classifier can range from 0 to 2 pixels in vertical and horizontal directions.
The negative sample set contains 195 negative images mostly at the resolution of 480×752
pixels. These negative images capture scenes of roads, buildings people, and road signs
(other than stop sign). Negative examples are collected by moving a detection window within
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Fig. 1. Positive samples. (a) A positive sample for DS method. (b),(c)Positive sample for SS
method which contains majority of stop sign and some random background.
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Fig. 2. Detection algorithm using combined SS and DS classifiers. Input image is first
processed by the 12×12 classifier using initial scan map (SM). Then new SMs are generated,
in which positive entries are at interested regions and their neighbours indentified by
previous SS classifier. Final DS produces the detection result.
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Fig. 3. Camera used to collect data for training and testing. The camera is powered by USB
cable connected to a laptop PC.
the negative images. Due to the resolution difference between positive and negative sample
images, the total number of negative examples is much higher than those of positive examples.
A test set consists of about 9700 images extracted from the 29 video sequences are used to test
the performance of classifiers.
Different stop sign detectors were trained on a PC using Matlab following the DS only,
combined SS and DS, and multiresolution approaches. These detectors employ AdaBoost and
cascaded of classifiers techniques by Viola Viola & Jones (2001). The detection algorithms in
these system were based on a variant of the HoG Dalal & Triggs (2005) feature set where only
gradient angle is used (pixel’s gradient magnitude was disregarded for faster computation
of HoG features) similar to Cao & Deng (2008). The overview of detection system using the
proposed SS and DS methods is shown in Fig.1.(e). Detection system that employs only the
conventional DS technique is similar to the system shown except that the sparse scan step is by
passed. The sparse scan block is equivalent to the low resolution processing in the detection
system using the multi-resolution approach following Zhang’s Zhang et al. (2007) approach.
3.2 Performance of classifiers
To compare computational cost of the DS, SS and simple multiresolution methods, we
quantify computational cost of an algorithm as the total number of detection windows
processed. According to the training results of different classifiers, shown in Fig.4.(a), it can
be said that the smaller the block size, the lower FPPW the classifier can achieve. This is
expected because the random portion t of (2) decreases with the reducing block size. Fig.4.(b)
compares detection results based on the low resolution (resampled) images with those of
the proposed SS methods. The Half-DS and Quarter-DS classifiers represent classifiers that
process resampled images at half or quarter respectively of the number of rows and columns
compared to the original image. This was to implement the multi-resolution detection where
low resolution image is processed first. Interestingly, the Half-DS classifier performed worse
(higher FPPW) than the 3×3 SS classifier and the Quarter-DS was much worse. This may
be attributed to the difficulty of detecting the target object in low resolution images. Our
proposed combined SS, whose structure is shown in Fig.2, has the FPPW approaching that
of Half-DS (at lower computational cost). The 3 × 3 SS classifier aas the best performance
with FPPW of 3.37×10−3. Some example outputs of different sparse detection classifiers are
shown in Fig.5. This figure clearly shows that full scan in low resolution produce a lot of false
positive.
To compare the cost between different classifiers, let’s assume that the total number of
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Factors SS Cost DS Cost Total Cost
3 × 3 34808 1058 35866
6 × 6 8702 15287 23989
9 × 9 3867 37587 41454
12 × 12 2175 74043 76218
Combined SS 6833 192 7025
Half-DS 78320 7894 86214
Quarter-DS 19580 17896 37476
DS only 0 313280 313280
Table 1. Cost of Different Block Size
Factors Detection FPPW Processing
Time
3 × 3 97.74% 8.82 × 10−7 6.24 sec
6 × 6 96.22% 9.93 × 10−7 4.10 sec
Half-DS 97.59% 9.16 × 10−7 19.66 sec
Quarter-DS 97.60% 1.69 × 10−6 8.57 sec
Proposed 97.44% 7.99 × 10−7 1.98 sec
Table 2. Overall Performance of Different Classifiers
detection windows in a 480×752 image is 313,280 windows (excluding border pixels). When
the DS only approach is taken, the total cost is simply 313,280 windows. When the system
uses both SS and DS classifiers, with the structure shown in Fig.2, the number of windows
processed is made up of the initial number of window processed by the SS classifier(s) (SS cost)
and the number of windows need to be processed by the DS classifier (DS cost) as resulting
from a positive output of the SS module. The SS cost is fixed and depends only on the block
size of the SS classifier. The SS cost of different block sizes for the SS classifier is shown on
Table.1. The DS cost depends on the performance of the SS classifiers. For example, if an SS
classifier with block size of 3× 3 accepts 100 windows as positive windows, then the DS cost is
100 × 3 × 3 = 900 windows. As one would expect, the larger the block size, the less powerful
the classifier will be, resulting in a higher DS cost. Based on training result, it is shown on
Table.1 that the proposed combined SS and DS method has the least total computational cost.
The Half-DS classifier has the second highest computational cost, behind the full DS.
3.3 Experimental results
After training, different classifiers were used to implement completed detection systems
including the verification module following structure shown in Fig.1.(e). The same DS
classifier is shared mong those systems. These system were tested against the test data set
and the test results on a 2.6 GHz PC are summarised in Table.2. It is shown in Table.2 that the
combined SS and DS systems have the lowest processing time which is about 20 times faster
than the conventional method using only DS scanning technique. This speed improvement
is due to the low computational cost of the combined SS classifiers, as shown on Table.1. It
should be noted that the systems implemented on Matlab did not implement the integral
images for each angle bin of the HoG features as used in Zhu et al. (2006). Using integral
images is expected to further improve systems’ speed without affecting the accuracy.
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Fig. 3. Camera used to collect data for training and testing. The camera is powered by USB
cable connected to a laptop PC.
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Fig. 4. Training results of Different Block Sizes for different classifiers. (a). Different SS
classifiers. (b). Compare some SS classifers with other multi-resolution classifiers.
In terms of detection rate, all systems have similar detection performance because all of them
share the last DS classifier. This similarity may change if different DS classifiers were trained
and used for each system. The overall FPPW rate of each systems depends on the number of
windows that passed the SS classifier(s) which is represented by the DS cost on Table.1. The
combined different SS method has the least DS cost, hence it has the lowest FPPW as shown
on Table.2. The false positive rate is greatly affected by the variations of the stop sign’s size






Fig. 5. Example output of SS and Half-DS classifier (a). Original Image. (b). Output of
Half-DS classifier. There are a lot of false positives because there are 78320 windows to be
processed per 376×240 image. (c). Output of 3×3 SS classifier. (d). Output of 6×6 Classifiers
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Table 3. Processing time of classifiers implemented using C : initial result
3.4 Discussions and future work
The performance of the systems studied in this paper can be further improved. The first
technique could be used is to use a large more comprehensive feature set in training the
classifiers. Generally, the SS and DS classifiers have a better performance ,i.e. lower FPPW
rate, when more features are used in the training process. For example the 6×6 SS classifier
can improve the performance to 0.014 FPPW when training the classifier with a feature set that
contains 3600 HoG features, as shown in Fig.6. It is expected that increasing number of simple
features in a classifier also decreases the FPPW rate. With the larger target object, larger sizes
of the SS classifiers could be used. In our example, the target object is rather small 36×36,
therefore the maximum scan step size considered was 12×12. With larger target object, it is
possible to use larger block size to further reduce the computational cost.
The detection systems described in this paper are in the process of being ported to a C
implementation. As shown on Table.3, with the initial C implementation using integral
images Viola & Jones (2001), the 6×6 SS-DS classifier takes about 77ms to process a 752×480
image on a 2.6GHz PC (not including time for reading and writing input and output files).
With those classifiers implemented in C, the time taken to construct four IMaps (one for each
angular bin) is about 55ms. The amount of time for constructing IMaps is the major computing
time required in the 6×6 and 3×3 SS-DS classifiers. If not taking to account the time taken for
the IMaps construction, the 6×6 SS-DS classifier runs about 7 times faster than the original DS
only method.
4. Conlcusion
In this paper, a combined SS and DS method for fast vision-based object recognition is
proposed. This method is based on the combination of part-based and multi-resolution object
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detection. The processing of the image starts by sparsely scan the image to find parts of the
target object. Finer scan is performed at those locations where positive output was detected
at sparse scale. This method shows significant improvement in terms of speed while system’s
comparable accuracy compared to previously proposed multi-resolution methods. With the
use of integral map and optimized software implementation, this method expected to be
suitable for real-time applications.
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1. Introduction
In the discipline of information science and technology, as one of the information systems
frontiers, computer vision enables computers to interpret the content of pictures captured by
cameras (Turban et al. 2005). A considerable interest in computer vision has been witnessed in
past decades (Li et al. 2007; Xu 1999, 2006; Zhou et al. 2003, 2007). Examples of applications of
computer vision systems include systems controlling processes, event detection, information
organizing, objects modeling, etc (Bennett et al. 2008; Juang and Chen 2008; Kerner et al.
2004; Wei et al. 2006). Object recognition is one of sub-domains of computer vision. Accurate
moving object recognition from a video sequence is an interesting topic with applications in
various areas such as video monitoring, intelligent highway, intrusion surveillance, airport
safety, etc (Hsu and Wallace 2007). In recent years moving object recognition has been
considered as one of the most interesting and challenging areas in computer vision and pattern
recognition.
In last few years, researchers have proposed a variety of methodologies for moving object
detection and classification, most of them are based on shape and motion features. For
example, an end-to-end method for extracting moving targets from a real-time video stream
has been presented by Lipton et al. (1998). This method is applicable to human and vehicle
classification with shapes that are remarkably different. Synergies between the recognition
and tracking processes for autonomous vehicle driving have also been studied (Foresti et al.
1999). The attention on object recognition has been focused on specific parts of the visual
signal and assigning them with symbolic meanings. Vehicles are modeled as rectangular
patches with certain dynamic behavior (Gupte et al. 2002). The proposed method is based
on the establishment of correspondences between regions and vehicles as the vehiclesmove
through the image sequence. An object classification approach that uses parameterized 3-D
models has been described by Koller et al. (1993). The system uses a 3-D polyhedral model
to classify vehicles in a traffic sequence. Petrovic and Cootes (2004) extract gradient features
from reference patches in images of car fronts and recognition is performed in two stages.
Gradient-based feature vectors are used to produce a ranked list of possible candidate classes.
The result is then refined by using a novel match refinement algorithm. There are many other
moving objects classification methods based on multi-feature fusion (Lin and Bhanu 2005;
Sullivan et al. 1997; Surendra et al. 2006; Takano et al. 1998; Zanin et al. 2003).
In our captured traffic scenes, moving objects are typically vehicles or pedestrians which can
be mainly divided into four categories as trucks, cars, motorcycles, and pedestrians. The
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1. Introduction
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traffic conditions in certain areas may be quite complex and mixed traffic often appears. As a
result, a traffic flow detection system may mistakenly recognize a pedestrian for a vehicle. In
general, it is considered meaningful to categorize moving objects in realtime from a camera
video stream in the intersection. It is expected that the difference of the area, the shape and the
velocity can be distinguished among moving objects. However, under certain circumstances,
due to possible occlusions, the characteristics of the objects can be more complex. Lighting,
weather conditions, occlusions, shadows, camera calibration, and the importance level of the
recognition are factors to be taken into consideration.
Artificial Neural Networks and Choquet (fuzzy) Integral (CI) have been used to solve
recognition problems in recent years (Li et al. 2003a, b; Sok et al. 1994; Zhu et al. 2008; Zhou
and Xu 1999, 2001). Some researchers have integrated the results of several neural network
classifiers and/or fuzzy integral to obtain higher quality recognition (Cho and Kim 1995). We
use a high-order neural network (HNN) based on Biomimetic Pattern Recognition (BPR) to
model the input data and then extract features from the model. BPR was first proposed by
Wang (2002). This new model of pattern recognition is based on "matter cognition" instead of
"matter classification"; therefore, BPR is rather closer to the functions that human used to than
traditional statistical pattern recognition using "optimal separating" as its main principle. The
method used by BPR is called High-Dimensional Space Complex Geometrical Body Cover
Recognition Method, which studies types of samples’ distribution in terms of feature space,
thus samples can be "recognized". BPR has been used in many fields such as in rigid object
recognition, multi-camera face identification, and speech recognition, and the results have
shown its superiority (Wang et al. 2003, 2005, 2006). Feature spaces have been studied in
existing literature (Li and Xu 2001; Li et al. 2003a, b).
This paper mainly focuses on a recognition and classification method for multiple moving
objects on a real-time basis. In performing classification tasks, observations from different
sources are combined. Firstly, moments, area, and velocity of an object are extracted through
classic background subtraction techniques. Secondly, BPR is used to classify the invariants
obtained at the first step. Finally, CI is adopted for multi-features fusion purpose based on
the area and velocity of the object extracted during the first step and the moments classified
at the second step all together. A multi-stage classification procedure is realized thus the
accuracies can be further improved. An experiment has been conducted for a mixed traffic
intersection. Experimental results indicate that the learning ability and the accuracy of the
proposed method are satisfactory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Moving object detection and feature extraction
are presented in Section 2. A multi-stage recognition model is discussed in Section 3.
The experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, a
conclusion is provided.
2. Moving objects detection and feature extraction
Detection of moving objects from image streams is one of our main concerns in this study.
Although numerous studies have been conducted, many problems remain outstanding such
as the changes of appearance caused by motion of an object or camera, occlusion of a target,
and overlapping of objects. In this study, velocity, area and invariant features are used as
features for classification purpose.
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2.1 Moving objects detection
Segmentation of moving objects in traffic scenes requires the background estimate to evolve
over the weather and time as lighting conditions change. We address the problem of moving
object segmentation using background subtraction.
Optical flow is a powerful image processing tool for measuring motion in digital images. The
optical flow algorithm provides an estimate of the velocity vector at every pixel from a pair of
successive images. The traffic background is estimated through optical flow methods (Horn
and Schunck 1981; Ji et al. 2005, 2006), and every frame (image) is analyzed to segment the
moving objects from background, and a fusion algorithm is used that is based on background
segmentation flow field and edge extracted by Cannyąŕs operator in the image sequences
acquired by a fixed camera (Canny 1986).
2.2 Complex Zernike moments
Moments and functions of moments have been utilized as pattern features in a number
of applications to achieve invariant recognition of two-dimensional image patterns. One
advantage of complex Zernike moments is the ability to easily reconstruct the original signal
from the moment values (Teague 1980). We first extract the area, shape and velocity of the
moving object. Then we may take the first four order Zernike moments as shape parameters
as the input of the HNN classifier based on BPR.
Complex Zernike moments are constructed using a set of complex polynomials which form
a complete orthogonal basis set defined on the unit disc x2 + y2 ≤ 1. They are expressed as








f (x, y)[Vmn(x, y)]∗dxdy (1)
where x2 + y2 ≤ 1, m = 0, 1, 2, ..., ∞, f (x, y) is the function being described and ∗ denotes
the complex conjugate. n is an integer (that can be positive or negative) depicting the angular
dependence or rotation, subject to the conditions:
m − |n| = even, |n| ≤ m (2)
and A∗mn = Am,−n is true. The Zernike polynomial Vmn(x, y) (Wang and Lai 2005) expressed
in polar coordinates are
Vmn(r, θ) = Rmn(r)exp(jnθ) (3)







(−1)s (m − s)!
s!(m+|n|2 − s)!(m−|n|2 − s)!
rm−2s (4)
To calculate the Zernike moments of an image f (x, y), the image (or region of interest) is firstly
mapped to the unit disc using polar coordinates, where the center of the image is the origin of
the unit disc. Those pixels falling outside the unit disc are not used in calculation.
Translation and scale invariance can be obtained by shifting and scaling the image prior to the
computation of the Zernike moments. The first-order regular moments can be used to find the
image center and the 0th order central moment gives a size estimate.
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2.3 Extraction of area features
The area feature can be obtained after each moving object is segmented. For region R, we
assume that the area of each pixel is 1, the area of A can be easily obtained.
Since the scene to be monitored may be far away from the camera, assuming the world
coordinate system and the image coordinate system is the same and the coordinate of the








Generally, a truck has the largest three-dimensional size, and its projected area is the largest
also. A car is smaller than a truck, and its projected area is next large. Motorcycles and
pedestriansąŕ projected area are the smallest ones. However, the above assumption is not
always correct since the projected area of an object is not only related to the objectąŕs actual
area, but also the distance between the object and the camera lens. Therefore, objects of
different categories may have similar project areas. Other recognition features besides area
and shape must be taken into consideration.
2.4 Extraction of velocity features
The velocity of a moving object is denoted by the velocity in images and it can be obtained by
classical block-matching algorithm. The match template is obtained during the moving object
extraction process.
In general, the velocities in images are in proportional to the real velocities; therefore, we can
differentiate different moving objects according to the velocities in images. The velocity of a
car or a motorcycle is faster than the pedestrians. The speed range of various moving objects
is different. Thus we can estimate the classes of the moving objects with velocities exceed
certain values.
However, as an object moves along the camera optical axis, or in the intersections, or in jams,
the above conclusion may not hold. As a result, multiple features are required to recognize a
moving object.
3. Multi-stage object classier
After detecting regions and extracting their features such as area, shape, and velocity, the
next step is to determine whether or not the detected region is a vehicle. In order to obtain a
reliable conclusion, information from several sources is to be integrated. A multi-stage object
classifier system for classifying the detected objects has been developed. We first perform a
quick classification by BPR using the first forth order Zernike moments obtained as input. CI
is then used to perform a second classification of the results of BPR and the extracted results
of velocity and area features.
3.1 Classication based on BPR
BPR intends to find the optimal coverage of the samples of the same type. An HNN which
covers the high dimensional geometrical distribution of the sample set in the feature space
based on BPR is used as a fast classifier (Wang et al. 2005; Wang and Lai 2005). The input layer
has nine neurons (A = {A00, A11, A20, A22, A31, A33, A40, A42, A44}) and the output linear
layer has four neurons.
A moving scene can be seen as made up of regions with different motion parameters. We
assume that each frame can be segmented into L subsets, forming moving regions, denoted
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as {Z1, ..., ZL} The moving objects are considered as compact moving entities, consisting of
one or more moving regions. Each moving object is assigned to a class. Each subset Zk is
associated with a nine-dimensional representative vector μk, describing the Zernike moment
information of a certain moving region.
Fig. 1. A three layer high-order neural network
The architecture of a three-layer HNN is shown in Fig. 1. Each of these input units is fully
connected with K hidden layer units. Again, all the hidden layer units are also fully connected
with the four units of the output layer. Let {Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4} denote the object recognition
category, which represents trucks, cars, motorcycles, and pedestrians, respectively. The
number of hidden layer units is determined experimentally. For an input vector, the output of










ij)|P − θ (6)
where Wij denotes the direction weight which connects the j-th input and the neuron, and it
determines the direction of the neuron. W
�
ij is the core weight which connects the j-th input
and the neuron, it can determine the center position of the neuron; xj is the j-th input. θ is the
threshold, S and P are the power exponents. As parameter S and P change, the hyper-surface
of the high-order neuron changes accordingly. If W
�
ij = 0, S = 1, P = 1, in Eq. 6 holds, Eq. 6
is transformed into a classic neural network. If Wij = 1, S = 0, P = 2 in Eq. 6 holds, Eq. 6 is
transformed into a radial basis function neural network. Here three weight neurons are used
to construct the high dimensional space geometry region.
The network is trained with HNN and 840 samples collected under various weather
conditions used as training set. According to the principle of BPR, determining the subspace
of a certain type of samples is based on the type of samples itself. If we are able to locate
a set of multiweights neurons that covering all training samples, the subspace of the neural
networks will represent the sample subspace. When an unknown sample is in the subspace, it
will be determined if it belongs to the same type of training samples. Moreover, if a new type
of samples is added, it is not necessary to retrain any trained types of samples. The training
of a certain type of samples has nothing to do with the other ones.
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4. Recognition based on CI
After the first stage classification, CI is used as the second stage classifier. Fuzzy integral
is an effective means to solve complicated pattern recognition and image segmentation (Xu
1988). Recently, since CI has been found useful in data fusion, it has been enjoying successes
in image sequence analysis (Cho and Kim 1995; Li et al. 2002; Murofushi and Sugeno 1991;
Tahani and Keller 1999). The differences of the shape features of different moving objects is
not distinguished under certain circumstances as occlusions happen, the recognition accuracy
may not satisfy the requirements. Therefore, combining the area and the velocity to perform
further fusion by CI is intended. With this approach, the information sources are given grades
of compatibility, and the evidence is weighted and combined accordingly. From three features
including area, shape, and velocity, we compute the CI. The definition is as follows,
Fuzzy measure over X is a function g defined on the power set of X, g : Ω → [0, 1], such that
1. g(Φ) = 0, g(X) = 1, g(A) ≤ g(B), if A ⊂ B ⊂ Ω
2. if A, B ⊂ X and A ∩ B = φ, then g(A ∪ B) = g(A) + g(B) + λg(A)g(B), where λ is the
unique root greater than -1 of the polynomial λ + 1 = Πni=1(1 + λg({xi}));
3. if λ > 0, we must have ∑ g({xi}) < 1
Denote g({xi}) by gi which is called fuzzy density and is interpreted as the importance of the
individual information source. For a sequence of subsets of X : Xi = Xi−1 ∪ {xi}, g(Xi) can
be determined recursively from the densities as follows,
g(X1) = g
1 (7)
g(Xi) = g(Xi−1) + gi + λg(Xi−1)gi (8)








where h∂ = {x : h(x) ≥ ∂}.










where h(xn+1) = 0, g(x0) = 0
Let T = {t1, t2, t3, t4} be the object recognition category, which represents trucks, cars,
motorcycles and pedestrians, respectively. A is the object to be recognized, and X =
{x1, x2, x3} be a set of elements, which represents the recognition result of BPR, the area and
the velocity of the object, respectively. Let hk : X → [0, 1] denote the confidence value of the
target A belonging to class tk The flow chart of target recognition algorithm based on CI is
shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Flow chart of target recognition algorithm based on CI
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In our approach, we let g1k = 0.7, g
2
k = 0.3, g
3
k = 0.3, 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 (Cho and Kim 1995). We first
treat each feature (property) as fuzzy variables and then assign fuzzy density to all possible
values. hk(xi) represents the degree. A belongs to class tk according to xi Figure 2 shows the
flow chart of target recognition algorithm based on CI, and Fig. 3 shows the curves of the
functions for confidence obtained by experiments.
Fig. 3. Curves of the functions for confidence
5. Experiment
The videos used in our work are from the website (http://i21www.ira.uka.de) maintained
by KOGS-IAKS Universitaet Karlsruhe. Traffic sequence showing the intersection
Karl-Wilhelm-/ Berthold-Straβe in Karlsruhe that is recorded by a stationary camera under
various weather conditions. In Fig. 4, we give a typical example of what we might obtain
by moving object detection using the above method. After analyzing the traffic image such
as shown in Fig. 4a, the current background is obtained as Fig. 4b shows. Figure 4c shows
the detected moving object region, and Fig. 4d shows the foreground objects. We extract the
moving objects and obtain the first fourthorder moments and set up the training image set by
the algorithm proposed in Section 2.1. Four groups of experiments are conducted for normal
conditions, heavy fog, heavy snowfall, and snow on lanes, respectively. Under each condition,
we select 60 traffic frames to train the HNN, and then classify the other 30 moving objects. The
results show that there exists misclassification between cars and trucks, and pedestrians and
motorcycles. If we combine the first classification results by BPR, the area and the velocity
as the input of CI classifier, the results can be improved. The comparisons are shown in
Table 1 and Table 2. The proposed algorithm was able to classify trucks, cars, motorcycles
and pedestrians. It can be concluded that the approach proposed in this paper has better
recognition ability.
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Fig. 3. Curves of the functions for confidence
5. Experiment
The videos used in our work are from the website (http://i21www.ira.uka.de) maintained
by KOGS-IAKS Universitaet Karlsruhe. Traffic sequence showing the intersection
Karl-Wilhelm-/ Berthold-Straβe in Karlsruhe that is recorded by a stationary camera under
various weather conditions. In Fig. 4, we give a typical example of what we might obtain
by moving object detection using the above method. After analyzing the traffic image such
as shown in Fig. 4a, the current background is obtained as Fig. 4b shows. Figure 4c shows
the detected moving object region, and Fig. 4d shows the foreground objects. We extract the
moving objects and obtain the first fourthorder moments and set up the training image set by
the algorithm proposed in Section 2.1. Four groups of experiments are conducted for normal
conditions, heavy fog, heavy snowfall, and snow on lanes, respectively. Under each condition,
we select 60 traffic frames to train the HNN, and then classify the other 30 moving objects. The
results show that there exists misclassification between cars and trucks, and pedestrians and
motorcycles. If we combine the first classification results by BPR, the area and the velocity
as the input of CI classifier, the results can be improved. The comparisons are shown in
Table 1 and Table 2. The proposed algorithm was able to classify trucks, cars, motorcycles
and pedestrians. It can be concluded that the approach proposed in this paper has better
recognition ability.
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Fig. 4. a A sample frame in video sequence in normal condition; b current background; c
detected moving object region by the background subtraction; d foreground
Recognition result (%)
Truck Car Motorcycle Pedestrian Average
High-order Neural network 90.2 91.8 88.4 82 88.6
Combined with CI 94.3 94.1 92.9 92.8 93.5
Table 1. Recognition results in normal conditions
In this paper, the image size is 768 × 576 and we have conducted our experiments on a
personal computer with an INTEL Celeron 2.4G CPU using Microsoft Visual c++ 6.0. The
computation time per frame is around 0.1 s, depending on the image quality and the number
of moving objects. For most applications, this can be considered as real-time.
Recognition result (%)
Truck Car Motorcycle Pedestrian Average
High-order Neural network 90.8 91.2 88.5 82.3 88.7
Combined with CI 93.7 94.2 92.5 91.3 92.9
Table 2. Recognition results in normal conditions
6. Conclusion
In this paper, a multi-stage moving objects recognition approach is presented and applied
to mix traffic environment. Area, velocity and invariant feature of the moving object were
extracted firstly and BPR and CI techniques have been integrated to perform the multi-stage
classification. The experimental results show that the proposed approach is effective.
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1. Introduction    
The purpose of this research is to develop a system that is able to recognize and classify a 
variety of vehicles using image processing and artificial neural network. In order to perform 
the recognition, first, all the images containing the vehicles are required to go through 
several images processing technique such as thresholding, histogram equalization and edge 
detection before obtaining the desired dataset for classification process. Then, the vehicle 
images are converted into data using singular value decomposition (SVD) extraction 
method and the data are used as an input for training process in the classification phase. A 
Single Layer Feedforward (SLFN) network trained by Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) 
algorithm is chosen to perform the recognition and classification. The network is evaluated 
in terms of classification accuracy, training time and optimum structure of the network. 
Then, the recognition performance using the ELM training algorithm is compared with the 
standard Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm.  
2. Related study 
Extreme learning machine (ELM) was proposed in Huang, et al. (2004) to provide the best 
generalization performance at extremely fast learning speed. Compared to ELM, the 
traditional implementations shown that the learning speed of Feedforward neural networks 
is in general far slower than required and it has been a major bottleneck in their applications 
for past decades. These are due to the slow gradient-based learning algorithms are 
extensively used to train neural networks, and all the parameters of the networks are tuned 
iteratively by using such learning algorithms. There are many researches have been 
conducted to compare the performance of ELM training algorithm for training a SLFN 
network with the other types of neural network training algorithms. Proposed research by 
Huang and Siew (2004) has extended to single layer feedforward (SLFNs) networks with 
radial basis function kernels of RBF networks with the implementation of ELM learning 
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the recognition, first, all the images containing the vehicles are required to go through 
several images processing technique such as thresholding, histogram equalization and edge 
detection before obtaining the desired dataset for classification process. Then, the vehicle 
images are converted into data using singular value decomposition (SVD) extraction 
method and the data are used as an input for training process in the classification phase. A 
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algorithm is chosen to perform the recognition and classification. The network is evaluated 
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algorithm to easily achieve good generalization performance at extremely fast learning 
speed. This method allows the centers and impact widths of the RBF kernels to be randomly 
generated and the output weights to be simply analytically calculated instead of iteratively 
tuned. The experimental results show that the ELM algorithm for RBF networks is able to 
complete learning at extremely fast speed and produce generalization performance almost 
similar to SVM algorithm in function approximation and classification problems.   Wang 
and Huang (2005) have evaluated the performance of training the ELM algorithm and the 
Backpropagation (BP) training algorithms to classify an identified protein sequence and 
unseen protein sequence in feature patterns extraction of biological data. The study has 
indicated that the ELM training algorithm needed up to four orders of magnitude less 
training time as compared to BP algorithm. The ELM algorithm has given better 
classification accuracy performance as compared to BP algorithm. Moreover, the ELM does 
not has any control parameters to be manually tuned and hence can be implemented easily. . 
Evolutionary ELM (E-ELM) algorithm has been proposed by Zhu et al. (2005) as an extended 
research from Huang and Siew (2004). The hybrid learning algorithm of E-ELM algorithm is 
preferably considered since the ELM algorithm may need higher number of hidden neurons 
due to the random determination of the input weights and hidden biases. The E-ELM 
algorithm uses the differential evolutionary algorithm to select the input weights and 
Moore-Penrose (MP) generalized inverse to analytically determine the output weights. This 
approach achieved a good generalization performance with much more compact networks 
as compared to other algorithms including BP, GALs (Ghosh and Verma, 2002) and the 
original ELM. In the conjunction of the above researches, this study is conducted to develop 
a different approach for classification task which relating between image processing method 
and artificial neural network Liang et al.  (2006) has shown that the ELM training algorithm 
performance needs an order of magnitude less training time for the Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) and two orders of magnitude less training time for the BP algorithm. 
However, classification accuracy performance of ELM algorithm is similar as the SVMs and 
BP algorithms. From the study, it also shown that classification accuracies can be improved 
by smoothing of classifiers’ outputs. This research has been implemented to classify mental 
tasks from EEG signals to provide communication and control capabilities to people with 
severe or complete motor paralysis. Terrain reconstruction in path planning problem for 
supporting multiresolution terrain access has lead to the study by Yeu et al. (2006). The ELM 
training algorithm has been implemented to speed up the rate for the network learns a 
priori available maps. From the results, it is shown that the ELM algorithm used during the 
query stage has performed better than BP, Delaunay Triangle (DT) and SVMs. Furthermore, 
the ELM training algorithm utilized far less memory for queries on large maps as compared 
to DT to achieve the same levels of MSE errors. Zhang et al. (2007) has quoted that the ELM 
is able to avoid the problems of local minima, improper learning rate and overfitting 
commonly faced by iterative learning methods and completes the training very fast. The 
research has been conducted to classify multicategory cancer based on microarray data sets 
of cancer diagnosis. The ELM algorithm classification accuracies have been compared with 
several training algorithms that are BP, Linder’s SANN and SVMs of SVM-OVO and 
Ramaswamy’s SVM-OVA. From the study results, it is indicated that when the number of 
categories for the classification task is large, the ELM algorithm achieves higher 
classification accuracy than the other algorithms with less training time and a smaller 
network structure. It can also be seen that ELM achieves better and more balanced 
classification for individual categories as well.  
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3. The proposed recognition system 
The methodology used to develop the vehicle recognition system includes image 
acquisition, image processing, image extraction, image training and image testing using a 
SLFN network trained by the ELM and LM algorithm. To determine the suitability of the 
SLFN network in recognizing the images, it needs to go through training and testing phase. 
The training phase is chosen to be 96 dataset and 119 dataset for the testing phase. Once the 
network has learned the information in the training set and has converged, the test data is 
applied to the network for verification. The sigmoidal function is used for the hidden node 
activation function, for both the SLFN trained by the ELM and the BP training algorithms. 
3.1 Image acquisition  
Image acquisition device is set up as shown as in Figure 1 to obtain the best result in 
capturing vehicle images. The camera is placed above the bridge for a wider and better 
capturing area. A set of 119 data sample were captured in video format includes 52 images 
of motorcycle, 19 images of bus and 48 images of lorry. The image samples are then edited 
using Gretech Online Movie (GOM) Player  to obtain the specific region and format needed 
for the training purposes. The Gom Player  is able to play the majority of media files without 
the need to obtain a codec as well as play some broken media files. These will gives 
advantages over the traditional player, like Windows Media Player. Figure 2 shows samples 
images of motorcycle, bus and lorry that is used as data set in this research. 
3.2 Image processing 
Image processing is one of the major parts in this research due to the function of the images 
itself as the input for the training and testing process. All the possible noise, background or 
any other unwanted data in the images are removed to gain a stable system with high 
accuracy. In this process, firstly the original input image is cropped to create an interactive 
Crop Image tool associated with the image displayed in the current figure, called the target 
image which forms the input to the recognition system by using MATLAB. Sample of 
images after cropping process are shown in Figure 3.  Figure 4 shows the images after 
converted to gray scale format. Next, the process of thresholding is applied to remove the 
background as illustrates in Figure 5. The qualities of the images are then enhanced by 
applying histogram equalization technique as shown in Figure 6. 
The edge detection block by using Canny operator finds edges by looking for the local 
maxima of the gradient of the input image. It calculates the gradient using the derivative of  
 
 
Fig. 1. Image acquisition set up 
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algorithm to easily achieve good generalization performance at extremely fast learning 
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3. The proposed recognition system 
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converted to gray scale format. Next, the process of thresholding is applied to remove the 
background as illustrates in Figure 5. The qualities of the images are then enhanced by 
applying histogram equalization technique as shown in Figure 6. 
The edge detection block by using Canny operator finds edges by looking for the local 
maxima of the gradient of the input image. It calculates the gradient using the derivative of  
 
 
Fig. 1. Image acquisition set up 




















Fig. 5. Thresholded images 
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Fig. 6. Vehicle images after applying histogram equalization 
 
 
Fig. 7. Vehicle images after applying Canny edge detection 
the Gaussian filter. The Canny method uses two thresholds to detect strong and weak edges. 
It includes the weak edges in the output only if they are connected to strong edges (Saad et 
al. 2007). As a result, the method is more robust to noise, and more likely to detect true weak 
edges as shown in Figure 7. 
3.3 Singular value decomposition  
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a factorization technique for rectangular matrices 
largely used in signal processing and pattern recognition. The method is applied to extract 
all of the images into a data set that can be as the input for neural network training and 
testing processes. The purpose of singular value decomposition is to reduce a dataset 
containing a large number of values to a dataset containing significantly fewer values, but 
which still contains a large fraction of the variability present in the original data.  
A non-square data matrix A  of size m × n with m > n can be factorized into three matrices 
U , S , and V  using singular value decomposition as shown in equation above. Here U  is 
an m × m matrix, S  is a m × n matrix and V  is an n × n matrix. S  is the diagonal matrix 
containing all of the non-negative singular values of the original data matrix listed in 
descending order. U  and V  are orthogonal square matrices representing the left and right 
singular vectors for the data matrix. U  represents the row space and the transpose of V  
represents the column space (Cao 2007). 
 TA USV=  (1) 
where matrix U is an m × m orthogonal matrix 
 U [u ,u ,...u ,u ,...,u ]r m1 2 r 1= +  (2) 
Column vectors i u , for i = 1, 2, …, m, form an orthogonal set: 
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Here, S is an m × n diagonal matrix with singular values (SV) on the diagonal. The matrix S 
can be showed in Equation 6. 
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For i =1, 2, …, n , iσ are called Singular Values (SV) of matrix A. It can be proved that: 
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For i =1, 2, …, n , iσ are called Singular Values (SV) of matrix A. The vi ’s and ui ’s are 
called right and left singular-vectors of A (Cao 2007) 
3.4 Multilayered perceptron network and Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm   
There are many different types of new training algorithms have been proposed. 
Traditionally we selected Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training algorithm as because it is the 
fastest training speed on the same precision basis. According to Saodah et al. 2010, it shown 
that the LM learning algorithm has performed higher classification accuracy as compared to 
the other traditional learning algorithms. The LM method is an approximation of the Gauss-
Newton technique, which generally provides faster learning rate than the back propagation 
that is based on the steepest decent technique. The learning is equivalent to finding a 
multidimensional function that provides a best fit to the training data, with the criterion for 
“best fit” being measured in some statistical sense. The recognition performance of the MLP 
network will highly depend on the structure of the network and the training algorithm. In 
the current study, the LM algorithm has been selected to train the network.  It has been 
shown that the algorithm has much better learning rate than the famous back propagation 
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algorithm (Hagan and Menhaj 1994). The MLP with one single hidden layer, or also called 
as the Single Layer Feedforward Network (SLFN) network consists of three separate layers 
is shown in Figure 8. The input layer is the set of source nodes. The second layer is a hidden 
layer of high dimension. The output layer gives the response of the network to the activation 











Fig. 8. Architecture of a SLFN network 
The number of nodes in the input, hidden and output layers will determined the network 
structure. Furthermore, the hidden and output nodes have activation function that will also 
influence the network performance. The best network structure is normally problem 
dependent, hence structure analysis has to be carried out to identify the optimum structure. 
In the current study, the numbers of input and output nodes were fixed at 48 and 3 
respectively, since the images have been divided into 48 segments and the target outputs are 
3 classes of images. Therefore, only the number of hidden nodes and activation functions 
need to be determined. The percentage of classification performance will be used to judge 
the network performance to perform vehicle recognition. For this analysis the vehicle 
images without noise were used to determine the structure of the network. The analysis is 
used to determine number of hidden node, learning rate and sufficient training of epoch 
(Mashor 2000) & (Mashor 2004). 
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was designed to approach second-order training 
speed without having to compute the Hessian matrix. When the performance function has 
the form of a sum of squares (as is typical in training feedforward networks), then the 
Hessian matrix is based on : 
 H = JTJ (8) 
And the gradient can be computed as: 
 g = JTe (9) 
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where J is the Jacobian matrix that contains the first derivatives of the network errors with 
respect to the weights and biases, and e is a vector of network errors. The Jacobian matrix 
can be computed through a standard back propagation technique that is much less complex 
than computing the Hessian matrix. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm uses this 
approximation, µ to the Hessian matrix in the following Newton-like update according to 
Equation 10: 
 Xk+1 = Xk – [ JTJ+µI] -1 JTe (10) 
 A sigmoid function which is given by (11), is a mathematical function that produces a 
sigmoid curve as S shape and smoothes the transition between the input, t and the output 
P(t). It  is a real-valued and differentiable, having either a non-negative or non-positive first 








3.5 ELM based training algorithm 
Liang et al. (2006) has showing the ability of the SLFN network to fix the network connection 
at one layer with the weights between input neurons and hidden neurons. The same goes to 
the output neurons where there is fix network connection with weights between hidden 
neurons and output neurons. However, the algorithm was unable to adjust the weights on 
both layers simultaneously since there is no gain provided. Based on this work, Huang et al. 
(2006) have proposed a new learning algorithm referred to as Extreme Learning Machine 
(ELM). ELM is a learning algorithm that is derived based on some continuous probability 
density function. Consequently the ELM is designed to be randomly chooses and fixes the 
weights between input neurons and hidden neurons, and then analytically determines the 
weights between hidden neurons and output neurons of the SLFN. 
For N arbitrary distinct samples ( , )i ix t , where [ ]1 2, , ., Ti i i inx x x x= ……  nR∈  and 
[ ]1 2 3, , .., T mi i i it t t t R= …… ∈ , standard SLFNs with N hidden nodes and activation function 
( )g x  are mathematically modelled as:  




i i j i i j i j
i i
g x g w x b oβ β
= =
= + =∑ ∑  j=1,.......,N, (12)          
where [ ]1 2, , ., Ti i i inw w w w= ……  is the weight vector connecting the ith hidden node and the 
input nodes, [ ]1 2, , ., Ti i i imβ β β β= …  is the weight vector connecting the ith hidden node and 
the ouput nodes, and bi is the threshold of the ith hidden node. i iw x⋅  denotes the inner 
product of jw  and jx .  
The above N equations can be written compactly as: 
 H Tβ = , (13) 
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Usually H is called the hidden layer output matrix of the neural network and the ith column 
of H represented the ith hidden node output with respect to inputs x1; x2; . . . ; xN.  
3.6 ELM learning algorithm 
In order to train the arbitrary function of neural network with zero training error, Baum 
(1988) had presented several constructions of SLFNs with sufficient hidden neurons. 
However, in practice, the number of hidden neurons required to achieve a proper 
generalization performance on novel patterns is much less. And the resulting training error 
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The ELM randomly assigns and fixes the input weights wi and biases bi based on some 
continuous probability distribution function in the case of learning a structured function, 
only leaving output weights βi to be adjusted according to: 
 2min H T
β
β −  (18) 
The above problem is well established and known as a linear system optimization problem. 
It is a unique least-squares solution with minimum norm and is given by: 
 ˆ HTβ =  (19) 
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where H is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix H. As analyzed by Bartlett 
(1998) and Huang (2006), the generalization performance of a SLFN tends to be better with 
smaller magnitude of output weights. From this sense, the solution produced by the ELM in 
(19) not only achieves the minimum square training error but also the best generalization 
performance on novel patterns. Huang et al.  (2004) summarize ELM as the follows: 
ELM Algorithm: Given a training set ( )}{  ( , )| , 1, ,mk k kx t x R k Nℵ= = ……ε , an activation 
function g(x), and the number of hidden neurons N , 
i. Randomly assign input weights wi and biases bi according to some continuous 
probability density function. 
ii. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H. 
iii. Calculate the output weights βi: β̂  = H T. 
All the input data are scaled so that they have ranges between −1 to 1. In general, the SLFN 
trained by the ELM network starts by randomly choose the input weights which linking the 
input nodes to the hidden nodesand the hidden neurons‘ biases, After the input weights and 
the hidden layer biases are chosen arbitrarily, the SLFNs can be simply considered as a 
linear system and the output weights which linking the hidden layer to the output layer of 
the SLFNs can be determined analytically through the generalized inverse operation of the 
hidden layer output matrices (Wang & Huang, 2005, Huang et al. 2006). 
4. Results and discussion 
This section explains the series of experiments conducted and also presents some 
preliminary results to compare the effectiveness between the LM training algorithm and 
ELM training algorithm. The experiment was accomplished by using 48 geometrical features 
extracted from image data set as input variables to the SLFN-ELM and SLFN-LM network. 
As mentioned earlier, the SVD method was applied to extract all of the images into a data 
set that implemented as an input for neural network training and testing processes. The 
three (3) outputs are classed as lorry, bus or motorcycle for classification purposes. The 
input variables were taken from 3 sets images of motorcycle, bus and lorry. The data inputs 
for training and testing consist of 215 samples. For training data set are 96 sets of data and 
used in training process and the other used in testing process.  
 
 ‘Lorry’ ‘Bus’ ‘Motorcycle’ Total 
Training 49 14 33 96 
Testing 52 19 48 119 
Total 101 33 81 215 
Table 1. Description of dataset 
Table 1 summarizes the description of the dataset. The SLFN-ELM network was analysed 
from 1-100 hidden nodes to find the best performance network. A total of 50 trials was 
conducted for each hidden nodes to find optimal initialization weight. The SLFN-LM 
network was analysed from 1 to 100 hidden nodes to find the best performance network. 
However, for the SLFN trained by the LM training algorithm, a total of 10 trials was 
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conducted since the training algorithm takes a very long time to train SLFNs using back 
propagation (BP) learning algorithm. The simulation for all networks was conducted in 
Matlab R2008b using a laptop with Intel Core2Duo 2.4 GHz CPU procesor and 4G of RAM. 
Table 2 tabulates the classification performance of the SLFN-ELM and SLFN-ELM. The 
comparison is done based on the classification accuracy, training time and optimum 
structure of each network. 
4.1 SLFN-ELM classification performance evaluation 
The relationship between the classification performance and number of hidden nodes for 
SLFN-ELM network is presented in Figure 9. The training and testing results of SLFN 
network demonstrated that the training phase with ELM algorithm are perform in very fast 
time to achieve the maximum accuracy after hidden nodes 30. The slope of accuracy against 
number of hidden nodes rises quickly starting from hidden nodes 6. The accuracy of 
training with ELM achieves 77.0833% and testing 74.083% at hidden nodes 6. The training 
and testing accuracy are seemed similar in between hidden nodes 15 to 27. The ELM is able 
to achieve 100% training accuracy after hidden nodes 77 however the testing accuracy is 
rather out performed less than 90%.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Performance of the SLFN network trained by Extreme Learning Machine algorithm. 
4.2 SLFN-LM classification performance evaluation 
The relationship between the classification performance and number of hidden nodes for 
SLFN-LM network is presented as shown in Figure 10. The training and testing results are 
plotted in blue and red colour verified that the training phases with LM algorithm has 
performed timely fast to achieve the maximum accuracy after the second hidden nodes. The 
slope of accuracy against number of hidden nodes rises quickly starting from the first 
hidden nodes. The accuracy of training with ELM achieves 77.0833% and testing 75.6303% at 
first hidden nodes. The training and testing accuracy are seemed similar in between hidden 
nodes 16, 53 and 85. The LM algorithm is unable to achieve 100% training accuracy but 
generally it has a slight advantage in testing accuracy where its performance is similar to 
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comparison is done based on the classification accuracy, training time and optimum 
structure of each network. 
4.1 SLFN-ELM classification performance evaluation 
The relationship between the classification performance and number of hidden nodes for 
SLFN-ELM network is presented in Figure 9. The training and testing results of SLFN 
network demonstrated that the training phase with ELM algorithm are perform in very fast 
time to achieve the maximum accuracy after hidden nodes 30. The slope of accuracy against 
number of hidden nodes rises quickly starting from hidden nodes 6. The accuracy of 
training with ELM achieves 77.0833% and testing 74.083% at hidden nodes 6. The training 
and testing accuracy are seemed similar in between hidden nodes 15 to 27. The ELM is able 
to achieve 100% training accuracy after hidden nodes 77 however the testing accuracy is 
rather out performed less than 90%.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Performance of the SLFN network trained by Extreme Learning Machine algorithm. 
4.2 SLFN-LM classification performance evaluation 
The relationship between the classification performance and number of hidden nodes for 
SLFN-LM network is presented as shown in Figure 10. The training and testing results are 
plotted in blue and red colour verified that the training phases with LM algorithm has 
performed timely fast to achieve the maximum accuracy after the second hidden nodes. The 
slope of accuracy against number of hidden nodes rises quickly starting from the first 
hidden nodes. The accuracy of training with ELM achieves 77.0833% and testing 75.6303% at 
first hidden nodes. The training and testing accuracy are seemed similar in between hidden 
nodes 16, 53 and 85. The LM algorithm is unable to achieve 100% training accuracy but 
generally it has a slight advantage in testing accuracy where its performance is similar to 
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Fig. 10. Performance of the SLFN network trained by Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
4.3 The best performance of SLFN-ELM and SLFN-LM network  
The best classification performance for the SLFN-ELM and the SLFN-LM networks is 
analysed in section 4.1 and 4.2. The best network for the SLFN-ELM and the SLFN-LM is 
show in the Table 2. The best network for the SLFN-ELM is at hidden nodes 41 with testing 
accuracy of 88.253% although the training accuracy for the SLFN-ELM network achieves 
100% training accuracy at certain hidden nodes. The best network for SLFN-LM is at hidden 
nodes 16 with testing accuracy of 89.0756%. These results show that SLFN-LM has possibly 
a slight difference of a better performance against SLFN-ELM network in term of 
classification accuracy. The result for training accuracy is better for SLFN-ELM network 
because the network can achieve 100% accuracy. However the training accuracy is not a 
significant criterion for classification comparison. This could be due to over-fitting problem, 
stopping criteria, learning rate, learning epochs and local minima. 
 
Accuracy (%) Training time (s) 
Classifier 
Training Testing (seconds) Speedup 
Hidden 
nodes 
SLFN-ELM 92.7083 88.2353 0.0156 2426.4 41 
SLFN-LM 84.375 89.0756 37852 1 16 
Table 2. Classification Performance for the SLFN network using the ELM and LM training 
algorithm 
The training time (s) for training SLFN-ELM and SLFN-LM network specify that the SLFN-
ELM network is extremely fast and incomparable to the SLFN-LM network. As observed 
from Table 2, SLFN-ELM classifier can run 2426.4 times faster than SLFN-LM in the case 
when best classification performances are obtained for both SLFN-ELM and SLFN-LM. 
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SLFN-ELM network having a tendency to have better classification performance and can be 
implemented easily in the vehicle recognition system for classification purposes. 
4.4 Classification performance for each vehicle using the SLFN-ELM networks 
Classification performance for each vehicle using the SLFN-ELM networks is shown in 
Figure 11.  The performance of training and testing in the scale percentage of accuracy is 
plotted to emphasize the problems of the network in order to recognise each vehicle 
precisely. From the result, it can be verify that the SLFN-ELM network are able to classify 
correctly up to 94.74% in percentage of testing accuracy to recognize the bus. Even as the 
network are only able to classify correctly up to 79.17% for lorries. These results indicate that 
the SLFN-ELM network is already achieving the convergence despite the fact that one of the 
testing accuracy of the vehicle achieves the possible maximum accuracy. As observed from 
Figure 11, the SLFN-ELM can classify a bus better than a lorry because the features of bus 
are more constant compare to lorry.  In this study the type of vehicle car is excluded in order 
to reduce the complexity of the programming algorithm and to speed up the training and 
testing time for both classifier network. Furthermore the results of classification 
performance for vehicles with constant shape such as busses and motorcycles have achieve 
the accuracy of 94.74% and 94.23% respectively for correct classification in the testing phase. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Classification Performance for each Vehicle using SLFN network trained by ELM 
training algorithm. 
4.5 Classification performance for each vehicle using SLFN-LM networks  
Classification performance for each vehicle using SLFN-LM networks is shown in Figure 12.  
From the result, it can be prove that the SLFN-LM network are also able to classify busses, 
lorries and motorcycles correctly up to 94.83%, 79.23% and 94.08% respectively in 
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percentage of testing accuracy. These results also indicate that the SLFN-LM network is 
already achieving the convergence despite the fact that two of the testing accuracy of the 
vehicle achieves the possible maximum accuracy. As observed from Figure 12, SLFN-LM 
also can classify a bus better than a lorry because the features of bus are more constant 
compare to lorry.  In this study the vehicle type car is also excluded in order to reduce the 
complexity of the programming algorithm and to speed up the training and testing time for 
both classifier network. Further more the result of classification performance for vehicle 
with constant shape such as busses and motorcycles have achieve 94.83% and 94.08% 
respectively for correct classification in testing. 
5. Conclusion 
In this study, we have evaluated the performance of two main neural network learning 
algorithm, namely LM and ELM on classification of vehicle type with three classes. The 
results of this study demonstrate that the ELM needs extremely less training time as 
compared to conventional LM classifiers. The classification accuracy of ELM is slightly 
similar to the LM but the ELM is achievable with high accuracy performance. Also, there is 
significant improvement can be achieved in the testing accuracy for both classifiers by 




Fig. 12. Classification Performance for each Vehicle using SLFN network trained by the LM 
training algorithm. 
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Despite many years of research object recognition remains a hard task for automated systems.
In contrast, the tasks in object recognition come very easily to us humans. This has inspired
much work in trying to replicate the human abilities by modeling one or more aspects of the
human visual system based on the vast amount of research that has been carried out on it and
related systems (i.e. visual systems of animals that share much of the brain structure with us,
like cats, mice, and monkeys). Bayesian statistics has proven to be a very powerful too in the
design, control, and use of such systems. Also it provides a strong mathematical toolset to
combine the vast amount of research that has been carried out in the field of image analysis in
particular and pattern recognition in general. In this chapter I will introduce Bayesian image
models that are constructed in a hierarchical fashion strongly motivated by the human visual
system. To do this I briefly review both Bayesian statistics and relevant neurophysiological
and psychophysical findings on the human visual system. Then I proceed to introduce the
principle of a Bayesian hierarchical image model of such a system. I then proceed to explain
the construction of such systems for various applications and highlight the power but also the
problems that these systems possess. In the course of this we will demonstrate the capabilities
of some of those systems on artificial and real world tasks and wrap up with a conclusion.
2. Generative Bayesian image modeling
The underlying inspiration behind Bayesian image models is to understand the nature of the
images. This puts them into the class of generative Bayesian models contrasing them with
discriminative models: A generative seeks to explain the image, usually by introducing some
lattent or hidden variables. A discriminative model on the other side seeks to explain only the
dependency of one or more output variables on the image, in the case of object recognition the
class and possibly the location of the object. While it seems natural to choose a discriminative
model when seeking for an object recognition tool, there are many reasons against this. The
basic problem is, that the dependency between data and labels is usually very complex.
Consequently the model has to be very complex to capture this dependency. With such a
complex model then it becomes hard to even find the right region of the solution space. The
reason why this is so hard is because without understanding the structure of the images it is
hard to infer anything from them. And understanding the structure of the images is exactly
what a discriminative cost function does not reward 1. Consequently our model should seek
1 It does of course reward it indirectly if it helps the discriminative task, but in that case it does so very
indirectly, making learning algorithms that optimize the cost function in small steps very ineffective.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the structure of the hierarchical image model.
to understand the structure of the images first. This is then exactly what a generative model
is made for: It tries to understand how the images are made, i.e. how they are generated.
Since every image is different a generative model will use some internal representation of the
image that describes it, but in a more understandable and compact way. This is so because
it encodes a probability distribution over all possible images. Since out of all possible pixel
configurations, assuming our image representation is pixels, only a relatively small subset
actually appears. Knowing this distribution will allow it to be encoded much more compactly
than by the pixels directly. This internal representation should then be a much better input to
a classifier than the pixels themselves. Going one step further one may also use the complete
generative model as a discriminative one, since the composition of a generative model and
a classifier is effectively just another, more complex classifier. But starting with a generative
model allows the use of learning algorithms that learn to explain the structure of the images.
After having done that one can switch to the discriminative cost function to do a local search
in parameter space to optimize the discriminative performance.
In the following I take an understanding of Bayesian probability formulations as a
prerequisite, and also make extensive use of graphical models to formulate and depict the
various model components. A detailed explanation of these techniques can be found, for
example, in Bishop (2006). I also make sporadic use of an extension to the classical graphical
model formulation called gates which have been ontroduced recently by Tom Minka and John
Winn Minka & Winn (2008) and are very useful in the context of models wich are conditioned
on discrete latent variables as is the case with the models I introduce in the following sections.
2.1 The hierarchical image model
The hierarchical image model is inspired by observations of the function of the human brain
and the brain of animals such as cats and monkeys, which are very similar in regard to
low- and mid-level vision processing. An important finding in this respect is the fact that
visual processing takes place in a step-by-step fashion: The visual information travels through
a series of localized cortical areas before it leads to any form of higher level cognition or
motor action. The neurons in these areas which encode and process the information show
increasingly complex response patterns to visual stimuli, and also become responsive to larger
and larger regions of the observed images; one says they have increasingly large receptive fields
(see, for example, Chalupa & Werner (2003) for more detailed reviews).
The most straight-forward interpretation of this is that what the brain does is break down
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the difficult task of analyzing the visual information into a series of much smaller tasks in
the spirit of the divide and conquer paradigm. Another important finding is, that neurons that
respond to stimuli in neighboring regions of the perceived image will also be neighbors in the
respective cortical areas. These two findings then lead to a topology of information processing
roughly sketched in figure 1.
Going from this abstraction to a Bayesian model the activations and the input become random
variables and the connections between layers are modeled using probability distributions.
2.1.1 Categorical layer
Fig. 2. The categorical model where each component of the data is modeled by one or more
parents which are categorical variables selecting a different factor for each setting,
parameterized by seperate parameter sets. The predictive distribution is the product of the
predictive distributions of all parents.
The central operation of the hierarchical image model is the convergent encoding of variables
on one layer into variables on the next layer. In this chapter we limit this choice to the naive
Bayes mixture model: A mixture model models the probability distribution of an observed
variable (which may be of any dimensionality) conditioned on a categorical latent variable z
which can take one out of K values. Thus effectively there is a separate probability distribution
over the data for each state of z, each with the same functional form, but with different
parameters. Adopting a vectorial notation for z with only one non-zero entry which is one
(a one-out-of-k-vector) , the functional form of the mixture model becomes:
p(x | z) = ∏
k
p(x | Θk)zk (2.1)
where Θk are the parameters for each state of z. Note that if the p(x | Θk) are from the
exponential family then so is p(x | z), since its logarithm is the sum of the logarithms of p(x |
Θk) , multiplied by the corresponding components of z. The functional forms of p(x | Θk) I
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increasingly complex response patterns to visual stimuli, and also become responsive to larger
and larger regions of the observed images; one says they have increasingly large receptive fields
(see, for example, Chalupa & Werner (2003) for more detailed reviews).
The most straight-forward interpretation of this is that what the brain does is break down
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the difficult task of analyzing the visual information into a series of much smaller tasks in
the spirit of the divide and conquer paradigm. Another important finding is, that neurons that
respond to stimuli in neighboring regions of the perceived image will also be neighbors in the
respective cortical areas. These two findings then lead to a topology of information processing
roughly sketched in figure 1.
Going from this abstraction to a Bayesian model the activations and the input become random
variables and the connections between layers are modeled using probability distributions.
2.1.1 Categorical layer
Fig. 2. The categorical model where each component of the data is modeled by one or more
parents which are categorical variables selecting a different factor for each setting,
parameterized by seperate parameter sets. The predictive distribution is the product of the
predictive distributions of all parents.
The central operation of the hierarchical image model is the convergent encoding of variables
on one layer into variables on the next layer. In this chapter we limit this choice to the naive
Bayes mixture model: A mixture model models the probability distribution of an observed
variable (which may be of any dimensionality) conditioned on a categorical latent variable z
which can take one out of K values. Thus effectively there is a separate probability distribution
over the data for each state of z, each with the same functional form, but with different
parameters. Adopting a vectorial notation for z with only one non-zero entry which is one
(a one-out-of-k-vector) , the functional form of the mixture model becomes:
p(x | z) = ∏
k
p(x | Θk)zk (2.1)
where Θk are the parameters for each state of z. Note that if the p(x | Θk) are from the
exponential family then so is p(x | z), since its logarithm is the sum of the logarithms of p(x |
Θk) , multiplied by the corresponding components of z. The functional forms of p(x | Θk) I
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use in the applications are the normal or Gaussian distribution over unbounded real continuous
variables:
p(x | μ, τ) = τ√
2π
eτ(x−μ)2 (2.2)
and the multinomial distribution over categorical variables (in one-out-of-k vector notation):
p(x | ß) = ∏
k
πxkk (2.3)
both of which are from the exponential family. I construct multivariate versions of these
distributions by taking the product of univariate distributions of the same form but with
separate parameters. Such a multivariate distributions built from the product of univariate
distributions is called a naive Bayes model. The term naive refers to the implicit assumption
that the input variables are conditionally independent given the latent variable and thus
the covariances between input variables vanish. While this indeed is a naive assumption it
simplifies inference considerably, and has been used with great success in many applications.
Given a mixture model the distribution over the latent variable given a data instance is (using
Bayes’ law):
p(z | x) = p(x | Θk)
∑k p(x | Θk)
(2.4)
where the denominator is the probability of the data p(x) given the model. Thus using a
mixture model and Bayes law the data can be encoded as a multinomial distribution by
comparing the likelihood of several data models, which is a nice example how complex
models can be constructed from simpler ones.
Out of these receptive field models we build a layer of the hierarchical model by arranging the
receptive fields on a regular grid such that they cover the input space. The lowest level input
space are feature vectors from low-level image processing, arranged in a two dimensional
grid corresponding to the feature position in the image, or in the simplest case the image itself
or some local image features such as gabor energy or optical flow. The latent variables of the
models encoding each receptive field are then arranged in the same fashion as the receptive
fields themselves, resulting in a two dimensional map of random variables. This map can
then be used as feature map for the next level. In the simplest case neighboring receptive
fields to not overlap, such that each input feature is modeled by a single model. If however
neighboring receptive fields do overlap it has to be decided how the models are combined
to model the individual input features. The simplest way to do this is to take the product
of the predictive distributions of the individual models, corresponding to the situation in
figure 2. Note that this leads to the explaining away effect Wellman & Henrion (1993), since
each variable has multiple explanatory causes, which become correlated when the variable
is observed. When applying this model I choose to ignore this additional correlation, and
let each parent model the receptive field assigned to it independently. This could also be
interpreted as replicating the receptive fields for each parent, and modeling each version
independently.
In the next section I discuss a modification which offers an alternative to this rather crude
treatment that avoids multiple explanations of the same variable altogether.
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Fig. 3. The factor graph of the gated categorical layer model in gate/plate-notation gated left
and in the form of a directed graph right. The switch variables s select a single parent per
datapoint. This effectively induces a segmentation and avoids explaining away effects since
no two parents have to explain the same datapoint.
Fig. 4. The factor graph of the gated categorical layer model with additional dependencies
between the latent variables and the gates (mediated via the maskbits m) in
gate/plate-notation gated left and in the form of a directed graph right.
2.1.2 Gated categorical layer
To avoid explaining away I introduce additional auxiliary “switch” variables s for each input
feature. The state of these variable then selects which of the models converging on this feature
is responsible for explaining it. This setup is shown in figure 3. The joint distribution for a
layer with gated mixture models is:






Besides eliminating explaining away this modification also allows a more natural modeling of
occlusion of objects in a complex scene, since an object border (where the background becomes
visible) can be modeled directly by a border in the field of the switch variables. This allows
the model to model different objects by different internal clusters, instead of having to deal
with a multitude of foreground-background combinations within receptive fields.
The switch variables can be embedded in an MRF where the pairwise potentials are chosen
to increase the probability that two neighboring gates assign the corresponding data points
to the same parent. This increases the probability that contiguous regions of input features
are assigned to the same receptive field. If I view this setting as modulating the shape of
the receptive fields the MRF can be seen as increasing the likelihood that receptive fields stay
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contiguous and don’t fall apart into disconnected pieces. To guide the choice of the coupling
factor I look towards the two-dimensional Ising Model in physics, which in probabilistic terms
is a two-dimensional MRF of binary variables with positive fixed coupling between nearest
neighbors. In this model a phase transition between a totally random (corresponding to no
effective influence of the MRF on the gate settings) and a totally ordered (corresponding to
a completely dominating influence of the MRF) state occurs at a coupling factor of around
1.56 (e to the inverse of the critical temperature as derived by Lars Onsager in 1944 Onsager
(1944)). Note that this result had been derived for a four-way connected lattice and the fact
that the coupled bits are part of multinomial distributions may further change this value, still
Onsager’s result is helpful as a rough guide.
A problem with the gated model is that information about object contours is not explicitly
represented in the model. This means there is no distinction made between wether an
object ends and thus the background becomes visible, or it is occluded by another object,
as both induce the same kind of borders in the gate field. This can be fixed by making
the shape of the receptive fields variable, thus introducing a dependency between the latent
variables and the gates. I mediate this dependency via a mask bit mi j for each connection
between a latent variable zj and an input xi: If this bit is off the latent variable is effectively
disconnected from the corresponding input, meaning it will not try to generate it, and thus
is not available for competition for the gate variable. The receptive field shape is encoded in
the dependency between the state of the latent variable and a mask bit. This dependency is
naturally parametrized by a binomial distribution over the mask bit conditioned on the state
of the latent variable. The graphical model for this is shown in figure 4. The joint probability
of the model becomes:
p(x, z, s, Θ) = ∏
ijk
[










The attempt to model the neural structure of mammalian brains for image processing
approaches has been reflected inseveral schemes for learning and recognition of image
patterns. Probably the first such network, called“Neocognitron”, was suggested by Kunihiko
Fukushima in 1980 Fukushima (1980). Neocognitron consists of a series ofS- and C-layers
(mimicking simple and complex cell types, respectively) with shared weights for a set of
local receptivefields and inhibitory and excitatory sub-populations of units with interactions
resembling neural mechanisms.Neocognitron learns through a combination of winner-take-all
competition and reinforcement learning, autonomously formsclasses for presented characters,
and correctly classifies some slightly distorted and noisy versions of thesecharacters. In
1989 Yan LeCun et al. LeCun et al. (1989), introduced a similar but much more powerful
network for writtencharacter recognition that generated local feature descriptors through
back-propagation. A later version of thisnetwork, now called “LeNet”, has been shown to act
as an efficient framework for nonlinear-dimensionality reduction ofimage-sets Hadsell et al.
(2006). “LeNet” is similar in architecture to Neocognitron, but does not learn autonomously
andrequires labels to initiate the back-propagation. The latter is not biologically justified and
computationallyexpensive.
In 2003 Riesenhuber and Poggio Serre et al. (2005) suggested a computational model
for object recognition in the visualcortex with a similar layout called “hmax”, in which
they put emphasis on the correspondence between model componentsand cortical areas.
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“hmax” employs Gaussian radial basis functions to model the selectivity of simple cells, and
anonlinear max-function, pooling input from a local population of simple cells, to model
functionality of complex cells. Learning in “hmax” is constrained to the tuning of simple
cells to random snapshots of local input activity whilepresenting objects of interest. Despite
of these simplifications, “hmax” and optimizations thereof where successfullyapplied to the
modeling of V4 and IT neuron responses and also used as an input stage to a classifier for
object andface recognition yielding very good performance Mutch & Lowe (2006); Serre et al.
(2005).
Another approach that focuses very much on the neural details of neural adaptation and
learning and does not use weightsharing is found in “VisNet”, presented by Deco and Rolls in
2002 Rolls & Deco (2002). The most interesting ingredient totheir model is the fact that it can
learn the shift invariance of the feature detectors autonomously through a temporallearning
rule called the trace rule.
The system we present here is essentially an extension of “hmax”, but with a deeper hierarchy
and an unsupervisedlearning strategy employed on multiple levels of this hierarchy. This
strategy, based on a biologically inspiredcombination of competition and Hebbian update,
learns small but informative codebooks after as little as 2 presentationsof the training views.
This is in contrast to other codebook optimization approaches which perform gradient
descend inan error functionWersing & Korner (2003), which require many steps involving the
whole training set. While we put a strongemphasis on a biologically plausible architecture
and learning rule, we do not choose to model cortical dynamics indetail. Instead, we
utilize biological concepts which help creating a system that performs competitively in terms
ofrecognition performance as well as computational load.
The group of T.L. Dean et. al. Dean (2006) have done some groundwork on hierarchical
graphical models for computer vision. Theirwork provides great inspiration and technical
background, but it has not to our knowledge been applied to real videodata, nor have they
tried to do sequence learning.
The most advanced model comparable to the one presented here, has been constructed in the
group of Hinton et. al. Hinton (2007).The drawback of their approach is that they use gradient
descent learning in combination with sampling methods, andtypically require on the order of
thousands of iterations over the data to converge, which seems prohibitive for largevideo
sequences.
4. Estimation of the hidden variables
Given an image model we need a way to perform some form of algorithmic inference to
find out about the states of the hidden variables and finally the posterior distribution of
the presence of an object in the image. In the following we thus review here the two most
important algorithms for performing inference in a graphical Bayesian model.
4.1 Belief propagation
Belief propagation is an algorithm that is based on the work of Judea Pearl in the early
eighties Pearl (1982). It has the nice property that its computational cost is linear in the
size of the model while actually being exact in the case of tree shaped model graphs, where
it is effectively an application of the dynamic programming paradigm Eddy (2004) to the
marginalization problem stated in equation ??: Consider the factor graphical model in figure
5, left. In order to determine the marginal distribution over x we need to marginalize out all
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Fig. 5. The undirected dependency graph (left) and the corresponding factor graph (right) of a




p(x, y1, y2, z1, z2, z3, z4). (4.1)

































where equation 4.3 is simply the result of rearranging terms by exploiting the associativity of
the real numbers. One can see that the sum decomposes into a hierarchy of sums and products
that reflects the structure of the factor graph (to make this more clear I have colored the terms
for the lowest level of the tree green and for the upper level red, corresponding to the colored
ellipses in figure 5, right). I will now quickly review the general algorithm in the form found
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in Bishop (2006), chapter 8 where, due to the characteristic alternation of sums and products,
it is called the sum-product algorithm:
Consider a variable x in a graphical model. In order to find its marginal distribution we need










where Fs(x, Xs) denotes the effective factor generated by the whole subtree of the graph
connected to x via factor fs and Xs denotes the set of variables in this subtree. Equation 4.4
implicitly defines the messages μ fs→x(x) from the factor fs to the variable x. To complete the
algorithm we decompose the effective factor Fs(x, Xs) by moving one step further away from
x in the graph:





where the xm are the variables adjacent to the factor fs except for out root variable x and
the Xsm are the remaining variables in the subtree beyond xm. The Gm(xm, Xsm) are the
contributions by the factors adjacent to xm except for fs:
Gm(xm, Xsm) = ∏
l∈neighbors(xm)\ fs
Fl(xm, Xml). (4.7)
Now by substituting this into the definition of μ fs→x(x) we get:
μ fs→x(x) = ∑
Xs




















μxm→ fs (xm) (4.10)
which defines μxm→ fs (xm). By substituting equation into this definition we can close the
recursion:





μ fl→xm (xm) (4.12)
where the last step again involves the rearrangement of some terms using associativity.
Effectively thus calculating the marginals involves two kinds of messages. All of these
messages can then be determined by initializing them with one, and then updating each one in
turn. To avoid unnecessary calculations one starts at some arbitrary node, updates messages
moving away from this node until all the leaves are reached, and then updates messages going
all the way back to the starting node.
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4.2 Sampling
An alternative way of calculating expectations under a distribution over unknown variables
is by sampling methods, since sampling from a distribution and averaging over the samples
is often easier than performing the required integrals directly. The advantage of sampling
methods is that they can often be applied when the methods discussed above are either
infeasible or yield very poor approximations. Their drawback is that often a very large amount
of samples is required to gain any reasonable amount of information, and for the samples to
become de-correlated form the initial conditions and from each other, which would make
them useless, or decrease the actual amount of information they convey about the actual
distribution of interest. Sampling can also be useful to understand the distribution the model
encodes by analyzing a set of samples generated from it.
In the hierarchical image model connections between variables are local, and thus relatively
sparse. Correlations between variables that are not directly connected can be expected to be
relatively weak. In such a case Gibbs sampling is an appropriate sampling strategy:
• Pick a variable at random or up to a certain specified order.
• Calculate the distribution of this variable given the states of its neighbors.
• Assign this variable to a random sample from this distribution.
We use this form of sampling for the gated categorical layer because belief propagation
becomes infeasible due to the large number of messages that would have to be stored and
updated.
5. Learning
In order to solve our task we need algorithms to optimize our models for given cost functions.
As discussed in section 2 we want to have algorithms both for optimizing the generative
model, as well as for optimizing the discrimination performance. In the following I will review
one algorithm for the generative learning tasks and one for the discriminative task.
5.1 Variational Bayesian expectation maximization
In the following I will review a fully Bayesian method of estimating the model paramters. This
method has become known under the name of Variational Bayesian Expectation Maximization
or (VBEM) Attias (1999) and can be seen as a generalization over more classical expectation
maximization approaches such as maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori
Dempster et al. (1977).
5.1.1 Conjugate exponential models
Since I wish to learn the exact form of the model distribution from the data I am concerned
with encoding knowledge about the parameters given the data. The most natural approach
from a Bayesian standpoint is to encode this knowledge in a parameter distribution. To choose
the form of this distribution I further note, that a major motivation for the approach I have
chosen is the ability to learn unsupervised. Thus I will be interested in the parameter posterior
after seeing the data, which is proportional to the product of the parameter prior and the data
likelihood
p(Θ | x) ∝ p(Θ)∏
i
p(xi | Θ) (5.1)
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If I further allow continuous updating of the posterior, i.e. using the posterior from the data
seen so far as prior for the following data, it becomes desirable that the functional form of the
posterior be the same as that of the prior. Given that p(x | Θ) is from the exponential family a
prior of the form
p(θ|η, ν) = g(θ)ηh(η, ν)eφ(θ)T ν (5.2)
will lead to a posterior of the same form with parameters
η� = η + N (5.3)





where N is the number of data points. The prior thus encodes a set of previous observations
(or pseudo-observations if no data has actually been seen) where η plays the role of a counting
variable and ν accumulates the observations sufficient statistics. Such distributions exist
for many of the exponential family distributions. They are commonly referred to as the
distributions’ conjugate prior. A comprehensive list of conjugate priors for commonly used
distributions can be found in Fink (1995) and a table of the distributions I use in this thesis
together with some important properties can be found in the Appendix.
If all parameters of a probabilistic model are equipped with conjugate priors they are called
conjugate exponential (CE). The probabilistic image models I construct in this thesis are built
from conjugate exponential model components and also in composition always remain
conjugate exponential.
5.1.2 Bayesian posterior approximation
Given a parameter prior and some data we wish to infer the posterior parameter distribution
and the marginal data likelihood. This becomes intractable in the presence of hidden
variables, as one would have to infer about both simultaneously:
p(Θ, Z, X) = p(Θ, Z | X)p(X) (5.5)
= p(X | Θ, Z)p(Z | Θ)p(Θ). (5.6)
To attack this problem one begins by introducing an approximate distribution q(Θ, Z)
and decomposes the log-marginal probability of the data into a the expectation given the
approximation and an approximation error term:

















where L(q) is a lower bound since the error term, given by the Kullbach-Leibler divergence
between the approximation and the true posterior, is always positive. Thus I can minimize
the error indirectly by maximizing the lower bound. We now turn our attention to
approximations q(Θ, Z) which factorize between the parameters and the hidden variables:
q(Θ, Z) = q(Θ)q(Z). (5.10)
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4.2 Sampling
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p(Θ | x) ∝ p(Θ)∏
i
p(xi | Θ) (5.1)
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If I further allow continuous updating of the posterior, i.e. using the posterior from the data
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will lead to a posterior of the same form with parameters
η� = η + N (5.3)
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In this case the lower bound decomposes into a sum of negative Kullbach-Leibler divergences:
L(q) = −KL (q(Θ) � p(Θ, Z, X))− KL (q(Z) � p(Θ, Z, X)) (5.11)
and we get an EM-algorithm by optimizing each one in turn while keeping the other one
fixed. Note that not further assumptions about the nature of the approximations entered the
derivation. For example in one of the experiments I resort to sampling to approximate the
hidden variable distribution q(Z), which does not change the validity of the optimization,
even though it might affect its quality.
When the parameter posterior approximation q(Θ) has the form of a Dirac delta function,
then the variational optimization yields the maximum likelihood and maximum a posteriori
variants described above. The difference between the two then lies in the choice of paramter
prior, which in the case of ML is implicitly uniform 2
In the more interesting case that the prior is conjugate to the model, i.e. the model is conjugate
exponential, the true posterior has the same form as the prior. Naturally the approximation is
then chosen to also have the same form as the prior. In this case the first KL in equation 5.11
can be reduced to zero by setting:
q(Θ) = e�ln p(Θ,Z,X)�q(Z) 3. (5.12)













η� =η + N. (5.16)
5.2 Stochastic gradient descent
To optimize the discriminative performance of the model I turn to direct optimization via
gradient descent. Effectively this means that I train a discriminative model that has the
same structure as the generative model, and is initialized with the paramters learned by the
generative model (see Lasserre et al. (2006) for a detailed discussion of this approach). That
is we take the gradient of a cost function that is high when the performance is good and low
otherwise, and take a step in the direction of the gradient. If the cost function is sufficiently
smooth this will lead us at least to a local optimum once the gradient vanishes and the descent
algorithm converges. In deep models like the hierarchical image models one can make use of
dynamic programming to vastly reduce the computational effort. To see this consider taking
the gradient with respect to a parameter attached to a factor at the far end of the network.
Using the chain rule we find this gradient by propagating the gradient with respect to the
network output by propagating it through the Jacobians of the factor along every possible
path between the output and this factor, and summing up the contributions of each path.
Now considering we want the gradient with respect to the parameters of all factors we see
2 A uniform prior can often not be normalized, which is then known as an improper prior. Nevertheless
using an improper prior yields a valid posterior, up to normalization of course.
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that many of the partial results can be reused. We thus propagate step by step in parallel
form the output to the input, and simply store the partial results which are the gradients with
respect to the factors along the way.
The proper way of performing gradient descent would be to average the gradient over the
whole training set for each step. In the case of image data the amount of data becomes large
very quickly. So instead I apply the gradient averaged over one image immediately after the
image was presented to the network. This way of using derivatives of part of the training set
is referred to as stochastic gradient descent (see e.g. LeCun et al. (1998) for a more detailed
discussion). Averaging overr images also reduces the dominance of larger images in the
gradient, which helps reducing training set bias when images of one class are much larger
than images of the other classes.
In the context of this model the classification is performed by a naive Bayes classifier
operating on the representation established by the highest layer of the hierarchical model.
Discriminative training of this setup can be interpreted as training a non-linear logistic
regression classifier with the model itself as the kernel function. As error function I
consequently use the cross-entropy error which leads to an error derivative linear in the
distance between predicted and actual class probabilities (see e.g. Bishop (1995) for an
extended treatment of the appropriate choice of error function).
Since the error landscape will most probably not be very isotropic, that is the gradients will
have widely varying magnitudes in different regions of the parameter space, we employ
a momentum term that will speed up movements in directions which are consistent in
consecutive evaluations, while slowing down directions which are not. While this is a
very simple technique and more sophisticated techniques exist, it is easy to implement and
presents little numerical difficulty. Also it can readily deal with consistent directions which
are diagonal to several dimensions, which is not the case for adaptive learning rate algorithms
such as the widely used diagonal Hessian Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
5.3 Weight sharing
To decrease the number of parameters and to exploit the fact that the presence of patterns
in the image is roughly independent of the position in the image I tie parameters of the
multiple receptive fields in a layer together. For learning this means that the statistics from
the individual receptive fields (or the gradients in gradient descent) are summed together.
This also allows the model to adapt to varying image geometry by adjusting the number of
receptive fields. This effectively makes the model a kind of a convolutional model since the
scanning of the image (or a higher layer output) is reminiscent of a convolution operation, or
would be if neighboring receptive fields would overlap maximally.
5.4 Training set bias
When the training set is strongly biased, i.e. data from one class is much more ubiqutous
than data from the other classes, the generative model will assign more detail to this class
than to the others, since the ststistics of this class have more wight in the parameter update
step of VBEM learning (see section 6.2 for empiric observation of this effect on real data). To
avoid this I reweigh the statistics of the classes in the update step such that the all classes are
approximately weighed equally.
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5.5 Transformation invariance
To be robust against shifts and scalings in the training set we can use Bayesian marginalization
to estimate the optimal shift and scale for each training image. This is done by introducing an
additional selector variable that has one possible setting for every allowed shift and scale:
p(x | Θ, s) =∏
i,j,l
p(Tij(x) | Θ)sijl (5.17)
p(x | Θ) =∑
i,j,l
p(sijl)p(Tij(x) | Θ) (5.18)
where Tijk denotes the image transformation, i and j enumerate the allowed shifts, and l
enumerates the allowed scales while now s is a selector variable which is one only for one
specific scale and shift. The marginalization over shifts may seem a large computational effort
at first, but it can be sped up considerably by using some tricks. If a one layer hierarchy is
used then the operation on the image at some point amounts to a convolution:
p(x | Θ) =e∑i� j� u(xi−i� j−j� )φ(Θij) (5.19)
where i� j� span the receptive field. This operation can be sped up by utilizing the convolution
theorem and a the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). If a two layer hierarchy is used then we
can restrict the shifts to multiples of the displacements of neighboring receptive fields of the
lower layer. Then we only have to compute lower layer responses once, and can perform the
marginalization on the layers outputs, since all receptive fields have the same parameters. To
avoid missing information about the intermediate shifts we can also lay out the lowest level
receptive field densely (which again allows evaluation of the lowest layer using the FFT), and
perform pooling to reduce the resolution using the probabilistic logical or:
p(z1orz2 . . . orzn) = 1 − ∏
i
(1 − p(zi)) (5.20)
Since this yields distributions over bit-vectors instead of one-out-of-k vectors we then use a
multivariate binomial as the emission model for the next layer.
5.6 Feature selection
In the detection example it may be beneficial to operate only on a subset of the receptive field.
For one this makes it possible to deal with non-rectengular object shapes. It also makes it
possible to supress regions of the object model which are not reliable for detection. In effect
this is somewath similar to the mask bits in the segmenting graphical model. Only that in this
case the parts that are masked out remain masked out and are not modelled by any other part
of the model. This contradiscts the generative learning scheme, so that this kind of mask has
to be learned discriminatively. I define the detection based on the model likelihood like this:
p(object | l) ≡ 1
1 + e−(wl−w0)
(5.21)
where l is the vector of log-likelihoods from the individual receptive field positions, w is a
vector of weights for each position, and w0 is a constant offset. To learn the weight vector w I
parameterize each weight using a logistic function to keep the wieghts in the range [0, 1]:




I demonstrate the ability of the model to separate objects that have a constant shape but
occlude each other in various configurations on a toy dataset consisting of an artificially
generated RGB image sequence in which three geometric shapes of red green and blue color
move randomly over a black background, which occasionally occlude each other, examples
are shown in figure 6. The parametric form of the emission models p(xi | Θkij) is a diagonal
Gaussian distribution with a normal-gamma prior. Furthermore I put a truncated stick
breaking prior distribution on the latent variables, thus the latent variables together with
the conditional distributions over variables in their receptive fields approximate a Gaussian
Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM), a non-parametric model which has the ability to
find the needed number of components itself, and does not need random initialization in this
kind of training procedure, as would be the case of a symmetric dirichlet prior. To speed
up training I update the posterior after each image and decay it by a factor of e−1/τ with
τ equal to ten times the training batch size, which makes the posterior an average over an
exponentially decaying window with an effective time window of ten training epochs. To
slow down the training at the beginning and avoid premature sharpening of the posterior on
the first few images I initialize the stick breaking and normal-gamma posteriors uniformly
with a number of pseudo-counts corresponding to again ten training epochs. The topology
is such that neighboring receptive fields overlap maximally, i.e. are only shifted by one pixel
relative to each other. The animated figures have a size of 8x8 pixels, and the receptive fields
are fifteen pixels square, thus each pixel is connected to 255 latent variables. Since each input
appears at each possible position in one of the receptive fields it is contained in the model
should be able to train a shift invariant representation of them.
To highlight the effects of the introduction of the gate MRF as well and the mask bits I train
three different models:




Table 1. Overview over the four model configurations analyzed. A cross means the
corresponding feature is active in this configuration, a dash means it is not active.
Fig. 6. Four example frames from the toy sequence. The full sequence is one hundred frames
long, Each frame has a size of 80x80 pixels.
All three models are able to reconstruct their inputs from the latent variables with high
confidence, but the way the input is encoded is very different. The learned receptive field
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Fig. 7. Results of training the three model configurations. upper left: Receptive fields learned
by the model with no embedded gate-MRF. No structure has been learned such that the
model has to reconstruct the image pixel by pixel. upper right: Receptive fields learned by the
model with embedded gate-MRF but no mask bits. There is more structure in the receptive
fields than with no gate-MRF, but the model fails to separate the objects from each other.lower
left and right: Receptive fields and mask bit distributions learned by the model with
gate-MRF and mask bits. This model has learned a superpixel-decomposition of the image,
i.e. the receptive fields and masks represent blobs of the three colors and black (the
cross-shape superimposed on the mask for the black receptive field is due to border effects).




Table 2. Overview over the three model configurations analyzed. A cross means the
corresponding feature is active in this configuration, a dash means it is not active.
together with the learned mask distribution, where applicable, are shown in figure 7. The
simplest model with no gate MRF and no mask bits actually only learns a single receptive
field containing pixels of all four colors. Thus all latent variables have the same setting and the
gates assume settings effectively picking a pixel of the right color by selecting a latent variable
with the receptive field aligned in the right way and each latent variable only models a few
pixels, often only one, and each shape is modeled by many latent variables, thus no object
concept is formed. When I introduce the gate MRF, enforcing smoothness in the gate field,
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Fig. 8. Four examples of the training images used for the barcode localization task.
several receptive fields are learned and some smoothness in them emerges, but the model
fails to fully separate the four objects from each others and the receptive fields still contain
several colors. When the mask bits are introduced conditioned on the latent variables the
model learns a super-pixel representation of the image: Four receptive fields with medium
sized blobs of a each color or black emerge, and the blob-shape is encoded in the conditional
mask bit distribution. While this is not quite what was hoped for the resulting code is a
reasonable representation of the data, as can be seen by evaluating the average gating entropy
per object, which I define by the entropy of the multinomial distribution over parents for
the objects induced by the gates, and the normalized mutual information between the object
identity and the latent variables, summarized in table 2 for all three experiments: Using the
gate MRF and the variable receptive field shape each object can be encoded by around two
bits with high fidelity.
6.2 Code tag localization
Here I apply the model to the task of locating code tags in images of items in a logistics
context. The goal is to automatically identify the items by the tags placed on them from a
camera image. Examples of such images are shown in figure 8. Labels for this task where
generated automatically by the slow lookup procedure and hand-corrected to yield a dataset
of 380 labeled images. The localization serves as a first step. In the second step the located
tags are looked up in a separately maintained database. Since this step is quite slow, especially
when the database is large, accurate localization is crucial.
For this task I preprocess the images by extracting two kinds of features:
• local Gabor wavelet decomposition in two scales and eight orientations
• on-center off-surround filters serving as local brightness indicators, implemented by
heavily compressing the output of a local bandpass filter
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fails to fully separate the four objects from each others and the receptive fields still contain
several colors. When the mask bits are introduced conditioned on the latent variables the
model learns a super-pixel representation of the image: Four receptive fields with medium
sized blobs of a each color or black emerge, and the blob-shape is encoded in the conditional
mask bit distribution. While this is not quite what was hoped for the resulting code is a
reasonable representation of the data, as can be seen by evaluating the average gating entropy
per object, which I define by the entropy of the multinomial distribution over parents for
the objects induced by the gates, and the normalized mutual information between the object
identity and the latent variables, summarized in table 2 for all three experiments: Using the
gate MRF and the variable receptive field shape each object can be encoded by around two
bits with high fidelity.
6.2 Code tag localization
Here I apply the model to the task of locating code tags in images of items in a logistics
context. The goal is to automatically identify the items by the tags placed on them from a
camera image. Examples of such images are shown in figure 8. Labels for this task where
generated automatically by the slow lookup procedure and hand-corrected to yield a dataset
of 380 labeled images. The localization serves as a first step. In the second step the located
tags are looked up in a separately maintained database. Since this step is quite slow, especially
when the database is large, accurate localization is crucial.
For this task I preprocess the images by extracting two kinds of features:
• local Gabor wavelet decomposition in two scales and eight orientations
• on-center off-surround filters serving as local brightness indicators, implemented by
heavily compressing the output of a local bandpass filter
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Fig. 9. left and middle:Histogram of cluster selectivities towards the code tags on the second
layer for different bias conditions, illustrating the effect of training set bias. On the left side
the trainig set bias was left uncorrected, such that background data was effectivey weighed
ten times more than the targets. On the right this bias was removed by reweighing the
M-step statistics so that both classes where weighed equally. The x-axis in each case shows
the percentage of code tag patches relative to all input patterns assigned to a certain cluster.
right:Mutual information between the output layer states and the labels for different settings,
normalized w.r.t. to the label entropy. When the bias in the labels is removed via reweighing
the additional layer helps the network in extracting the relevant information.
The resolution of these features is reduced by local maximum-pooling in each feature channel
and non-overlapping two by two windows. These features are then concatenated for each
location and fed into a three layer hierarchical network. This network learns to represent all of
the images, not only the target regions, due to the generative nature of the model. Since during
the learning stage of the hierarchy the labels are not used a strong bias in the dataset can cause
a poor representation of the underrepresented class. In this example the code tags occupy only
relatively small regions of the images and thus run into danger of being under-represented.
To highlight the effect of training set bias I analyze the selectivity of cluster labels on the
second layer for one or the other class. In figure 9 histograms of this selectivity are shown
with a naive learning strategy, and one where the statistics used to update the parameters
during the VBM-step where reweighed to remove the bias. As can be seen the naive strategy
leaves only few, poorly selective clusters. In this case even discriminative post training can
not be expected to yield very good results. On the other hand when the bias is removed the
selectivity becomes more biased towards the target class (the code tags in this example). This
can be understood by noting that most of the background is relatively simple, and can thus
be represented by few clusters. The right-most plot in the same figure further highlights the
benefit of de-biasing by showing the mutual information of cluster labels on the second and
third layer with the target labels. As can be seen with the bias the second layer representation
is so poor, that the third layer fails to build a better representation of the target class than the
second layer. In the un-biased case this effect is gone and the third layer succeeds in improving
the representation. For classification the hierarchy is trained layer by layer on eighty percent
of the images. then the output of the third layer is fed into a naive Bayes classifier to learn a
mapping to the target labels. The whole setup is illustrated in figure 10. The resulting system
is then fine tuned using discriminative gradient descent. Figure shows the receiver operator
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Fig. 10. Processing chain for the code tag localization task.
Fig. 11. ROC curves of the code tag detector in the biased and unbiased setting after
generative and discriminative training.
Fig. 12. Positive examples from the INRIA pedestrians database used for training the
pedestrian detector.
characteristic (ROC) curves for the remaining twenty percent of the images after generative
and discriminative training.
6.3 Pedestrian detection
Pedestrian detection is an important application for object detection algorithms. As low level
features I use the histograms of oriented gradients as established in Dalal & Triggs (2005), and
also the training set introduced in this publication4 ( see figures 12 and 13 for examples). I use
a cell-size of six pixels, a block size of 3 cells, and a block-overlap of one cell. These features
are used as the input features for a classifier based on the hierarchical image model (see figure
14): These features are first fed into a 3-layer network. The lowest layer of this network has
4 http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/
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Fig. 13. Negative examples from the INRIA pedestrians database used for training the
pedestrian detector.
Fig. 14. Processing chain for pedestrian detection. The features are those suggested in Dalal
& Triggs (2005).
receptive fields covering two by two blocks, i.e. four blocks total, with neighboring fields
overlapping by one block. The next layer has receptive fields of four by four units. The
top layer finally has seven by two receptive fields to cover a whole pedestrian (which in
this dataset are standardized to 64x128 pixels). The receptive fields of the last layer overlap
maximally to achieve relatively dense scanning for pedestrians in the input image.
Each layer of the network is trained generatively on the training set (see ) to convergence using
VBEM before the next layer is trained. During this training the negative examples are weighed
less than the positive examples by a factor of two hundred to avoid too detailed learning of the
negative data. The resulting top layer cluster labels for each input window are then fed into a
naive Bayes classifier to learn a mapping to the class labels (i.e. pedestrian/non-pedestrian).
Subsequently the classifier and the hierarchical network are refined discriminatively using
gradient descent.
In figure I show the resulting precision-recall-curve of this setup on the test set after generative
training and after the subsequent discriminative refinement. The results are comparable to
those of kernelized R-HOG as presented in Dalal & Triggs (2005), though somewhat weaker
in the high precision regime. The discriminative training increases the recall but further looses
precision. It would be worth investigating how this precision loss may be prevented in a deep
hierarchy such as this for applications that need it.
6.4 Locating faces
Here I demonstrate how the hierarchical model can be used to locate faces in images. As
training I use a relatively small dataset in which the faces appear isolated against a blank
wall. Furthermore during training I do not tell the model the location of the faces in the
image. As training data I use the frontal views of the faces in the CBCL faces training dataset5
shown in figure 16. Obviously this is a very small dataset, so correctly modeling parameter
uncertainty is important to avoid overfitting. I train a two layer model. The lowest layer
consists of a simple categorical layer with a Gaussian emission model. This layer operates on
Gabor features with a bandwidth of one octave at eight orientations and two scales, where
the finest scale has a wavelength of five pixels which are max-pooled by a factor of four 6.
5 http://cbcl.mit.edu/software-datasets/heisele/facerecognition-database.html
6 By “max-pooling” I mean downsampling where the max instead of the mean operation is used to
summarize the input pixels flowing into one output pixel.
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Fig. 15. ROC characteristics of the pedestrian detector after generative training and after
discriminiative optimization .
Fig. 16. Positive examples from the CBCL faces database used for training the face model.
The layer has a receptive field size of four by four with halve-overlapping receptive fields. I
then use shift and scale-invariant VBEM training as described in section 5.5 to learn a single
multivariate multinomial representation of a frontal face, using the output of the first layer as
input. To improve this model I use conjugate gradients to do feature selection as described in
section 5.6, using ten percent of the clutter images from the Caltech 256 dataset 7 as negative
examples. To test the model I use it to locate the faces in the first one hundred images from
the Caltech faces database 8 which shows frontal views of faces in complex environments and
different lighting conditions. After feature selection the model correctly locates all but seven
of the faces (see figure 19), six of which are from the same person, who seems to be badly
7 http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/Caltech256/
8 http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_datasets/faces/faces.tar
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Fig. 17. Some of the negative examples from the Caltech256 database used for training
feature selection.
Fig. 18. The seven failures when locating faces in the first one hundred images from the
Caltech fasesdataset.Obviouslythe network mostly has problems locating one specific person.
Fig. 19. The seven failures when locating faces in the first one hundred images from the
Caltech fasesdataset.Obviouslythe network mostly has problems locating one specific person.
represented by the training set. Without feature selection the localization rate drops to about
eighty percent.
7. Conclusion
In conclusion I introduced the Bayesian hierarchical image model for learning of statistics
of arbitrary images. I have explained the motivation and basic ideas behind the generative
modeling approach. I have reviewed Bayesian inference techniques and how they are applied
to this model. I have explained how Bayesian techniques can be used to learn such a model
with robustness to overfitting, while discrimiantive gradient descent can be used to fine tune
the classification performance. I have also introduced an extension to the basic model that
leading to a better representation of images by introducing automatic segmentation into the
model.
In the experiments I have shown the performance of the model in various tasks. To present the
behavior of the segmentation I have turned to a toy example where the details of the model
behavior could be readily analyzed. The basic model in turn has been applied to several real
world examples. There I showed the importance of managing training set bias by reweighing
the learning statistics. The ability to do this is a consequence of the truly Bayesian treatment of
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the learning process. Also the results on the competitive INRIA pedestrian detection dataset
shows that this approach is a valid competitor for more classical approaches such as support
vector machines.
Interesting directions from here would be the analysis and possible improvement of
transformation invariance, and the application of the segmentation extension to real world
problems.
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1. Introduction
This work deals with the problem of estimating the statistical object called " mean" concerning
a situation where one observe noisy images which are also corrupted through a deformation
process. The difficulty of this statistical problem arises from the nature of the space in which
the object to estimate are living. A popular approach in image processing is Grenander’s
pattern theory described in Grenander (1993) and Grenander & Miller (2007) where natural
images are viewed as points in an infinite dimensional manifold and the variations of the
images are modelled by the action of deformation groups on the manifold.
In the last decade, the construction of deformation groups to model the geometric variability
of images, and the study of the properties of such deformation groups has been an active field
of research: one may refer for instance to the works of Beg et al. (2005), Joshi et al (2004), Miller
& Younes (2001) or Trouvé & Younes (2005b). But to the best of our knowledge, few results
on statistical estimation using such deformations groups are available. In this setting, there
has been recently a growing interest on the problem of defining an empirical mean of a set
of random images using deformation groups and non-Euclidean distances. A first attempt in
this direction is the statistical framework based on penalized maximum likelihood proposed
in Glasbey & Mardia (2001). Computation of empirical Fréchet mean of biomedical images
is discussed in Joshi et al (2004). More recently, Allassonière et al. (2007), Allassonière et al.
(2009) and Ma et al. (2008) have proposed a statistical approach using Bayesian modelling
and random deformation models to approximate the mean and main geometric modes of
variations of 2D or 3D images in the framework of small deformations.
Starting from Bigot et al. (2009), we focus in this text on the problem of estimating a mean
pattern in shape invariant models for images using random diffeomorphic deformations in
two-dimensions. The main goal of this paper is to show that the framework proposed in
Bigot et al. (2009) leads to the definition of an empirical Fréchet mean associated to a new
dissimilarity measure between images. We study both theoretical and numerical aspects of
such an empirical mean pattern. In this extended abstract, we present the main ideas of such
an approach. We also give a numerical example of mean pattern estimation from a set of faces
to illustrate the methodology.
Our work will be organised as follows. We first define the mathematical objects used and then
model our situation of noisy and warped images with random large deformations. We aim
to solve theoretically the problem of estimating the mean pattern of a set of images and state
Mean Pattern Estimation of Images Using Large 
Diffeomorphic Deformations 
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images are modelled by the action of deformation groups on the manifold.
In the last decade, the construction of deformation groups to model the geometric variability
of images, and the study of the properties of such deformation groups has been an active field
of research: one may refer for instance to the works of Beg et al. (2005), Joshi et al (2004), Miller
& Younes (2001) or Trouvé & Younes (2005b). But to the best of our knowledge, few results
on statistical estimation using such deformations groups are available. In this setting, there
has been recently a growing interest on the problem of defining an empirical mean of a set
of random images using deformation groups and non-Euclidean distances. A first attempt in
this direction is the statistical framework based on penalized maximum likelihood proposed
in Glasbey & Mardia (2001). Computation of empirical Fréchet mean of biomedical images
is discussed in Joshi et al (2004). More recently, Allassonière et al. (2007), Allassonière et al.
(2009) and Ma et al. (2008) have proposed a statistical approach using Bayesian modelling
and random deformation models to approximate the mean and main geometric modes of
variations of 2D or 3D images in the framework of small deformations.
Starting from Bigot et al. (2009), we focus in this text on the problem of estimating a mean
pattern in shape invariant models for images using random diffeomorphic deformations in
two-dimensions. The main goal of this paper is to show that the framework proposed in
Bigot et al. (2009) leads to the definition of an empirical Fréchet mean associated to a new
dissimilarity measure between images. We study both theoretical and numerical aspects of
such an empirical mean pattern. In this extended abstract, we present the main ideas of such
an approach. We also give a numerical example of mean pattern estimation from a set of faces
to illustrate the methodology.
Our work will be organised as follows. We first define the mathematical objects used and then
model our situation of noisy and warped images with random large deformations. We aim
to solve theoretically the problem of estimating the mean pattern of a set of images and state




some convergence results among some general assumptions. At last, we propose an algorithm
to approach the theoretical estimator and illustrate our method on real datasets.
2. Statistical deformable framework and statement of the mean pattern estimation
problem
We first describe our random model of deformations on 2-dimensional images but note that
this model can be extended to higher dimensions with very minor modifications. Thus, the
following paragraphs are organised as follow, we first recall in paragraph 2.1.1 the classical
model of large deformation introduced in the works of Younes, (2004). Next, we describe
precisely the parametric decomposition of our diffeomorphism (paragraph 2.1.3) and then
explain how one can use our method to generate random large deformations with localised
effects.
At last, this section ends with the paragraph 2.2 and the description of the statistical model
we consider for randomly warped image corrupted by additive noise.
2.1 Mathematical model of large deformation
2.1.1 Denition
For sake of simplicity, images are considered to be functions from a compact set denoted Ω
which will be set equal to Ω in the sequel. Moreover, we deal in this work with grey levelled
thus the generic notation for images I will be I : Ω �→ R. The first task is to define a suitable
notion of deformation of the domain Ω. For this, we will adopt the large deformation model
governed by diffeomorphic flows of differential equation introduced in Trouvé & Younes
(2005a). These deformations denoted Φ will later be combined with some pattern of reference
I to produce our noisy and wrapped images I ◦ Φ + �.
Let us first describe precisely our model to generate diffeomorphisms Φ of Ω.
We first consider any smooth vector field v from Ω to R2 with a vanishing assumption on the
boundary of Ω:
∀x ∈ ∂Ω v(x) = 0. (1)
Now, we consider the set of applications (Φtv)t∈[0;1] from Ω to Ω, solution of the ordinary
differential equation
{
∀x ∈ Ω Φ0v(x) = x,
∀x ∈ Ω ∀t ∈ [0; 1] dΦtv(x)dt = v(Φtv(x)).
(2)
A remarkable mathematical point for the ordinary differential equation (2) is that it builds a
set of diffeomorphisms on Ω, Φtv for any t ∈ [0; 1].
As we want to have a deformation which remains in Ω, we have imposed that Φ1
v|∂Ω = Id,
meaning that our diffeomorphism is the identity at the boundaries of Ω. Note that in the above
definition, v is an homogeneous vector field (it does not depend on time t) which means that
the differential equation is time-homogeneous and v is also a smooth ( C∞(Ω)) function.
The solution at time t = 1 denoted by Φ1v of the above ordinary differential equation is a
diffeomorphic transformation of Ω generated by the vector field v, which will be used to
model image deformations. One can easily check that the vanishing conditions (1) on the
vector field v imply that Φ1v(Ω) = Ω and that Φ
t
v is a diffeomorphism for all time t ∈ [0, 1].
Thus Φ1v is a convenient object to generate diffeomorphisms. Indeed, to compute the inverse
diffeomorphisms of Φtv, it is enough to revert the time in equation (2). One may refer to
Younes, (2004) for further details on this construction.
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2.1.2 One dimensional example
To illustrate the simple construction based on the choice of the vector field v and the obtained
diffeomorphism Φ1v, we consider a first simple example in one-dimension (i.e. for v : [0, 1] →
R which generates a diffeomorphism of the interval [0, 1]). In Figure 1, we display two
vector fields that have the same support on [0, 1] but different amplitudes, and we plot the
corresponding deformation Φ1v.









(a) First choice of vector field v









(b) Second choice of vector field v












(c) Diffeomorphism Φ1v obtained with
blue vector field v












(d) Diffeomorphism Φ1v obtained with
red vector field v
Fig. 1. Some numerical examples of two choices for the vector field v and the obtained
diffeomophisms through ordinary differential equation (2).
Note that the deformations require the prior choice of a vector field v. One can see that the
amount of deformations, measured as the local distance between Φ1v and the identity, depends
on the amplitude of the vector field. In the intervals where v is zero, then the deformation is
locally equals to the identity as pointed in Figure 1. Hence, this simple remark asserts that
local deformations will be generated by choosing compactly supported vector fields which
will be decomposed in localized basis functions.
2.1.3 Building the vector eld v in 2D
Parametric decomposition
Consider an integer K and some linearly independent functions ek : R2 → R2 whose choices
will be discussed later on. We have chosen to use vector fields v that can be decomposed
on the family of functions ek = (e1k , e
2
k). The deformations are generated as follows. Let
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k), k = 1, . . . , K be coefficients in [−A, A] for a given real A > 0. Then, we define a vector
field va as


















Finally, one has just to run the previously defined O.D.E (2) to produce a deformation, Φva
with a parametric representation.
Choice of ek and numerical example
The amount of variability for diffeomorphisms Φva is thus related to the choice of K and basis
functions ek used to decompose the vector field v. In order to get a smooth bijection of Ω, the
ek should be at least differentiable. Such functions are built as follows. First, we choose a set
of one-dimensional B-splines functions (of degree at least 2) whose supports are included in
[0; 1]. To form two-dimensional B-splines, the common way is to use tensor products for each
dimension. Recall that to define B-splines, one has to fix a set of control points and to define
their degree. Further details are provided in de Boor (1978) and we will fix these parameters
in the section dealing with experiments. B-splines functions are compactly supported with
a local effect on the knots positions. This local influence is very useful for some problems
in image warping where the deformation must be the identity on large parts of the images
together with a very local and sharp effect at some other locations. The choice of the knots
and the B-spline functions allows one to control the support of the vector field and therefore
to define a priori the areas of the images that should be transformed.
In Figure 2, we display an example of a basis e1k = e
2
k , k = 1, . . . , K for vector fields generated by
the tensor product of 2 one-dimensional B-splines (hence K = 4). An example of deformation
of the classical Lena image is shown in Figure 2 with two different sets coefficients ak sampled
from a uniform distribution on [−A, A] (corresponding to different values for the amplitude
A, a small and a large one). The amount of deformation depends on the amplitude of A, while
the choice of the B-spline functions allows one to localize the deformation.
2.1.4 Random generation of large diffeomorphisms
Given any ek and following our last construction, one can remark that it is enough to consider a
random distribution on coefficients a to generate a large class of random diffeomorphisms. In
our simulations, we take for PA the uniform distribution on [−A, A] i.e. aik ∼ U[−A,A], i = 1, 2.
However, it should mentioned that in the sequel, PA can be any distribution on R provided
it has a compact support. The compact support assumption for PA is mainly used to simplify
the theoretical proofs for the consistency of our estimator.
2.2 Random image warping model with additive noise
We fix discretization of Ω as a square grid of N = N1 × N2 pixels. Given any image of reference
I� and a vector field v defined on Ω, we generate a diffeomorphism through or ordinary
differential equation and we can define the general warping model by:
Definition 1 (Noisy random deformation of image). Fix an integer K and a real A > 0, we define
a noisy random deformation of the mean template I� as
Iε,a(p) = I
� ◦ Φ1va(p) + ε(p), p ∈ Ω,
where a is sampled from a distribution P⊗2KA and ε is an additive noise independent from the coefficients
a. The new image Iε,a is generated by deforming the template I
� (using the composition rule ◦) and by
adding a white noise at each pixel of the image.
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(a) Choice of 1D B-splines (b) Original image of Lena
(c) Small deformation of
Lena with a random uniform
sampling of coefficients a (small
value of A)
(d) Small deformation of
Lena with a random uniform
sampling of coefficients a (large
value of A)
Fig. 2. Some numerical examples of two choices for the vector field v and the obtained
diffeomophisms through ordinary differential equation (2).
Remark 1. In our theoretical approach, we consider the pixels p as a discretization of the set Ω since
our applications will be set up in this framework. However, it may be possible to handle this model in a
continuous setting using the continuous white noise model. This model involves the use of an measure
integration over Ω instead of sums over the pixels p of the image and we refer to Candes & Donoho
(2000) for further details. Finally, remark that the image I is considered as a function of the whole
square Ω, giving sense to I ◦ Φ1u(p), ∀p ∈ Ω.
For notation convenience, we will denote Φa the diffeomorphism obtained at time t = 1 with
the ordinary differential equation (2) based on the vector field va, Φa = Φ1va .
2.3 Statement of the problem and mathematical assumption
Using this definition of randomly warped image with additive noise, we consider now a set
of n noisy images that are random deformations of the same unknown template I as follows:
∀p ∈ Ω Iai,εi(p) = I ◦ Φ1ai(p) + εi(p), i = 1, . . . , n. (4)
where εi are i.i.d unknown observation noise and ai are i.i.d unknown coefficients sampled as
P⊗K×nA . Our goal is as well to estimate the mean template image I
 as to infer some several
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applications of this estimation to image processing.
One may directly realize that this problem is not so easy since the space where the
denoised versions of Iai,εi are leaving is not a classical euclidean space such as R
d since the
diffeomorphisms that generate the image changes from one sample i to another one i�. For
instance, consider 10 handwritten realisations of the digit "two", a simple arithmetic mean
does not yield satisfactory results as pointed in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Naive mean (two first rows) of a set of 10 images (Mnist database, 28 × 28 pixels
images, see LeCun et al. (1998) for more details on this data set) and naive arithmetic mean of
these images.
For our theoretical study, we will need some mathematical assumptions:




Assumption A1 means that the level of noise is bounded which seems reasonable since we
generally observe gray-level images which take values on a finite discrete set.
Assumption A2 is more questionable since a direct consequence is that I� is continuous, which
seems impossible for natural models of images with structural discontinuities (think of the
space of bounded variation (BV) functions for instance). However, one can view I� as a map
from all points in Ω rather than just a function defined on the pixels. On Ω, it is more likely to
suppose that I� is the result of the convolution of C∞-filters with captors measurements, which
yields a smooth differentiable map on Ω. One may see for instance the work of Faugeras &
Hermosillo (2002) for further comments on this assumption.
3. Statistical estimation of a mean pattern
3.1 The statistical problem
Consider a set of n noisy images I1, . . . In that are independent realizations from the model
(4) with the same original pattern I�. We first aim at constructing an estimate of this pattern
of reference I�. We are looking at an algorithm that becomes sharper and sharper around
the true pattern I� when the number of observations n goes to +∞. Without any convex
structure on the images, averaging directly the observations is likely to blur the n images
without yielding a sharp "mean shape". Indeed, computing the arithmetic mean of a set of
images to estimate the mean pattern does not make sense as the space of deformed images I∗ ◦
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Φ1v and the space of diffeomorphisms are not vectorial spaces. This is illustrated in the former
paragraph in Figure 3. To have a consistent estimation of I�, one needs to solve an inverse
problem as stated in the works of Biscay & Mora (2001) and Huilling (1998) derived from the
random deformable model (4) since it is needed to remove the random warping effect (and
consequently invert each diffeomorphism Φ1
ai
which are unknown) before removing the noise
εi on each image. Thus, recovering I� is not an obvious task which requires some sophisticated
statistical tools. A short description is provided in the next paragraph.
3.2 Presentation of M-estimation techniques
We will consider an optimisation problem (minimize an energy in our case) whose solution is
the pattern I� we are looking for and we will use some classical M-estimation techniques.
Intuitively the ideas underlying M-estimation in statistics (see van der Waart (1998))
can be understood by considering the following simple example provided for a better
understanding.
Example 1. Let X1, . . . Xn ∼i.i.d. P and α∗ = EP[X1]. The simplest way to estimate α∗ is α̂n =
1





(Xi − α)2 and F(α) = EP [(X − α)2],
then one can easily check that α̂n is the minimum of Fn and that α
� is the minimum of F. Of course,
F is unknown since it depends on the unknown law P, but a stochastic approximation of F is provided
by Fn as soon as one observe X1, . . . Xn. Moreover, one can remark that Fn(α) → F(α) almost surely
(a.s.) as n → ∞.
Thus, a simple way to obtain an estimate of α� = arg min F is to remark that the minimum of Fn should
concentrates itself around the minimum of F as n is going to +∞. Mathematically, this is equivalent
to establish some results like:
Fn �−→n→∞ F =⇒ arg min Fn �−→n→∞ arg min F.
In our framework, estimating the pattern I∗ involves finding a best image that minimizes
an energy for the best transformation which aligns the observations onto the candidate. So
we will therefore define an estimator of I� as a minimum of an empirical contrast function
Fn (based on the observations I1, . . . In) which converges, under mild assumptions, toward a
minimum of some contrast F.
3.3 A new contrast function for estimating a mean pattern
We start this paragraph with some notations.
Definition 2 (Contrast function). Denote by Z = {Z : Ω → R} a set of images uniformly bounded
(e.g. by the maximum gray-level). Then, define VA as the set of vector fields given by (3). An element
















, for some aik ∈ [−A, A].
If we denote N the number of pixels, we define the function f as






Ia,ε(p)− Z ◦ Φ1v(p)
)2
, (5)
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3.3 A new contrast function for estimating a mean pattern
We start this paragraph with some notations.
Definition 2 (Contrast function). Denote by Z = {Z : Ω → R} a set of images uniformly bounded
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If we denote N the number of pixels, we define the function f as






Ia,ε(p)− Z ◦ Φ1v(p)
)2
, (5)
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where I is a given image of Z , the vector field va ∈ VA.
In the expression of f , one can remark that a varies in a compact set (finite number of bounded
coefficients) and consequently the definition of f makes sense. Intuitively, f must be understood as
the optimal (minimum) cost to align the image Z onto the noisy randomly warped image Ia,ε using a
diffeomorphic transformation.
For sake of simplicity, we introduce a notation that corresponds to a discretize semi-norm over the
pixels:









Ia,ε(p)− Z ◦ Φ1v(p)
)2
.




f (a, ε, Z)dP(a, ε) = E f (a, ε, Z)
where dP(a, ε) is the tensorial product measure on a and ε.
F(Z) must be understood as follows: it measures "on average" how far an image Z is from
the image Ia,ε generated from our random warping model using an optimal alignment of Z
onto Ia,ε. Note that we only observe realizations I1, . . . In that have been generated with the
parameters a1, . . . an and ε1, . . . εn.
However, our goal is to estimate a mean pattern image Z� (possibly not unique) which
corresponds to the minimum of the contrast function F when I� (and of course dP(a, ε)) is
unknown. As pointed before, M-estimation will enable is to replace virtually the EP(a,ε) by a
finite sum ∑ni=1 which depends on the observations and that mimic the former expectation.
To estimate Z�, it is therefore natural to define the following empirical mean contrast:








δai,εi and Fn(Z) =
∫
f (a, ε, Z)dPn(a, ε).
Note that even if we do not observe the deformation parameters ai and the noise εi, it is













Moreover, note that in the above equation it is not required to specify the law PA or the law
of the additive noise to compute the criterion Fn(Z). We then introduce quite naturally a
sequence of sets of estimators
Q̂n = arg min
Z∈Z
Fn(Z) (6)
and we will theoretically compare the asymptotic behavior of these sets with the deterministic
one
Q0 = arg min
Z∈Z
F(Z). (7)
In a second time, we will infer in section 3.5 an algorithm to estimate a mean pattern in the set
Q̂n. This algorithm consists in a recursive procedure to solve (6). Note that both sets Q̂n and
Q0 are not necessarily restricted to a singleton.
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3.4 Convergence of the estimator
We first state a useful theoretical tool of M-estimation that can be found in Theorem 6.3 of
Biscay & Mora (2001). We will use this result to establish the convergence of (6) toward (7).
For each integer n, we denote Ẑn any sequence of images belonging to Q̂n.
Proposition 1. For any image Z, assume that Fn(Z) → F(Z) a.s. and that the following two
conditions hold
(C1)the set { f (·, ·, Z) : Z ∈ Z} is an equicontinuous family of functions at each point of X =
[−A; A]2K × RN.
(C2)there is a continuous function φ : X → R+ such that ∫X φ(a, ε)dP(a, ε) < +∞, and for all
(a, ε) ∈ X and Z ∈ Z , | f (a, ε, Z)| ≤ φ(a, ε).
Then
Q̂∞ ⊂ Q0 a.s., (8)
where Q̂∞ is defined as the set of accumulation points of the Ẑn, i.e the limits of convergent
subsequences Ẑnk of minimizers Ẑn ∈ Q̂n.
The following theorem whose proof can be found in Bigot et al. (2009) gives sufficient
conditions to ensure the convergence of the M-estimator in the sense of equation (8).
Theorem 1. Assume that conditions A1 and A2 hold, then the M-estimator defined through Q̂n is
consistent: any accumulation point of Q̂n converges to Q0 almost surely.
This theorem ensures that the M-estimator, when constrained to live in a fixed compact set of
images, converges to a minimizer Z� of the limit contrast function F(Z).
Remark that Theorem 1 only proves the consistency of our estimator when the observed
images comes from the distribution defined through Ia,ε, (a, ε) ∼ dP(a, ε). This assumption
is obviously quite unrealistic, since in practice the observed images generally come from a
distribution that is different from the model (4). In Section 4, we therefore address the problem
of studying the consistency of our procedure when the observed images Ii, i = 1, . . . , n are an
i.i.d. sample from an unknown distribution on RN (see Theorem 2).
3.5 Robustness and penalized estimation
Penalized approach
First, remark that the limite of Ẑn denoted Z� may be equal to the correct pattern I� if the
observations are generated following the distribution Ia,ε, (a, ε) ∼ dP(a, ε). We address in this
paragraph what happens when observations do not follow the law of Ia,ε.
In such situation, the minimum Z∗ may be very different from the original image I∗, leading
to unconsistant estimate as n → ∞. This behaviour is well known in statistics (one may
refer to van de Geer (2000) for instance for further details). The loss function has often to
be balanced by a penalty which regularizes the matching criterion. In a Bayesian framework,
this penalized point of view can be interpreted as a special choice of a prior distribution, e.g
Allassonière et al. (2007). In nonparametric statistics, this regularization often takes the form
of a penalized criterion which enforces the estimator to belong to a specific space satisfying
appropriate regularity conditions.
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Image decomposition
It may not be a good thing to just minimize L2 distance between image and the true warped
pattern as the L2 norm on the euclidean space may not traduce the variability between all
the images. Thus, it may be a good point to use another space for images than the set of
real vector of size N since this canonical space may not traduce important features of image
analysis (edges, textures, etc.) .
In our framework, we point out that choosing to expand the images Z ∈ Z into a set of basis
functions (ψλ)λ∈Λ, that are well suited for image processing (e.g. a wavelet basis), is by itself
a way to incorporate regularization on Ẑn. Here, the set Λ can be finite or not. More precisely,
any image Z can be parametrized by Z = Zθ = ∑λ∈Λ θλψλ. The estimation of a mean pattern
involves the estimation of the coefficients of this image in the basis ψl , λ ∈ Λ. Thus, the
penalization term on the image will involve the parameter θ since the basis (ψλ)λ will remain





Indeed, the variability may be described in a different way due to the action of the
deformations for instance. Thus, in our setting, we may be interested in defining a distance
between images that mostly depends on the amount of deformation required to transform
the first one to the second with a regular deformation action. A good way to set up such
distance is certainly to penalize the energy F with a term |D(m)Φ1v| where m is a derivative of
the diffeomorphism. Since each diffeomorphism is parametrized by a finite set of coefficients
(aik)i,k, the second penalization term of the deformation will concern the unknown a.
Further, we impose regularity on the transformations by adding a penalty term to the
matching criterion to exclude unlikely large deformations. The penalty must control both
the deformations to avoid too large deformations (see for instance Amit et al. (1991)) and also
the images to add a smoothness constraint for the reference image. For this, for Γ a symetric











Comments on pen1 and pen2
The first penalization term is somewhat classical and corresponds to soft-thresholding
estimators, it has been widely used in various context, see for instance the work of Antoniadis
& Fan (2001) , and it enables to incorportate some sparsity constraint on the set Z .
For the deformation parameters, the choice pen2(va) means that we incorporate spatial
dependencies using a given matrix Γ. We thus do not assume anymore that all deformations
have the same weight, as it was done in the original definition of Fn(Z). Obviously, other
choices of penalty can be studied for practical applications and we provide in the sequel
consistency results for general penalties. Two parameters λ1 and λ2 balance the contribution
of the loss function and the penalties. High values of these parameters stress the regularity
constraint for the estimator and the deformations.
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Finally, we obtain the following estimator Ẑn = ∑λ∈Λ θ̂λψλ, with















The effects of adding such extra terms can also be studied from a theoretical point of view.
If the smoothing parameters λ1 and λ2 are held fixed (they do not depend on n) then it is
possible to study the converge of θ̂n as n grows to infinity under appropriate conditions on
the penalty terms and the set Λ.
More precisely, we address now the problem of studying the consistency of our M-estimator
when the observed images (viewed as random vectors in RN) come from an unknown
distribution P, that does not necessarily correspond to the model (4). For sake of simplicity
we use the notation f̃ introduced in Equation (5), but within a penalized framework with
unknown P, the dependency on ε disappears, and f̃ is now defined as
f̃ (I, Zθ) = min
v∈VA
[
�I − Zθ ◦ Φ1v�2P + λ1pen1(v)
]
+ λ2pen2(θ), (9)
where λ1, λ2 ∈ R+, pen1(v) := pen1(a) : R2K → R+, and pen2(θ) : RΛ → R+. For any θ that
“parametrizes” the image Zθ in the basis (ψλ)λ∈Λ, let F̃ denote the general contrast function
F̃(Zθ) =
∫
f̃ (I, Zθ)dP(I), (10)








The following theorem, whose proof is deferred to the Appendix, provides sufficient
conditions to ensure the consistency of our estimator in the simple case when F̃(Zθ) has a
unique minimum at Zθ∗ for θ ∈ Θ, where Θ ⊂ RΛ is a compact set, and Λ is finite.
Theorem 2. Assume that Λ is finite, that the set of vector fields v = va ∈ V is indexed by parameters
a which belong to a compact subset of R2K, that a �→ pen1(va) and θ �→ pen2(θ) are continuous.
Moreover, assume that F̃(Zθ) has a unique minimum at Zθ∗ for θ ∈ Θ, where Θ ⊂ RΛ is a compact
set. Finally, assume that the basis (ψλ)λ∈Λ and the set Θ are such that there exists two positive





|Zθ(x)| ≤ M2 sup
λ∈Λ
|θλ|. (11)
Then, if P satisfies the following moment condition,
∫
�I�2∞,NdP(I) < ∞,
where �I�∞,N = maxp=1,...,N |I(p)|, the M-estimator defined by Ẑn = Zθ̂n where
θ̂n = arg min
θ∈Θ
F̃n(Zθ)
is consistent for the supremum norm of functions defined on [0, 1]2 i.e.
lim
n→∞ �Ẑn − Zθ∗�∞ = 0 a.s.
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4. Experiments and conclusion
4.1 Numerical implementation
Different strategies are discussed in Bigot et al. (2009) to minimize the criterion F̃n(Zθ). In
the numerical experiments proposed in this text, we took the identity matrix for Γ in the
formulation of pen2. We have also chosen to simply expand the images in the pixel basis
and have taken λ1 = 0 (i.e. no penalization on the space of discrete images viewed as vectors
in RN).
Our estimation procedure obviously depends on the choice of the basis functions ek = (e1k , e
2
k)
that generate the vector fields. In the following, we have chosen to use tensor products of
one-dimensional B-spline organized in a multiscale fashion. Let s = 3 be the order of the
B-spline and and J = 3. For each scale j = 0, . . . , J − 1, we denote by φj,,  = 0, . . . , 2j − 1
the 2j the B-spline functions obtained by taking 2j + s knots points equispaced on [0, 1] (see
de Boor (1978)). This gives a set of functions organized in a multiscale fashion as shown in
Figure 4. Note that as j increases the support of the B-spline decreases which makes them
more localized.
Fig. 4. An example of multiscale B-splines φj,,  = 0, . . . , 2j − 1 with J = 3 and s = 3,
ordered left to right, j = 0, 1, 2.
For j = 0, . . . , J − 1, we then generate a multiscale basis φj,1,2 : [0, 1]2 → R, 1, 2 = 0, . . . , J −
1 by taking tensor products the φj,’s i.e.
φj,1,2 (x1, x2) = φj,1(x1)φj,2(x2).
Then, we take ek = ej,1,2 = (φj,1,2 , φj,1,2) : [0, 1]







Following these choices, one can then use the iterative algorithm based on gradient descent
described in Bigot et al. (2009) to find a mean image.
4.2 Mnist database
First we return to the example shown previously in Figure 3 on handwritten digits (Mnist
database). As these images are not very noisy, it is reasonable to set λ1 = 0 and thus to not
use a penalty on the space of images onto which the optimization is done. A value of λ2 = 10
to penalize the deformations gave good results.
In Figure 5, we display the naive arithmetic mean Znaive and the mean Ẑn by minimizing
F̃n(Zθ) obtained from n = 20 images of the digits "2". The result obtained with Ẑn is very
satisfactory and is clearly a better representative of the typical shape of the digits "2" in this
database then the naive arithmetic mean. Indeed, Ẑn has sharper edges than the naive mean
which is very blurred.
In Figure 6 we finally display the comparison between the naive mean and the mean image
Ẑn, for all digits between 0 and 9 with 20 images for each digit. One can see that our approach
yields significant improvements. In particular it gives mean digits with sharp edges.
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Fig. 5. Naive arithmetic mean (lower left image), mean image Ẑn (lower right image) based
on 20 images of the digit "2" (upper rows).
Fig. 6. Naive arithmetic mean (first row), mean image Ẑn (second row) based on 20 images
from the mnist database.
4.3 Olivetti faces database
Let us now consider a problem of faces averaging. These images are taken taken from the
Olivetti face database Samaria & Harter (1994) and their size is N1 = 98 by N2 = 112 pixels.
We consider 8 subjects taken from this database. For each subject, n = 9 images of the same
person have been taken with varying lighting and facial expression. Figure 7 and Figure 8
show the faces used in our simulations.
In Figure 9 and Figure 10 we present the mean images obtained with λ2 = 1000, and compare
them with the corresponding naive mean. Note that these images are not very noisy, so it
is reasonable to set λ1 = 0. Obviously our method clearly improves the results given by
the naive arithmetic mean. It yields satisfactory average faces especially in the middle of the
images.
4.4 Conclusion and perspectives
We have built a very general model of random diffeomorphisms to warp images. This
construction relies mainly on the choice of the basis functions ek for generating the
deformations. The choice of the ek’s is relatively large since one is only restricted to take
functions with a sufficient number of derivatives that vanish at the boundaries of [0, 1]2.
Moreover, our estimation procedure does not require the choice of a priori distributions for
the random coefficients aik. Other applications of this approach may be developed to obtain
some clustering algorithms ( K-means adaptation for unsupervised classification) using the
energy introduced in this paper. Hence, this model is very flexible as many parameterizations
can be chosen. We have only focused on the estimation of the mean pattern of a set of
images, but one would like to build other statistics like principal modes of variations of the
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use a penalty on the space of images onto which the optimization is done. A value of λ2 = 10
to penalize the deformations gave good results.
In Figure 5, we display the naive arithmetic mean Znaive and the mean Ẑn by minimizing
F̃n(Zθ) obtained from n = 20 images of the digits "2". The result obtained with Ẑn is very
satisfactory and is clearly a better representative of the typical shape of the digits "2" in this
database then the naive arithmetic mean. Indeed, Ẑn has sharper edges than the naive mean
which is very blurred.
In Figure 6 we finally display the comparison between the naive mean and the mean image
Ẑn, for all digits between 0 and 9 with 20 images for each digit. One can see that our approach
yields significant improvements. In particular it gives mean digits with sharp edges.
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Fig. 5. Naive arithmetic mean (lower left image), mean image Ẑn (lower right image) based
on 20 images of the digit "2" (upper rows).
Fig. 6. Naive arithmetic mean (first row), mean image Ẑn (second row) based on 20 images
from the mnist database.
4.3 Olivetti faces database
Let us now consider a problem of faces averaging. These images are taken taken from the
Olivetti face database Samaria & Harter (1994) and their size is N1 = 98 by N2 = 112 pixels.
We consider 8 subjects taken from this database. For each subject, n = 9 images of the same
person have been taken with varying lighting and facial expression. Figure 7 and Figure 8
show the faces used in our simulations.
In Figure 9 and Figure 10 we present the mean images obtained with λ2 = 1000, and compare
them with the corresponding naive mean. Note that these images are not very noisy, so it
is reasonable to set λ1 = 0. Obviously our method clearly improves the results given by
the naive arithmetic mean. It yields satisfactory average faces especially in the middle of the
images.
4.4 Conclusion and perspectives
We have built a very general model of random diffeomorphisms to warp images. This
construction relies mainly on the choice of the basis functions ek for generating the
deformations. The choice of the ek’s is relatively large since one is only restricted to take
functions with a sufficient number of derivatives that vanish at the boundaries of [0, 1]2.
Moreover, our estimation procedure does not require the choice of a priori distributions for
the random coefficients aik. Other applications of this approach may be developed to obtain
some clustering algorithms ( K-means adaptation for unsupervised classification) using the
energy introduced in this paper. Hence, this model is very flexible as many parameterizations
can be chosen. We have only focused on the estimation of the mean pattern of a set of
images, but one would like to build other statistics like principal modes of variations of the
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Fig. 7. n = 9 samples of the Olivetti database for 4 subjects.
Fig. 8. n = 9 samples of the Olivetti database for 4 subjects.
learned distribution of the images or the deformations. Building statistics going beyond the
simple mean of set of images within the setting of our model is very challenging for future
investigation.
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Fig. 9. Example of face averaging for 4 subjects from the Olivetti database. First row: naive
arithmetic mean, second row: mean image Ẑn.
Fig. 10. Example of face averaging for 4 subjects from the Olivetti database. First row: naive
arithmetic mean, second row: mean image Ẑn.
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1. Introduction     
In this work we study how we can use a novel model of spatial saliency (visual attention) 
combined with image features to significantly accelerate a scene recognition application 
and, at the same time, preserve recognition performance. To do so, we use a mobile robot-
like application where scene recognition is carried out through the use of image features to 
characterize the different scenarios, and the Nearest Neighbor rule to carry out the 
classification. SIFT and SURF are two recent and competitive alternatives to image local 
featuring that we compare through extensive experimental work. Results from the 
experiments show that SIFT features perform significantly better than SURF features 
achieving important reductions in the size of the database of prototypes without significant 
losses in recognition performance, and thus, accelerating scene recognition. Also, from the 
experiments it is concluded that SURF features are less distinctive when using very large 
databases of interest points, as it occurs in the present case. 
Visual attention is the process by which the Human Visual System (HVS) is able to select 
from a given scene regions of interest that contain salient information, and thus, reduce the 
amount of information to be processed (Treisman, 1980; Koch, 1985). In the last decade, 
several computational models biologically motivated have been released to implement 
visual attention in image and video processing (Itti, 2000; García-Díaz, 2008). Visual 
attention has also been used to improve object recognition and scene analysis (Bonaiuto, 
2005; Walther, 2005). In this chapter, we study the utility of using a novel model of spatial 
saliency to improve a scene recognition application by reducing the amount of prototypes 
needed to carry out the classification task. The application is based on mobile robot-like 
video sequences taken in indoor facilities formed by several rooms and halls. The aim is to 
recognize the different scenarios in order to provide the mobile robot system with general 
location data. 
The visual attention approach is a novel model of bottom-up saliency that uses local phase 
information of the input data where the statistic information of second order is deleted to 
achieve a Retinoptical map of saliency. The proposed approach joints computational 
mechanisms of the two hypotheses largely accepted in early vision: first, the efficient coding 
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1. Introduction     
In this work we study how we can use a novel model of spatial saliency (visual attention) 
combined with image features to significantly accelerate a scene recognition application 
and, at the same time, preserve recognition performance. To do so, we use a mobile robot-
like application where scene recognition is carried out through the use of image features to 
characterize the different scenarios, and the Nearest Neighbor rule to carry out the 
classification. SIFT and SURF are two recent and competitive alternatives to image local 
featuring that we compare through extensive experimental work. Results from the 
experiments show that SIFT features perform significantly better than SURF features 
achieving important reductions in the size of the database of prototypes without significant 
losses in recognition performance, and thus, accelerating scene recognition. Also, from the 
experiments it is concluded that SURF features are less distinctive when using very large 
databases of interest points, as it occurs in the present case. 
Visual attention is the process by which the Human Visual System (HVS) is able to select 
from a given scene regions of interest that contain salient information, and thus, reduce the 
amount of information to be processed (Treisman, 1980; Koch, 1985). In the last decade, 
several computational models biologically motivated have been released to implement 
visual attention in image and video processing (Itti, 2000; García-Díaz, 2008). Visual 
attention has also been used to improve object recognition and scene analysis (Bonaiuto, 
2005; Walther, 2005). In this chapter, we study the utility of using a novel model of spatial 
saliency to improve a scene recognition application by reducing the amount of prototypes 
needed to carry out the classification task. The application is based on mobile robot-like 
video sequences taken in indoor facilities formed by several rooms and halls. The aim is to 
recognize the different scenarios in order to provide the mobile robot system with general 
location data. 
The visual attention approach is a novel model of bottom-up saliency that uses local phase 
information of the input data where the statistic information of second order is deleted to 
achieve a Retinoptical map of saliency. The proposed approach joints computational 
mechanisms of the two hypotheses largely accepted in early vision: first, the efficient coding 
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(Barlow, 1961; Attneave, 1954), which postulates that the mission of the first stages of the 
visual processing chain is to reduce the redundancy or predictability in the incoming data; 
and second, in the visual cortex relevant attributes of the image are early detected using 
local phase or energy analysis, such as edges of objects. At those points where these features 
are located there is an alignment of the local phase of the Fourier harmonics (Phase 
Congruency). The model of local energy to detect features (Morrone & Burr, 1988; Morrone 
& Owens, 1987; Kovesi, 1999) is based on this idea and demonstrated its suitability for 
perceptual appearance and  image segmentation. Nevertheless, it is not able to prioritize the 
features with regards to the visual saliency. This fact is illustrated in Figure 1, where the 
input image is formed by bars that increment its orientation in steps of 10º from left to right 
and top to bottom, except for the central bar that breaks this periodicity creating a pop-out 
effect for the HVS. 
 
      
  a) Original Image.                      b)  Salience from PC.                  c)  Salience from our model. 
Fig. 1. Saliency maps of the original image; (a) from Phase Congruency (b) and the proposed 
model (c). 
In Fig. 1b we see the map of saliency achieved using Kovesi’s model (Kovesi, 1999) based on 
Phase Congruency (PC). It provides approximately equal weight to all features clearing 
away the pop-out effect. We think the reason for that is the high redundancy in images 
which implies correlations and thus Gaussianism in chromatic and spatial components. It is 
known that to handle information about phase structure is equivalent to use non-Gaussian 
information in data distribution (Hyvärinen et al., 2009). Thus, to focus in the information 
that does not depend on covariances (local phase) it is necessary to reduce redundancy, that 
is, to decorrelate the data. One way is through data whitening. Redundancy in RGB color 
components is deleted through PCA and spatial redundancy is avoided using an strategy of 
filter-based whitening in frequency domain. In Fig. 1c it is shown that this hypothesis works 
making possible to prioritize the salience of visual features from local phase. 
Scene recognition is performed using SIFT (Lowe, 2004) and SURF (Bay, 2008) for image 
featuring (two different approaches that we compare) and the Nearest Neighbor rule for 
classification. SIFT features are distinctive image features that are invariant to image scale 
and rotation, and partially invariant to change in illumination and 3D viewpoint. They are 
fast to compute and robust to disruptions due to occlusion, clutter or noise. SIFT features 
have proven to be useful in many object recognition applications and currently they are 
considered the state-of-the art for general purpose and real-world object learning and 
recognition, together with SURF features. SURF is a robust image descriptor used in 
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computer vision tasks like object recognition or 3D reconstruction. The standard version of 
SURF is several times faster than SIFT and it is claimed by its authors to be more robust 
against different image transformations than SIFT. However, the results of our experimental 
work showed that SIFT features perform significantly better than SURF features. In 
combination with saliency maps, SIFT features lead to drastic reductions in the number of 
interest points introduced in the database of prototypes (used in 1-NN classification), also 
achieving very good performance in scene recognition. Thus, since the computing costs of 
classification are significantly reduced the scene recognition is accelerated.  
The chapter is developed as follows. Next Section presents the model of spatial saliency. An 
overview of the image featuring methods is provided in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the 
scene recognition application. Experimental work and results are presented in Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 is devoted to conclusions. 
2. Model of spatial saliency 
Figure 2 shows a general flow diagram of the saliency model. Following we describe each 
stage of the model. 
2.1 Early stage 
The goal of this initial stage is to delete the statistical information of second order in color 
components (RGB) and spatial components (between pixels of each color component), 
through different whitening processes. 
The aim of the initial step in this stage is to provide the model with a color space that contains 
a mechanism, biologically inspired, called short-term adaptation (Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001; 
Barlow & Foldiak, 1989), which main goal is to achieve a final synchronization in the adaptive 
process that promotes the most useful aspects for later processing. For that, the color RGB 
image is decomposed into three channels maximally decorrelated using Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA). Nevertheless, we are not interested in reducing the color space dimension, 
thus, we use a transformed space of the original dimension (3 color components). The first 
component corresponds to opponents channel B/W and the remaining two correspond to 
opponents similar to R/G and Y/B. However, the space, unlike the opponents space CIE-Lab, 
is adapted to the specific statistic of the incoming image. 
In a second step, the goal is to eliminate the spatial redundancy among the pixels in each 
color channel. In this case, we use a filter-based strategic in frequency domain called 
Spectral Whitening (SW). It is consequence of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem: “for a 
stochastic process, the average power spectrum is the Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation 
function”. Thus, a whitened image should have a flat power spectrum. This can be easily 
achieved using an adaptive filter in the frequency domain that normalizes the spectrum of 
the transformed Fourier corresponding to the incoming image I(x,y) in the following way: 















⎡ ⎤ℑ⎣ ⎦= =
⎡ ⎤ℑ⎣ ⎦
 (1.1) 
where [ ]ℑ ⋅  is the transformed Fourier and 2 2s x yω ω ω= +  is the spatial frequency. 
Physically, SW is a redistribution of the spectrum energy that will achieve an enhancement 
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Fig. 2. General diagram showing how the data flows through the model. 
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of the less redundant patterns. This whitening method was previously used in the saliency 
model proposed by Guo et al. (Guo et al., 2008) which is based on global phase analysis. 
2.2 Analysis stage 
In this stage, it is analyzed the maximum alignment of the local phase of each pixel in each 
whitened color channel weighted by the strength of the visual features in the analyzed scale. 
Classical methodology to estimate the amplitude and phase in a 1D signal is the Analytic 
Signal. However, the 2D version was achieved partially using a quadrature phase bank filter 
(Gabor like filters), until the introduction of the Monogenic Signal by Felsberg & Sommer 
(Felsberg & Sommer, 2001). Our model uses this last methodology that achieves a new 2D 
analytic signal from the Riesz’s transform, which is the 2D isotropic extension of Hilbert’s 
transform. Its representation in Fourier’s domain is a set of two simple filters in phase-
quadrature that are not selective neither in scale nor orientation: 
 ( ) ( )( )1 2 2 2 2 2, , , ,
yx
x y x y
x y x y
H H i i
ωωω ω ω ω
ω ω ω ω
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ +⎝ ⎠
 (1.2) 
The Monogenic Signal is a vector function of three components formed by the original 
signal and two components achieved by convolving it with the filters of Riez’s transform, 
that is:  
 ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, ( , ), ( , ) , , ( , ) ,Mf x y f x y f x y h x y f x y h x y⎡ ⎤= ∗ ∗⎣ ⎦  (1.3) 
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The chosen bank of filters is formed by three scales (s=3) which central wavelengths were 
distributed in 1 octave from the minimum wavelength (assigned to λ1=8 pixels), that is λi={8, 
16, 32} pixels. The k parameter was fixed to achieve a bandwidth of 2 octaves in each filter in 
order to obtain a good spectral coverage in the bank of filters. A simple implementation of 
the monogenic signal, in the frequency domain, can be found in (Kovesi, 2000). 




Fig. 2. General diagram showing how the data flows through the model. 
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of the less redundant patterns. This whitening method was previously used in the saliency 
model proposed by Guo et al. (Guo et al., 2008) which is based on global phase analysis. 
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Once it is achieved the monogenic decomposition, the importance of each visual feature is 
measured by maximizing in each pixel of the image and for all the scales, the level of local 
phase alignment of the Fourier Harmonics, weighted by the strength of the visual structure 
in each scale (measured as local energy ( ), ,M if x y ). We call this measure Weighted 
Maximum Phase Alignment (WMAP), and is the following: 
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where ( ), ,M if x y
�
is the monogenic signal for the i-th scale and θi is the angle between vectors 




. This angle measures the deviation of the local phase in the monogenic 
signal at the i-th scale respect to the local energy vector in pixel (x,y). 
We are only interested on those pixels where local phase is congruent for the most of the 
used scales. Thus, our measure must incorporate a factor that penalizes too narrow 
frequency distributions. Factor wfdn is achieved as it was proposed by Kovesi (Kovesi, 1999) 
for his measure of local Phase Congruency (PC). 
2.3 Output stage 
The final stage of the model has the aim of achieving a Retinoptic measure of the salience of 
each pixel in the image. For that, we integrate in each pixel the WMPA(x,y) measures of 
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Finally, a smoothing is introduced by a Gaussian filter and also a normalization in order to 
make easy to interpret the saliency map as a probability function to receive attention. 
2.4 Computational complexity 
The computational efficiency of the model is low due to the load introduced by the PCA 
analysis, which grows lineally with the number of pixels in the image (N) and cubically with 
the number of components (color channels), O(M3+N M2). The number of components is low 
and constant, M=3, thus, the asymptotic complexity depends on N. The computational 
complexity of the model depends on the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) complexity performed 
in filtering processing. This complexity is O(N log(N)). On the other hand, the computational 
timing of the model is low, by example, for an image of 512x384 pixels using an Intel Core2 
Quad processor at 2.4 GHz and 4Gb of RAM memory, the algorithm takes 0.91 seconds. We 
have to take into account that the algorithm is scientific software programmed in MATLAB. 
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3. Image features 
SIFT and SURF belong to a set of methods aimed to detect and describe local features in 
images. Among these methods we can found (Mikolajczyk, 2005): shape context, steerable 
filters, PCA-SIFT, differential invariants, spin images, complex filters, moment invariants 
and gradient location and orientation histograms (GLOH). Nevertheless, SIFT and SURF 
have captured recent attention of researchers working on applications like object 
recognition, robot mapping and navigation, image stitching, 3D modeling, video tracking, 
etc, being its comparison a current issue in literature (Bauer, 2007). 
With regards to SIFT features, we used the Lowe´s algorithm (Lowe, 2004) which works as 
follows. To identify the interest points (keypoints), scale space extrema are found in a 
difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) function convolved with the image. The extremas are found 
by comparing each point with its neighbors in the current image and adjacent scales. Points 
are selected as candidate keypoint locations if they are the maximum or minimum value in 
their neighborhood. Then image gradients and orientations, at each pixel of the Gaussian 
convolved image at each scale, are computed. For each key location an orientation, 
determined by the peak of a histogram of previously computed neighborhood orientations, 
is assigned. Once the orientation, scale, and location of the keypoints have been computed, 
invariance to these values is achieved by computing the keypoint local feature descriptors 
relative to them. Local feature descriptors are 128-dimensional vectors obtained from the 
pre-computed image orientations and gradients around the keypoints. 
SURF features (Bay, 2008) are based on sums of 2D Haar wavelet responses and make a very 
efficient use of integral images to speed-up the process. As basic image descriptors they use 
a Haar wavelet approximation of the determinant of Hessian blob detector. There are two 
versions: the standard version which uses a descriptor vector of 64 components (SURF-64), 
and the extended version which uses 128 components (SURF-128). SURF are robust image 
features partly inspired by SIFT, being the standard version of SURF several times faster 
than SIFT. SURF features provide significantly less keypoints than SIFT, approximately the 
half of them (see Figure 3). 
 
 
   
 
Fig. 3. SIFT (left) and SURF (right) keypoints computed for the same frame. 
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4. Scene recognition application 
Scene recognition is related with the recognition of general scenarios rather than local 
objects. This approach is useful in many applications such as mobile robot navigation, image 
retrieval, extraction of contextual information for object recognition, and even to provide 
access to tourist information using camera phones. In our case, we are interested in 
recognize a set of different scenarios which are part of university facilities formed by four 
class rooms and three halls. The final aim is to provide general location data useful for the 
navigation of a mobile robot system. Scene recognition is commonly performed using 
generic image features that try to collect enough information to be able to distinguish among 
the different scenarios. For this purpose we used SIFT and SURF alternatives.  
To compute the SIFT features we used the original code by Lowe (http://people.cs.ubc.ca/ 
lowe/keypoints/). We also used the original code for SURF features by Bay et al 
(http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~surf/). To carry out the classification task we used the 1-
NN rule, which is a simple classification approach but fast to compute and robust. For the 1-
NN approach, we need to build previously a database of prototypes that will collect the 
recognition knowledge of the classifier. These prototypes are a set of labelled SIFT/SURF 
keypoints obtained from the training frames. The class of the keypoints computed for a 
specific training frame will be that previously assigned to this frame in an off-line 
supervised labeling process. The database is then incorporated into the 1-NN classifier, 
which uses the Euclidean distance to select the closest prototype to the test SIFT/SURF 
keypoint being classified. The class of every test keypoint will be assigned to the class of the 
closest prototype in the database, and finally, the class of the entire test frame will be that of 
the majority of its keypoints. 
5. Experiments and results 
The experimental work consisted in a set of experiments carried out using four video 
sequences taken in a robot-navigation manner. These video sequences were grabbed in an 
university area covering several rooms and halls. Sequences were taken at 5 fps collecting a 
total number of 2,174 frames (7:15 minutes) for the first sequence, 1,986 frames for the 
second (6:37 minutes), 1,816 frames for the third (6:03 minutes) and 1,753 frames for the 
fourth (5:50 minutes). First and third sequences were taken in a specific order of halls and 
rooms: hall-1, room-1, hall-1, room-2, hall-1, room-3, hall-1, hall-2, hall-3, room-4, hall-3, 
hall-2, hall-1. The second and fourth sequences were grabbed following the opposite order 
to collect all possible viewpoints of the robot navigation through the facilities. In all the 
experiments, we used the first and second sequences for training and the third and fourth 
for testing. 
In the first experiment we computed the SIFT keypoints for all the frames of the training 
video sequences. Then, we labelled these keypoints with the corresponding frame class: 
room-1, room-2, room-3, room-4, hall-1, hall-2 or hall-3. The whole set of labelled keypoints 
formed itself the database of prototypes to be used by the 1-NN classifier. For each frame of 
the testing sequences their corresponding SIFT keypoints were computed and classified. The 
final class for the frame was set to the majority class among its keypoints. Very good 
performance was achieved, 95.25% of correct classification of frames. However, an 
important drawback was the computational cost of classification, which was high despite 
the fact that 1-NN is known as a low cost classifier. This was due to the very large size of the 
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database of prototypes formed by 1,170,215 samples. In the next experiment, we followed 
the previous steps but using SURF features instead of SIFT. In this case, recognition results 
were very bad achieving only 28.24% of recognition performance with SURF-128 features, 
and 25.05% using SURF-64. In both SURF cases the size of the database of prototypes was of 
415, 845. 
Although there are well known techniques for NN classifiers to optimize the database of 
prototypes (e.g. feature selection, feature extraction, condensing, editing) and also for the 
acceleration of the classification computation (e.g. kd-trees), at this point we are interested in 
the utility of using the saliency maps derived from the visual attention approach. The idea is 
to achieve significant reductions of the original database by selecting in each training frame 
only those keypoints that are included within the saliency map computed for this frame. 
Also, in the testing frames only those keypoints lying within the saliency maps will be 
considered for classification. Once the database is reduced in this way, optimizing 
techniques could be used to achieve even further improvements. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Saliency regions at threshold 0.250 and corresponding SIFT keypoins. 
In next experiments we carried out the idea showed in previous paragraph, although we 
wanted to explore more in-depth the possibilities of saliency maps. As it was commented, 
saliency measures are set in a range between 0 and 1, thus, we can choose different levels 
of saliency by simply using thresholds. We will be the least restrictive if we choose a 
saliency > 0.0, and more restrictive if we choose higher levels (e.g. 0.125, 0.250, etc). We 
planned to use eigth different saliency levels: 0.125, 0.250, 0.375, 0.500, 0.625, 0.750 and 
0.875. For each saliency level we carried out the scene recognition experiment (see Figure 
4) achieving the percentage of recognition performance, and the size of the database of 
prototypes. Results using SIFT and SURF features are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 and 
Figures 5, 6 and 7. 
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 Recognition % Database Size Database Size % 
Original 95.25 1,170,215 100.0 
Saliency > 0.125 95.25 779,995 66.65 
Saliency > 0.250 94.72 462,486 39.52 
Saliency > 0.375 93.45 273,908 23.41 
Saliency > 0.500 92.21 157,388 13.45 
Saliency > 0.650 89.30 86,161 7.36 
Saliency > 0.750 83.31 42,418 3.62 
Saliency > 0.875 56.03 15,894 1.36 




 Recognition % Database Size Database Size % 
Original 28.24 415,845 100.0 
Saliency > 0.125 33.51 273,775 65.84 
Saliency > 0.250 86.56 157,394 37.85 
Saliency > 0.375 32.01 88,059 21.18 
Saliency > 0.500 66.55 47,767 11.49 
Saliency > 0.650 67.06 24,338 5.85 
Saliency > 0.750 35.27 11,040 2.65 
Saliency > 0.875 18.33 3,971 0.95 




 Recognition % Database Size Database Size % 
Original 25.05 415,845 100.0 
Saliency > 0.125 27.74 273,775 65.84 
Saliency > 0.250 51.50 157,394 37.85 
Saliency > 0.375 25.64 88,059 21.18 
Saliency > 0.500 28.97 47,767 11.49 
Saliency > 0.650 67.33 24,338 5.85 
Saliency > 0.750 34.89 11,040 2.65 
Saliency > 0.875 19.22 3,971 0.95 
Table 3. Results achieved using original frames and saliency maps with SURF-64 features. 
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Fig. 6. Graphical results of recognition and database size using SURF-128 features. 
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Saliency > 0.500 66.55 47,767 11.49 
Saliency > 0.650 67.06 24,338 5.85 
Saliency > 0.750 35.27 11,040 2.65 
Saliency > 0.875 18.33 3,971 0.95 




 Recognition % Database Size Database Size % 
Original 25.05 415,845 100.0 
Saliency > 0.125 27.74 273,775 65.84 
Saliency > 0.250 51.50 157,394 37.85 
Saliency > 0.375 25.64 88,059 21.18 
Saliency > 0.500 28.97 47,767 11.49 
Saliency > 0.650 67.33 24,338 5.85 
Saliency > 0.750 34.89 11,040 2.65 
Saliency > 0.875 19.22 3,971 0.95 
Table 3. Results achieved using original frames and saliency maps with SURF-64 features. 
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Fig. 6. Graphical results of recognition and database size using SURF-128 features. 




Fig. 7. Graphical results of recognition and database size using SURF-64 features. 
Experimental results show that although SURF features collect significantly less interest 
points than SIFT features (approximately the half of them) their performance is not adequate 
for the scene recognition application. However, SURF features have proven to be adequate, 
and faster than SIFT features, in other applications (Bay, 2008). Another interesting result is 
that recognition performance of SURF features shows an irregular behavior with the 
saliency thresholds, in both cases, SURF-64 and SURF-128. A maximum peak of 86.56% is 
reached at saliency level 0.250 in SURF-128, while recognition results provided by SURF-64 
features are worse. When using no saliency maps and even with some less restrictive 
thresholds, recognition results of SURF features are very bad. This means that SURF features 
loose distinctiveness as more interest points are used. This fact does not occur in SIFT 
features, thus, SIFT features present more distinctiveness than SURF features in very large 
databases of interest points. The best results are achieved using SIFT features, which 
combined with saliency maps can reduce the amount of prototypes in the database up to 
one order of magnitude, while the recognition performance is held, e.g. saliency level 0.500 
in Table 1 and Figure 5. In this case, the performance drops to 92.21% (only 3.04 points from 
95.25%) while the database size is drastically reduced from 1,170,215 to 157,388 prototypes. 
6. Conclusions 
In this work, scene recognition is carried out using a novel biologically inspired approach to 
visual attention in combination with local image features. SIFT and SURF approaches to 
image featuring are compared. Experimental results show that despite SURF features imply 
the use of less interest points the best performance corresponds by far to SIFT features. The 
SIFT method achieves a 95.25% of performance on scene recognition in the best case, while 
the SURF method only reaches 86.56%. Another important result is achieved when we use 
the saliency maps from the visual attention approach in combination with SIFT features. In 
this case, the database of prototypes, used in the classification task of scene recognition, can 
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be drastically reduced (up to one order of magnitude) with a slightly drop in recognition 
performance. Thus, the scene recognition application can be significantly speeded-up. In 
addition, the experiments show that SURF features are less distinctive than SIFT features 
when we use very large databases of interest points. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The need for object recognition 
Workers in artificial vision (AV) would say that their basic aim is to be able to take any 
picture and recognise the objects present and their orientations. They would say that the 
problem is difficult and that there are many sub-specialties and that they are working in one 
of them. What is the point of the endeavour? Well, it’s going of be of benefit to mankind – 
for security or autonomous robots. But we would reply that Rottweilers are pretty good at 
security and are totally incompetent at recognising objects in pictures. It is therefore clear 
that the skill of recognising objects in pictures is not required for an agent to go about its 
business in the real world. Of course, CCD images seem rather like pictures when they are 
presented on a computer monitor but, in fact, they supply very different information from 
that gathered by a biological vision system operating in the real world. Visual systems in the 
biosphere have been around for over half a billion years (Valentine et al. 1999, Levi-Setti, 
1993 and Conway-Morris, 1998) and most segment objects by motion – many animals cannot 
see stationary prey. In addition, the more sophisticated ones use stereopsis and information 
from parallax (consider the way a chicken moves its head as it examines something). It is 
only once we rise up the evolutionary chain to the best of the primates that the huge library 
of experience contained in the cortex can be used to offer a syntax of vision. If we were to 
rank the accomplishments of artificial vision against those of biological vision, we would 
have to place its current proficiency considerably below that of a cockroach or a spider – and 
these humble creatures function quite adequately in the world. 
It is the glory of modern science and human connectivity that it is able to reduce and 
distribute problems to many workers and then aggregate the results of their efforts. In the 
case of AV this has resulted in the subspecialties having a life of their own with their own 
techniques, vocabulary and journals. It is not within the purview of such specialist 
researchers to take an integrated view of the whole endeavour and to ponder its aims and 
terms of reference. We, however, are striving to produce an autonomous, intelligent robot. 
This ineluctably requires vision capability of a high order. We are therefore forced to 
consider ways and means to accomplish this. Accordingly, we examined the voluminous 
literature and sought among the technologies of object recognition to find a working 
method. We sought in vain. Nobody can do a robust and adequate job of finding objects in 
an image. 
From any elementary book on human vision (for instance, Gregory 1978), it is immediately 
obvious that the strategies used by biological visual systems as they deal with objects in 
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three space, bear little relation to the problem of examining a static and complex two 
dimensional image. Furthermore, the problem of examining a complex two dimensional 
image is very, very hard – you have to have a top-end primate brain to do it. It is not 
surprising therefore that sixty years of AV, aimed almost exclusively at the picture problem 
have produced but modest accomplishments. 
But we still want to build an embodied artificial intelligence and therefore we have to have 
vision. 
1.2 Why do existing techniques not deliver? 
One of the subspecialties of vision is segmentation of the image into discrete objects. This is 
appropriate because researchers tacitly, perhaps even subconsciously, agree that vision is all 
about objects. We go a lot further and have argued (Flemmer, 2009) that life and intelligence 
are about nothing other than objects. Unfortunately AV is not generally able to segment 
objects in a picture – once again, it takes an advanced primate brain to do this. However, the 
spider and the cockroach, with their modest intellectual machinery, have this problem 
handled without breaking a sweat. We can readily imagine how they might segment by 
movement or parallax. Of course these techniques do not work on a two dimensional image. 
Given a segmented image, the task of delineating the outlines of objects obviously becomes 
very much simpler. 
It seems therefore that, if we consider the AV problem from the point of view of an agent 
going about its business in three-space, with stereo cameras, it will be somewhat easier, if 
for no other reason than that the segmentation problem becomes tractable in most 
situations. However, we are still faced with the task of making sense of a segmented portion 
of an image. There are no workable technologies to handle this, even when it is segmented 
and even when we can reduce it to a fairly simple image by considering only the extent of a 
particular object. 
Can current AV analyse a fairly simple picture? It seemed to researchers in the 1980’s (for 
example, Rosenfeld, 1987), when they had had twenty years to explore AV, that the way 
forward was, firstly, to find the outline of an object (its cartoon, derived from an edge-
follower, together with some help from segmentation techniques) and then to recognise the 
object from the shape of the cartoon. They ascribed their lack of success to the poverty of 
their computers compared with the human brain (Ballard and Brown, 1982). Comparisons 
with cockroach brains were not reported. In the intervening thirty years, computers have 
improved 30,000 - fold (Hutcheson, 2005) and we have had the best and the brightest minds 
considering the problem. But in a recent review of object recognition, Da Fontura Costa and 
Cesar, 2009, note that “computer vision systems created thus far have met with limited 
success”. In particular, they observe that edge-followers do not robustly yield edges, 
independent of lighting conditions, noise, occlusions and distortions. 
For thirty years, a benchmark for edge followers has been the image of Lenna, a 1972 
Playboy centrefold, shown below (Fig. 1) in modest quantities (Hutchinson, 2001). 
Nor all our piety nor wit can satisfactorily find the edges of the sunny side of Lenna (Fig. 
1a), despite decades of extremely close attention by graduate students. Even less can we find 
the edges of her reflection in the mirror (Fig. 1b) and even if we could, we could not 
reasonably conclude that the resulting cartoon was that of a comely maiden, although our 
own examination of Fig. 1b might suggest this. It is hard to see how the paradigm of edge 
detection and cartoon recognition could work in this case – and it is not an extraordinarily 
 





Fig. 1. (a) Image of Lenna (b) Reflection of Lenna 
difficult image. A more compelling indictment is the sober fact that the scheme has failed to 
solve the problem despite fifty years of earnest endeavour and millions of person-hours. It is 
suggested (for example see Ballard and Brown, 1982 and Da Fontura et al, 2009) that the 
impasse can only be resolved by introducing a visual syntax to guide us in finding edges, 
i.e., we need a human cortex to help. This seems technically difficult. 
Lately some progress has been made using Scale Invariant Feature Transforms (SIFTs). The 
notion is that objects have certain idiosyncrasies which, if they were scaled and rotated, 
would always show up in different images of the same object, if viewed from roughly the 
same perspective. This technique suffers from the intrinsic problem that a polka dot mug is 
not seen as similar to a tartan mug. Nonetheless, the technique has produced some very 
respectable object recognition (Brown and Lowe, 2007) although it cannot be regarded as an 
overarching solution. 
Other techniques are reported in a comprehensive review (Da Fontura Costa and Cesar, 
2009) but we judge that none of them springs forward, fully formed, to solve our problem 
and none is as important in the literature as cartoon creation followed by attempted 
recognition (Drew et al., 2009). 
1.3 How do we go forward? 
Let us accept that edge-followers, despite being a very mature technology, do not work to a 
level which allows robust object recognition. We view level sets as a subset of edge-
followers (Osher and Fedkiw, 2003, and Sethian, 1999). Let us accept also that SIFTs and 
other techniques do not provide an immediate prospect of competent unsupervised AV. 
In this chapter, we offer an avenue that might prove useful. This is the concept of iso-
luminal contours – or isolumes. We have deployed this concept and elaborated it to be a 
method that has had some success in unsupervised object recognition. Despite the modest 
dimensions of our efforts and of our success, we hope that, given some attention from the 
massive intellectual resources of the AV community, this scheme might lead to robust 
unsupervised object recognition.  
1.4 How will we know whether our scheme is satisfactory? Choosing a database 
It is customary to test object recognition methods against image databases such as the 
Caltech-101 database (Amores et al., 2007), the COIL-100 database (Scheneider et al., 2005), 
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Fig. 1. (a) Image of Lenna (b) Reflection of Lenna 
difficult image. A more compelling indictment is the sober fact that the scheme has failed to 
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Caltech-101 database (Amores et al., 2007), the COIL-100 database (Scheneider et al., 2005), 
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the MIT-CSAIL database (Gao et al., 2007), the ETH-80 dataset (Dhua and Cutzu, 2006), the 
MPEG7 database (Belongie et al., 2002) and the Corel stock photography collection (Lew et 
al., 2006). This has the merit that, aside from the progenitors, the authors are viewed as 
comparing against a fixed standard. But our requirement is not merely the 'solution' of the 
object recognition problem but actually to deploy a technology for the use of an artificial 
intelligence. What, then, is an appropriate photographic database? Clearly it is the 
succession of images captured by the cameras as the robot goes about its daily round. Since 
this is not yet available, we have created a database (which is accessible at the URL in the 
appendix). This database differs from others in that it caters for our specific requirements; 
namely that we have specific and exact images which are our gold images. We seek to judge 
whether they are present or not in the other database images. This is rather different from 
most databases which might have, for instance, a succession of cars, all slightly different. 
Our database contained two gold exemplars and 100 brass images. The gold exemplars are 
shown in Fig. 2. Some of the 100 brass images contain gold images, some occluded, some 




Fig. 2. Two gold images used for testing; (a) a mug and (b) a measuring tape. 
A selection from the brass image database is shown in Fig. 3. 
2. Isolumes 
Imagine that a monochrome image were placed flat on the desk (Fig. 4a). Imagine that the 
grey level at each i-, j-position in the image were plotted as a height above the table (Fig. 4b). 
This means that we can view the image as a topography. We can then connect points of 
equal grey level to form contours as land surveyors do with points of equal altitude. We call 
these contours ‘isolumes’. An isolume is outlined in yellow in Fig. 4a and its corresponding 
representation in Fig. 4b.  
2.1 Representation of objects 
When we take an electronic snapshot of an object, we will see it from one definite viewpoint. 
But an object looks different from different perspectives, as it is rotated. To handle this, we 
propose recording each object as twenty views, each along the axis of a regular icosahedron 
(a regular polyhedron with 20 identical equilateral triangular faces). Thus each object is 
represented in our database by twenty 'gold' views. Such views will be 41.6 degrees apart 
and it is assumed that an object can be recognised provided that it is not rotated by more  
 









Fig. 3. (a) to (f) Six examples of images in the brass dataset 
than 21 degrees away from its archival image. (We confirm this fact experimentally in due 
course.) With how many objects might we have to contend in our database? Educated 
people recognise of the order of 45,000 words (Bryson, 1990). By conducting an assay of the 
Oxford Dictionary, we find that about a third of these are nouns, so let us say there are 
15,000 objects in our ken. An objection arises in that 'car' encompasses many models, with 
new ones added every year. In order to deal with this, we will need to invoke the concept of 
universals – which has plagued philosophers from Plato onwards. We will set this aside for 
the moment and consider that our library contains only specific objects and each object is 
recorded as twenty views. Thus 'Ford Focus 2009' and 'Ford Focus 2010' are, for the present, 
two distinct objects. We will return to the problem of universals later. 
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Fig. 4. (a) A single isolume shown in yellow and (b) its height representation 
2.2 Extraction of Isolumes from an image 
In principle we can extract an isolume for every grey level in the image. In practice, it is 
wiser to establish the range of grey levels present in the image and then acquire isolumes at 
some grey level increment (not necessarily constant) so that we obtain a lesser set of 
isolumes to represent the image. Depending on the image, we find it convenient to use 
perhaps forty grey levels and we will get something like five or ten isolumes for each of 
these. We find, experimentally that these numbers yield a good description of the image. It 
turns out that we have the further requirement that we have to extract the isolumes to sub-
pixel accuracy; an accuracy of 0.1 pixels is barely good enough. Before analysing the image, 
we introduced some Gaussian blurring so that the very sharp cliffs of the topography are 
given a gentler slope. Consequently, the isolumes are spaced out a little and present as a 
broader line. Fig. 5 shows a complex image and the isolumes of the image in blue. 
Intuitively it seems that they capture the sense of the image very adequately.  
Where many of them coincide, they present as a solid line on the image and we would 
consider such a line to be an 'edge' in the traditional sense of image analysis. In fact, we 
could select only those multiply coincident contours and consider them as edges. 
Our isolume extraction process can be viewed by examining the C# code which can be 
downloaded from the URL in the appendix. Undoubtedly, those who follow will do it faster 
and better but this code is adequate for our immediate needs. Fig. 6 shows the process 
which has the following steps: 
1. Create arrays for RoseI(24) and RoseJ(24). These arrays specify a set of vectors such that 
(RoseI(0),RoseJ(0)) points along the positive I axis, with length 4, i.e. RoseI(0) = 4, RoseJ(0) 
= 0. For the index equal to 6, the vector points along positive J. This device permits a step 
to be taken from a current point in any of 24 directions by setting the index. 
2. Specify grey level. 
3. Create a Boolean Incidence Array of the same dimensions as the image. Call it 
StartPoints(). Step through the image at intervals of 5 pixels in I and J. Set the element to 
be true if the image grey level is close enough to the specified grey level. 





Fig. 5. (a) Image (b) Isolumes of the image 
4. Create a second such integer array to store the index value of a point on an isolume, 
IsolumeIndex. Call the array IsolumePoints(). 
5. Top of Loop 
6. Search through the Incidence Array until a True element is found. Set this element False 
and start tracing the isolume at this set of coordinates. 
7. Search in a circle around this point using the vector (RoseI(k), RoseJ(k)) for k = 0 to 23, 
to find that pixel which is closest to the specified grey level. In general there will be two 
such points. Choose between these points such that, as the isolume progresses from the 
initial point to the second point, bright is on the right. This rubric simplifies the isolume 
structure. 
8. Interpolate between neighbours to this pixel to provide values of the isolume 
coordinates to sub-pixel accuracy (better than 0.1 pixel). 
9. Use of the RoseI/RoseJ stratagem provides points on the isolume at intervals of about 
four pixels. Interpolate linearly to provide another point in the middle. Record each 
point as IsolumeX(IsolumeIndex) and IsolumeY(IsolumeIndex). 
10. Set these two elements to the appropriate value of the IsolumeIndex in the 
IsolumePoints() array. Later, this will allow a very rapid search for the case where the 
isolume crosses itself. 
11. Check that the isolume is not circling around and crossing itself. This can be done by 
scanning a 6x6 block of entries in the IsolumePoints() array, centred on the new point 
and demanding that any value found not be more than four points different from the 
IsolumeIndex, i.e. ignore the neck of the snake but be alert for its body. 
12. If the current point is approaching a point which has already been seen on the snake or 
else is stepping out of the picture, then go to the start point and complete the isolume in 
the other direction. 
13. Go to the top of the loop (step 5). 
2.3 Manipulation of raw Isolumes 
Once we have the isolumes, we elect to plot them (Fig. 7) as local curvature versus distance 
along the isolume and call this plot the fingerprint of the isolume. As we will see later, we fit 
a local circle to the isolume and use the reciprocal of its radius as the curvature. Consider 
Fig. 7 where the isolume defining the outer edge of a mug is plotted with these coordinates. 
Such a plot provides three distinct features; there are lobes, which present as bumps (and 
are marked with asterisks on the fingerprint), lines which present as portions of zero 
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curvature (marked with lines on the fingerprint) and arcs, which have constant, non-zero 
curvature (and are marked with an arc on the fingerprint). Observe that the area under a 
lobe represents the amount of rotation of the isolume and is scale and rotation invariant. 
Also note that the order of the features as they appear on the plot is independent of scale 
and rotation, although it might be reversed. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Isolume Extraction Algorithm 
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But, before we can get to the elegant representation of the fingerprint (Fig. 7c), we have to 
manipulate the data quite carefully. A plot using the raw data is shown in Fig. 7b. If the data 
is simply averaged with five-point Gaussian smoothing, information is lost as everything is 
smoothed. We found that what was required was a filter that had a varying frequency 
response, depending on the signal. After considerable experimentation, we introduced two 
innovations. Firstly, in order to get the local curvature of the line, C, defined by: 
 C = dψ/ds (1) 
 
 




Fig. 7. (b) Unsmoothed fingerprint of the isolume in (a) 
Key:  Lobe    Line  Arc  
 
 
Fig. 7. (c) Dynamically smoothed fingerprint 
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where ψ is the angle of the local tangent to the curve and s is a measure of distance along 
the curve, we recognise that curvature is defined as the reciprocal of the radius of curvature. 
This naturally implies that it is the reciprocal of the radius of an arc which locally 
approximates the curve. It is then a very rapid calculation to fit a circle to three points on the 
data, spanning the central point at which the curvature is sought. 
The second innovation was to vary the symmetrical distance between the central point and 
the two on either side from which the circle was computed. This distance has to be short 
where the isolume is turning rapidly such as the portion where it turns the corner at the top 
left hand corner of the mug in Fig. 7a, i.e. it is necessary to fit a small circle to capture the 
sharp rotation. However, as the isolume goes up the vertical side of the mug, it needs to be 
very large otherwise any imperfection in the isolume (arising from noise) gives rise to 
spurious values for the curvature. In this section of the fingerprint, it is clear that there 
should be no deviation from the straight line, i.e. we want a very large radius. We therefore 
wrote a routine to specify this distance between the centre point and the two outliers on the 
circle. We fitted a best-fit line to seven consecutive points, centred on the point in question. 
We then moved away from the central point and found empirically the distance, Span, for 
which the best fit line diverged from the isolume by an amount equal to (Span/10 + 0.5) 
pixels. It must be recognised that the coordinates defining each point of the isolume are 
precise to a fraction of a pixel but, as small differences are sought to determine curvature, 
this leads to large errors. Fitting a circle over appropriate distances ameliorates the 
difficulty. However, it should be recognised that the fingerprint Fig. 7c is not a perfectly 
accurate representation of the curvature at each point; it has lost something in the 
smoothing. But, since it is consistent and its distortion is not excessive, it is still useable.  
Once curvature of all points on the isolume has been determined, the data are all 
manipulated to give a set of points at one-pixel intervals with curvature, position 
coordinates and a precise distance from the beginning of the isolume associated with each 
point. 
2.4 Extraction of features 
The three types of features (lobes, lines and arcs) in the isolume fingerprint have certain 
characteristics. The extraction of each feature and a description of the characteristics are 
discussed below. 
2.4.1 Extraction of lobes 
The extraction of lobes follows the flowchart shown in Fig. 8. The smoothed fingerprint of 
the isolume is scanned to find groups of points with large curvature, C, and the local 
maximum curvature, Cmax, representing the apex of the lobe. The area, A, under the lobe 
corresponds to the angle through which the isolume contour has turned as it passes along 
the lobe. Referring to the isolume around the outside of the mug in Fig. 7a, the first lobe 
corresponds to the turn of the contour at the top left edge through 90 degrees (1.57 radians) 
and this is the area under the first lobe in Fig. 7c. The second and third lobes would have 
similar areas, although the third lobe would be negative (an anticlockwise rotation through 
90 degrees). 
In addition to the area, we have defined, for lobes, two further characteristics, namely 
skewness (S) and kurtosis (K). Skewness is a dimensionless measure of the symmetry of the 
lobe about its centre and quantifies the extent to which the lobe is skewed to the right or left. 




Fig. 8. Flowchart showing extraction of lobes and determination of lobe characteristics 
It is defined as:  
 S = (CG – M)/L (2) 
Where CG  is the centre of gravity of the lobe (in pixels), M is the mean of the greatest and 
least pixel values of the lobe, and L is the length of the lobe in pixels. For a symmetric lobe, 
CG = M, so its skewness value is zero. 
 Kurtosis measures the extent to which the lobe is sharply peaked or flattened. 
Let the lobe have curvature, Ci at the ith pixel and let Cmax be the maximum curvature of the 
lobe. Then the normalized curvature at the ith point, ci is:  
 ci = Ci/Cmax (3) 
The lobe starts at istart and ends at iend. Compute distance, W, such that W is the smaller of 
CG-istart and iend–CG. W is then the maximum interval of i, symmetrical about CG, which is 
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contained within the pixel values of the lobe. Set n = 2W+1. Then compute a dimensionless 
second moment of area, M1, about the centroid, summed over all i from CG-W to CG+W as:  
 M1 = {Σci(CG - i)2}/n2 (4) 
Let cave be the average of ci for the interval and compute M2 over the same interval as M1, 
where:  
 M2 = {Σcave(CG - i)2}/n2 (5) 
Kurtosis, K, is defined as:  
 K= M1/M2 (6) 
Note that kurtosis is non-dimensional and that if ci were constant over the interval (i.e. the 
fingerprint were linear as it followed a uniformly circular arc), then ci = cave and M1 = M2 
and the lobe would have K = 1. 
Fig. 9 shows two examples of lobes and their area, skewness and kurtosis values. 
 
  
Fig. 9. Two lobes: Left lobe A = 0.82 radians, S = 0.05, K = 0.53 
Right lobe A = 0.82 radians, S = -0.70, K = 0.32 
2.4.2 Extraction of lines 
Lines are represented in the fingerprint by portions of the fingerprint where divergences of 
curvature from zero are small. In real fingerprints, there will generally be some divergence 
and we need to decide what can be tolerated. Our strategy is to walk along the fingerprint 
until a suitable number of points is encountered that have very small curvatures, indicating 
that we are now on a line.  Then we walk along the line and record a bad vote for every 
point whose absolute curvature is larger than some threshold. The votes would be 
incremented as bad points as they are sequentially encountered. However, as soon as an 
acceptable point (with curvature less than the threshold) is encountered, this sum of bad 
points is set to zero. When the bad point vote exceeds some threshold, the line is declared to 
be terminated and, provided that there are enough ‘good’ points (i.e. the line is an 
acceptable length), its centre point is recorded, its length is recorded and its orientation 
relative to the i-axis, in radians, is recorded. 
2.4.3 Extraction of arcs 
This is similar to the extraction of lines except that there are provisions ensuring that the 
values within the arc do not differ from each other by more than some normalised 
threshold. 
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2.4.4 Data management 
Shrink-wrapped code was developed to examine an image, extract its data and to represent 
it as indexed isolumes containing sequentially indexed features, be they lobes, lines or arcs. 
(This code is accessible from the URL given in the appendix). By this artifice, the data of an 
image is compressed down to something of the order of 20 Kbytes. An alternative approach 
is to work solely from the features. Generally a particular feature is represented in several 
isolumes and it is of value to obtain a smaller list of super-features, each such super-feature 
being the average of its contributors – from several different isolumes. Each super-feature 
has data covering its exact position on the image and its properties, which would include its 
type (whether lobe, line or arc) and further appropriate specifications. A brass image (refer 
to section 1.4) might have 60 super-features, a gold image perhaps 45. The attributes derived 
for each feature are listed in Table 1. 
 
Feature Properties 
Lobe Area,  Skewness , Kurtosis, Orientation, Xcentre, Ycentre 
Line Orientation, Xcentre, Ycentre 
Arc Radius, Xcentre, Ycentre, Xarc centre, Yarc centre 
Table 1. Feature Properties  
3. Object Recognition: the problem defined 
The object recognition problem is now patent. We 'know' up to 15,000 objects. For each 
object, we have 20 views, each seen from one of the axes of an icosahedron. This gives up to 
300,000 views (or gold images) as our knowledge base. As we take an arbitrary view (a brass 
image) of any particular object, we can at most be twenty one degrees away from one of our 
cardinal views and we expect to be able still to recognise any object, even with some small 
difference in orientation. 
Our intent is to deploy AV to run, unsupervised in an autonomous robot. The robot will 
acquire information during the looking process that will isolate objects one from another 
and from the background. It will look at some portion of its world and perform stereopsis in 
order to get a measure of distance to points in its view. It assumes that objects are sui 
generic in distance. This is to say that the dimensions of the object are small compared with 
the distance to the object from the eye. This is generally so, with exceptions such as when 
objects are brought very close to the camera. The robot’s artificial intelligence (AI) 
categorises areas in its view as to distance and when it finds that a set of points is of similar 
distance, distinct from the background, it assumes that they represent an object. It might 
also be guided by coherent movement of the points against the background as a result of the 
camera moving or the object moving. With this information, it isolates some portion of its 
field of view. This is now termed the 'brass' view, possibly containing an object. It then 
enquires whether any one of the 300,000 object views is present. These 300,000 views contain 
of the order of 100 isolumes each. If we condense multiply represented features down, we 
will have something like 100 super-features per view, i.e., 30,000,000 super-features. This is 
not intractably large but neither is it a simple problem because we do not have an ordering 
principle. Further, much of the data is non-digital in the sense that the area of a lobe is an 
imprecise number which may be slightly different every time we measure it in a different 
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field of view. This is now termed the 'brass' view, possibly containing an object. It then 
enquires whether any one of the 300,000 object views is present. These 300,000 views contain 
of the order of 100 isolumes each. If we condense multiply represented features down, we 
will have something like 100 super-features per view, i.e., 30,000,000 super-features. This is 
not intractably large but neither is it a simple problem because we do not have an ordering 
principle. Further, much of the data is non-digital in the sense that the area of a lobe is an 
imprecise number which may be slightly different every time we measure it in a different 
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image. Therefore the technique of hashing which is of such power in many database 
searches is not readily available to us. 
We have tried three approaches to the problem. 
4. First approach – Matching of features 
Note that we are here working exclusively with super-features - those features which are 
multiply represented in different isolumes at a point. This approach requires an initial 
search through the 300,000 views of the gold image database to produce a list of views 
which have features in common with the brass view. The resultant list will be ordered in 
terms of feature commonality. It is hoped to reduce the candidates by a factor of 10,000 in a 
coarse separation. With this reduced list, we can then enquire sequentially, as to the 
probability that each view on the list is actually a match with the brass image. 
4.1 Coarse search 
Mining of data from the database relies upon choosing a suitable key or index that can be 
used to extract useful candidate records very quickly from tens of millions. Speed of 
retrieving records is as important as the requirement that not too many possible matches be 
missed. We search only for matches of lobes on the basis of Area, Skewness and Kurtosis 
(ASK). Lines and arcs are not considered in the first instance because they are not as well 
defined as lobes. 
Searching a database for records that contain the correct values of these discriminators to 
within a suitable interval is inefficient because hashing and binary searches are not possible. 
A better approach would be to sort them into bins and search for a coding representing 
membership of a particular bin. A search through the database for candidate features now 
amounts to looking up an index for matching bin numbers. This can reduce the search time 
by orders of magnitude. 
The choice of the width of the bins is important since bins that are too narrow will result in 
measurement errors placing discriminators in the wrong bin. Conversely, bins that are too 
wide will decrease discrimination. The optimum size appears to be the same as the expected 
maximum measurement error. Where the measurement error is a percentage of the 
measurement rather than a fixed number this will naturally lead to the bin sizes increasing 
with the size of the discriminator; the log of the bin width will be a constant. We refer to 
these as log bins. 
With log bins there is an infinite number of bins between any given value and zero. One 
‘catch-all’ bin can be included to span the range 0 to the smallest log bin with the rest of the 
bins spanning the range to the largest bin. 
There is a further concern however. Regardless of the size of the bin, it is possible for the 
discriminator to be placed in the wrong bin because it is too near the bin’s edge and there is 
variation in the measurement from one image to the next. This can be overcome by 
considering membership to include not only the given bin but also the measurement’s 
nearest neighbour bin. This will suggest that, with the bin no narrower than the 
measurement error, a search of the database will turn up most relevant candidates. 
Database search engines are capable of concatenating search indices, so that all three 
discriminators can be searched simultaneously. Unfortunately, including the nearest-
neighbour bin requires eight separate searches be undertaken, one for each of the eight 
possible combinations of two possible values (one bin and its nearest neighbour) of the three 
discriminators. Because the search is definite, it is fast, notwithstanding the extra bins.  
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Generally an object seen in a brass image will be rotated, in the plane of the image, relative 
to the gold image. Therefore two other relationships can be used. These involve the 
individual angles and distances between features in a group. (Recall that each lobe has an 
orientation angle relative to the image.) 
If we plot all the lobes of our database in ASK space, we might expect them to cluster, with 
the population density declining with distance from the centroid of the cluster. We can 
determine the variance of this distance over a large population and by using a cutoff, in our 
initial search, we concentrate on lobes which are far from the centroid, i.e. abnormal; they 
will offer greater discrimination. 
With these ideas in mind, we applied the following process: 
• Find candidate views 
• Discriminate geometrically 
• Perform a more careful discrimination on the small number of remaining candidate 
views by: 
• clustering 
• iterative correspondence 
4.2 Find candidate views 
We find a list of candidate gold views by searching for the features of the brass image in the 
gold image library. We use only lobes and choose only those brass lobes which are abnormal 
(as defined above). This involves searching a database of up to thirty million gold features 
for matches to 25-75 brass lobes. We use only lobes because they have more discriminators 
than lines or arcs. 
The resulting list of candidate views is ranked according to the number of lobes which 
match between gold and brass. The gold view which has the greatest number of matching 
brass lobes is at the top. Now we have to ask whether this best view actually matches the 
brass view. If not, we will consider the second best gold view and so on. 
The first step is to produce a matched list of gold and brass lobes. Conceive of a list of gold 
lobes on the left, matched with brass lobes on the right. This is made up by taking the first 
gold lobe and then scanning the brass lobes to find the best match. A best brass match will 
have discriminators that best match the gold lobe. If they don’t match well enough, then we 
will discard this gold lobe. Once we have the pared down list, we need to find out how 
many of these matches are in fact 'true.' Does the gold lobe really correspond to the brass 
lobe as we look at the images? Of course the comparison algorithms can’t 'look' at the 
picture to see matches but at the end of the procedure, we can determine how well it 
functions by examining the images ourselves. 
4.3 Geometric discrimination 
The objects in the two images will generally be rotated with respect to each other by an 
angle, θ, and have a dilation factor, δ, i.e. the gold object will be bigger or smaller than the 
brass object. For those gold features which are in the brass view, they should all be on the 
same object and therefore they should all be turned through θ. In fact, the difference in 
orientation between the brass and gold feature should be equal to the rotation angle, within 
our measurement uncertainty limits. This can be seen in Fig. 10 where θ is the difference 
between the orientation of feature, f1, in the gold image and f1' in the brass image and also 
between f2 and f2'. The orientation of the features is shown by the arrows. 
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The angle between features can then be tested, i.e. the angle of the line joining a given pair 




Fig. 10. Relationship between features in gold and brass images. 
In a similar fashion we can calculate the ratio of distances between any given two features in 
the brass image and the distance between corresponding features in the gold image. The 
ratio should be the dilation factor. 
Lobes have an orientation and a position in the image. Lines and arcs, even though not as well 
defined, can still be used because we can get the shortest distance between a line and a lobe or 
arc and we can use the line orientation. Arcs do not have an orientation but the radius can be 
used as an initial filter and the angle and distance to other features can be used. 
Having calculated our measure of geometrical similarity for a given gold/brass pair of 
features, the task is now to eliminate the mismatched feature pairs. Recall our two lists. On 
the left is a list of gold features; on the right a list of brass features. We assume that the first 
gold feature corresponds to the first brass feature etc. This is on the basis of discriminator 
matching. But some of them will not correspond; the feature referred to in the left list will 
not be the same part of the object as that in the right list. We have considered two different 
methods to deal with this; clustering and iterative correspondence. 
4.3.1 Clustering 
Clustering accepts all the table pairings and then discards those pairs which do not 
correspond. Consider the rotation angle, θ, as the difference in orientations of brass and gold 
feature of each pair. If the gold view matches the brass view, and the pairs we have chosen 
are mostly correct, we should find that many of them have a constant difference in 
orientation equal to θ. We can find this angle and eliminate bad pairing by iteratively 
removing outliers from the cluster. The average of all the differences in orientation is found 
and assumed to be θ. The deviations in differences are taken from this and the feature pair 
with the largest deviation is struck out. The process is then repeated until the largest 
deviation falls within acceptable limits or we run out of feature pairs. 
We can then look at the line features in both views, although lines were not included in our 
matched lists. By their nature, the orientation of lines is far more precise than that of other 
features. All possible line/line matches are examined and those that are sufficiently close to 
θ are used. These are then clustered in the same way to achieve a better estimate of the 
rotation angle, θ. 
Now we can perform the same type of clustering operation on the dilation factor by 
considering the ratio of inter-feature distances between the gold image and the brass image. 
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This method is quick but suffers from the fact that we cannot improve on our initial 
matching of the two lists. We can progressively discard bad matches and we will generally 
fail when we don’t have enough matches left. Alternatively, if the gold and brass views 
agree, we will see it because we end up with a reasonable number of matches. 
4.4 Iterative correspondence 
To overcome the deficit of poor initial matching, we could consider all possible matchings. 
For 75 features in each image (i.e. the brass image and the gold image) there are of the order 
of 7575 possible combinations, a number not to be seriously considered. (Note that 7575 = 
10140.  This is huge compared with the 1079 electrons in the universe.) 
There is a more efficient process. Choose the first gold feature as the pole feature and then 
sequentially attempt to match each brass feature with it. If the discriminators match to 
acceptable accuracy, consider the next available gold feature as the second feature. Run 
through the remaining brass features until a match is found in terms of discriminators. Now 
test geometrically to see whether the rotation of the second pair matches the rotation of the 
first pair. If it does, seek a third pair and apply tests for rotation plus dilation. Proceed in 
this way until a match cannot be found for some nth feature of the gold list. In that case, 
revise the (n-1)th feature and proceed. In principle, this would entail the same number of 
possible combinations but in practice, when a certain initial match is discarded, this discards 
all the possible consequences and the method becomes quite quick. 
Furthermore, since the geometry tests are all symmetric we need only test half of these 
possibilities. And, finally, the order in which the pairs are tested is not important. If a set of 
feature pairs, abc, is a successful combination, then so will acb or cba. This reduces 
enormously the potential combinations to be searched. 
There is one exception to this, which is the choice of the first pair-pair combination. This is 
used to determine the initial estimates of rotation angle and the scale factor. Since the 
geometry tests are passed or failed on a tolerance figure, we choose to assume (with some 
claim to validity) that any truly matching features will adequately represent scale and rotation. 
As the number of successfully-tested feature pairs increases, so do the number of 
combinations to be tested at each next step but, beyond a certain level, the possibility of the 
brass and gold images not matching becomes insignificant. Early testing has suggested that 
limiting the number of tests to 3 times the number of feature pairs squared is quite sufficient 
(3 x 752 = 16,875). 
All the feature pairs that remain have passed scrutiny. Their number will be the most robust 
indicator of whether the objects in the two images are the same. 
4.5 Implementation 
The coarse search of section 4.2 was implemented in MySQL, interrogated from C#. 
A speed test was conducted by filling the gold database with three million features and 
performing searches. The characteristics of the features were randomly assigned. A brass 
image with 81 features was used. These 81 features were then searched for in the RAM-
resident gold database of three million features. The ASK search key was employed, using 
eight searches to handle the binning problem of ASK. In a mid-line 2007 desktop computer 
the search took about 100ms. This implies something like one second to search the known 
universe of thirty million features, which is quite satisfactory because this time will halve 
every two years as computers improve. 
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Now we can perform the same type of clustering operation on the dilation factor by 
considering the ratio of inter-feature distances between the gold image and the brass image. 
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This method is quick but suffers from the fact that we cannot improve on our initial 
matching of the two lists. We can progressively discard bad matches and we will generally 
fail when we don’t have enough matches left. Alternatively, if the gold and brass views 
agree, we will see it because we end up with a reasonable number of matches. 
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For 75 features in each image (i.e. the brass image and the gold image) there are of the order 
of 7575 possible combinations, a number not to be seriously considered. (Note that 7575 = 
10140.  This is huge compared with the 1079 electrons in the universe.) 
There is a more efficient process. Choose the first gold feature as the pole feature and then 
sequentially attempt to match each brass feature with it. If the discriminators match to 
acceptable accuracy, consider the next available gold feature as the second feature. Run 
through the remaining brass features until a match is found in terms of discriminators. Now 
test geometrically to see whether the rotation of the second pair matches the rotation of the 
first pair. If it does, seek a third pair and apply tests for rotation plus dilation. Proceed in 
this way until a match cannot be found for some nth feature of the gold list. In that case, 
revise the (n-1)th feature and proceed. In principle, this would entail the same number of 
possible combinations but in practice, when a certain initial match is discarded, this discards 
all the possible consequences and the method becomes quite quick. 
Furthermore, since the geometry tests are all symmetric we need only test half of these 
possibilities. And, finally, the order in which the pairs are tested is not important. If a set of 
feature pairs, abc, is a successful combination, then so will acb or cba. This reduces 
enormously the potential combinations to be searched. 
There is one exception to this, which is the choice of the first pair-pair combination. This is 
used to determine the initial estimates of rotation angle and the scale factor. Since the 
geometry tests are passed or failed on a tolerance figure, we choose to assume (with some 
claim to validity) that any truly matching features will adequately represent scale and rotation. 
As the number of successfully-tested feature pairs increases, so do the number of 
combinations to be tested at each next step but, beyond a certain level, the possibility of the 
brass and gold images not matching becomes insignificant. Early testing has suggested that 
limiting the number of tests to 3 times the number of feature pairs squared is quite sufficient 
(3 x 752 = 16,875). 
All the feature pairs that remain have passed scrutiny. Their number will be the most robust 
indicator of whether the objects in the two images are the same. 
4.5 Implementation 
The coarse search of section 4.2 was implemented in MySQL, interrogated from C#. 
A speed test was conducted by filling the gold database with three million features and 
performing searches. The characteristics of the features were randomly assigned. A brass 
image with 81 features was used. These 81 features were then searched for in the RAM-
resident gold database of three million features. The ASK search key was employed, using 
eight searches to handle the binning problem of ASK. In a mid-line 2007 desktop computer 
the search took about 100ms. This implies something like one second to search the known 
universe of thirty million features, which is quite satisfactory because this time will halve 
every two years as computers improve. 
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4.6 Results: Object recognition based on matching of features 
It was found that iterative correspondence was better than clustering. The results for object 
recognition based on matching of features with Iterative Correspondence are shown in 
Table 2a for the mug and Table 2b for the measuring tape.  
Table 2a shows that the mug was recognized in all 14 of the brass images where it was 
unoccluded but that recognition success dropped rapidly the more the mug was occluded 
by other objects. ‘False negatives’ are the number of brass images which contained the mug 
but which the technique failed to recognize as the mug. ‘False positives’ refer to those brass 
images which did not contain the mug although the technique erroneously found a mug. In 
fact, there were no false positives. 100% occlusion means that the object is not present in the 
brass image. 
Table 2b shows the results for the measuring tape. 
 
Occlusion 
(%) 0 <25 <50 >50 100 Total 
Images 14 13 5 2 66 100 
Successful 14 8 1 1 66 90 
False 
negative 0 5 4 1 0 10 
False positive 0  




(%) 0 <25 <50 >50 100 Total 
Images 28 4 7 0 61 100 
Successful 21 3 2 0 61 87 
False 
negative 7 1 5 0 0 13 
False 
positive 0  
Table 2b. Results – object recognition based on matching of features for the measuring tape 
by Iterative Correspondence 
5. Second approach – Triples 
5.1 Introduction 
As one searches the database for features only, much of the geometric information inherent 
in an image is not considered since the features do not contain any information about their 
relationship to other features. This is considered to be a flaw in the previous approach 
where the geometric information has to be considered afterward. To rectify this, the concept 
of triples is introduced. As suggested by the name, these are triplets of features. The triples 
are created as every possible combination of three features. 
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The total number of triples created with n features is given by n(n-1)(n-2) /6. If n is 20 this 
results in 1,140 triples but, since this increases with order 3 as n increases, a practical limit is 
reached fairly quickly. At 40 features we have 9,880 triples, which is approaching the 
reasonable limit for an image. While this is a large number it should be remembered that 
gold images do not need to have as many features/triples—since the object will be in 
relative isolation—and will, therefore, pose a smaller burden on the database. 
Each triple can now be considered as a triangle on the image with a feature at each vertex. 
This leads to a number of intrinsic geometric properties that are scale and orientation 
independent. This is delightful since it allows us to analyse any image for similar  
triples without regard to the size or orientation. We can extract several measures from each 
feature. 
5.2 Triple orientation 
The orientation of a triple can be uniquely defined in many ways. We choose to define the 
axis of the triple as that directed line that bisects the shortest side of the triangle formed 
from the three features and passes through the opposite vertex (Fig. 11). 
This provides the most accurate measure of orientation. The vertex thus bisected is called 
the top of the triangle and is considered to be the 1st feature in the triple. The 2nd and 3rd 
features have the median and largest sides opposite them respectively (Fig. 11). 
While the triple orientation is not a rotation-independent parameter it is very useful to us in 
deriving the following parameters that are rotation-independent, as well as providing a 
useful parameter to use later in discovering the rotation angle between the images. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Triangle formed from three features in an image. The triple orientation is given by 
the line bisecting the shortest side and passing through the opposite vertex. Feature 
orientations are given relative to this line. 
5.3 Maximum and minimum distances 
If one takes the longest and shortest sides of the triangle and divides them by the average 
length of the three sides one will have two numbers that are scale independent and which 
code for the shape of the triangle.  
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5.3 Maximum and minimum distances 
If one takes the longest and shortest sides of the triangle and divides them by the average 
length of the three sides one will have two numbers that are scale independent and which 
code for the shape of the triangle.  




Fig. 12. Triple showing the definition of the top vertex and handedness. 
5.4 Maximum and minimum angles 
Since the internal angles of a triangle will sum to 180° we can describe the shape of the 
triangle with only two angles. These are chosen as the largest and smallest angles. They 
have the important property that, like the shape of the triangle, they are scale- and rotation-
independent. 
These two angles have an advantage over using the distances in that, for a flat triangle, the 
shape is highly sensitive to the distances but not to the angles. 
5.5 Triple handedness 
The parameters of the triple already mentioned will constrain it completely, apart from its 
chirality; it will appear identical to its mirror image. To break this symmetry we can define a 
handedness for the triple as the side of the orientation vector on which the longest side lies 
when the orientation vector points directly upwards. If the longest side is then on the right, 
it is a right-handed triple (see Fig. 12). 
5.6 Maximum and minimum relative orientations 
The relative orientations of the three features at the vertices of the triangle provide 
orientation- and scale-independent parameters. In this work the relative orientations are 
defined with respect to the orientation of the triple, i.e. the relative orientations are the 
clockwise angle between the triple's orientation and the feature’s orientation.  
Note that all three are independent of the shape of the triple's triangle. 
5.7 Disambiguation 
Since triples are to be matched with regard to their shape, it is important that there should 
be no possibility of ambiguity. For instance, were two lengths of a triple similar to each 
other, it is possible that in some images, one would be measured as the longer and in other 
images the reverse might occur. Accordingly, only those triples are accepted for comparison 
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where there is a difference of at least 10% in the three lengths. Although this discards some 
triples, those remaining are always unambiguous. 
5.8 Comparison strategies 
We assume that we have done a coarse match, as described in section 4.2 and have 
winnowed our 300,000 views down to a small number, ordered in terms of probability. Our 
task is once again to hold up a gold view against a brass view and to determine whether 
they are the same. There may be about 10,000 triples in the gold view and perhaps 20,000 in 
the brass view. Depending on the makeup of the triple, i.e. lobe-lobe-lobe or lobe-line-arc 
etc., the triple will have up to 16 discriminators associated with it. To compare them 
sequentially and for each discriminator implies up to 3,200,000,000 tests. Many of these are 
comparisons for matching within a threshold rather than simple checks for equality. 
Consequently, on the face of it, this method will be computationally very intense. 
On further consideration, we see that, if we order the tests in order of discrimination, we will 
quickly cut down possibilities. Experimentally we found that, if the test for equality of largest 
angle between triples was run first, this cut out 19 out of 20 contenders and as we followed this 
by other stern discriminators, the total fell very rapidly. Secondly we note that such an overall 
comparison can readily be done with parallel processing. Since this technology is being 
progressively deployed, the problem will become steadily more tractable. Currently, it is 
completely feasible to deploy the problem on an NVIDIA processor with 256 parallel cores and 
it is unlikely that this will be the high water mark for hardware. Thirdly, it is possible to sort 
the triples on the basis of a discriminator and to perform a binary search to the upper and 
lower limits of acceptance of this discriminator and then do a detailed comparison for those 
triples within these limits. In this way, 20,000 tests can be reduced to about 100. So, although 
this method is computationally intensive, this need not be its death knell. 
As a first step, we can produce a list of triples which satisfy the sixteen discriminators for 
lobe–lobe–lobe triples (and the somewhat smaller number for other triples). But these 
matches are not necessarily true so we need to introduce further geometrical information to 
eliminate bad matches. For this the angle of rotation between the images and the dilation are 
needed. We used the method of clustering described above in 4.3.1. At the end of this 
procedure we are left with only those triples that have been matched with regard to all the 
discriminators and have the same orientation and size relative to the gold image. 
5.9 Global application 
We applied this technique to all the triples in the gold image and ran them against all the 
triples in the brass image, without regard to the time taken for the comparison. Our results 
seemed to indicate that performance was dominated by threshold settings in the comparison 
of discriminators; there were just too many possible solutions and inevitably each gold triple 
would match too many spurious brass triples. Avenues for advance were still open in that 
tests for orientation and dilation could narrow down the huge list of possible matches. But 
we elected to abandon this approach in favour of a more selective criterion. 
5.10 Matching of isolumes using triples 
By the nature of the process by which they are generated, isolumes provide strong 
organisation of all the features in the image; those features which appear on an isolume have 
an enduring relationship with each other. If, therefore we only compare all the triples on a 
gold isolume against all the triples on each successive brass isolume, we can expect to reduce 
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the number of possible combinations. We would expect the ratio of matches for matching 
isolumes to be very much larger than for unmatching isolumes. In this enterprise, we are not 
using aggregated super-isolumes but merely individual isolumes. 
First, we perform the coarse search of 4.2. This results in a short list of gold views which 
might match our brass view. We then hold up each gold view against the brass view to see if 
it matches. In this process, we run the triples of the first isolume against the triples of each 
brass isolume and so on through the list of brass isolumes. Then we do this for the second 
gold isolume etc. 
5.11 Results 
The results for object recognition based on feature triples (discussed in section 5.10.) are 
shown in Table 3(a) for the mug and Table 3(b) for the measuring tape. 
 
Occlusion 
(%) 0 <25 <50 >50 100 Total 
Images 14 13 5 2 66 100 
Successful 14 10 2 1 63 90 
False 





Table 3(a). Results for object recognition based on feature triples for the mug. 
 
Occlusion 
(%) 0 <25 <50 >50 100 Total 
Images 28 4 7 0 61 100 
Successful 28 2 7 0 60 97 
False 
negative 0 2 0 0 0 2 
False 
positive 1 1 
Table 3(b). Results for object recognition based on feature triples for the measuring tape. 
5.12 Discussion 
It can be seen from a comparison of the totals in Tables 2 and 3 that the introduction of triples 
has significantly increased the ability of the system to identify the gold objects, at a cost in false 
positives. In particular, the recognition of the unoccluded tape has been raised to 100% 
(compared with 75% for object recognition based on feature matching) as well as raising the 
recognition of the occluded tape from 45% (5 out of 11 images) to 82% (9 out of 11 images). 
On this basis, and remembering that these results are for a fairly small library, this method 
has shown the potential to be used for generalised object recognition. 
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6. Third approach – Isolume matching 
6.1 Introduction 
Analysis of an image produces a number of isolumes and a set of features threaded on the 
isolumes. The first approach, enumeration, viewed the body of data as being the features, 
each with attendant descriptors, but essentially unrelated to each other until a match had 
been suggested. At this point it was feasible to introduce geometrical relationships between 
features in order to confirm the match. The second approach, triples, introduced arbitrary 
matchings of three features and embodied the geometrical relationships between them. This 
approach produced a very large number of triples which had to be compared. The new 
scheme, Isolume Matching, seeks to reduce the scale of the search by using the intrinsic 
ordering of the features by the isolume. Their order on the isolume is fundamental 
information and can be used advantageously.  
With this in mind, we looked at the efficacy of matching contours on the basis of the order 
and properties of the features. It is immediately apparent that the possible scope of this 
work is large because we might aim at producing a robust search that would not stumble if 
a feature were missing either in the gold or the brass isolume. It would also tolerate a 
spurious feature in either isolume. But, at the outset, we consider a simple search that 
demands only that two isolumes be deemed to be matched when the order of the features is 
identical and corresponding properties match to within some threshold. Again, we are 
certain that later workers will massively refine our crude first efforts – provided that we 
show them to have merit. 
We are operating, after the coarse search of section 4.2, on a candidate gold view and the 
question is whether this matches the current brass view. Typically the gold view will have 
up to 100 isolumes, each with ten or twenty features. The brass image will probably have 
slightly more isolumes, say 150. It is necessary to compare each gold isolume with each 
brass isolume – 15,000 comparisons. We do not demand that the isolumes should match 
over their entire lengths. It is probable that a match over quite a small number of features 
will be significant. Each feature must match a number of attributes that will depend on the 
feature. Lobes must match four attributes, including type. 
Given the level of precision of these attributes we estimate that we can distinguish an 
unknown lobe against a known lobe to a discrimination of one part in 480. This opinion 
derives from discrimination to a factor of 3, based on feature type (lobe, line, arc), a 
discrimination of 10 based on area, 4 based on skewness and 4 based on kurtosis. These 
crude factors derive from our perception of the accuracy of the measurements. Lobes 
generally outnumber other features in most images by about 2:1. Lines provide a 
discrimination of one in three – solely on type. Arcs provide the same discrimination. We 
estimate that when we obtain five consecutive matching features, this generally provides a 
possible discrimination of the order of one part in a billion (say, three lobes and two non-
lobes, i.e. 480x480x480x3x3). Of course this takes no account of the distribution of properties 
and, in practice our discrimination will be much less efficacious. But, once we have the 
crude match, it is likely to be true and, it is profitable to go to a more careful match where 
we can look into the geometrical relations between the five features. This latter, time-
intensive comparison will only occur for very well-screened candidates. 
6.2 Structure of the search 
The logical structure of the search is simplified by introducing the concept of a cardinal 
feature. This has a different value for gold and brass. Call them GCardinal and BCardinal. Then 
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discrimination of 10 based on area, 4 based on skewness and 4 based on kurtosis. These 
crude factors derive from our perception of the accuracy of the measurements. Lobes 
generally outnumber other features in most images by about 2:1. Lines provide a 
discrimination of one in three – solely on type. Arcs provide the same discrimination. We 
estimate that when we obtain five consecutive matching features, this generally provides a 
possible discrimination of the order of one part in a billion (say, three lobes and two non-
lobes, i.e. 480x480x480x3x3). Of course this takes no account of the distribution of properties 
and, in practice our discrimination will be much less efficacious. But, once we have the 
crude match, it is likely to be true and, it is profitable to go to a more careful match where 
we can look into the geometrical relations between the five features. This latter, time-
intensive comparison will only occur for very well-screened candidates. 
6.2 Structure of the search 
The logical structure of the search is simplified by introducing the concept of a cardinal 
feature. This has a different value for gold and brass. Call them GCardinal and BCardinal. Then 
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write a function called Compare( , , , ), which compares two features, one gold and one 
brass. The argument list of the function includes the values of the cardinal numbers and also 
includes DGold and DBrass. These latter numbers indicate by how much we want to increment 
the cardinal value. For instance, an argument list of Compare(GCardinal=1,BCardinal=5 ,DGold = 
1,DBrass = -1) would imply that on the isolumes in question, we were comparing feature 
number GCardinal + DGold = 2 on the gold isolume with feature number BCardinal + DBrass = 4 on 
the brass isolume. This shorthand makes it very easy to keep track of five sequential 
comparisons in a nested IF structure. Clearly, as we lay feature number GCardinal opposite 
feature number BCardinal, we can then sequentially compare these and the next four features 
by setting DGold and DBrass from 0 through 4.  Such a nested structure is simple to program. It 
is also relatively easy to check for the case where the order is reversed, in which case the 
values DBrass would have opposite sign. As we become more sophisticated, this structure 
will lend itself to considering occluded and spurious features in either the gold or brass 
isolume. For the moment, we elect to use a five-feature check. The optimal value for this 
number must be determined by experiment in the fullness of time. 
For the search, we set up two loops, running each gold isolume against each brass isolume. 
This is shown in Fig. 13. 
Within each such confrontation between isolumes, we run sequentially through all the 
features of the gold isolume, setting each feature as GCardinal. For each of these features, run 
through all the brass isolume features setting each as BCardinal and then running forward for 
up to five features. The test will almost always fail after one or two features and we can 
increment BCardinal until we reach the end of the isolume. If it fails after one forward test, it 
attempts to match them in reverse order. If we get five matches, we do a ‘Compare-in-
Detail’ test. 
6.3 Compare-in-Detail 
Assume that we have five sequentially matching features. We can then do further tests; 
• Find the distances from the first non-line feature to each following non-line feature. Sum 
them and divide each of the above distances by this sum. The resulting numbers will be 
Scale- and rotation-invariant. Compare them severally with their brass equivalents. Then 
find that non-line feature that is farthest from the first non-line feature determined above. 
From this remote feature, find a set of distances to each non-line feature and normalise 
them using the above sum. Compare the equivalent values for brass and gold. This has 
the effect of taking a cross-bearing and demanding that all non-line features are in the 
same geometrical relationship to each other for gold and brass. 
• For any arcs, normalise the radius with respect to this sum and compare between gold 
and brass. 
• For lines, determine the angle of rotation between successive lines among the line 
features and demand that these angles be the same for gold and brass. This test will 
generally discriminate against mirror images. 
After the initial match of five features and following it by the above protocol, the level of 
specificity is very precise and we can declare that the two portions of isolume do indeed 
match. 
6.4 Evaluation of the method 
We ran gold views of a mug and a tape against the hundred images of our database. For a 
particular gold view matched against a brass view, we ran perhaps 100 gold isolumes against  
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Hits = 0 
For Gtrace = 1 To # gold isolumes 
For gCardinal = 1 To # lobes this isolume 
    For Btrace = 1 To # brass isolumes 
        For bCardinal = 1 To #lobes this isolume 
            If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 0, 0) Then 
                If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 1, 1) Then 
                    If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 2, 2) Then 
                        If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 3, 3) Then 
                            If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 4, 4) Then 
                                If CompareInDetailForward(gCardinal, bCardinal) Then 
                                    Hits = Hits + 1 
                                    Goto BailOut 
                                End If 
                            End If 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                Else 
                    If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 1, -1) Then 
                        If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 2, -2) Then 
                            If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 3, -3) Then 
                                If Compare(gCardinal, bCardinal, 4, -4) Then 
                                    If CompareInDetailBack(gCardinal, bCardinal) Then 
                                        Hits = Hits + 1 
                                        Goto BailOut 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                            End If 
                        End If 
                    End If 
                End If 
            End If 
        Next bCardinal 




Fig. 13. Algorithm for Comparing Isolumes 
perhaps 150 brass isolumes. If we found a match between five sequential features in the two 
isolumes we were comparing, we then did a ‘Compare-in-Detail’ test and perhaps declared 
that the isolumes matched. We then moved on to the next gold isolume. This has the effect 
that, when we recognise an object, the search is quicker than when we do not. At the end of 
the matching process, we are left with a fraction of all the gold isolumes which had 
counterparts in the brass image. Note that we only demand a match over five features and, 
when we have this, we look no further. Even without optimizing the code, the comparison 
of a gold view against a brass view took under a second. It seems that on a 2010 mid-range 
desktop computer, we can compare a gold with a brass image in under 50 milliseconds. 
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Fig. 13. Algorithm for Comparing Isolumes 
perhaps 150 brass isolumes. If we found a match between five sequential features in the two 
isolumes we were comparing, we then did a ‘Compare-in-Detail’ test and perhaps declared 
that the isolumes matched. We then moved on to the next gold isolume. This has the effect 
that, when we recognise an object, the search is quicker than when we do not. At the end of 
the matching process, we are left with a fraction of all the gold isolumes which had 
counterparts in the brass image. Note that we only demand a match over five features and, 
when we have this, we look no further. Even without optimizing the code, the comparison 
of a gold view against a brass view took under a second. It seems that on a 2010 mid-range 
desktop computer, we can compare a gold with a brass image in under 50 milliseconds. 
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It might be that the crude fraction determined above could be improved by expressing it as the 
number of five-feature sequences matched between the two images as a fraction of the number 
of five-feature sequences available in the gold image. We used only the first, crude, 
comparison strategy because we found, experimentally that it gave us a sharp discrimination. 
Since we are only looking at a small part of the isolume we could expect that the lower, 
rectangular portion of the mug would look like the lower, rectangular portion of a tape or, 
indeed, like the lower, rectangular portion of any rectangular object. Thus, when we ask, is the 
tape a mug, we will get a non-zero result because it is in fact a bit like a mug. However, if we 
ask, is an actual mug a mug, we will get a much more vehement result because there will be so 
many more isolumes that will match. The results are presented in Table 4. 
 
Occlusion 
(%) 0 <25 <50 >50 100 Total 
Images 14 13 5 2 66 100 
Successful 14 6 2 1 66 89 
False 
negative 0 7 3 1 0 11 
False positive 0 0 
Table 4(a). Results for object recognition based on Isolume Matching for the mug. 
 
Occlusion 
(%) 0 <25 <50 >50 100 Total 
Images 28 3 7 0 62 100 
Successful 25 3 2 0 62 92 
False 
negative 3 0 5 0 0 8 
False positive 0 0 
Table 4(b). Results for object recognition based on Isolume Matching for the measuring tape. 
7. Evaluation of the three methods 
Examination of Tables 2, 3 and 4 allows a crude comparison of the three methods. All of the 
methods provide clear and unambiguous recognition of unoccluded objects, with very few 
false positives. In fact, on the basis of the tables, there is little to choose between them. Their 
performance for occluded objects is also similar. 
In terms of computational burden, the third method has a clear advantage. It also has the 
advantage of being conceptually more akin to the human recognition process. Finally, it 
seems to have more room for improvement than the others. We have deployed a very crude 
application and found very good results. Clearly, as we extend the application, as we have 
already done for the other two methods, we can expect a performance improvement. The 
isolume matching method also lends itself to very elegant general searches of the whole 
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database. We will not discuss this here but we can envisage very much more precise and 
quicker general searches than the coarse feature search discussed in section 4.2. 
The tables of results were produced in order to provide a sense of the performance of the three 
methods for comparison. The tables make the statement that a particular object was or was not 
recognised in an image. But the biological experience does not deal in such certainties. All 
perceptions should be considered as probabilities. In fact, it is logically impossible in the 
biosphere to ascribe certainty to any event or condition because of the solipsistic argument. 
“But”, you argue, “I am as sure as I need to be that this computer screen is on my desk.” That 
is true, but if you were permitted just one glance, lasting a fraction of a second (this 
corresponds to the conditions which led to the above tables, where we are comparing one 
glance with a reality defined by the gold view), into a strange office, you could not make that 
assertion; it is only after you had verified the assumption two or three times that you could 
make the statement, and believe it, whether it were true or not. This is the human condition. 
And it must be the condition of a robot operating in the same circumstances. 
As we set about producing vision for our embodied intelligence, we would be wise to 
structure our determination of reality in a similar way. We therefore need, not a decision as 
to whether the object is present in the picture, but a probability. This probability can only be 
determined by extensive experience of the method, predicting and comparing with reality. 
Consider that we examined a brass image and found 50% of the isolumes of a gold image to 
be present. In another brass image we might find 75% of them to be present. On this basis, 
we would certainly not be able to assign probabilities to the two findings. We would need to 
operate in the world and find the actual probabilities of independently-verified existence 
and then form a non-linear calculus in order to relate proportion of isolumes recognised 
with probability of existence. Even then, some objects might be more definitely recognised 
than others so that this functionality would have to be dependent on the object. Fortunately, 
we do not need to explore this concept at this stage. 
As we consider using our method, the unavoidable problem occurs that certain objects are 
intrinsically similar and, as we deal with the variation within a universal classification, we 
can expect positive responses from many similar objects. It is our observation that we can be 
guided by the question we have asked the database, in the following sense. Not unlike the 
human perceptual system, we will operate essentially on the basis of perceptual hypotheses. 
Thus, guided by our coarse search, we always ask, “Is this gold view present in this brass 
image?” And we will get an answer couched in the form of the proportion of isolumes of the 
exemplar which we have recognised. But a lower value might be the result either of partial 
occlusion or else divergence in appearance between the object in the brass image and our 
exemplar. This uncertainty might be resolved by a further exploration. Imagine that there is 
a mug but no tape in the brass image. When we ask if a mug is present we get a matched 
isolume proportion of ξ. When we ask whether a tape is present, we will generally get a 
much lower but non-zero value for ξ. This is because both mug and tape have a rectangular 
lower section. Clearly, when we have explored all the probable options of what objects 
might be present, we will be either secure in our uncertainty or else have a clear judgement 
as to which possible object has an overwhelming ξ. 
8. The Problem of Universals  
8.1 The metaphysical problem stated 
Plato (about 350 BC) was concerned with the theory of forms and presented his allegory of 
the cave where denizens could see only the shadows of objects. He argued that we see only 
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imperfect forms of the ideal unchanging forms; these alone are true knowledge. Thus the 
cup which we see, in all its varieties, is a corrupt exemplar of a perfect cup. We can see how 
Christian doctrine was not averse to this view.  Diogenes of Sinope offered the refreshing 
observation that "I've seen Plato's cups and table, but not his cupness and tableness" (Hicks, 
1925). Philosophers over the ages have weighed into this delightful debate which is not 
susceptible to proof but can be thoroughly discussed. 
8.2 Universals in the world of AV 
We argued above that there are some 15,000 nouns which might be known to educated 
persons. One of these is 'cup' but clearly there is a huge variation of objects – from tea cup to 
D-cup, all of which fall under the universal of cup. How shall we deal with this problem 
which, on the face of it, is very difficult? We hesitate to appear to be wiser than Plato, but 
can nevertheless offer a simple solution; 
If we advance the proposition that all exemplars of a universal can be transformed into each 
other by simple physical distortion, our problem becomes really quite easy. Consider the tea 
cup which we can deform quite easily by barreling the sides and reducing the base, into a 
bra cup. If we couldn’t do this, the English language, in all its whimsy, would not have 
called both of them 'cup'. This is a fairly profound philosophical statement that the ideal of 
cupness resides in our perceptions and we are prepared to use it on those objects which 
satisfy our criteria for 'cupness'. The fact that the D-cup does not have a handle and yet 
retains 'cupness' implies that the presence of a handle is not important. We think this puts us 
on the side of Plato, rather than Diogenes. 
8.3 Application of universals to our method 
Consider the universal 'car'. As we view cars from a distance and are not concerned, for 
instance, with their differing hood ornaments, we see a considerable similarity among them; 
enough for us to ascribe a universal name to them. This universal is not ascribed on the basis 
of function but of shape. We can see that, by a fairly clear and simple process of distortion, 
we can morph an SUV (sport utility vehicle) into a sedan into a sports car. 
As we consider one of our twenty cardinal views of a car, we immediately perceive that 
there is a need to standardise these views so that all views from the top of the car are the 
same, whatever car it is. We can readily agree on the three Cartesian axes within which we 
would embed all cars, probably choosing the road surface as one of them. In fact, we seem 
predisposed mentally to assign cardinal axes to objects which have symmetries. There may 
even be a deep-seated inclination to view their structure in terms of quadripedal symmetry. 
We see the clear advantages, to our AV calculus, of viewing objects in this way. Let us say 
that we have the same view of two different cars. We assume that, based on our agreed 
cardinal axes, these are the same views. Then, we contend that the one view can be changed 
into the other by a process of topologically simple distortion. Further, following the 
conception of Minkowski, our space is locally 'flat'. This is to say that the transformations do 
not have areas of locally intense distortion but, rather, provide little local change but 
progressively larger change with distance. By analogy, local space-time is flat, but over 
cosmological distance, curvature is significant. 
This is fortunate because it allows our method of object recognition by matching isolumes to 
handle universals. As we test for similarity between a gold (sedan) isolume and a brass 
(SUV) isolume, we see that we are considering five nearest neighbour features. These tend 
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to be close together and over this short span, the distortion is small. Therefore the angles 
and distances are not significantly changed and we will tend to record the concordance 
between the two isolumes and therefore the similarity between the sedan and the SUV. The 
proportion of isolumes confirmed will decrease as the views become more dissimilar. 
We have merely hinted at the way in which the problem of universals can be handled but it 
seems that the way forward will fall within our compass. 
8.4 Flexible Objects: The hand problem 
8.4.1 The problem stated 
As we consider an image of a hand, composed as it is of, sixteen independently moveable 
sections, we are struck by how difficult it would be, visually, to decipher the complex 
structure. This is an extreme example of the general problem of articulated objects (artus L. 
= joint). This extends by infinitesimal degrees to the problem of flexible objects such as a 
shark or a hosepipe. 
8.4.2 The problem resolved 
Mature consideration shows that the joint problem does not fall within the bailiwick of 
artificial vision because there cannot be any single image of a hand which can show the 
operation of a joint. 
The way in which a joint operates can only be seen from a succession of images and only 
through the lens of an artificial intelligence apparatus which can make sense of all the 
constituent parts of the hand and what they are doing in the course of time. How then shall 
we recognise a static hand? This is an important problem in artificial vision and its gravity is 
demonstrated by the fact that primates have nerves in the optic bundle which fire only 
when they see their own hand. Clearly hands spend a lot of time within our field of vision 
and need to be managed. As a solution, we propose the following; 
Consider that the fingers of the hand tend to move in concert as it changes its posture 
progressively from clenched to splayed. If we declared a clenched fist to be an object, a 
splayed hand to be another and perhaps two other objects at intermediate conditions, then 
we could interpolate between these conditions by the direct application of our method. 
When the hand is adopting strenuous postures such as American Sign Language, we must 
perforce analyse it as a succession of sixteen objects, each of which is known to us. 
The notion of flexible mating between objects (as between the first and second digits of the 
forefinger) must be grist for the mill of a prepositional calculus – which does not fall within 
the scope of this chapter. 
9. Conclusion 
We have outlined a method which, we think, will be adequate for our needs as we proceed 
to develop an embodied artificial intelligence. The method seems to have no antecedent in 
the literature and uses concepts which have not been previously considered. We favour the 
approach of isolume recognition rather than comparison of features or triple matching. It 
seems that the performance level on our limited dataset is good and that the computational 
burden is not intractable.  
Our work shines a dim light on what might be a broad, sunny upland, rich in promise and 
new concepts.  
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persons. One of these is 'cup' but clearly there is a huge variation of objects – from tea cup to 
D-cup, all of which fall under the universal of cup. How shall we deal with this problem 
which, on the face of it, is very difficult? We hesitate to appear to be wiser than Plato, but 
can nevertheless offer a simple solution; 
If we advance the proposition that all exemplars of a universal can be transformed into each 
other by simple physical distortion, our problem becomes really quite easy. Consider the tea 
cup which we can deform quite easily by barreling the sides and reducing the base, into a 
bra cup. If we couldn’t do this, the English language, in all its whimsy, would not have 
called both of them 'cup'. This is a fairly profound philosophical statement that the ideal of 
cupness resides in our perceptions and we are prepared to use it on those objects which 
satisfy our criteria for 'cupness'. The fact that the D-cup does not have a handle and yet 
retains 'cupness' implies that the presence of a handle is not important. We think this puts us 
on the side of Plato, rather than Diogenes. 
8.3 Application of universals to our method 
Consider the universal 'car'. As we view cars from a distance and are not concerned, for 
instance, with their differing hood ornaments, we see a considerable similarity among them; 
enough for us to ascribe a universal name to them. This universal is not ascribed on the basis 
of function but of shape. We can see that, by a fairly clear and simple process of distortion, 
we can morph an SUV (sport utility vehicle) into a sedan into a sports car. 
As we consider one of our twenty cardinal views of a car, we immediately perceive that 
there is a need to standardise these views so that all views from the top of the car are the 
same, whatever car it is. We can readily agree on the three Cartesian axes within which we 
would embed all cars, probably choosing the road surface as one of them. In fact, we seem 
predisposed mentally to assign cardinal axes to objects which have symmetries. There may 
even be a deep-seated inclination to view their structure in terms of quadripedal symmetry. 
We see the clear advantages, to our AV calculus, of viewing objects in this way. Let us say 
that we have the same view of two different cars. We assume that, based on our agreed 
cardinal axes, these are the same views. Then, we contend that the one view can be changed 
into the other by a process of topologically simple distortion. Further, following the 
conception of Minkowski, our space is locally 'flat'. This is to say that the transformations do 
not have areas of locally intense distortion but, rather, provide little local change but 
progressively larger change with distance. By analogy, local space-time is flat, but over 
cosmological distance, curvature is significant. 
This is fortunate because it allows our method of object recognition by matching isolumes to 
handle universals. As we test for similarity between a gold (sedan) isolume and a brass 
(SUV) isolume, we see that we are considering five nearest neighbour features. These tend 
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to be close together and over this short span, the distortion is small. Therefore the angles 
and distances are not significantly changed and we will tend to record the concordance 
between the two isolumes and therefore the similarity between the sedan and the SUV. The 
proportion of isolumes confirmed will decrease as the views become more dissimilar. 
We have merely hinted at the way in which the problem of universals can be handled but it 
seems that the way forward will fall within our compass. 
8.4 Flexible Objects: The hand problem 
8.4.1 The problem stated 
As we consider an image of a hand, composed as it is of, sixteen independently moveable 
sections, we are struck by how difficult it would be, visually, to decipher the complex 
structure. This is an extreme example of the general problem of articulated objects (artus L. 
= joint). This extends by infinitesimal degrees to the problem of flexible objects such as a 
shark or a hosepipe. 
8.4.2 The problem resolved 
Mature consideration shows that the joint problem does not fall within the bailiwick of 
artificial vision because there cannot be any single image of a hand which can show the 
operation of a joint. 
The way in which a joint operates can only be seen from a succession of images and only 
through the lens of an artificial intelligence apparatus which can make sense of all the 
constituent parts of the hand and what they are doing in the course of time. How then shall 
we recognise a static hand? This is an important problem in artificial vision and its gravity is 
demonstrated by the fact that primates have nerves in the optic bundle which fire only 
when they see their own hand. Clearly hands spend a lot of time within our field of vision 
and need to be managed. As a solution, we propose the following; 
Consider that the fingers of the hand tend to move in concert as it changes its posture 
progressively from clenched to splayed. If we declared a clenched fist to be an object, a 
splayed hand to be another and perhaps two other objects at intermediate conditions, then 
we could interpolate between these conditions by the direct application of our method. 
When the hand is adopting strenuous postures such as American Sign Language, we must 
perforce analyse it as a succession of sixteen objects, each of which is known to us. 
The notion of flexible mating between objects (as between the first and second digits of the 
forefinger) must be grist for the mill of a prepositional calculus – which does not fall within 
the scope of this chapter. 
9. Conclusion 
We have outlined a method which, we think, will be adequate for our needs as we proceed 
to develop an embodied artificial intelligence. The method seems to have no antecedent in 
the literature and uses concepts which have not been previously considered. We favour the 
approach of isolume recognition rather than comparison of features or triple matching. It 
seems that the performance level on our limited dataset is good and that the computational 
burden is not intractable.  
Our work shines a dim light on what might be a broad, sunny upland, rich in promise and 
new concepts.  
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1. Introduction    
We are developing infrastructure tools of wide-area monitoring for disaster damaged areas 
or traffic conditions, using earth observation satellite images. In these days, resolution of 
optical sensors installed in earth observation satellites has been highly improved. In case of 
the panchromatic image captured by the QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008), the ground-level 
resolution is about 0.6 [m], which makes possible to recognize each automobile on roads or 
parking lots. 
The previous satellite image analysis works have been mainly focused on area segmentation 
and classification problems (Giovanni Poggi et al., 2005), and object recognition targets have 
been limited to large objects such as traffic roads or buildings (Qi-Ming Qin et al., 2005), 
using high-resolution panchromatic satellite images. Whereas, there have been a lot of 
works on recognizing automobiles in aerial images including the paper (Tao Zhao et al., 
2001), however, there have been almost any works trying to recognize such small objects as 
automobiles in satellite images excluding (So Hee Jeon et al., 2005). This previous work (So 
Hee Jeon et al., 2005) has been applying template matching methods to recognizing small 
objects but its recognition rate has been very poor because of insufficient pixel information 
for pattern matching. 
In the previous paper (Modegi T., 2008), we proposed an interactive high-precision template 
matching tool for satellite images, but it took amount of calculation times and object 
searching area was limited and far from practical uses. In order to overcome this problem, 
we apply a structured identification approach similar to the work (Qu Jishuang et al., 2003). 
In this paper, we propose a three-layered structured template matching method, which 
enables recognizing small objects such as automobiles in satellite images at very little 
calculation load. The first layer is focusing on extracting candidate areas, which have 
metallic-reflection optical characteristics, where any types of transportation objects are 
included. The second layer is identification and removal of excessively extracted candidate 
areas such as roads and buildings, which have the similar optical characteristics but do not 
include our targets. The third layer is identifying each automobile object within the focusing 
area using our proposing conceptual templates (Modegi T., 2008), which are learned 
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1. Introduction    
We are developing infrastructure tools of wide-area monitoring for disaster damaged areas 
or traffic conditions, using earth observation satellite images. In these days, resolution of 
optical sensors installed in earth observation satellites has been highly improved. In case of 
the panchromatic image captured by the QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008), the ground-level 
resolution is about 0.6 [m], which makes possible to recognize each automobile on roads or 
parking lots. 
The previous satellite image analysis works have been mainly focused on area segmentation 
and classification problems (Giovanni Poggi et al., 2005), and object recognition targets have 
been limited to large objects such as traffic roads or buildings (Qi-Ming Qin et al., 2005), 
using high-resolution panchromatic satellite images. Whereas, there have been a lot of 
works on recognizing automobiles in aerial images including the paper (Tao Zhao et al., 
2001), however, there have been almost any works trying to recognize such small objects as 
automobiles in satellite images excluding (So Hee Jeon et al., 2005). This previous work (So 
Hee Jeon et al., 2005) has been applying template matching methods to recognizing small 
objects but its recognition rate has been very poor because of insufficient pixel information 
for pattern matching. 
In the previous paper (Modegi T., 2008), we proposed an interactive high-precision template 
matching tool for satellite images, but it took amount of calculation times and object 
searching area was limited and far from practical uses. In order to overcome this problem, 
we apply a structured identification approach similar to the work (Qu Jishuang et al., 2003). 
In this paper, we propose a three-layered structured template matching method, which 
enables recognizing small objects such as automobiles in satellite images at very little 
calculation load. The first layer is focusing on extracting candidate areas, which have 
metallic-reflection optical characteristics, where any types of transportation objects are 
included. The second layer is identification and removal of excessively extracted candidate 
areas such as roads and buildings, which have the similar optical characteristics but do not 
include our targets. The third layer is identifying each automobile object within the focusing 
area using our proposing conceptual templates (Modegi T., 2008), which are learned 
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patterns based on user’s operations, based on our improved high-speed template-matching 
algorithm. The following sections describe specific algorithms of each layer.  
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Fig. 1. 7-layered structured recognition model for automobiles on the ground. 
2. Proposing structured template matching method 
Figure 1 shows our proposing structured recognition model for automobiles on the ground 
(Modegi T., 2009), which resembles 7-layered communication protocols called as OSI (Open 
System Interconnection) designed by the ISO (International Standard Organization). The 
highest recognition level has been already operated by the Japanese police, known as “N-
System”, by installing a lot of monitoring cameras along highways. The current available 
high-resolution earth observation satellites cover up to the fifth level in Fig.1. 
Figure 2 shows our proposing structured template matching method for recognizing small 
objects in satellite images. The first matching is called as a micro-template matching, and it 
extracts candidate areas thoroughly including target small objects by non-linear heuristic 
filtering with micro-block templates. This candidate means pixel blocks indicating metallic 
reflection characteristics, which any types of transport objects including automobiles have in 
common. This process can be made at very little calculation load and also decrease the 
following third matching calculation load. 
The second matching is called as a clustered micro-template matching, and it removes 
excessively matched relatively large candidate areas, which do not include target small 
objects with multiple 8-neighbored connected micro-block templates called as a clustered 
micro-template. This process also can be made at very little calculation load and decrease 
more the following third matching calculation load. 
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Fig. 2. Concept of structured template matching method for recognizing small objects in 
satellite images. 
The third matching is called as a macro-template matching whose size is almost the same as 
the target object, and it identifies each object in the segmented candidate areas by the pixel-
value correlation based pattern matching shown in the paper (Modegi T., 2008). This process 
needs a lot of calculation times but its calculation areas will be shrunken by the first and 
second matching processes. 
3. Algorithms of proposing template matching methods 
3.1 Micro-template matching 
The Figure 3 shows a concept of micro-template matching, which defines binary mask value 
M(x,y) for given 256 gray-scale image I(x,y) (0≤x≤Nx-1, 0≤y≤Ny-1). This process determines 
whether optical reflection values of each pixel block have metallic characteristics or not, by a 
heuristic filtering process. In other words, we determine each tiny area as shown in Fig.3 
would be a part of transportation materials which we are searching. As this determination 
logic, we can use our following described heuristic rules defined between some pixels in the 
micro-template. 
In case of 4 × 4 pixel micro-template shown in Fig. 3, we separate 2 × 2 inside pixels Vik 
(k=1,4) from the other 12 outside pixels Vok (k=1,12). Using these pixel values, we calculate 
the following 7 statistical parameters: the minimum value of outside pixels Vomin, the 
maximum value of outside pixels Vomax, the minimum value of inside pixels Vimin , the 
maximum value of inside pixels Vimax, the average value of outside pixels Voave, the average 
value of inside pixels Viave, the standard deviation value of outside pixels Vdir. 
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The third matching is called as a macro-template matching whose size is almost the same as 
the target object, and it identifies each object in the segmented candidate areas by the pixel-
value correlation based pattern matching shown in the paper (Modegi T., 2008). This process 
needs a lot of calculation times but its calculation areas will be shrunken by the first and 
second matching processes. 
3. Algorithms of proposing template matching methods 
3.1 Micro-template matching 
The Figure 3 shows a concept of micro-template matching, which defines binary mask value 
M(x,y) for given 256 gray-scale image I(x,y) (0≤x≤Nx-1, 0≤y≤Ny-1). This process determines 
whether optical reflection values of each pixel block have metallic characteristics or not, by a 
heuristic filtering process. In other words, we determine each tiny area as shown in Fig.3 
would be a part of transportation materials which we are searching. As this determination 
logic, we can use our following described heuristic rules defined between some pixels in the 
micro-template. 
In case of 4 × 4 pixel micro-template shown in Fig. 3, we separate 2 × 2 inside pixels Vik 
(k=1,4) from the other 12 outside pixels Vok (k=1,12). Using these pixel values, we calculate 
the following 7 statistical parameters: the minimum value of outside pixels Vomin, the 
maximum value of outside pixels Vomax, the minimum value of inside pixels Vimin , the 
maximum value of inside pixels Vimax, the average value of outside pixels Voave, the average 
value of inside pixels Viave, the standard deviation value of outside pixels Vdir. 
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Fig. 3. Concept of micro-template matching for extracting candidate areas. 
 
Vomin= 12 1kMin = [Vok] ,
Vomax= 12 1kMax = [Vok] ,
Vimin= 4 1kMin = [Vik] ,
Vimax= 4 1kMax = [Vik] ,
Voave=( 12 1k=Σ Vok)⁄12 ,
Viave=( 4 1k=Σ Vik)⁄4 ,




We apply the above template to its nearest 4 × 4 pixel block values of each pixel of given 
satellite panchromatic image I(x,y), and determine it would be included in candidate areas 
or not by the following rules. We have to consider both two kinds of candidate patterns, one 
is the inside part is brighter than the outside and the other is its negative pattern. In order to 
determine some pixel (x,y) included in candidate M(x,y)=1, the following 5 conditions 
should be satisfied using the 7 predetermined slice levels: Saoi, Sdoi, Somin, Somax, Simin, Simax, and 
Sdir . 
These 7 kinds of slice levels can be defined interactively by indicating areas where target 
objects are definitely included on the image displayed screen. For each pixel in our indicated 
areas, we calculate the 7 statistical parameters based on the equation (1), and using either 
the minimum or maximum statistical parameters, we can define each of the slice levels as 
the following. 
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1) |Voave − Viave |>Saoi.
(2) Vomax−Vimin>Sdoi, if Vomax−Vimin>Vimax−Vomin.
Or, Vimax−Vomin>Sdoi, if Vimax−Vomin>Vomax−Vimin.
3) Voave>Somin and Voave<Somax .
4) Viave<Simin, if Voave>Viave.




1) Saoi =MIN[|Voave −Viave |]•0.9 .
2) Sdoi =MIN[S1, S2]•0.9 .
S1=Vomax−Vimin , if Vomax−Vimin>Vimax−Vomin.
S2=Vimax−Vomin , if Vimax−Vomin>Vomax−Vimin.
3) Somin=MIN[Voave]•0.9,
Somax=MAX[Voave]•1.1 .
4) Simin=MAX[Viave]•1.1 , if Voave>Viave.
Simax=MIN[Viave]•0.9, if Viave>Voave.
5) Sdir =MIN[Vdir]•0.9 .
(3) 
 
In case of the pixel value of given monochrome image is between 0 and 255, we give 
typically these slice levels as Saoi=15, Sdoi=80, Somin=100, Somax=160, Simin=35, Simax=245, and 
Sdir=10 . 
3.2 Clustered micro-template matching 
In the first micro-template matching, all of metallic reflection characteristic areas are selected 
as candidates, but these characteristics are not limited to transportation materials. In general, 
edge parts of buildings and roads are the same characteristics and selected as candidates. 
Ironically these non-transport areas are larger than our target transport objects, and increase 
searching load of the next object identification processes. Therefore, in this section we provide 
an identifying and removing process of excessively selected candidate areas. 
In general, incorrectly selected candidate areas such as edge parts of buildings and roads are 
long slender shape, which can be detected as multiple 8-neighbor connected micro-template 
blocks called as a clustered micro-template. However, some large areas such as parking lots 
may include target objects. Therefore, we have to distinguish these patterns from correctly 
selected large areas where multiple target objects are located closely, with their pixel value 
characteristics in the detected clustered area. 
Figure 4 shows an algorithm of recognizing these incorrectly selected areas to be removed.  
Fig.4-(1) shows 8 × 8 pixel parts of selected candidate areas, where painted pixels are 
determined as candidates based on the equation (2). On this image, we will search long 
candidate pixel clusters, whose height or width is larger than SN-pixel length. In order to 
find these clusters, we will track 8-neighbored connected candidate pixels from the top-left 
pixel shown in Fig.4-(2) and Fig.4-(3). Supposing the previous candidate pixel [i, j], in the 
horizontal direction we will find next candidate pixel from the three pixels [i+1, j−1], [i+1, j] 
and [i+1, j+1] as shown in Fig.4-(2). Similarly, in the vertical direction we will find next 
candidate pixel from the three pixels [i−1, j+1], [i, j+1] and [i+1, j+1] as shown in Fig.4-(3). 
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Fig. 3. Concept of micro-template matching for extracting candidate areas. 
 
Vomin= 12 1kMin = [Vok] ,
Vomax= 12 1kMax = [Vok] ,
Vimin= 4 1kMin = [Vik] ,
Vimax= 4 1kMax = [Vik] ,
Voave=( 12 1k=Σ Vok)⁄12 ,
Viave=( 4 1k=Σ Vik)⁄4 ,




We apply the above template to its nearest 4 × 4 pixel block values of each pixel of given 
satellite panchromatic image I(x,y), and determine it would be included in candidate areas 
or not by the following rules. We have to consider both two kinds of candidate patterns, one 
is the inside part is brighter than the outside and the other is its negative pattern. In order to 
determine some pixel (x,y) included in candidate M(x,y)=1, the following 5 conditions 
should be satisfied using the 7 predetermined slice levels: Saoi, Sdoi, Somin, Somax, Simin, Simax, and 
Sdir . 
These 7 kinds of slice levels can be defined interactively by indicating areas where target 
objects are definitely included on the image displayed screen. For each pixel in our indicated 
areas, we calculate the 7 statistical parameters based on the equation (1), and using either 
the minimum or maximum statistical parameters, we can define each of the slice levels as 
the following. 
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1) |Voave − Viave |>Saoi.
(2) Vomax−Vimin>Sdoi, if Vomax−Vimin>Vimax−Vomin.
Or, Vimax−Vomin>Sdoi, if Vimax−Vomin>Vomax−Vimin.
3) Voave>Somin and Voave<Somax .
4) Viave<Simin, if Voave>Viave.




1) Saoi =MIN[|Voave −Viave |]•0.9 .
2) Sdoi =MIN[S1, S2]•0.9 .
S1=Vomax−Vimin , if Vomax−Vimin>Vimax−Vomin.
S2=Vimax−Vomin , if Vimax−Vomin>Vomax−Vimin.
3) Somin=MIN[Voave]•0.9,
Somax=MAX[Voave]•1.1 .
4) Simin=MAX[Viave]•1.1 , if Voave>Viave.
Simax=MIN[Viave]•0.9, if Viave>Voave.
5) Sdir =MIN[Vdir]•0.9 .
(3) 
 
In case of the pixel value of given monochrome image is between 0 and 255, we give 
typically these slice levels as Saoi=15, Sdoi=80, Somin=100, Somax=160, Simin=35, Simax=245, and 
Sdir=10 . 
3.2 Clustered micro-template matching 
In the first micro-template matching, all of metallic reflection characteristic areas are selected 
as candidates, but these characteristics are not limited to transportation materials. In general, 
edge parts of buildings and roads are the same characteristics and selected as candidates. 
Ironically these non-transport areas are larger than our target transport objects, and increase 
searching load of the next object identification processes. Therefore, in this section we provide 
an identifying and removing process of excessively selected candidate areas. 
In general, incorrectly selected candidate areas such as edge parts of buildings and roads are 
long slender shape, which can be detected as multiple 8-neighbor connected micro-template 
blocks called as a clustered micro-template. However, some large areas such as parking lots 
may include target objects. Therefore, we have to distinguish these patterns from correctly 
selected large areas where multiple target objects are located closely, with their pixel value 
characteristics in the detected clustered area. 
Figure 4 shows an algorithm of recognizing these incorrectly selected areas to be removed.  
Fig.4-(1) shows 8 × 8 pixel parts of selected candidate areas, where painted pixels are 
determined as candidates based on the equation (2). On this image, we will search long 
candidate pixel clusters, whose height or width is larger than SN-pixel length. In order to 
find these clusters, we will track 8-neighbored connected candidate pixels from the top-left 
pixel shown in Fig.4-(2) and Fig.4-(3). Supposing the previous candidate pixel [i, j], in the 
horizontal direction we will find next candidate pixel from the three pixels [i+1, j−1], [i+1, j] 
and [i+1, j+1] as shown in Fig.4-(2). Similarly, in the vertical direction we will find next 
candidate pixel from the three pixels [i−1, j+1], [i, j+1] and [i+1, j+1] as shown in Fig.4-(3). 
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Fig. 4. Algorithm of clustered micro-template matching for removing excessively selected 
large candidate areas. 
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Fig. 5. Example of both micro-template matching and clustered micro-template matching 
processes. 
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In the either horizontal or vertical direction, if we can find successfully a SN-pixel length 
cluster, we will calculate the minimum, maximum and average pixel value of this cluster as 
Cmin, Cmax and Cave. Defining two slice levels as Scave and Scmax, if the following conditions are 
satisfied, we will extend the cluster by finding another 8-neighbored connected candidate 
pixels around previously found clustered pixels. Typically, we give to these slice levels as SN 
=13, Scave=50 and Scmax=50, in case of the pixel value of given monochrome image is between 
0 and 255. 
 Cave>Scave and Cmax−Cmin>Scmax . (4) 
Then we will reset all of tracked pixels in the extended cluster to non-candidate pixels as 
M(x,y)=0, whereas each of left candidate pixels [x,y] will be extended to 4 × 4 candidate pixel 
block as M(x+i,y+j)=1 for 0≤i≤3 and 0≤j≤3. 
Figure 4-(3) shows in the vertical direction we have found a 8-pixel length cluster (SN =8), 
then we will reset all of tracked pixels in the cluster to non-candidate pixels as shown in 
Fig.4-(4). Furthermore, we extend removing areas around the removed cluster. Fig.4-(5) 
shows its second extended removed cluster, and Fig.4-(6) shows its third extended removed 
cluster. 
Figure 5 shows a series of both micro-template matching and clustered micro-template 
matching processes. In Fig.5-(2), we found a small 3-pixel area and a large 15-pixel area with 
a micro-template. Then the larger area has been removed as M(x,y)=0 with a clustered 
micro-template as shown in Fig.5-(3). Finally, we extend each of left 3 candidate pixels to 4 × 
4 candidate pixel block. Therefore, the size of final candidate area M(x,y)=1 becomes 27-pixel 
size. 
3.3 Macro-template matching 
As a final process, we identify each target object within the selected candidate areas using 
macro-template whose size is almost the same as that of searching objects. In order to 
execute this process efficiently, we propose using conceptual templates.  
Figure 6 shows a concept of our proposing macro-template matching. The upper two objects 
have different shape, size and color each other. If these two objects are captured by a camera 
with some light sources, we can obtain tremendous kinds of images including 4 images 
shown in the middle part of Fig.6. In order to identify these objects, we have to prepare 
amounts of templates, at least two kinds of templates in this example. Our proposing macro-
template matching makes possible identify the objects on these various kinds of captured 
images with small amounts of templates called as conceptual templates. 
Our proposing macro-template matching process consists of two kinds of matching 
processes, the angle-independent and angle-dependent processes, based on the previous 
work (Modegi T., 2008). The first angle-independent process is mainly comparing a gray-
level histogram of each determining block with that of a template. If the first matching 
process is successful, the second angle dependent process will be made. This is mainly 
comparing a normalized correlation coefficient of each determining block with those of 
several angle rotated image blocks of a template. If one of rotated image is fitted, the 
determining block will be identified as that template pattern. 
Figure 7 shows how to define templates in our proposing macro-template matching 
algorithm. A template image It(a,x,y) is originally an extracted block of pixels in some 
sample image, which is not necessarily this working image for search I(x,y). Then this image 
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Fig. 4. Algorithm of clustered micro-template matching for removing excessively selected 
large candidate areas. 
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Fig. 5. Example of both micro-template matching and clustered micro-template matching 
processes. 
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In the either horizontal or vertical direction, if we can find successfully a SN-pixel length 
cluster, we will calculate the minimum, maximum and average pixel value of this cluster as 
Cmin, Cmax and Cave. Defining two slice levels as Scave and Scmax, if the following conditions are 
satisfied, we will extend the cluster by finding another 8-neighbored connected candidate 
pixels around previously found clustered pixels. Typically, we give to these slice levels as SN 
=13, Scave=50 and Scmax=50, in case of the pixel value of given monochrome image is between 
0 and 255. 
 Cave>Scave and Cmax−Cmin>Scmax . (4) 
Then we will reset all of tracked pixels in the extended cluster to non-candidate pixels as 
M(x,y)=0, whereas each of left candidate pixels [x,y] will be extended to 4 × 4 candidate pixel 
block as M(x+i,y+j)=1 for 0≤i≤3 and 0≤j≤3. 
Figure 4-(3) shows in the vertical direction we have found a 8-pixel length cluster (SN =8), 
then we will reset all of tracked pixels in the cluster to non-candidate pixels as shown in 
Fig.4-(4). Furthermore, we extend removing areas around the removed cluster. Fig.4-(5) 
shows its second extended removed cluster, and Fig.4-(6) shows its third extended removed 
cluster. 
Figure 5 shows a series of both micro-template matching and clustered micro-template 
matching processes. In Fig.5-(2), we found a small 3-pixel area and a large 15-pixel area with 
a micro-template. Then the larger area has been removed as M(x,y)=0 with a clustered 
micro-template as shown in Fig.5-(3). Finally, we extend each of left 3 candidate pixels to 4 × 
4 candidate pixel block. Therefore, the size of final candidate area M(x,y)=1 becomes 27-pixel 
size. 
3.3 Macro-template matching 
As a final process, we identify each target object within the selected candidate areas using 
macro-template whose size is almost the same as that of searching objects. In order to 
execute this process efficiently, we propose using conceptual templates.  
Figure 6 shows a concept of our proposing macro-template matching. The upper two objects 
have different shape, size and color each other. If these two objects are captured by a camera 
with some light sources, we can obtain tremendous kinds of images including 4 images 
shown in the middle part of Fig.6. In order to identify these objects, we have to prepare 
amounts of templates, at least two kinds of templates in this example. Our proposing macro-
template matching makes possible identify the objects on these various kinds of captured 
images with small amounts of templates called as conceptual templates. 
Our proposing macro-template matching process consists of two kinds of matching 
processes, the angle-independent and angle-dependent processes, based on the previous 
work (Modegi T., 2008). The first angle-independent process is mainly comparing a gray-
level histogram of each determining block with that of a template. If the first matching 
process is successful, the second angle dependent process will be made. This is mainly 
comparing a normalized correlation coefficient of each determining block with those of 
several angle rotated image blocks of a template. If one of rotated image is fitted, the 
determining block will be identified as that template pattern. 
Figure 7 shows how to define templates in our proposing macro-template matching 
algorithm. A template image It(a,x,y) is originally an extracted block of pixels in some 
sample image, which is not necessarily this working image for search I(x,y). Then this image 
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(optical reflection characteristics), 
Variation of light source and camera working conditions
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We have to prepare amounts of templates meeting with these variations.
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Fig. 6. Concept of our proposing template matching using conceptual templates. 
is rotated to 8 kinds of angle for angle-dependent matching, and 8 kinds of template images 
are defined. In each defined N × N pixel template It(a,x,y), two kinds of quadangle-shape 
outlines are defined for making mask image data Mt(a,x,y). The inner outlines indicate the 
actual outline pattern of a target and the nearest patterns outside these inner outlines will be 
considered for another closely located object identification. The common area of the inner 
areas in all of angles shown the bottom of Fig.7 is used for the angle-independent template 
matching as the following algorithm (b) and (c), whereas the outer outlined area is used for 
the angle-dependent template matching as the following algorithm (d) and (e). 
The following describes a specific algorithm of our proposing macro-template matching. 
a. Check the inside pixels of inner mask are candidate. If Dcan≥N2/2, proceed to the next. 
 Dcan= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy M(x+X,y+Y)•Mt(0,x, y)⁄ 3 . (5) 
b. Calculate a 16-step brightness histogram value difference Dhis between the angle-0 
template Ht(v) (v=0,..,15) and its corresponding working image H(v), based on 
It(0,x,y)/16 and I(x+X,y+Y)/16, where Mt(0,x,y)≥3, x=0,…,N-1 and y=0,…,N-1 . 
 Dhis=1000•Σ =15 0v |H(v)−Ht(v)|/Σ =15 0v {H(v)+Ht(v)} . (6) 
c. Calculate a dispersion value difference Ddis between the angle-0 template and its 
corresponding working image, where Mt(0,x,y)≥3. 
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C= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy Mt(0,x,y)/3 .
Iave= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy  I(x+X,y+Y)•Mt(0,x,y)/3/C .
Itave= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy It(0,x,y)•Mt(0,x,y)/3/C .
Idis= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy |I(x+X,y+Y)−Iave|•Mt(0,x,y)/3/C .
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Fig. 7. Template definitions of our proposing macro-template matching algorithm. 
d. Calculate a pixel value difference summation Dsub(a) between all angles (a=0,…,7) of 
template and its corresponding working image, where Mt(a,x,y)≥1. 
 
Dsub(a)= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy |I(x+X,y+Y)−It(a,x,y)|
•Mt(a,x,y)
⁄ ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy {I(x+X,y+Y)+It(a,x,y)}•Mt(a,x,y).
(8) 
 
e. Calculate a normalized correlation coefficient value Dcor(a) between all angles (a=0,…,7) 
of the template and its corresponding working image, where Mt(a,x,y)≥1. Determine the 
fitted angle amax which makes the value of Dcor(amax) be the maximum. 
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is rotated to 8 kinds of angle for angle-dependent matching, and 8 kinds of template images 
are defined. In each defined N × N pixel template It(a,x,y), two kinds of quadangle-shape 
outlines are defined for making mask image data Mt(a,x,y). The inner outlines indicate the 
actual outline pattern of a target and the nearest patterns outside these inner outlines will be 
considered for another closely located object identification. The common area of the inner 
areas in all of angles shown the bottom of Fig.7 is used for the angle-independent template 
matching as the following algorithm (b) and (c), whereas the outer outlined area is used for 
the angle-dependent template matching as the following algorithm (d) and (e). 
The following describes a specific algorithm of our proposing macro-template matching. 
a. Check the inside pixels of inner mask are candidate. If Dcan≥N2/2, proceed to the next. 
 Dcan= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy M(x+X,y+Y)•Mt(0,x, y)⁄ 3 . (5) 
b. Calculate a 16-step brightness histogram value difference Dhis between the angle-0 
template Ht(v) (v=0,..,15) and its corresponding working image H(v), based on 
It(0,x,y)/16 and I(x+X,y+Y)/16, where Mt(0,x,y)≥3, x=0,…,N-1 and y=0,…,N-1 . 
 Dhis=1000•Σ =15 0v |H(v)−Ht(v)|/Σ =15 0v {H(v)+Ht(v)} . (6) 
c. Calculate a dispersion value difference Ddis between the angle-0 template and its 
corresponding working image, where Mt(0,x,y)≥3. 
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C= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy Mt(0,x,y)/3 .
Iave= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy  I(x+X,y+Y)•Mt(0,x,y)/3/C .
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Fig. 7. Template definitions of our proposing macro-template matching algorithm. 
d. Calculate a pixel value difference summation Dsub(a) between all angles (a=0,…,7) of 
template and its corresponding working image, where Mt(a,x,y)≥1. 
 
Dsub(a)= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy |I(x+X,y+Y)−It(a,x,y)|
•Mt(a,x,y)
⁄ ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy {I(x+X,y+Y)+It(a,x,y)}•Mt(a,x,y).
(8) 
 
e. Calculate a normalized correlation coefficient value Dcor(a) between all angles (a=0,…,7) 
of the template and its corresponding working image, where Mt(a,x,y)≥1. Determine the 
fitted angle amax which makes the value of Dcor(amax) be the maximum. 
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C= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy Mt(a,x,y) .
Iave (a)= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy I(x+X,y+Y)•Mt(a,x,y)⁄C .
Itave(a)= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy It(a,x,y)•Mt(a,x,y) ⁄C . 
Dcor(a) =1000• ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy {I(x+X,y+Y)−Iave(a)}
•{It(a,x,y)−Itave(a)}•Mt(a,x,y)
⁄ [ ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy {I(x+X,y+Y)−Iave (a)}2•Mt(a,x,y)
• ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy {It(a,x,y)−Itave(a)}2•Mt(a,x,y)]1/2 .
(9) 
 
Figure 8 shows a construction of total macro-template matching processes for identifying 
each small object included in candidate areas. The first and second processes are based on 
our proposing template matching processes, which calculate 4 kinds of matching 
parameters Dhis, Ddis, Dsub(amax) and Dcor(amax) with the fitted angle parameter amax for some 
position. The first process (1) finds a matching position (Xc,Yc) where all of matching 
parameters are satisfied with the predefined matching conditions as Dhis≤Shis, Ddis≤Sdis, 
Dsub(amax)≤Ssub and Dcor(amax)≥Scor. The second process (2) corrects the matching position to the 
  
(1) Rough Search of Matching Position
Finding a matching position from the top-left position sequentially 
of given working image by macro-template matching process.
(2) Detailed Search of Fitting Position
Finding the most matching position by macro-template 
matching process with moving the matching position slightly 
for (ΔX, ΔY) width around (Xc, Yc) .
(3) Save and Output of Matching Results
Save and display the corrected matching position, matched angle,
template-ID and 4 matching determination parameters.
(4) Erase the pixels inside the matched area.
Reset all of the pixel values to zero inside the matched area 
corresponding with the inner template area.
R
epeat these operations for w
hole pixels in the w
orking im
age.
Matching position (Xc, Yc)
Corrected matching position (Xm, Ym)
 
Fig. 8. Construction of our proposing total macro-template matching processes. 
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most fitted position (Xm,Ym) where Dhis, Ddis and Dsub(amax) to be the minimum, and Dcor(amax) 
to be the maximum. The third process (3) saves and displays this matched position (Xm,Ym), 
matching parameters and the matched angle parameter. The fourth process clears values of 
the pixel block to zero, corresponding with this matched area where Mt(x,y)≥2, in the 
working image I(x,y). This process prevents picking up the already matched area in 
duplicate. 
Figure 9 shows interactive definition processes of macro-template matching conditions: 4 
kinds of slice levels as Shis, Sdis, Ssub and Scor, and conceptual updated templates. The first 
process (1) defines a position (Xc,Yc) to be matched interactively by a user where the target 
area should be identified as an object. The second process (2) corrects the defined position to 
the most fitted position (Xm,Ym), where Dhis, Ddis and Dsub(amax) will be the minimum and 
Dcor(amax) will be the maximum. The third process calculates 4 kinds of slice levels as: 
Shis=Dhis•1.1, Sdis=Ddis•1.1, Ssub=Dsub•1.1 and Scor=Dcor•0.9 . The fourth process updates the 
template image It(x,y) by mixing it with the matched pixel block in the working image I(x,y) 
in order half of pixels to become those of the working image as shown in Fig.10. This 




(1) Define Target Position 
Specify a center position (Xc, Yc) of a pattern which should 
be included in searching targets on the screen.
(3) Definition or Updating Slice Levels
Calculate 4 slice levels based on the most matched 
conditions of the specified pattern to be selected out.
(4) Updating Template Images
Updating the templates to be used next operations by mixing the 
corresponding working image block with the template image.
R
epeat these operations until you can get appropriate results.
(2) Detailed Search of Fitting Position
Finding the most matching position by macro-template 
matching process with moving the matching position slightly 
for (ΔX, ΔY) width around (Xc, Yc) .
defined position (Xc, Yc)
Corrected matching position (Xm, Ym)
 
Fig. 9. Interactive definition processes of macro-template matching conditions. 
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C= ΣΣ −=−= 1010 NxNy Mt(a,x,y) .
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most fitted position (Xm,Ym) where Dhis, Ddis and Dsub(amax) to be the minimum, and Dcor(amax) 
to be the maximum. The third process (3) saves and displays this matched position (Xm,Ym), 
matching parameters and the matched angle parameter. The fourth process clears values of 
the pixel block to zero, corresponding with this matched area where Mt(x,y)≥2, in the 
working image I(x,y). This process prevents picking up the already matched area in 
duplicate. 
Figure 9 shows interactive definition processes of macro-template matching conditions: 4 
kinds of slice levels as Shis, Sdis, Ssub and Scor, and conceptual updated templates. The first 
process (1) defines a position (Xc,Yc) to be matched interactively by a user where the target 
area should be identified as an object. The second process (2) corrects the defined position to 
the most fitted position (Xm,Ym), where Dhis, Ddis and Dsub(amax) will be the minimum and 
Dcor(amax) will be the maximum. The third process calculates 4 kinds of slice levels as: 
Shis=Dhis•1.1, Sdis=Ddis•1.1, Ssub=Dsub•1.1 and Scor=Dcor•0.9 . The fourth process updates the 
template image It(x,y) by mixing it with the matched pixel block in the working image I(x,y) 
in order half of pixels to become those of the working image as shown in Fig.10. This 
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Specify a center position (Xc, Yc) of a pattern which should 
be included in searching targets on the screen.
(3) Definition or Updating Slice Levels
Calculate 4 slice levels based on the most matched 
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(4) Updating Template Images
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Corrected matching position (Xm, Ym)
 
Fig. 9. Interactive definition processes of macro-template matching conditions. 
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Fig. 10. Updating process of template images. 
4. Experimental results 
The Figure 11 shows an example of experimental results using a QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 
2008) panchromatic 11-bit monochrome 13032 x 13028 pixel satellite image Fig. 11-(a) shows 
664 x 655 trimmed area after the first segmentation process has been made with a 4 x 4 pixel 
micro-template. Extracted candidate areas are indicated in red. Fig.11-(b) shows modified 
area after the clustered template-matching process has been made. The large candidate areas 
such as roads, which do not include automobiles, have been removed from the candidate. 
Fig.11-(c) shows the three-time zoomed area 591 x 468 (a parking lot image) of the center-left 
197 x 156 after the third identification process has been made with 52 x 52 pixels, 4 kinds of 
angle macro-templates, whose initial definition and updated patterns are shown in Fig.12. 
Then the slice levels are defined as: Shis=603, Sdis=600, Ssub=130 and Scor=412.  
Fig. 11. Example of automobile recognition experiments by our proposing template 
matching using a 0.6 [m]-resolution QuickBird panchromatic image (13032 x 13028 pixels). 
In this final stage, 61 automobile objects out of 85 automobiles in this picture could be 
correctly identified, whereas 19 objects out of 558 non-target patterns were excessively 
identified. This incorrect identification rate has been improved, compared with that of 
without a micro-template matching or a clustered micro-template matching as shown in 
Table 1, which shows identification precision rates in three kinds of experiments whether 
adding a micro-template matching or a clustered micro-template matching. However, 
correct identification rate has been slightly worse, which should be improved in the future. 
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(a) Candidate areas painted in red by 
micro-template matching 
(664 x 655 pixels).
(b) Large area patterns such as roads 
are filtered out from the candidate 
areas by a clustered micro-template 
matching.  
 
(c) Identified examples of automobile objects by macro-
template matching, outlined in green (197 x 156).  
Fig. 11. (Continued) Example of automobile recognition experiments by our proposing 
template matching using a 0.6 [m]-resolution QuickBird panchromatic image (13032 x 13028 
pixels). 
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(a) Candidate areas painted in red by 
micro-template matching 
(664 x 655 pixels).
(b) Large area patterns such as roads 
are filtered out from the candidate 
areas by a clustered micro-template 
matching.  
 
(c) Identified examples of automobile objects by macro-
template matching, outlined in green (197 x 156).  
Fig. 11. (Continued) Example of automobile recognition experiments by our proposing 
template matching using a 0.6 [m]-resolution QuickBird panchromatic image (13032 x 13028 
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(a) Initial macro-template images 4 kinds of angle (52 × 52)
(b) Updated macro-template images used for matching (52 × 52)  
Fig. 12. Template definition and updated macro-template image examples (52×52). 
 
Method                                                      true patterns        false patterns
sensitivity           specificity
(false negative)    (false positive) 
(1) Macro-template matching only                      63                  39
74.1%                 93.0%
(22/85)        (39/558)
(2) Micro-template matching                               62              22
& Macro-template matching                        72.9%                  96.0%
(23/85)     (22/558)
(3) Micro-template matching     61                     19
with Clustered micro-templates                  71.7%                   96.5%
& Macro-template matching                     (24/85)      (19/558)
 
Table 1. Automobile pattern recognition precision results in three kinds of template 
matching experiments. 
5. Texture analysis application of our proposed method 
Our proposing micro-template matching method can be extended to indentify the other 
kinds of objects or areas other than transportation objects. For example, we are trying to 
extract rice field areas in several kinds of satellite images including low-resolution SAR 
images by designing micro templates for detecting some spatial frequency feature patterns. 
In this section, we present an application of our proposing micro-template matching method 
to texture analysis of satellite images. 
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5.1 Proposing texture analysis method 
Our proposing texture analysis method proposed is based on the micro-template matching 
method proposed in this paper. This makes binary determinations whether the target pixel 
I(x,y) is included in metallic texture areas or not, using micro-templates defined with 
multiple binary determination rules around nearest N×N pixel blocks. Applying the micro-
tmeplates around the target pixel I(x,y) (=0—255), we can create a binary image B(x,y) (=0 or 
1) which indicates metallic areas. In this paper, we propose extending this micro-template to 
the filter matrices M(x,y) (= −1 or +1) which have spatial frequency analysis functions as 
shown in Fig.13 and Fig.14. 
For N×N block pixels (N=8) around the pixel I(x,y) in given source image data, we calculate 
the following 4 parameters, and determine B(x,y) (=0 or 1) whether the target pixel should 
have predefined texture characteristics or not, by all of the calculated parameter values are 
included in predefined ranges or not. More specifically, we define 8 kinds of slice values as 
Ldis, Hdis, Lf1, Hf1, Lf2, Hf2, Lf4, Hf4,; if Ldis≤ Ddis≤Hdis, Lf1≤ F1≤Hf1, Lf2≤ F2≤Hf2, and Lf4≤ F4≤Hf4, we 
set as B(x,y)=1 (x=1,8; y=1,8). 
(1) Pixel Dispersion Value: Ddis 
 
Iave: Average values of N×N block pixels,
{ ΣΣ == 8 18 1 xy I(x,y)}/64
Ddis={ ΣΣ == 8 18 1 xy (I(x,y)− Iave)2}1/2/8.
(10) 
 
(2) First Spatial Frequency Components: F1 
We defined 4 kinds of matrices from (1-1-1) to (1-1-4) shown in Fig.13 as Mx11(x,y) to 
Mx14(x,y), and 4 kinds of matrices from (1-2-1) to (1-2-4) as My11(x,y) to My14(x,y). Using these 
matrices, we calculate the following Fx1i and Fy1i (i=1,4), define the maximum values Fx1 to 
Fy1 among each of 4 values Fx1i and Fy1i (i=1,4), and define a square root average value of 
these two as F1. 
 
Fx1i=| ΣΣ == 8 18 1 xy {I(x,y)−Iave}•Mx1i(x,y)|/64, (i=1,4)






(3) Second Spatial Frequency Components: F2 
We defined 2 matrices (2-1-1) and (2-1-2) shown in Fig.14 as Mx21(x,y) and Mx22(x,y), and 2 
matrices (2-2-1) and (2-2-2) as My21(x,y) and My22(x,y). Using these matrices, we calculate the 
following Fx2i and Fy2i (i=1,2), define the maximum values Fx2 to Fy2 among each of 2 values 
Fx2i and Fy2i (i=1,2), and define a square root average value of these two as F2. 
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(3) Second Spatial Frequency Components: F2 
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matrices (2-2-1) and (2-2-2) as My21(x,y) and My22(x,y). Using these matrices, we calculate the 
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Fig. 14. Proposing filter matrices for texture analysis (2). 
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Fx2i=| ΣΣ == 8 18 1 xy {I(x,y)−Iave}•Mx2i(x,y)|/64, (i=1,2)






(4) Fourth Spatial Frequency Components: F4 
We defined 2 matrices (3-1) and (3-2) shown in Fig.14 as Mx4(x,y) and My4(x,y). Using these 
matrices, we calculate the following Fx4i and Fy4, and define a square root average value of 
these two as F4. 
 
Fx4=| ΣΣ == 8 18 1 xy {I(x,y)−Iave}•Mx4(x,y)|/64




Then we describe how to define 8 kinds of slice values as Ldis, Hdis, Lf1, Hf1, Lf2, Hf2, Lf4, Hf4 
interactively. We indicate one of target texture areas to be extracted, area-O, and also 
indicate two reverse feature areas not to be extracted: area-A and area-B. We calculate 
average values of 4 parameters Ddis, F1, F2, F4 based on the equations described above for 
each of three selected areas. We define average values in the area-A as Adis, Af1, Af2, Af4, 
average values in the area-B as Bdis, Bf1, Bf2, Bf4, average values in the area-O as Odis, Of1, Of2, 
Of4. In case of Adis<Bdis, we can set the values as follows: 
 
If Adis<Odis<Bdis then Ldis=(Adis+Odis)/2,
 Hdis=(Bdis+Odis)/2.
If Adis<Bdis<Odis then Ldis=(Bdis+Odis)/2, Hdis=∞.
If Odis<Adis<Bdis then Ldis=0, Hdis=(Adis+Odis)/2.
(14) 
 
In case of Adis>Bdis, we can apply the above by changing values of Adis and Bdis. 
5.2 Example of rice field area extraction 
Applying the previously described texture analysis method to several feature areas in 
satellite images, we have obtained the specific average values of 4 parameters Ddis, F1, F2, F4. 
As experiment images, we used two kinds of QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008) panchromatic 
images (urban area:13032×13028 pixels, rural area:29195×34498 pixels), we have extracted 
252×182 pixel area and 1676×1563 pixels area from each image and converted depth of 
brightness level from 11-bits to 8-bits. We selected three areas from the first image, which 
were a road area without cars existed, a parking area without cars existed and a parking 
area with multiple cars parked in parallel. And we also selected three areas form the second 
image, which were a town and housing area, a rice field area and a river area. For each of 
these selected 6 areas, we calculated average values of 4 parameters Ddis, F1, F2, F4, as plotted 
in Fig.15. 
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Fig. 15. Specific parameter values of texture analysys in 6 kinds of areas in QuickBird 
(DigitalGlobe, 2008) satellite images. 
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Fig. 16. Example of automobile extraction experiment from road and parking areas in 
QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008) image. 






































Fig. 15. Specific parameter values of texture analysys in 6 kinds of areas in QuickBird 
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Fig. 16. Example of automobile extraction experiment from road and parking areas in 
QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008) image. 











(1) Original panchromatic image(1676×1563 pixels). (2) Extraction of rice field areas and river areas.











Fig. 17. Three kinds of texture separation experiments of rice field areas, river areas, town 
and housing areas in QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008) image. 
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In Fig.15, We have divided the vertical direction to four parts, and plotted 4 average 
parameters for each of the 6 selected areas plotted from the top to bottom parts: pixel 
dispersion values, first spatial frequency components, second spatial frequency components, 
and fourth spatial frequency components. The horizontal dimension is 100-time integer  
values of calculated values by the equation (1) to (4). For example, Figure 16 shows a result 
of extraction experiment for the first urban area image, setting slice values as Ldis=520, 
Hdis=10000, Lf1=2200, Hf1=10000, Lf2=770, Hf2=10000, Lf4=300, Hf4=10000. 
As shown in Fig.15, parameter values of the rice field area and the river area are nearer 
compared with the values of the town and housing area. This indicates, it is difficult to 
separate the two areas of the rice field area and the river area than separating them from the 
town and housing area. Therefore, we have made separation experiments of these 3 kinds of 
texture in the same image, as shown in Fig.17. 
Using the source image Fig.17-(1), the result of extraction is shown in Fig.17-(2), setting 
parameters as Ldis=0, Hdis=96, Lf1=0, Hf1=396, Lf2=0, Hf2=280, Lf4=0, Hf4=96. Then from the 
processed image Fig.17-(2), the result of extraction is shown in Fig.17-(3), setting parameters 
as Ldis=21, Hdis=96, Lf1=0, Hf1=396, Lf2=80, Hf2=280, Lf4=0, Hf4=96. We can almost separate the 
rice filed areas from the river areas except the several edge parts of river areas are 
incorrectly extracted. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have proposed a three-layered structured template matching method for 
decreasing calculation loads and improving identification precisions against the 
conventional template-matching algorithm. The first layer called as a micro-template 
matching is focusing on extracting candidate areas, which have metallic-reflection optical 
characteristics, where any types of transportation objects are included. The second layer 
called as a clustered micro-template matching is identification and removal of excessively 
extracted candidate areas such as roads and buildings, which have the similar optical 
characteristics but do not include our targets. The third layer called as macro-template 
matching is identifying each automobile object within the focusing area using our proposing 
conceptual templates, which are learned patterns based on user’s operations, based on our 
improved high-speed template-matching algorithm. In our experiments using our proposed 
method, we could extract about 70% automobile objects correctly in a single scene of a 
QuickBird panchromatic image. 
Moreover, we have proposed giving a texture analysis function to the first micro-template 
matching process, by adding independent spatial frequency component as parameters. The 
previously proposed micro-template matching has been using only a mixed parameter of 
pixel dispersion value and first spatial frequency component in this proposing texture 
analysis. It has been difficult to distinguish similar texture characteristic areas shown in such 
as Fig.17-(2) and Fig.17-(3). We have found overcoming this problem by giving independent 
spatial frequency component parameters separating from pixel dispersion parameters and 
adding the second spatial frequency component parameter. As future works, we are going 
to evaluate functions of the other first and fourth spatial frequency components in several 
kinds of satellite images, and redesign matrices size or analysis parameters. 
We suppose our proposing technology creates new industrial applications and business  
opportunities of high-cost earth observation satellite images such as a wide-area traffic 
monitoring, which compensates for the blind areas of the conventional terrestrial traffic 











(1) Original panchromatic image(1676×1563 pixels). (2) Extraction of rice field areas and river areas.











Fig. 17. Three kinds of texture separation experiments of rice field areas, river areas, town 
and housing areas in QuickBird (DigitalGlobe, 2008) image. 
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monitoring. Especially, this is effective for planning of city constructions and next-
generation traffic networks. 
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1. Introduction 
A robust invariant pattern detection and classification system needs to be able to recognise 
the object under any usual a priori defined distortions such as translation, scaling and in-
plane and out-of-plane rotation (Wood, 1996) (see Fig. 1). Ideally, the system should be able 
to recognise (detect and classify) any complex scene of objects even within background 
clutter noise. This problem is a very complex and difficult one. Here, we will consider only 
non-deformable (solid) objects (Forsyth & Ponce, 2003). In effect, they maintain their form 
independent of any of the distortions just described. Early studies (Casasent & Psaltis, 1976) 
in trying to solve the invariant pattern recognition problem include the system based on a 
modified logarithmic Mellin transform (Grace & Spann, 1991; Sheng & Arsenault, 1986; 
Sheng & Lejeune, 1991). Other work (Mersereau & Morris, 1986) has focused on a system 
based on a circular harmonic filter (Hsu et al., 1982; Hsu & Arsenault, 1982, 1984) 
illuminated with white light illumination. (Jensen et al., 1987) have described an optical 
image pattern recognition system based on log-polar mapping (Bryngdahl, 1974; Cederquist 
& Tai, 1984) of a Fourier transformed input pattern to convert in-plane rotation and scale 
changes into shift properties. The system’s implementation by a correlator has allowed 
translation invariance of the input pattern. Although, the real-time practical use of these 
systems has been superseded, useful concepts for future implementation of filters can be 
extracted from this work.  
In literature, broadly, two main categories of pattern recognition systems exist. The first 
category consists of linear combinatorial-type filters (LCFs) (Stamos, 2001). Proper image 
analysis in the frequency domain is done with the help of Fourier Transformation (FT) 
(Lynn & Fuerst, 1998; Proakis & Manolakis, 1988). The second category consists of pure 
neural modelling approaches. (Wood, 1996) has given a brief but clear review of invariant 
pattern recognition methods. His survey has divided the methods into two main categories 
of solving the invariant pattern recognition problem. The first category has two distinct 
phases of separately calculating the features of the training set pattern to be invariant to 
certain distortions and then classifying the extracted features. The second one, instead of 
having two separate phases, has a single phase which parameterises the desired invariances 
and then adapts them. (Wood, 1996) has also described the integral transforms, which fall 
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under the first category of feature extractors. They are based on Fourier analysis, such as the 
multidimensional Fourier transform, Fourier-Mellin transform, triple correlation 
(Delopoulos et al., 1994) and others. Part of the first category is also the group of algebraic 
invariants, such as Zernike moments (Khotanzad & Hong, 1990; Perantonis & Lisboa, 1992), 
generalised moments (Shvedov et al., 1979) and others. Wood has given examples of the 
second category, the main representative of this category being based on artificial neural 
network (NNET) architectures. He has presented the weight-sharing neural networks 
(LeCun, 1989; LeCun et al. 1990), the high-order neural networks (Giles & Maxwell, 1987; 
Kanaoka et al. 1992; Perantonis & Lisboa, 1992; Spirkovska & Reid, 1992), the time-delay 
neural networks (TDNN) (Bottou et al., 1990; Simard & LeCun, 1992; Waibel et al., 1989) and 
others. Finally, he has included a third category or the miscellaneous group where it consists 
of the methods which cannot strictly be categorised under either the feature-extraction 
feature-classification approach or the parameterised approach. Such methods are image 
normalisation pre-processing (Yuceer & Oflazer, 1993) methods for achieving invariance to 
certain distortions. (Dobnikar et al., 1992) have compared the invariant pattern classification 
(IPC) neural network architecture versus the Fourier transform (FT) method. They used for 
their comparison black-and-white images. They have proven the generalisation properties 
and fault-tolerant abilities to input patterns of the artificial neural network architectures.  
An alternative approach for the solution of the invariant pattern recognition problem has 
been well demonstrated previously with the Hybrid Optical Neural Network (HONN) filter. 
HONN filter combines the digital design of a filter by artificial neural network techniques 
with an optical correlator-type implementation of the resulting combinatorial correlator type 
filter. There are two main design blocks in the HONN filter, the NNET block and the optical 
correlator-type block. The input images pass first through the NNET block. The extracted 
images from the NNET block’s output are used in the composite image synthesis of the 
correlator-type block where we have chosen to be of the combinatorial-type. 
In order to keep consistency between the different mathematical symbols of NNET 
architectures and optical correlators we have applied similar notation rules throughout this 
chapter. We denote the variable names and functions by non-italic letters, the names of the 
vectors by italic lower case letters and the matrices by italic upper case. The frequency 
domain vectors, matrices, variable names and functions are represented by bold letters and 
the space domain vectors, matrices, variables and functions by plain letters. 
Section 2 describes briefly the design and implementation of the general HONN filter. 
Section 3 describes how the design of the general HONN filter can be altered to 
accommodate multiple objects recognition of the same and of different class. Section 4 
describes the design and implementations of the unconstrained-HONN (U-HONN), the 
constrained-HONN (C-HONN), and the modified-HONN (M-HONN) filters for multiple 
objects recognition. Section 5 consists of the comparative analysis of U-HONN, C-HONN 
and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. Section 6 concludes.  
2. General hybrid optical neural network filter 
The main motivation for the initial design and implementation of the HONN filter was to 
achieve the performance advantages of both NNET architectures (Kypraios et al. 2004a) and 
the optically implemented correlators (Bahri et Kumar, 1988). NNET architectures exhibit 
non-linear superposition abilities (Kypraios et al., 2002) of the training set pattern images 
and generalisation abilities (Beale & Jackson, 1990) over the whole set of the whole set of the 
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Fig. 1. A robust invariant pattern detection and classification system 
input images. Optical correlators allow high speed implementation of the algorithms 
described. In effect, the HONN filter combines the digital design of a filter by NNET 
techniques with an optical correlator-type implementation of the resulting combinatorial 
correlator type filter (Kumar, 1992). Briefly, the original input images pass first through the 
NNET block and, then, the extracted images from the NNET block’s output are used to form 
a combinatorial-type filter. Thus the output of the combinatorial-type correlator block is a 
composite image of the HONN filter’s output. To test the HONN filter we correlate the filter 
with an input image.  
Let ( ),h k l  denote the composite image of the combinatorial-type correlator, such as 
synthetic discriminant function (SDF) filter, and ( ),ix k l  denote the training set images, 
where 1,2, ,i N=  and N is the number of the training images used in the synthesis of the 
combinatorial-type correlator. The basic filter’s transfer function, from the weighed linear 
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where the coefficients ( )1,2, ,i i Nα =  are to set the constraints on the peak given by c. The 
iα values are determined from: 
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 1R cα −=  (2) 
where α  is the vector of the coefficients ( )1,2, ,i i Nα = , R is the correlation matrix of 
it and c is the peak constraint vector. The elements of this are usually set to zeros for false-
class objects and to ones for true-class objects. 
Let’s assume that an image s  is the input vector to an NNET’s hidden neuron (node), pt κ  
represent the target output for a pattern p on node κ  and po κ  represent the calculated 
output at that node. The weight from node ι  to node κ  is represented by w ικ  . The 
activation of each node κ , for pattern p, can be written as:  
 pnet κ = ( )pw bικ κ ιο +∑  (3) 
i.e. it is the weighted sum of the calculated output from the node ι  to node κ . b ι  
represents the bias vector of unit ι . We train a specifically configured NNET architecture 
with N training set images. The network has N neurons in the hidden layer, i.e. equal to the 
number of training images. There is a single neuron at the output layer to separate two 
different object classes. From eqn. (3) the net input of each of the neurons in the hidden layer 











= ∑  (4) 
where net is the net input of each of the hidden neurons. ixw ι  are the input weights from the 
input layer to the hidden neurons for the training image ix  of size [mxn] in matrix form or 
of size [1x(mxn)] in vector form. Similarity, for the training image Nx  of size [mxn] in 
matrix form ([1x(mxn)] in vector form) the net input, 









net w sι ι
=
=∑  (5) 
From eqns. (1), and (3) and (5) there is a direct analogy between the combinatorial-type filter 
synthesis procedure and the combination of all the layers’ weighted input vectors. 
Two possible and equivalent specially configured designs (Kypraios et al. 2004a) of NNET 
architectures can form the basis of the combinatorial-type filter synthesis. In both of the 
designs each neuron of the hidden layer is trained with only one of the training set images. 
In effect, 1neuron  with the training image 1x , 2neuron  with the training image 2x  and so 
on, ending with Nneuron  with the training image Nx . In the first design the number of the 
input sources is kept constant whereas in the second design the number of the input sources 
is equal to the number of the training images. In effect the number of the input weights 
increases proportionally to the size of the training set: 
 [ ]i wN N m n= × ×  (6) 
where i wN  is the number of the input weights, N, is the size of the training set equal to the 
number of the training images and [mxn] is the size of the image of the training set. The 
latter design would allow parallel implementation, since all the training images could be 
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Fig. 2. Custom design of NNET block at general-HONN filter 
input through the NNET in parallel due to the parallel input sources. However, to allow 
easier implementation, we chose the former design of the NNET. 
Hence, assume there are three training images of a car, size [100x100] ([1x(100x100)] in 
vector form), of different angle of view, to pass through the NNET. The chosen first design 
(see Fig. 2) uses one input source used for all the training images. Then, the input source 
consists of 10,000 i.e. [1x(100x100)] input neurons equal to the size of each training image (in 
vector form). Each layer needs, by definition, to have the same input connections to each of 
its hidden neurons. However, Fig. 2 is referred to as of four-layered architecture since there 
are three hidden layers (shown here aligned under each other) and one output layer. The 
input layer does not contain neurons with activation functions and so is omitted in the 
numbering of the layers. Each of the hidden layers consist of only one hidden neuron. 
Though the network initially is fully connected to the input layer during the training stage, 
only one hidden layer is connected for each training image presented through the NNET. 
Fig. 2 is thus not a contiguous four-layered architecture during training which is why the 
distinction is made.  
In the chosen configured NNET architecture design, the initial values of the input weights, 
the layer weights and the biases are based on the Nguyen-Widrow (Nguyen & Widrow, 
1989, 1990) initialisation algorithm. The transfer function of the hidden layers is set as the 
Log-Sigmoidal function. When a new training image is presented to the NNET we leave 
connected the input weights of only one of the hidden neurons. In order not to upset any 
previous learning of the rest of the hidden layer neurons we do not alter their weights when 
the new image is input to the NNET. It is emphasised that there is no separate feature 
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extraction stage (Casasent et al., 1998; Talukder & Casasent, 1999) applied to the training set 
image. To achieve faster learning we used a modified steepest descent (Hagan et al., 1996) 
back propagation algorithm based on heuristic techniques. The adaptive training algorithm 
updates the weights and bias values according to the gradient descent momentum and an 
adaptive learning rate (Hagan et al., 1996): 
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where now variable i is the iteration index of the network and is updated every time all the 
training set images pass through the NNET. wΔ  is the update function of the input and 
layer weights, bΔ  is the update function of the biases of the layers and μ is the momentum 
constant. The momentum allows the network to respond not only to the local gradient, but 
also to recent trends in the error surface. It functions like a low-pass filter by removing the 
small features in the error surface which allows NNET not to get stuck in a shallow local 
minimum, but to slide through such a minimum. fP  is the performance function usually 
set as being the mean square error (mse) and fPΔ  is the derivative of the performance 
function. The learning rate is indicated with the letter λ. It adapts iteratively based on the 
derivative of the performance function fPΔ . In effect, if there is a decrease in the fPΔ , then 
the learning rate is increased by the constant ε. If fPΔ  increases but the derivative does not 
take a value higher than the maximum allowed value of the performance function, 
( )max fP  then the learning rate does not change. If fPΔ  increases more than ( )max fP , 
then the learning rate decreases by the constant ε. The layer weights remain connected with 
all the hidden layers for all the training set and throughout all the training session.  
3. Multiple objects recognition 
All the HONN-type filters can accommodate multiple objects of the same class to be 
recognised within an input cluttered image due to the shift invariance properties inherited 
by its correlator unit. In the general HONN filter (see Fig. 3) all the input images first pass 
through the NNET unit. Each training image is multiplied (element wise) with the 
corresponding weight connections (mask). Then, the training set images after being 
transformed (masked) through the NNET unit by being multiplied with the mask, pass 
through the correlator unit where they are correlated with the masked test set images. The 
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Fig. 4. Modified NNET block architecture for enabling multiple objects recognition of the 
same and of different classes 
cross-correlation of each masked test set image with the transformed training set images 
(reference kernel) returns an output correlation plane peak value for each cross-correlation 
step. In effect, the maximum peak height values of the output correlation plane correspond 
to the recognised true-class objects.  
3.1 Modified NNET block architecture for multiple objects of different classes 
recognition 
Fig. 4 shows the modified NNET block architecture for accommodating multiple objects for 
more than one class recognition. In all the HONN-type filters presented here, i.e. 
Unconstrained-, Constrained-, and Modified-HONN filters, NNET is implemented as a 
feedforward multi-layer architecture trained with a backpropagation algorithm (Beale & 
Jackson, 1990). It has a single input source of input neurons equal to the size of the training 
image or video frame in vector form. In effect, for the training image or frame 1i Nx = …  of 
size [ ]m n× , there are [ ]m n×  input neurons in the single input source. The input weights are 
fully connected from the input layer to the hidden layers. There are i wN  input weights 
proportional to the size of the training set. The number of the hidden layers, lN  is equal to 
the number of the images or video frames of the training set N:  
 1,2,3, ,N i= �  and lN N=  (10) 
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We have set to each hidden layer to contain a single neuron. The layer weights are fully 
connected to the output layer. Now, the number of the layer weights l wN  is given by: 
 lw opnN N N= ×  and opn classesN N=  (11) 
where opnN  is the number of the output neurons and classesN  is the number of the different 
classes. In effect, we have augmented the output layer by adding more output neurons, one 
for each different class. On Fig. 4 we assume 2classesN = . Thus: 
 2opn classesN N= =  so, there are 2lwN N= ×  (12) 
and 
 1 lwclassN N=  and 2 lwclassN N=  (13) 
where 1 lwclassN  and 2 lwclassN  are the layer weights corresponding to object class 1 and 
object class 2, respectively. There are bias connections to each one of the hidden layers: 
 bN N=  (14) 
where bN  is the number of the bias connections. There are argt et wN  target connections 
form the opnN  output neurons of the output layer: 
 argt et w opnN N=  (15) 
Thus, for 2class esN =  there are N transformed images being created for class 1 and N 
transformed images being created for class 2. Then, both sets of transformed images are 
used for the synthesis of the filter’s composite image.  
4. Unconstrained-, Constrained-, and Modified-HONN filters for multiple 
objects recognition 
Next, we describe the implementation of the unconstrained-hybrid optical neural network 
(U-HONN), the constrained-hybrid optical neural network (C-HONN), and the modified-
hybrid optical neural network (M-HONN) filters for multiple objects recognition of the 
same and of different classes. 
4.1 Unconstrained-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition 
In general, unconstrained linear combinatorial-type filters (Mahalanobis et al., 1994; 
Mahalanobis & Kumar, 1997; Zhou & Chao, 1999) produce broader correlation peaks but 
offer better distortion tolerance. However, they are not explicitly optimised to provide good 
quality discrimination ability between classes. LCFs, such as the SDF filter (Sudharsanan et 
al., 1990) set hard constraints on the correlation peak height values of the training images. 
During the synthesis of the filter, peak height constraints are applied at the origin. In effect, 
all the training set images, when correlated with an LCF, are set to produce certain pre-
specified peak values, but there is no information provided for the test image correlation 
peak height values of the training images. In the unconstrained correlation filter synthesis 
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We have set to each hidden layer to contain a single neuron. The layer weights are fully 
connected to the output layer. Now, the number of the layer weights l wN  is given by: 
 lw opnN N N= ×  and opn classesN N=  (11) 
where opnN  is the number of the output neurons and classesN  is the number of the different 
classes. In effect, we have augmented the output layer by adding more output neurons, one 
for each different class. On Fig. 4 we assume 2classesN = . Thus: 
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and 
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where 1 lwclassN  and 2 lwclassN  are the layer weights corresponding to object class 1 and 
object class 2, respectively. There are bias connections to each one of the hidden layers: 
 bN N=  (14) 
where bN  is the number of the bias connections. There are argt et wN  target connections 
form the opnN  output neurons of the output layer: 
 argt et w opnN N=  (15) 
Thus, for 2class esN =  there are N transformed images being created for class 1 and N 
transformed images being created for class 2. Then, both sets of transformed images are 
used for the synthesis of the filter’s composite image.  
4. Unconstrained-, Constrained-, and Modified-HONN filters for multiple 
objects recognition 
Next, we describe the implementation of the unconstrained-hybrid optical neural network 
(U-HONN), the constrained-hybrid optical neural network (C-HONN), and the modified-
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same and of different classes. 
4.1 Unconstrained-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition 
In general, unconstrained linear combinatorial-type filters (Mahalanobis et al., 1994; 
Mahalanobis & Kumar, 1997; Zhou & Chao, 1999) produce broader correlation peaks but 
offer better distortion tolerance. However, they are not explicitly optimised to provide good 
quality discrimination ability between classes. LCFs, such as the SDF filter (Sudharsanan et 
al., 1990) set hard constraints on the correlation peak height values of the training images. 
During the synthesis of the filter, peak height constraints are applied at the origin. In effect, 
all the training set images, when correlated with an LCF, are set to produce certain pre-
specified peak values, but there is no information provided for the test image correlation 
peak height values of the training images. In the unconstrained correlation filter synthesis 
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(Mahalanobis et al., 1994; Mahalanobis & Kumar, 1997; Zhou & Chao, 1999) there are no 
hard constraints on the correlation peak heights. Thus, the assumption made is that by 
removing the hard constraints the number of possible solutions the filter can draw on 
increases by allowing the correlation peak height values to move freely to any value, so 
improving its performance.  
Assume we have now classesN  objects of different classes in the input image. Then, if do not 
set hard constraints on the correlation peak heights generated by the HONN filter, and add 
the transformed images ( ),classiS m n , of size each [ ]m n× , of each class, without any hard 
constraint weights at the origin, then we can synthesise the U-HONN filter (Kypraios et al., 
2004b), which its transfer function is given by: 















or in the frequency domain eqn. (16) is re-written as: 















where ( ),classiS u v  is the frequency domain transformed input image i of each class (with (u, 
v) the frequency components of the image), N is the number of the input images, the image 
index ( )1 classesi N N= ×… , i.e. there are N transformed images of each of the classesN  in the 
filter’s synthesis, and index 1, 2, ,classesN class class classK= …  (K any non-zero positive integer 
number, K +∈ℑ . 
The non-linear U-HONN filter is inherently shift invariant and may be employed as an 
optical correlator-type filter. It may be used as a space domain function in a joint transform 
correlator architecture or be Fourier transformed and used as a Fourier domain filter in a 4-f 
Vander Lugt (Vander Lugt, 1964) type optical correlator. 
4.2 Constrained-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition 
Following a similar technique used for constraining an LCF we can constrain the correlation 
peaks at the centre of the correlation plane of the general HONN filter. The transfer function 
of the produced C-HONN filter (Kypraios et al., 2004a), now for multiple objects of the same 
and of different class, is given by: 















or in the frequency domain eqn. (18) is re-written as: 















where ( ),classiS u v  is the frequency domain transformed input image i of each class (with (u, 
v) the frequency components of the image), N is the number of the input images, the image 
index ( )1 classesi N N= ×… , i.e. there are N transformed images of each of the classesN  in the 
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filter’s synthesis, and index 1, 2, ,classesN class class classK= …  (K any non-zero positive integer 
number, K +∈ℑ . Now, the transformed images ( ),classiS m n , of size each [ ]m n× , of each 
class, are multiplied with the hard constraint weights 1 classesi N Nα = ×…  set on the correlation 
peak heights of the N input images at the centre of the correlation plane.  
The C-HONN filter is composed of a non-linear space domain superposition of the training 
set images. The multiplying coefficient becomes a function of the input weights and the 
layer weights, rather than a simple linear multiplying constant as used in a conventional 
LCF synthesis. Thus, the non-linear C-HONN filter is inherently shift invariant and it may 
be employed in an optical correlator as would a linear superposition LCF, such as the SDF-
type filters. As for the U-HONN filter, it may be used as a space domain function in a joint 
transform correlator architecture or be Fourier transformed and used as Fourier domain 
filter in a 4-f Vander Lugt (Vander Lugt, 1964) type optical correlator. 
4.3 Modified-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition 
The following observations are made for the general HONN filter. Though the LCFs contain 
no information on non-reference objects in the training set used during their synthesis, the 
NNET includes information for reference and non-reference images of the true-class object. 
That is due to the NNET interpolating non-linearly between the reference images (Kypraios 
et al., 2002) included in the training set and forcing all the non-reference images to follow 
the activation graph. Moreover, the NNET generalises between all the reference and non-
reference images. Motivated by these observations, we apply an optical mask to the filter’s 
input (see Fig. 5). The mask is built by the weight connections of the reference images of the 
true-class object and is applied to all the tested images: 
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where cxW  and cxL  are the matrices of the input and layer weights. cxmnW  are the input 
weights from the input neuron of the input vector element at row m and column n to the 
associated hidden layer for the training image ( ),cx m n . cxnql  are the hidden layer weights 
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(Mahalanobis et al., 1994; Mahalanobis & Kumar, 1997; Zhou & Chao, 1999) there are no 
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removing the hard constraints the number of possible solutions the filter can draw on 
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filter’s synthesis, and index 1, 2, ,classesN class class classK= …  (K any non-zero positive integer 
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LCF synthesis. Thus, the non-linear C-HONN filter is inherently shift invariant and it may 
be employed in an optical correlator as would a linear superposition LCF, such as the SDF-
type filters. As for the U-HONN filter, it may be used as a space domain function in a joint 
transform correlator architecture or be Fourier transformed and used as Fourier domain 
filter in a 4-f Vander Lugt (Vander Lugt, 1964) type optical correlator. 
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et al., 2002) included in the training set and forcing all the non-reference images to follow 
the activation graph. Moreover, the NNET generalises between all the reference and non-
reference images. Motivated by these observations, we apply an optical mask to the filter’s 
input (see Fig. 5). The mask is built by the weight connections of the reference images of the 
true-class object and is applied to all the tested images: 
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where cxW  and cxL  are the matrices of the input and layer weights. cxmnW  are the input 
weights from the input neuron of the input vector element at row m and column n to the 
associated hidden layer for the training image ( ),cx m n . cxnql  are the hidden layer weights 
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from the hidden neuron n to the associated output neuron q. Now, instead of multiplying 
each training image with the corresponding weight connections as for the C-HONN filter, 
we keep constant the weight connection values, setting them to be equal with a randomly 
chosen image included in the training set ( ),cx m n . The matrix cΓ  is used to build the 
optical mask for M-HONN.  
The transfer function of the M-HONN filter (Kypraios et al., 2008, 2009) for multiple object 
recognition of different class objects is written as follows: 
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or in the frequency domain eqn. (21) is re-written as: 















where ( ),classiS u v  is the frequency domain transformed input image i of each class (with (u, 
v) the frequency components of the image), N is the number of the input images, the image 
index ( )1 classesi N N= ×… , i.e. there are N transformed images of each of the classesN  in the 
filter’s synthesis, and index 1, 2, ,classesN class class class K= …  (K any non-zero positive 
integer number, K +∈ℑ . The transformed images ( ),classiS m n  are calculated from the dot 
product of classcΓ  for each class, which corresponds to an output neuron of the augmented 
NNET, with the corresponding training image ( ),iX m n . 
Thus, the filter is composed of a non-linear space domain superposition of the training set 
images (similarly, it can be formed from video frames of the training set images). As for 
all the HONN-type filters, the multiplying coefficients now become a non-linear function 
of the input weights and the layer weights, rather than a simple linear multiplying 
constant as used in a constrained linear combinatorial-type filter synthesis procedure. The 
non-linear M-HONN filter is inherently shift invariant and it may be employed in an 
optical correlator as would a linear superposition LCF, such as the SDF-type filters. It may 
be used as a space domain function in a joint transform correlator architecture or be 
Fourier transformed and used as Fourier domain filter in a 4-f Vander Lugt (Vander Lugt, 
1964) type optical correlator. 
5. Comparative analysis of HONN-type filters 
It was confirmed experimentally that by choosing different values of the target classification 
levels for the true-class classtrueT  and false-class 
false
trueT  objects i.e. the output layer’s neuron’s 
target output for the true-class object and the corresponding false-class object, and for each 
of the different object classes, respectively of the NNET (see Fig. 4), the U-HONN, C-HONN, 
and M-HONN filters’, for multiple objects recognition, behaviour can be varied to suit 
different application requirements. Hence, by increasing the absolute distance of the target 
classification levels between the different object classes and between each object class and 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the M-HONN filter 
each corresponding false-class i.e. 1 2class classclasstrue false falseT T TΔ = −  and 
1 2class classclass
true true trueT T TΔ = −  the 
filters exhibited generally sharp peaks and good clutter suppression but are more sensitive 
to intra-class distortions i.e. they behave more like a high-pass biased filter, whereas by 
decreasing the absolute distance of the target classification levels between the different 
object classes and between each object class and each corresponding false-class the filters 
exhibited relatively good intra-class distortion invariance but producing broad correlation 
peaks i.e. they behave more like a minimum variance synthetic discriminant function 
(MVSDF) filter (Kumar, 1986). It is noted that though U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN 
filters behaviour can be varied by increasing or decreasing the absolute distance of the target 
classification levels between the different object classes and between each object class and 
each corresponding false-class, however even for the same training and test set images and 
for the same target classification levels the individual morphology of each filter’s output 
correlation plane differs based on its individual transfer function characteristics. Therefore, 
next we will study comparatively the characteristics of its filter for multiple objects 
recognition within cluttered scenes. Thus, we have kept the same target classification levels 
for all the filters and all the conducted simulations to be able to extract useful comparison 
conclusions. It must be noted, again, the selected target classification levels are not 
optimised for each individual filter form, but rather we are aiming to set values that can 
allow reasonable performance for all of the filters, U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN. 
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from the hidden neuron n to the associated output neuron q. Now, instead of multiplying 
each training image with the corresponding weight connections as for the C-HONN filter, 
we keep constant the weight connection values, setting them to be equal with a randomly 
chosen image included in the training set ( ),cx m n . The matrix cΓ  is used to build the 
optical mask for M-HONN.  
The transfer function of the M-HONN filter (Kypraios et al., 2008, 2009) for multiple object 
recognition of different class objects is written as follows: 
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or in the frequency domain eqn. (21) is re-written as: 















where ( ),classiS u v  is the frequency domain transformed input image i of each class (with (u, 
v) the frequency components of the image), N is the number of the input images, the image 
index ( )1 classesi N N= ×… , i.e. there are N transformed images of each of the classesN  in the 
filter’s synthesis, and index 1, 2, ,classesN class class class K= …  (K any non-zero positive 
integer number, K +∈ℑ . The transformed images ( ),classiS m n  are calculated from the dot 
product of classcΓ  for each class, which corresponds to an output neuron of the augmented 
NNET, with the corresponding training image ( ),iX m n . 
Thus, the filter is composed of a non-linear space domain superposition of the training set 
images (similarly, it can be formed from video frames of the training set images). As for 
all the HONN-type filters, the multiplying coefficients now become a non-linear function 
of the input weights and the layer weights, rather than a simple linear multiplying 
constant as used in a constrained linear combinatorial-type filter synthesis procedure. The 
non-linear M-HONN filter is inherently shift invariant and it may be employed in an 
optical correlator as would a linear superposition LCF, such as the SDF-type filters. It may 
be used as a space domain function in a joint transform correlator architecture or be 
Fourier transformed and used as Fourier domain filter in a 4-f Vander Lugt (Vander Lugt, 
1964) type optical correlator. 
5. Comparative analysis of HONN-type filters 
It was confirmed experimentally that by choosing different values of the target classification 
levels for the true-class classtrueT  and false-class 
false
trueT  objects i.e. the output layer’s neuron’s 
target output for the true-class object and the corresponding false-class object, and for each 
of the different object classes, respectively of the NNET (see Fig. 4), the U-HONN, C-HONN, 
and M-HONN filters’, for multiple objects recognition, behaviour can be varied to suit 
different application requirements. Hence, by increasing the absolute distance of the target 
classification levels between the different object classes and between each object class and 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the M-HONN filter 
each corresponding false-class i.e. 1 2class classclasstrue false falseT T TΔ = −  and 
1 2class classclass
true true trueT T TΔ = −  the 
filters exhibited generally sharp peaks and good clutter suppression but are more sensitive 
to intra-class distortions i.e. they behave more like a high-pass biased filter, whereas by 
decreasing the absolute distance of the target classification levels between the different 
object classes and between each object class and each corresponding false-class the filters 
exhibited relatively good intra-class distortion invariance but producing broad correlation 
peaks i.e. they behave more like a minimum variance synthetic discriminant function 
(MVSDF) filter (Kumar, 1986). It is noted that though U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN 
filters behaviour can be varied by increasing or decreasing the absolute distance of the target 
classification levels between the different object classes and between each object class and 
each corresponding false-class, however even for the same training and test set images and 
for the same target classification levels the individual morphology of each filter’s output 
correlation plane differs based on its individual transfer function characteristics. Therefore, 
next we will study comparatively the characteristics of its filter for multiple objects 
recognition within cluttered scenes. Thus, we have kept the same target classification levels 
for all the filters and all the conducted simulations to be able to extract useful comparison 
conclusions. It must be noted, again, the selected target classification levels are not 
optimised for each individual filter form, but rather we are aiming to set values that can 
allow reasonable performance for all of the filters, U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN. 
 




                                         (a)                                                                       (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Test set image data, and (b) training set background car park scenes 
Obviously, the optimised target classification levels achieve best performance when set 
individually for each of U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters (Kypraios, 2009; 
Kypraios et al. 2004a, 2004b, 2008, 2009). 
5.1 Test data 
For the conducted simulations for comparing the U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters’ 
performance within cluttered scenes we used different image data sets. The first data set 
consists of an S-type Jaguar car model at 10° increments of out-of-plane rotation at an 
elevation angle of approximately 45°. A second image data set consists of images of a Mazda 
Efini RX-7 Police car model at 45° elevation angle. A third image data set consists of typical 
empty car park scenes (background scene images). A fourth image data set (cluttered 
scenes) consists of the background images of typical car parks and the images of the S-type 
car model and the MazdaRX-7 car model added in the background scene (see Fig. 6). All the 
image data sequences used in the training sets and test sets were used in grey-scale bitmap 
format. All the image data sequences used in the training sets and test sets were of size 
[256x256]. All the input video frames prior being processed by the NNET are concatenated 
row-by-row in to a vector form, i.e. [1x(256x256)]. Normally this size of input image data is 
practically impossible to be processed in real-time, since to be implemented by enough 
input and layer weights for 256x256 pixels input images would require in input weights: 
 ( )1 256 256N x⎡ ⎤× ×⎣ ⎦  (23) 
So, assume (see Fig. 4) N=10 images or video frames to be processed through any neural 
network architecture would require in input weights: 
 ( )10 1 256 256 655,360x⎡ ⎤× × =⎣ ⎦  (24) 
which is more than half-a-million input weight connections! Hence, it only becomes possible 
to overcome this problem by using the novel selective weight connection architecture. 
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Additionally, the heuristic training algorithm with momentum and an adaptive learning 
rate employed into the NNET training stage speeds up the learning phase and reduces the 
memory size needed to fully complete the training stage. Here, it worth mentioning that the 
video frame sequences for all the test series were processed by a Dual Core CPU at 2.4 GHz 
with 4GB RAM in few a msec.  
5.2 Simulation results of C-HONN for multiple objects recognition  
The training set consisted of true-class 1 object of the Jaguar S-type for a distortion range 
over 20° to 70° at 10° increments. At least one Mazda Efini RX-7 car image has been added in 
the training set to be of true-class 2 object. At least one background image of a typical car 
park scene has been included in the training set of the NNET block to fall inside the false-
class. For the C-HONN filter we constrained in the correlator-type block the true-class 1 
object images (Jaguar S-type) to unit peak-height output correlation value, the true-class 2 
object images (Mazda Efini RX-7) to half-a-unit peak-height output correlation value, and all 
the false-class images (background scenes) to zero peak-height output correlation value. The 
test set consisted of a non-training in-class true-class 1 object at an intermediate car pose 
(non-training) and a non-training in-class true-class 2 object at an intermediate car pose 
(non-training) inserted in an unknown (non-training) background scene. During the true-
classes objects’ insertion additional Gaussian noise is added in the test set image, too. For 
our application purposes and for enabling us to extract useful comparison conclusions we 
have set in the NNET block the true-class 1 object target classification levels 1 40classtrueT = +  
and the true-class 2 object target classification levels 2 20classtrueT = + . All the false-class images 
and all the background images with the car park scenes were set to 1 1classfalseT = −  for false-
class 1 and to 2 1classfalseT = −  for false-class 2. 
Several simulations with different test sets were conducted. For the purpose of this study 
indicatively we show one of the results recorded. Thus, Fig. 7 (a) shows the normalised, to 
the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test 
set image. Fig. 7 (b) shows the position of a tracking box on top of the detected area at the 
output correlation plane of the true-class objects. Also, in Table 1, we have recorded the 
peak-to-correlation energy ratio (PCE) value, the peak-to-secondary-peak ratio (PSPR) value 
and the discrimination ability percentage (%) of recognising the different true-class objects 
for the shown output correlation plane. From the complete series of the recorded results, it is 
apparent that the C-HONN filter is able to detect and classify correctly both true-class 
objects, class 1 of Jaguar S-type and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 at non-training intermediate 
out-of-plane rotation angles, and suppress background clutter scene. From Fig. 7 (a) and 
Table 1, C-HONN filter gave sharp correlation peaks with good correlation peak-height 
values. Note that the PSPR values should not be confused with the discrimination ability of 
the filter. PSPR values indicate the maximum peak-height value in comparison to the 
sidelobes and not to the overall output correlation plane for the test set image. Thus, the 
discrimination ability % value (also indicates the filter’s inter-class separation ability) which 
C-HONN filter gave for the shown isometric correlation plane, and for separating class 1 
and class 2 objects was 36.5616% (column 3 of Table 1). Though the LCFs offer no 
information for non-reference objects of the training set in their synthesis, the NNET block 
of all the HONN-type filters offers information for reference (trained) and non-reference 
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Fig. 6. (a) Test set image data, and (b) training set background car park scenes 
Obviously, the optimised target classification levels achieve best performance when set 
individually for each of U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters (Kypraios, 2009; 
Kypraios et al. 2004a, 2004b, 2008, 2009). 
5.1 Test data 
For the conducted simulations for comparing the U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters’ 
performance within cluttered scenes we used different image data sets. The first data set 
consists of an S-type Jaguar car model at 10° increments of out-of-plane rotation at an 
elevation angle of approximately 45°. A second image data set consists of images of a Mazda 
Efini RX-7 Police car model at 45° elevation angle. A third image data set consists of typical 
empty car park scenes (background scene images). A fourth image data set (cluttered 
scenes) consists of the background images of typical car parks and the images of the S-type 
car model and the MazdaRX-7 car model added in the background scene (see Fig. 6). All the 
image data sequences used in the training sets and test sets were used in grey-scale bitmap 
format. All the image data sequences used in the training sets and test sets were of size 
[256x256]. All the input video frames prior being processed by the NNET are concatenated 
row-by-row in to a vector form, i.e. [1x(256x256)]. Normally this size of input image data is 
practically impossible to be processed in real-time, since to be implemented by enough 
input and layer weights for 256x256 pixels input images would require in input weights: 
 ( )1 256 256N x⎡ ⎤× ×⎣ ⎦  (23) 
So, assume (see Fig. 4) N=10 images or video frames to be processed through any neural 
network architecture would require in input weights: 
 ( )10 1 256 256 655,360x⎡ ⎤× × =⎣ ⎦  (24) 
which is more than half-a-million input weight connections! Hence, it only becomes possible 
to overcome this problem by using the novel selective weight connection architecture. 
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Additionally, the heuristic training algorithm with momentum and an adaptive learning 
rate employed into the NNET training stage speeds up the learning phase and reduces the 
memory size needed to fully complete the training stage. Here, it worth mentioning that the 
video frame sequences for all the test series were processed by a Dual Core CPU at 2.4 GHz 
with 4GB RAM in few a msec.  
5.2 Simulation results of C-HONN for multiple objects recognition  
The training set consisted of true-class 1 object of the Jaguar S-type for a distortion range 
over 20° to 70° at 10° increments. At least one Mazda Efini RX-7 car image has been added in 
the training set to be of true-class 2 object. At least one background image of a typical car 
park scene has been included in the training set of the NNET block to fall inside the false-
class. For the C-HONN filter we constrained in the correlator-type block the true-class 1 
object images (Jaguar S-type) to unit peak-height output correlation value, the true-class 2 
object images (Mazda Efini RX-7) to half-a-unit peak-height output correlation value, and all 
the false-class images (background scenes) to zero peak-height output correlation value. The 
test set consisted of a non-training in-class true-class 1 object at an intermediate car pose 
(non-training) and a non-training in-class true-class 2 object at an intermediate car pose 
(non-training) inserted in an unknown (non-training) background scene. During the true-
classes objects’ insertion additional Gaussian noise is added in the test set image, too. For 
our application purposes and for enabling us to extract useful comparison conclusions we 
have set in the NNET block the true-class 1 object target classification levels 1 40classtrueT = +  
and the true-class 2 object target classification levels 2 20classtrueT = + . All the false-class images 
and all the background images with the car park scenes were set to 1 1classfalseT = −  for false-
class 1 and to 2 1classfalseT = −  for false-class 2. 
Several simulations with different test sets were conducted. For the purpose of this study 
indicatively we show one of the results recorded. Thus, Fig. 7 (a) shows the normalised, to 
the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test 
set image. Fig. 7 (b) shows the position of a tracking box on top of the detected area at the 
output correlation plane of the true-class objects. Also, in Table 1, we have recorded the 
peak-to-correlation energy ratio (PCE) value, the peak-to-secondary-peak ratio (PSPR) value 
and the discrimination ability percentage (%) of recognising the different true-class objects 
for the shown output correlation plane. From the complete series of the recorded results, it is 
apparent that the C-HONN filter is able to detect and classify correctly both true-class 
objects, class 1 of Jaguar S-type and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 at non-training intermediate 
out-of-plane rotation angles, and suppress background clutter scene. From Fig. 7 (a) and 
Table 1, C-HONN filter gave sharp correlation peaks with good correlation peak-height 
values. Note that the PSPR values should not be confused with the discrimination ability of 
the filter. PSPR values indicate the maximum peak-height value in comparison to the 
sidelobes and not to the overall output correlation plane for the test set image. Thus, the 
discrimination ability % value (also indicates the filter’s inter-class separation ability) which 
C-HONN filter gave for the shown isometric correlation plane, and for separating class 1 
and class 2 objects was 36.5616% (column 3 of Table 1). Though the LCFs offer no 
information for non-reference objects of the training set in their synthesis, the NNET block 
of all the HONN-type filters offers information for reference (trained) and non-reference 
 




                                      (a)                                                                                  (b) 
Fig. 7. (a) Normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric 
output correlation plane of the C-HONN filter for a test set image, and (b) tracking boxes on 
top of the detected of the true-class objects areas at the output correlation plane; class 1of 
Jaguar S-type is shown with blue colour and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 is shown with 
the red colour 
(non-training) images of the true-class objects. Consequently, LCFs, such as SDF-type filters, 
depend solely on the information built inside the composite image formed from the 
reference images. However, the C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition was able to 
generalise enough within the cluttered images and successfully recognise the true-class 
objects even at non-reference (non-training) out-of-plane rotation angles and within non-
reference background car park scene.  
5.3 Simulation results of U-HONN for multiple objects recognition  
We used the same training and test data sets as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition. However, we created two slightly different training sets, one with at least one 
non-training background image included and a second one with no background images 
included. During the U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition’s synthesis of its 
composite image this time we set no hard constraints on the correlation peak-height values. 
For our application purposes and for enabling us to extract useful comparison conclusions    
 
 
Table 1. C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition within cluttered scenes performance 
assessment values 
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we have kept the same, as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition, target 
classification levels in the NNET block i.e. true-class 1 object target classification level 
1 40classtrueT = +  and the true-class 2 object target classification level 
2 20classtrueT = + . All the false-
class images and all the background images with the car park scenes were set to 1 1classfalseT = −  
for false-class 1 and to 2 1classfalseT = −  for false-class 2. 
Several simulations with different test sets were conducted. For the purpose of this study 
indicatively we show one of the results recorded. Thus, Fig. 8 (a) shows the normalised, to 
the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test 
set image with at least one background non-reference car park scene included in the training 
set, Fig. 8 (b) shows the normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, 
isometric correlation plane for the used test set image with no background car park scene 
included in the training set, and Fig. 9 shows the position of a tracking box on top of the 
detected area at the output correlation plane of the true-class objects for the isometric 
correlation plane shown in Fig. 8 (a). In Table 2 we have recorded the PCE values, the PSPR 
values and the discrimination ability % of recognising the different true-class objects for 
both shown output correlation planes in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b). From the complete series of 
the recorded results, it is apparent that the U-HONN filter is able to detect and classify 
correctly both true-class objects, class 1 of Jaguar S-type and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 at 
non-training intermediate out-of-plane rotation angles, and suppress background clutter 
scene. But, when there was at least one non-reference background scene included in the U-
HONN filter’s synthesis then it increased the detected false-class areas at the output 
correlation plane (see Fig. 8 (b)). Thus, as it was expected from U-HONN filter for multiple 
objects recognition’s design and transfer function (see eqns. (16) and (17)), the resulted 
solutions from correlating the test set image with the U-HONN filter’s transfer function are 
increasing in comparison with the C-HONN filter since there are no hard constraints 
imposed on the correlation peak-heights for U-HONN filter. However, by including a false-
class non-reference background image in the filter’s synthesis, it produces more unwanted 
false-class peaks in comparison to having not included any background images. From Fig. 7 
and Fig. 8 (a) (for background images included in the training set), and from Table 1 and 
Table 2 U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition produces higher PSPR with smaller 
sidelobes values i.e. sharper correlation peaks, but C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition produces higher correlation peak-height values with broader sidelobes (smaller 
PSPR values). The discrimination ability % value U-HONN filter gave for Fig. 8 (a) shown 
isometric correlation plane, and for separating class 1 and class 2 objects was 12.0242% and 
for Fig. 8 (b) was approximately 2% (column 3 of Table 2), which for both isometric plots it is 
less than the discrimination ability % value that C-HONN filter gave. In effect, U-HONN 
filter for multiple objects recognition it maximises the correlation peak-heights (including 
the false-class ones in the case of Fig. 8 (a) plot) at the output correlation plane in expense of 
broadening the sidelobes and, thus, decreasing its discrimination ability %, for the test set 
images to recognise the true-class objects in the cluttered scenes. Consequently, for U-
HONN, broader sidelobes means better intra-class ability and better distortion range, i.e. it 
is able to maintain high correlation peak-heights for recognising intermediate non-reference 
out-of-plane rotation angles of the true-class objects with less correlation peak-height value 
decrease (drop) than C-HONN filter. Again, as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition, the U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition was able to generalise 
 




                                      (a)                                                                                  (b) 
Fig. 7. (a) Normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric 
output correlation plane of the C-HONN filter for a test set image, and (b) tracking boxes on 
top of the detected of the true-class objects areas at the output correlation plane; class 1of 
Jaguar S-type is shown with blue colour and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 is shown with 
the red colour 
(non-training) images of the true-class objects. Consequently, LCFs, such as SDF-type filters, 
depend solely on the information built inside the composite image formed from the 
reference images. However, the C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition was able to 
generalise enough within the cluttered images and successfully recognise the true-class 
objects even at non-reference (non-training) out-of-plane rotation angles and within non-
reference background car park scene.  
5.3 Simulation results of U-HONN for multiple objects recognition  
We used the same training and test data sets as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition. However, we created two slightly different training sets, one with at least one 
non-training background image included and a second one with no background images 
included. During the U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition’s synthesis of its 
composite image this time we set no hard constraints on the correlation peak-height values. 
For our application purposes and for enabling us to extract useful comparison conclusions    
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we have kept the same, as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition, target 
classification levels in the NNET block i.e. true-class 1 object target classification level 
1 40classtrueT = +  and the true-class 2 object target classification level 
2 20classtrueT = + . All the false-
class images and all the background images with the car park scenes were set to 1 1classfalseT = −  
for false-class 1 and to 2 1classfalseT = −  for false-class 2. 
Several simulations with different test sets were conducted. For the purpose of this study 
indicatively we show one of the results recorded. Thus, Fig. 8 (a) shows the normalised, to 
the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test 
set image with at least one background non-reference car park scene included in the training 
set, Fig. 8 (b) shows the normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, 
isometric correlation plane for the used test set image with no background car park scene 
included in the training set, and Fig. 9 shows the position of a tracking box on top of the 
detected area at the output correlation plane of the true-class objects for the isometric 
correlation plane shown in Fig. 8 (a). In Table 2 we have recorded the PCE values, the PSPR 
values and the discrimination ability % of recognising the different true-class objects for 
both shown output correlation planes in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b). From the complete series of 
the recorded results, it is apparent that the U-HONN filter is able to detect and classify 
correctly both true-class objects, class 1 of Jaguar S-type and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 at 
non-training intermediate out-of-plane rotation angles, and suppress background clutter 
scene. But, when there was at least one non-reference background scene included in the U-
HONN filter’s synthesis then it increased the detected false-class areas at the output 
correlation plane (see Fig. 8 (b)). Thus, as it was expected from U-HONN filter for multiple 
objects recognition’s design and transfer function (see eqns. (16) and (17)), the resulted 
solutions from correlating the test set image with the U-HONN filter’s transfer function are 
increasing in comparison with the C-HONN filter since there are no hard constraints 
imposed on the correlation peak-heights for U-HONN filter. However, by including a false-
class non-reference background image in the filter’s synthesis, it produces more unwanted 
false-class peaks in comparison to having not included any background images. From Fig. 7 
and Fig. 8 (a) (for background images included in the training set), and from Table 1 and 
Table 2 U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition produces higher PSPR with smaller 
sidelobes values i.e. sharper correlation peaks, but C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition produces higher correlation peak-height values with broader sidelobes (smaller 
PSPR values). The discrimination ability % value U-HONN filter gave for Fig. 8 (a) shown 
isometric correlation plane, and for separating class 1 and class 2 objects was 12.0242% and 
for Fig. 8 (b) was approximately 2% (column 3 of Table 2), which for both isometric plots it is 
less than the discrimination ability % value that C-HONN filter gave. In effect, U-HONN 
filter for multiple objects recognition it maximises the correlation peak-heights (including 
the false-class ones in the case of Fig. 8 (a) plot) at the output correlation plane in expense of 
broadening the sidelobes and, thus, decreasing its discrimination ability %, for the test set 
images to recognise the true-class objects in the cluttered scenes. Consequently, for U-
HONN, broader sidelobes means better intra-class ability and better distortion range, i.e. it 
is able to maintain high correlation peak-heights for recognising intermediate non-reference 
out-of-plane rotation angles of the true-class objects with less correlation peak-height value 
decrease (drop) than C-HONN filter. Again, as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition, the U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition was able to generalise 
 




                             (a)                                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 8. (a) Normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric output 
correlation plane of the U-HONN filter for a test set image with at least one background 
non-reference car park scene included in the training set, and (b) normalised, to the 
maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test set 
image with no background car park scene included in the training set 
enough within the cluttered images and successfully recognise the true-class objects even at 
non-reference (non-training) out-of-plane rotation angles and within non-reference 
background car park scene.  
5.4 Simulation results of M-HONN for multiple objects recognition  
We used the same training and test data sets as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition. As for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition, we constrained in the 
correlator-type block of the M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition the true-class 1 
object images (Jaguar S-type) to unit peak-height output correlation value, the true-class 2 
object images (Mazda Efini RX-7) to half-a-unit peak-height output correlation value, and all 
the false-class images (background scenes) to zero peak-height output correlation value. For 
our application purposes and for enabling us to extract useful comparison conclusions we 
have kept the same, as for the C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition, target 
classification levels in the NNET block i.e. true-class 1 object target classification level 
1 40classtrueT = +  and the true-class 2 object target classification level 
2 20classtrueT = + . All the false-
class images and all the background images with the car park scenes were set to 1 1classfalseT = −  
for false-class 1 and to 2 1classfalseT = −  for false-class 2. 
Several simulations with different test sets were conducted. For the purpose of this study 
indicatively we show one of the results recorded. Fig. 10 (a) shows the normalised, to the 
maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test set 
image and Fig. 10 (b) shows the position of a tracking box on top of the detected area at the 
output correlation plane of the true-class objects. In Table 3 the PSPR value is recorded for 
the test set image. From the complete series of the recorded results, it is apparent that the M-
HONN filter is able to detect and classify correctly both true-class objects, class 1 of Jaguar 
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Fig. 9. Tracking boxes on top of the detected areas of the true-class objects at the output 
correlation plane of U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition; class 1of Jaguar S-type 
is shown with blue colour and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 is shown with the red colour 
 
 
Table 2. U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition within cluttered scenes performance 
assessment values 
S-type and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 at non-training intermediate out-of-plane rotation 
angles, and suppress background clutter scene. From the isometric plots shown in Fig. 7, 
Fig. 8 (b), Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, and from Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 it is found that the M-
HONN filter for multiple objects recognition produces higher PSPR values and i.e. sharper 
peaks than the C-HONN and U-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. However, 
from the full series of the conducted tests it is recorded that the M-HONN filter for multiple  
objects recognition produces a higher drop for the non-training intermediate car poses 
within the background clutter than the C-HONN and U-HONN filters for multiple objects 
recognition (Kypraios, 2009; Kypraios et al. 2008). In effect, the M-HONN filter for multiple 
objects recognition confirms its design expectation of producing optimum performance 
(sharper peak-heights) within cluttered scenes than U-HONN and C-HONN filters for 
multiple objects recognition in expense of a drop in its intra-class (non-training images of 
intermediate out-of-plane rotation angles of true-class objects) distortion tolerance. 
 




                             (a)                                                                                         (b) 
Fig. 8. (a) Normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric output 
correlation plane of the U-HONN filter for a test set image with at least one background 
non-reference car park scene included in the training set, and (b) normalised, to the 
maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric correlation plane for the used test set 
image with no background car park scene included in the training set 
enough within the cluttered images and successfully recognise the true-class objects even at 
non-reference (non-training) out-of-plane rotation angles and within non-reference 
background car park scene.  
5.4 Simulation results of M-HONN for multiple objects recognition  
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HONN filter is able to detect and classify correctly both true-class objects, class 1 of Jaguar 
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Fig. 9. Tracking boxes on top of the detected areas of the true-class objects at the output 
correlation plane of U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition; class 1of Jaguar S-type 
is shown with blue colour and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 is shown with the red colour 
 
 
Table 2. U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition within cluttered scenes performance 
assessment values 
S-type and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 at non-training intermediate out-of-plane rotation 
angles, and suppress background clutter scene. From the isometric plots shown in Fig. 7, 
Fig. 8 (b), Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, and from Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 it is found that the M-
HONN filter for multiple objects recognition produces higher PSPR values and i.e. sharper 
peaks than the C-HONN and U-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. However, 
from the full series of the conducted tests it is recorded that the M-HONN filter for multiple  
objects recognition produces a higher drop for the non-training intermediate car poses 
within the background clutter than the C-HONN and U-HONN filters for multiple objects 
recognition (Kypraios, 2009; Kypraios et al. 2008). In effect, the M-HONN filter for multiple 
objects recognition confirms its design expectation of producing optimum performance 
(sharper peak-heights) within cluttered scenes than U-HONN and C-HONN filters for 
multiple objects recognition in expense of a drop in its intra-class (non-training images of 
intermediate out-of-plane rotation angles of true-class objects) distortion tolerance. 
 




                                      (a)                                                                                (b) 
Fig. 10. (a) Normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric output 
correlation plane of the M-HONN filter for a test set image, and (b) tracking boxes on  
op of the detected of the true-class objects areas at the output correlation plane; class 1of 
Jaguar S-type is shown with blue colour and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 is shown with the 
red colour 
 
Table 3. M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition within cluttered scenes 
performance assessment values 
M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition gave for the shown isometric correlation 
plane in Fig. 10, and for separating class 1 and class 2, the discrimination ability % value of 
20.4320% (column 3 of Table 3). Thus, C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition 
exhibits higher discrimination ability than the M-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition. Still, the M-HONN filter is able to separate adequately the different classes of 
objects. Again, as for the U-HONN and C-HONN filters for multiple  
objects recognition, the M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition was able to 
generalise enough within the cluttered images and successfully recognise the true-class 
objects even at non-reference (non-training) out-of-plane rotation angles and within non-
reference (unknown) background car park scene.  
6. Conclusion 
We have compared with each other the performance of the U-HONN, C-HONN and M-
HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. We have described how the U-HONN, C-
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HONN and M-HONN filters can accommodate the recognition of multiple objects of the 
same or of different classes. Due to the shift invariance properties inherited by its correlator 
unit the filter can accommodate multiple objects of the same class to be detected within an 
input cluttered image. Also, the architecture of the NNET block of the general-HONN filter 
allows the recognition of multiple objects of different classes within the input cluttered 
image by augmenting the output layer of the unit. U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN 
filters for multiple objects recognition may be used as a space domain function in a joint 
transform correlator architecture or be Fourier transformed and used as a Fourier domain 
filter in a 4-f Vander Lugt-type optical correlator. It was confirmed experimentally that by 
increasing or decreasing the absolute distance of the target classification levels between the 
different object classes and between each object class and each corresponding false-class i.e. 
1 2class classclass
true false falseT T TΔ = −  and 
1 2class classclass
true true trueT T TΔ = − , the U-HONN, C-HONN, and M-
HONN filters, for multiple objects recognition, behaviour can be varied to behave from 
more like a high-pass biased filter to more like a MVSDF filter for serving the different 
application requirements. However, even for the same training and test set images and for 
the same target classification levels the individual morphology of each filter’s output 
correlation plane differs based on its individual transfer function characteristics. Therefore, 
for all the conducted tests the target classification levels for all the filters have been kept the 
same in order to be able to extract useful comparison conclusions. It must be noted the 
target classification levels are chosen to values which can allow good performance for all the 
filters and for keeping the same values. Obviously, best performance can be achieved by 
setting the values individually for each of U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters but not 
to the same target classification levels.  
U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition exhibit 
simultaneously shift and out-of-plane rotation invariances with a single pass over the data, 
i.e. there is not needed more than one filter to be trained for shift invariance and separately 
another one for out-of-plane rotation invariance. Additionally, they exhibit good tolerance-
to-clutter performance without disturbing the other simultaneously exhibit properties of 
out-of-plane rotation and shift invariances. In general, the HONN-type filters are shown 
experimentally to be performing better than the LCFs. U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN 
filters are proven to recognize correctly the multiple true-class objects of the same or of 
different classes within non-reference (unknown i.e. not previously trained) background 
scenes. U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition exhibits better distortion range, i.e. it 
maintains good correlation peak height for recognising intermediate non-reference out-of-
plane rotation angles of the true-class objects, and higher peak-heights but in expense of 
broader sidelobes in recognising the true-class objects within the cluttered scene than the C-
HONN and M-HONN filters. M-HONN filter design is optimised for producing best 
performance in recognising objects within cluttered scenes. Hence, it was found that it gave 
sharper peaks than the U-HONN and C-HONN filters for recognising the true-class objects 
of the different classes within the unknown car park scene. However, C-HONN filter for 
multiple objects recognition produces more controlled peak-heights and better 
discrimination ability between the true-class objects of different classes within the cluttered 
scenes than the U-HONN and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. U-HONN, 
C-HONN and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition can be employed, amongst 
the many application areas, in image content-based Internet search engines. The 
simultaneous properties of U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters of shift and out-of-
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Fig. 10. (a) Normalised, to the maximum correlation peak intensity value, isometric output 
correlation plane of the M-HONN filter for a test set image, and (b) tracking boxes on  
op of the detected of the true-class objects areas at the output correlation plane; class 1of 
Jaguar S-type is shown with blue colour and class 2 of Mazda Efini RX-7 is shown with the 
red colour 
 
Table 3. M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition within cluttered scenes 
performance assessment values 
M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition gave for the shown isometric correlation 
plane in Fig. 10, and for separating class 1 and class 2, the discrimination ability % value of 
20.4320% (column 3 of Table 3). Thus, C-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition 
exhibits higher discrimination ability than the M-HONN filter for multiple objects 
recognition. Still, the M-HONN filter is able to separate adequately the different classes of 
objects. Again, as for the U-HONN and C-HONN filters for multiple  
objects recognition, the M-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition was able to 
generalise enough within the cluttered images and successfully recognise the true-class 
objects even at non-reference (non-training) out-of-plane rotation angles and within non-
reference (unknown) background car park scene.  
6. Conclusion 
We have compared with each other the performance of the U-HONN, C-HONN and M-
HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. We have described how the U-HONN, C-
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same or of different classes. Due to the shift invariance properties inherited by its correlator 
unit the filter can accommodate multiple objects of the same class to be detected within an 
input cluttered image. Also, the architecture of the NNET block of the general-HONN filter 
allows the recognition of multiple objects of different classes within the input cluttered 
image by augmenting the output layer of the unit. U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN 
filters for multiple objects recognition may be used as a space domain function in a joint 
transform correlator architecture or be Fourier transformed and used as a Fourier domain 
filter in a 4-f Vander Lugt-type optical correlator. It was confirmed experimentally that by 
increasing or decreasing the absolute distance of the target classification levels between the 
different object classes and between each object class and each corresponding false-class i.e. 
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true false falseT T TΔ = −  and 
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true true trueT T TΔ = − , the U-HONN, C-HONN, and M-
HONN filters, for multiple objects recognition, behaviour can be varied to behave from 
more like a high-pass biased filter to more like a MVSDF filter for serving the different 
application requirements. However, even for the same training and test set images and for 
the same target classification levels the individual morphology of each filter’s output 
correlation plane differs based on its individual transfer function characteristics. Therefore, 
for all the conducted tests the target classification levels for all the filters have been kept the 
same in order to be able to extract useful comparison conclusions. It must be noted the 
target classification levels are chosen to values which can allow good performance for all the 
filters and for keeping the same values. Obviously, best performance can be achieved by 
setting the values individually for each of U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters but not 
to the same target classification levels.  
U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition exhibit 
simultaneously shift and out-of-plane rotation invariances with a single pass over the data, 
i.e. there is not needed more than one filter to be trained for shift invariance and separately 
another one for out-of-plane rotation invariance. Additionally, they exhibit good tolerance-
to-clutter performance without disturbing the other simultaneously exhibit properties of 
out-of-plane rotation and shift invariances. In general, the HONN-type filters are shown 
experimentally to be performing better than the LCFs. U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN 
filters are proven to recognize correctly the multiple true-class objects of the same or of 
different classes within non-reference (unknown i.e. not previously trained) background 
scenes. U-HONN filter for multiple objects recognition exhibits better distortion range, i.e. it 
maintains good correlation peak height for recognising intermediate non-reference out-of-
plane rotation angles of the true-class objects, and higher peak-heights but in expense of 
broader sidelobes in recognising the true-class objects within the cluttered scene than the C-
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sharper peaks than the U-HONN and C-HONN filters for recognising the true-class objects 
of the different classes within the unknown car park scene. However, C-HONN filter for 
multiple objects recognition produces more controlled peak-heights and better 
discrimination ability between the true-class objects of different classes within the cluttered 
scenes than the U-HONN and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition. U-HONN, 
C-HONN and M-HONN filters for multiple objects recognition can be employed, amongst 
the many application areas, in image content-based Internet search engines. The 
simultaneous properties of U-HONN, C-HONN and M-HONN filters of shift and out-of-
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plane rotation invariances, can reduce the number of stored images for each object class and, 
consequently reduce the time needed for an Internet image-to-image search engine (content-
based search engine) to search the complete data set of matched images. Moreover, the 
accommodation of multiple objects recognition of the same and of different classes with the 
same single filter and with a single pass over the training and test data reduces the training 
times instead of training several filters for the different object classes. 
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1.  Introduction   
Technical investigation, research and development in the wide field of security technology 
have been increased in recent years. Robotics as a great deal of this progress aims at 
advanced mobile security robots that can measure their surrounding environment 
accurately and provide various sensing applications. These robots will gain a steady 
increasing importance in private homes, industry and military. Such robots equipped with 
Ultra Wideband (UWB) Radar are promising for near field, non-contacting and non-
destructive sensing technologies. Compared to optical or infrared systems UWB Radar does 
not need a visual LOS condition which makes it suitable for smoke and dust filled 
emergency scenarios. In contrast to common CW-Radar, due to the wide frequency band 
which corresponds to a high resolution in time domain, UWB Radar is possible to separate 
multiple reflections of multipath propagation in sub-centimetre range. Because of the 
presence of low frequencies UWB Radar systems are able to penetrate dielectric materials to 
perform subsurface imaging. Hence, UWB has superior advantages compared to classical 
near-field sensing technologies which make it an ideal candidate for security robots. 
The object recognition (OR) method proposed in this work is part of a super-resolution 
Radar imaging system by backscattered UWB signals on the basis of a reference data set. 
The purpose of this method is detection, recognition and classification of unknown objects.   
2. System setup and system design 
Radar imaging is an active remote sensing technique meaning that the scene to be imaged is 
illuminated by a wave transmitted by the Radar system. The receiver of the system 
measures the variation of the electromagnetic field intensity over time collecting echoes 
which contain geometrical feature information of the area in the antennas footprint. The 
goal of the data processing is to generate a visual image of the target from the received 
electro-magnetic field. To get proper and sufficient information it is necessary to scan the 
scene, i.e. move the sensors along a certain trajectory and record UWB pulses. In case of 
UWB Radar, the measured pulse approximates the channel impulse response either directly 
or after post-processing. Plotting the measured channel impulse responses in a 2D 
Radarmatrix with the time-of-flight or the distance versus the antenna position leads to a so 
called radargram with the amplitude indicating the intensity of the received field. The 
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illuminated by a wave transmitted by the Radar system. The receiver of the system 
measures the variation of the electromagnetic field intensity over time collecting echoes 
which contain geometrical feature information of the area in the antennas footprint. The 
goal of the data processing is to generate a visual image of the target from the received 
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scene, i.e. move the sensors along a certain trajectory and record UWB pulses. In case of 
UWB Radar, the measured pulse approximates the channel impulse response either directly 
or after post-processing. Plotting the measured channel impulse responses in a 2D 
Radarmatrix with the time-of-flight or the distance versus the antenna position leads to a so 
called radargram with the amplitude indicating the intensity of the received field. The 
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radargram is a convenient way of illustrating results of measurements and is the preferred 
method of displaying Radar data for further post-processing. 
2.1 Objects under test and reference alphabet 
The investigated objects and the reference alphabet derived from these consist of simple 
canonical and some polygonal complex objects in the form of beams with no variance in the 
3rd dimension. In figure 1 the used 12 objects are shown.  
 
o1 o2 o3 o4
o5 o6 o7 o8




Fig. 1. Cross-section of the used 12 objects and the reference alphabet (abstracted objects 
consisting only discrete values equal red dots) 
The reference alphabet is extracted out of a priori known dimensions of each object and 
consists of discrete values which are marked in figure 1 with red dots. For this purpose 
every edge and corner of each object is marked as a pixel with a value of 1 in a 1000 x 1000 
pixel grid according to 1 mm distance between two neighboured pixels. Straight segments of 
the object are neither sampled nor set in any other way as a pixel at first. Hence, in the rest 
of the reference image pixels are set to 0 yielding to binary reference images by means of the 
subsequent recognition process is performed. 
2.2 Simulated and measured radar data 
The performance investigations of the introduced OR algorithm are carried out based on 
simulated Radar data obtained by Ray Tracing. To enable a quantitative proving of the 
effectiveness of the proposed OR algorithm, the geometric structures of each massive object 
were modelled by polygons and fed into the aforementioned simulation tool, which is 
described in its basics in (Geng & Wiesbeck, 1998; Schultze et al., 2008). The similarity 
between these simulations and real measurements is significantly high which could be 
verified in (Salman et al., 2008). In each of the 12 investigated scenarios one of the objects of 
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figure 1 was located in the middle of a room of 10x10 m² size and a height of 4 m. In these 
scenarios a quasi-monostatic antenna configuration (one antenna above the other) was 
moved around each object on a circular track with a radius of 1 m and at a constant level 
above the floor. Here, the antennas perform a scan with a 1 degree grid resulting in 360 
impulse responses of a corresponding radargram. A frequency band between 2.5 and 12.5 
GHz with 1601 frequency points was used. This corresponds to a frequency resolution of 
6.25 MHz and thus to an unambiguous range of 48 m or 160 ns which is sufficient for most 
of indoor scenarios. Also antenna characteristics have been taken into account in the 
simulations. Here, two double-ridged horn antennas are applied. These antennas have 
approximately 20° opening angle (3 dB less than maximum beyond this angle). Their 
patterns have been measured in an anechoic chamber for all frequencies in the considered 
frequency band and were convoluted with the simulated channel impulse responses. 
Nevertheless, experimental validations were started to complement these investigations and 
therefore objects o2 – o7 were built in same dimensions and scanned with same track and 
same antennas which were analyzed by the Ray Tracer. The used sensor system consists of a 
UWB Maximum Length Binary Sequence (M-Sequence) Radar system for data acquisition. 
Compared to pulse Radar, the energy of the transmitted waveform is spread equally over 
time when using an M-sequence Radar thus eliminating the power spikes of short pulses. 
This provides reduction of complexity and costs for the analogue electronics in the Radar 
device which do not need to handle high-power short-time signals thus allowing for a 




Fig. 2. Basic structure of an M-Sequence Radar with attached IQ Up/Down-converter 
The shift register generates periodically (using a ring-register) the binary M-sequence with 
the clock frequency cf which is the stimulus signal. The M-sequence is a special binary 
pseudo random code which has a very short triangular auto-correlation function. Due to 
Nyquist the range of the frequency spectrum is DC - cf /2 meaning that the width of the 
pulse is adjustable directly by the clock frequency. This signal is sent to the Tx port of the 
device. The Tx port can either be connected directly to the transmit antenna for baseband 
transmission (DC - 4.5 GHz) or an additional IQ up-converter can be used which modulates 
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The shift register generates periodically (using a ring-register) the binary M-sequence with 
the clock frequency cf which is the stimulus signal. The M-sequence is a special binary 
pseudo random code which has a very short triangular auto-correlation function. Due to 
Nyquist the range of the frequency spectrum is DC - cf /2 meaning that the width of the 
pulse is adjustable directly by the clock frequency. This signal is sent to the Tx port of the 
device. The Tx port can either be connected directly to the transmit antenna for baseband 
transmission (DC - 4.5 GHz) or an additional IQ up-converter can be used which modulates 
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the waveform to a carrier frequency of 9 GHz for passband transmission. The reflected 
signal is received by the receive antenna, downconverted to baseband (if the IQ up-
converter is employed) and sampled. In most wideband RF-systems, the data gathering is 
based on sub-sampling in order to reduce the data throughput, this is also the case with the 
M-sequence Radar. Usually the sampling time control is a challenging task but this is not the 
case for M-sequence sub-sampling, since a simple binary divider does this job in a very 
stable way by keeping an absolute linear (equivalent) time base of the captured signal. The 
divided pulse directly pushes the ADC and the track and hold circuit (T&H). The T&H 
captures the wideband input signal and provides it to the ADC which can work at a suitable 
low sampling rate sf . In order to increase the signal to noise ratio, it is of advantage to apply 
synchronous averaging in the digital domain. More detailed information can be found in 
(Sachs et al., 2005). 
2.2 Sensor track 
The emulation of the free movement of a mobile robot platform is provided by two 
symmetric arrangements of linear rails. Each of them has 2 degrees of freedom in the 
movement plane. On each of them there is a rotating platform actuated by another step-
motor. These platforms serve as mounting points for either antennas or targets. With this 
setup the circular scan was performed with the antennas fixed and the target rotating 
around its own axis on the rotor platform. This emulated the case where a robot is moving 
on a circle around a target. The setup of the measurement configuration with its essential 
devices is sketched in figure 3 for a better overview. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Layout of the measurement setup with its main devices for experimental validations 
Figure 4 shows an example of a simulation-based radargram of object o3 with a triangular 
cross section. Each object has a specific radar cross section that is strongly angle of radiation 
dependent. For the purpose of comparison Figure 5 shows the radargram of a real object 
with same dimensions measured by aforementioned M-Sequence Radar in the passband, i.e 
4.5 GHz – 13 GHz. On the left side of both figures 4 and 5 each radargram is determined by 
a circular track with the object positioned in the centre and the sensors at 1m distance. This 
is expectedly ideal in the simulated case as both sides of the equal-sided triangular at 45° 
and 135° cause a specular reflection. However, in the measured radargram of figure 5 a 
misalignment of the object is noticeable. There is a translative shift of approximately 2 cm to 
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the centre of rotation which has absolutely no influence onto the whole post-processing at 
all. As far as the position of the sensors is known, the track can be arbitrarily. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Radargram of simulated object o3 (left) and every 8th pulse of same Radar data (right) 
 
Fig. 5. Measured radargram of object o3 (left) and every 8th pulse of same Radar data (right) 
Also for other objects the similarity between simulations and measurements is significantly 
high. Thus, the performance of the UWB Ray Tracer is verified and serves as basis for 
further investigations. 
2.3 Pre-processing of measured data 
Before any algorithm for object reconstruction can be applied, a number of signal processing 
steps have to be applied onto the raw-data of the M-Sequence Radar device. The raw-data 
must be up-sampled and up-converted, if the IQ-converter is attached. The signal is 
provided in the equivalent complex baseband (ECB), as it is usual in high frequency 
hardware realizations to avoid the effort of high sampling rates. Furthermore, calibration 
and interpolation is necessary to provide processing-ready data for subsequent algorithms 
like the imaging and the OR. 
In the measured scenario the reference signal is obtained without the object. A reference 
pulse is needed for the subtraction of the background reflections (clutter) and antenna 
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and interpolation is necessary to provide processing-ready data for subsequent algorithms 
like the imaging and the OR. 
In the measured scenario the reference signal is obtained without the object. A reference 
pulse is needed for the subtraction of the background reflections (clutter) and antenna 
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crosstalk from the raw signals. The antenna crosstalk is not negligible because the antennas 
are mounted one above the other at a distance of 12 cm which causes moderate coupling. 
Moreover, the influence of the microwave devices (e.g. RF switches, RF cables etc.) is 
compensated by calibration. The interpolation is performed in frequency domain by Fourier 
transforming the time domain signal. Zero padding and the Hamming window in the 
frequency domain are applied. After inverse Fourier transforming the time domain signal 
has finer quantization steps and therewith an improved resolution and a smoother signal 
form. The Hamming window suppresses sidelobes in the time domain which would appear 




Fig. 6. Interpolated raw signal with antenna crosstalk (above) and calibrated signal after 
removing the reference signal (below) 
Both system signals, i.e. in baseband and passband, are real-valued, as it is usual for every 
real physically transmitted signal. However, to avoid high sampling rates, as it would be 
necessary due to Nyquist to sample at least 2 times of the highest appearing frequency, the 
representation of the passband signal is performed in the ECB. This is essential, because 
such high frequency digital oscillators are either not available or too expensive. Moreover, it 
is possible to separate the signal carrier and its information by the complex envelope. The 
ECB is known to be the down converted version of its analytical Signal in the passband. 
Let ( )PB ts be a real valued passband signal, e.g. the Radar signal with attached up/down 
converter, then 
 ( ) ( ) ( )PB PBPB t t j ts s s
+ = + ⋅ �  (1) 
is the analytical signal, with  
 ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }( ){ }( )1t t -j sgn ω t ω ts H s f f s−= = ⋅�  (2) 
being the Hilbert transform of s(t) expressed by the Fourier transform. Here { }f i is the 
Fourier transform and { }H i the Hilbert transform. Obviously, an analytical signal is a signal 
whose imaginary part is the Hilbert transform of its real part. The ECB signal ( )ECB ts can be 
expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) 0ECB PB
-j2πf tt s t e .s +=  (3) 
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Here, 0f is the carrier frequency. In the spectrum it leads to 
 ( ) ( )ECB 0PBω ω ω .S S
+= +  (4) 
3. Highly accurate wavefront detection 
To achieve super-resolution of the Radar system, wavefronts have to be detected accurately 
and, in case of multiple reflections, overlapping pulses must be separated by a suitable 
algorithm. A wavefront is a curve within the radargram where each point on the curve 
indicates the distance at which a reflective feature of the object, visible from the sensor 
setup, is located. A reflective feature can either be a smooth, large (in comparison to the 
smallest wavelength) plane or edges and corners, which cause scattering and retroreflection, 
respectively.  Based on the speed of light value these wavefronts are used to determine the 
distance between the reflecting point and the sensor. In this work, these distances are used 
in subsequent algorithms to extract a Radar image and to enable the OR. The highly 
accurate wavefront detection becomes a challenging task when it deals with multi-scattering 
conditions. This is the case when complicated objects have surface variations less than a 
wavelength or have many concave and convex edges like the objects o5 – o12. Distortion is 
caused by richly interfered signals scattered from multiple scattering centres of the object 
surface. This results in constructive and destructive interference which leads to deformation 
of the pulse. In this section two algorithms shall be introduced in detail which have proven 
to be robust and efficient, i.e. a correlation based method and an optimization problem 
solved by a genetic algorithm. 
In both algorithms, again a reference pulse is needed. The double-ridged horn antennas 
used in this work have 20° opening angle to the left and right, respectively. The amplitude 
of the transfer function within this area, and therewith the attenuation, is marginal and 
negligible. Since the cross-range resolution is proportional to the wavelength and inverse 
proportional to the aperture, measurements in the passband are chosen to provide lower 
wavelengths and therewith finer resolution. A set of reference pulses is shown in figure 7 
which were obtained as reflection against a cylinder (diameter 9 cm) and a large metal plate, 
respectively. For the purpose of comparison, they are normalised in amplitude and delay. 
 
 
Fig. 7. A set of reference pulses taken at different distances against a plate and cylinder with 
normalised amplitude and delay 
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crosstalk from the raw signals. The antenna crosstalk is not negligible because the antennas 
are mounted one above the other at a distance of 12 cm which causes moderate coupling. 
Moreover, the influence of the microwave devices (e.g. RF switches, RF cables etc.) is 
compensated by calibration. The interpolation is performed in frequency domain by Fourier 
transforming the time domain signal. Zero padding and the Hamming window in the 
frequency domain are applied. After inverse Fourier transforming the time domain signal 
has finer quantization steps and therewith an improved resolution and a smoother signal 
form. The Hamming window suppresses sidelobes in the time domain which would appear 




Fig. 6. Interpolated raw signal with antenna crosstalk (above) and calibrated signal after 
removing the reference signal (below) 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )PB PBPB t t j ts s s
+ = + ⋅ �  (1) 
is the analytical signal, with  
 ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ }( ){ }( )1t t -j sgn ω t ω ts H s f f s−= = ⋅�  (2) 
being the Hilbert transform of s(t) expressed by the Fourier transform. Here { }f i is the 
Fourier transform and { }H i the Hilbert transform. Obviously, an analytical signal is a signal 
whose imaginary part is the Hilbert transform of its real part. The ECB signal ( )ECB ts can be 
expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) 0ECB PB
-j2πf tt s t e .s +=  (3) 
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Here, 0f is the carrier frequency. In the spectrum it leads to 
 ( ) ( )ECB 0PBω ω ω .S S
+= +  (4) 
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Once a wavefront has been detected in a signal under test, the distance has to be extracted 
accurately. A distinctive part of the reference pulse has to be marked as the location or 
moment respectively, when the reflection takes place at the objects surface. Assume ( )tref to 
be the reference pulse then usually ( ){ }max tref is set to be the point, or moment 
respectively, in which the reflection actually takes place. This point has the maximum 
instantaneous energy detected by the sensor which corresponds with the reflection. 
However, an adaption to the Radar data can be necessary with a change of the sign of the 
reference pulse. This depends on the sign of the maximum amplitude of the radar data 
which was within these investigations negative. For further processing it makes sense to 
shift the reference pulse such that ( ){ }max tref is in the origin of the time-axis. This leads to 
the reference pulse used in this work and is shown in figure 8. 
 
 
Fig. 8.  calibrated and normalised reference pulse used in this work 
3.1 Correlation based wavefront detection – the matched filter principle 
The basic idea of this algorithm, first introduced in (Hantscher et al., 2007) is to locate echoes 
iteratively by evaluating the normalized cross-correlation function of the signal under test 
with an offline determined reference pulse. The maximum of this cross-correlation function 
indicates the shift with which the reference pulse has highest similarity within the signal 
under test. Once a wavefront is extracted, the algorithm recursively subtracts scattered 
pulses to resolve multiple echoes. This step is iterated on the resulting signal until a 
termination condition is fulfilled. The termination condition is determined heuristically, e.g.  
when a certain difference in the signal power before and after subtraction is reached, or 
simply when a fixed number of wavefronts are of interest or, as it was the case within this 
work, when the normalized correlation coefficient which equals 0 for orthogonal signals and 
1 for identical ones, is less a threshold, e.g. 0.5 . The correlation coefficient for the 1st 
wavefront (i=1) is  
 ( )
( ) ( )




echo, d K K2 2
k k


















with time samples k ,t the mean-value free reference signal ( )ktref and mean-value free 
signal under test ( )ki .ts ( )echo,1 dtccf is proportional to the cross correlation function and 
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represents the correlation coefficient for each time delay dt normalized by the RMS values 
of ( )ki ts and ( )k .tref The normalization avoids the problem of higher signal energies 
resulting in higher correlation values. The parameter 
 ( )( )
d
echo, echo, di it
t arg max tccfΔ =  (8) 
contains the time difference between the first detected reflection and the calibrated reference 
pulse, i.e. the moment at which the reference signal matches best the signal under test. 
Actually, because of the calibration of the reference pulse in figure 8 echo,itΔ equals the 
round trip time, or in combination with the velocity of light, the distance from the sensors to 
the reflecting centre. In order to investigate the signal under test for further reflections, the 

















is estimated by taking the ratio of the amplitudes of the detected wavefront and the 
reference pulse at the point of maximum correlation. This scaling factor gives an estimation 
with which amplitude the reference signal has to be removed from the signal under test. 
This substraction operation provides the new signal under test 
 ( ) ( ) ( )k k k echo,i+1 i i ,t t t -Δtfss s ref= − ⋅  (10) 
which then will be analysed for further wavefronts. Similarly, further wavefronts are 
extracted iteratively by repeating equation (7) and the adjacent ones. This strategy can be 
considered as the matched filter principle with the reference pulse as the impulse response 
of the pulse shaping filter of the transmitter as well as the one of the receiver. This 
parameter estimation scheme maximizes the signal-to-noise power ratio. 
3.2 Wavefront detection by a genetic algorithm 
The correlation based wavefront detection works excellent for single simple shaped objects 
(e.g. o1-o4) or several simple objects which are separated by distances of several wavelengths. 
The small computation effort satisfies real time conditions and the range resolution is in sub 
centimetre range. Under these assumptions interference is negligible and waveforms are not 
distorted very much. However, for complex shaped objects which cause multiple reflections, 
wavefronts can interfere with each other. Especially when the overlap range is within a 
pulsewidth, constructive and/or destructive interference are hardly separable.  
For scenarios with multiple scattering conditions a genetic optimization algorithm (GA) for 
modelling the impulse response has proven to be very efficient. Hence, the pulse separation 
task is formulated as a multidimensional optimization problem and extracts even interfering 
pulses. Because of multimodality and complexity analytical approaches are not appropriate 
in every case. Here, GA has been proven to be a powerful tool by applying a heuristic search 
(Johnson & Rahmat-Sammi, 1997). The GA used in this paper is similar to (Hantscher & 
Diskus, 2009). The main difference is that the sensors in this work have no angle 
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distorted very much. However, for complex shaped objects which cause multiple reflections, 
wavefronts can interfere with each other. Especially when the overlap range is within a 
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task is formulated as a multidimensional optimization problem and extracts even interfering 
pulses. Because of multimodality and complexity analytical approaches are not appropriate 
in every case. Here, GA has been proven to be a powerful tool by applying a heuristic search 
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dependence, because they have narrow main lobes resulting in an aperture with negligible 
incident angle. 
The basic idea of the GA is that the signal under test ( )kts  with time samples kt and index 
k is assumed to be described by a superposition of shifted and weighted reference pulses 
( )k .tref The set of reference pulses which vary by different parameters weight gw and delay 
gd  of the gth wavefront, shall approximate ( )kts  best with every meaningful combination of 
both parameters. A meaningful quality criterion can e.g. be the least square value. In 
contrast to the correlation based algorithm, the number of wavefronts G has to be presumed 
and was set to 3 within these investigations. The block diagram of the GA process is shown 
in figure 9. 
 











Fig. 9. Block diagram of the used GA for wavefront detection 
Firstly, the GA starts for every signal under test with an initialisation of a population of N 
individuals. Each individual resembles a potential solution of the optimisation problem.  
Here, every individual comprise the parameters weight gw and delay gd to provide a 
potential solution  




g gt .tc w ref d
=
= ⋅ −∑  (11) 
The parameters gw and gd are assigned uniformly distributed in the initialisation of the 
population. For example gd should be close  to the area where the object is supposed to be 
and gw should be in relation to used power levels. The number of individuals is chosen to 
be N = 200. Figure 10 shows an assembly of such a population for a better overview.  
 
 
Fig. 10. A population of N individuals with G wavefronts 
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In the next step the quality of the approximation is determined by means of a fitness function, 
i.e. the difference between of the signal under test and each individual in the least square sense 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
K K
kk k k




1 1t .t t t -
K K i




= − = − ⋅⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑ ∑  (12) 
After having calculated the fitness of each individual, it is decided whether the termination 
condition of the GA is fulfilled. In (Hantscher & Diskus, 2009) the difference between the 
fitness of the best and the fitness of the worst is less than a threshold, of e.g. 2%. However, 
numerous simulations and measurements show that this strategy can break the GA off too 
early or hung up in an infinite loop. To take a constant number of iterations has proven 
more efficient. If the termination condition is not fulfilled the next step “selection” is 
applied. Before the recombination can be carried out, the required individuals have to be 
chosen here. The worst N/2 individuals are removed from the population and the 
remaining N/2 individuals are selected for the recombination. The remaining individuals 
form randomly N/4 sets of parents and each produce 2 children by a so called one-point 
crossover. This results again in a population of N individuals. The one-point crossover 
works as follows. Every set of parents is split after a random set of parameter into two parts. 
Then, all parameter beyond that cut are swapped within both parents resulting in two new 
individuals called children. This procedure is repeated with every set of parents. Figure 11 
shows the principle of the one-point crossover. 
 




2w 2d 3w 3d Gw Gd
1w 1d 2w 2d 3w 3d Gw Gd
1w 1d 2w 2d 3w 3d Gw Gd
1w 1d 2w 2d 3w 3d Gw Gd
 
Fig. 11. Operation of the one-point crossover method 
Finally, the mutation operation is applied onto the new population. The algorithm is 
guarded against getting stuck in a local minimum by changing the parameters gw  and gd  
slightly. To the delay gd a normally distributed random number with a mean of 0 is added 
and the weight gw is multiplied with a normally distributed random number with a mean 
of 1. Both standard deviations should be chosen adaptively. At the beginning of iterations a 
high standard deviation secures the genetic deviation, whereas a low standard deviation at 
the end causes a fine tuning of the solutions. Finally, the GA calculates again the fitness of 
each individual and starts another iteration until the determination condition is fulfilled 
(maximum number of iterations). The result is the individual with lowest  
mean square error with which the signal under test can be reconstructed in an 
approximated type.  
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dependence, because they have narrow main lobes resulting in an aperture with negligible 
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In the next step the quality of the approximation is determined by means of a fitness function, 
i.e. the difference between of the signal under test and each individual in the least square sense 
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The number of wavefronts G was set to 3 within these investigations which satisfied 
resolution assumptions. Even for signals with only one wavefront, the remaining two 
wavefronts were located around the actual one because of the fitness conditions. Hence, a 
simple filter which connects two nearby wavefronts was sufficient to complete the GA 
results. 
In the following a couple of results for both wavefront detection algorithms are shown. 
Figure 12 deals with object o5. The radargrams and additionally the detected wavefronts are 
depicted. The threshold for the correlation coefficient was set to 0.4 . 
 
 
Fig. 12. Detected wavefronts by both algorithms for object o5 
To demonstrate the quality of estimating the wavefront the 289th impulse response of figure 




Fig. 13. Reconstruction of a signal under test with both wavefront detection algorithms 
Obviously, and this is what was proven with numerous simulations and measurements 
with numerous objects, the GA performs more efficient under multi scattering conditions 
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than the correlation algorithm. However, if the object is most probably a simple one without 
edges, corners and high variations, then the correlation algorithm should be preferred 
because of time saving. But normally, a Radar image is performed for unknown objects and 





Fig. 14. Examples of some radargrams including detected wavefronts with the GA 
4. Super resolution UWB imaging 
A large variety of imaging algorithms was designed, mostly based on migration techniques 
(Hantscher et al., 2006; Zetik et al., 2005), Synthetic Aperture techniques (McIntosh et al., 
2002) which are related close to the migrations, time-reversal algorithms (Liu et al., 2007) 
and other optimization algorithms (Massa et al., 2005). However, these algorithms are 
inappropriate for emergency scenarios because of the immense computational load 
excluding real-time conditions. Even though, these obtained images have inadequate image 
resolution and need further processing to extract an object contour. In contrary, it was 
shown that the inverse boundary scattering transform (IBST) which is given by 
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and IBST inspired algorithms are a simpler and more computationally efficient UWB 
imaging algorithm which determines the direction of Radar responses based on changes of 
the round-trip times (RTT) and thus performs a direct imaging. Here, x and z are the 
coordinates of the final radar image which contains the shape of the object. The 
variable wz represents the distance of the wavefront to the antenna position .wx Therefore, 
the IBST requires only the knowledge of the round-trip times of the wavefronts at every 
antenna position. Since the introduction of the original IBST in 2004 (Sakamoto & Sato, 2004) 
there has been significant research effort for improvements by extending it to 3-D, bistatic 
configurations and non-planar tracks (Helbig et al., 2008) for imaging the outer surface of a 
target and even for medium penetrating in-wall imaging (Janson et al., 2009).  
However, IBST utilizes the derivative of the received data and hence is sensitive to noise. 
Moreover it is hard to apply for complex objects with multi-scattering behaviour and 
discontinuous wavefronts, as it is the case for objects o5 – o12. 
In (Kidera et al., 2008) an imaging algorithm was proposed that utilizes fuzzy estimation for 
the direction of arrival (DOA). It extracts a direct mapping by combining the measured 
distance of the wavefront with its DOA. Moreover it realizes a stable imaging of even 
complex objects and requires neither preprocessing like clustering or connecting 
discontinuous wavefronts, nor any derivatives. The angular estimation of the DOA relies on 
the convergence of nearby wavefronts to the wavefront under test if the antenna positions of 















=  (14) 
is utilized where i i( , )X Zθ is defined as the angle between the intersection point of the 
regarded wavefront circle with the neighbouring wavefront of the ith antenna position and 
the x-axis. This is performed for all possible 0 359θ = ° °… and for i 1 N= … with N 
neighbouring wavefronts which intersect the wavefront circle of the regarded one. The 
angular estimation of the wavefront under test is calculated by 
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where ( )i i,s X Z is the signal amplitude of the ith antenna position and xσ and θσ are 
empirically determined constants. The crucial parameters of this algorithm 
are xσ and θσ which can be considered to be the standard deviation of the exponential 
terms having Gaussian curvature. Hence, xσ and θσ determine the width of this Gaussian 
curvature and therewith its focus. However, depending on the chosen value 
of xσ and θσ more or less influence of wavefronts of neighbouring antenna positions can be 
taken into account which results either in images of rather smooth and straight planes or, in 
contrast, highlight edges and corners. Figure 15 shows the case in which the edges are 
highlighted by the algorithm. 
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and IBST inspired algorithms are a simpler and more computationally efficient UWB 
imaging algorithm which determines the direction of Radar responses based on changes of 
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4.1 Post processing of raw images 
In order to perform the OR the UWB image has to be adapted to the reference alphabet of 
chapter 2.1. Hence, the values of the imaging parameters xσ and θσ are chosen with a low 
value and a post processing in terms of filtering and clustering is applied. At first, a 
clustering is performed to merge image pixels of one edge or corner to one cluster. In case 
the image consists of K image pixels with Cartesian coordinate ( )j ,P x y for the j-th pixels, 
then every pixel for which 
  [ ]m n  1cm m=n= 1;KP P− ≤ ∀  (16) 
holds, are merged to one cluster. A filtering is performed by deleting clusters with less then 
4 pixels to avoid isolated image pixels. For every remaining cluster the centre of mass is 
calculated which is the representative of the corresponding edge or corner. Thus, the pixel at 
the centre of mass of every cluster is set a value of 1. The remaining pixels are set to 0. Both 
post processing steps are applied onto the raw images, the results are shown in figure 16. 
5. Object recognition algorithm 
5.1 Moment based feature 
The image moments are calculated by the invariant moment algorithm (Chen, 1993). Based 
on 5 central moments p,qμ 7 other moments iϕ can be determined which are invariant to 
translation, rotation and scaling. Here, shape parameters of the object are extracted based on 
the objects geometry and its distribution of pixels. The invariant moments are determined 
for every object both of the reference alphabet and the post processed images. 
5.2 Texture based feature 
The texture feature consists of polar Fourier descriptors (FD). The parameterization of the 
boundary line is not any more expressed by a path length p, instead the angle Φ between 
the radius from the center of mass to a point on the boundary and the x-axis is used. 
However, the straight segments between corners and edges have to be sampled equiangular 
for the recognition process with polar Fourier descriptors. Therefore the pixel with the value 
of 1 of each reference image are connected in ascending angular order. These connections 
are afterwards sampled equiangular resulting in a series of 360 values which equal 360 radii. 
The resulting polar signature with a one degree grid is used and a Fourier Transformation is 
applied onto the resulting N = 360 real valued series. The obtained coefficients are known as 
the polar FD of the object boundary. The resulting N wave number coefficients run from 0 to 
N-1, or respectively due to Nyquist from –N/2 to N/2-1. In contrast to classical FD the polar 
FD are translation and rotation invariant if the absolute values of the coefficients are 
regarded. However, the 0-th coefficients of the polar FD represent the mean radius. Hence, 
the polar FD can be made scale invariant by normalizing all coefficients with reference to the 
0-th one. In this work this is not done, because o1 and o2 both are squares just with different 
dimension and shall be treated as 2 different objects. 
5.3 Geometrical features 
Geometrical features are obtained both for the reference alphabet and the images of the 
object under test. The translation and rotation invariant geometrical features are: 
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• Total mass of the image 
• Eccentricity 
• Bounding circle 
• Form factor 
The total mass is the sum of the pixels belonging to the object. In case of binary images it is 
the sum of all pixel-values in the image. The eccentricity is based on 2nd order moments and 
ranges from 0 to 1. It is a measure for the circularity of an object. The bounding circle is 
defined as the circumference of the circle which is just large enough to contain all object 
pixels. The form factor is the relation between the bounding circle and the total mass of the 
image and is a measure for the compactness of the image. 
5.4 Combined object recognition 
Each image under test is compared against every 12 reference images by a MSE classifier 
applied to all six features. Hence, every object under test has six 1 by 12 error-
vectors i i =1 6e ∀
� … with MSE values for each of the 12 compared combinations and for all 
6 features. For reasons of expressing a recognition rate in probabilities all ie
�  of every object 
are mapped to a probability vector  
















with std(.) as the standard deviation. To achieve a cumulative probability of 1 per object and 
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a joint OR probability can perform a recognition of the jth reference object for the object 
under test. 
6. Results and conclusion 
In this chapter a robust UWB OR algorithm is presented which is based on super-resolution 
UWB imaging. Geometrical features are extracted and used in a joint maximum probability 
algorithm. After combining geometrical features with the moment invariant algorithm and 
the Fourier descriptors, both OR algorithms can recognize all 12 objects correctly. In every 
case the probability for the 1st failure (or the 2nd probable object) was significantly smaller 
than the correct decision. 
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3D Object Registration and 
Recognition using Range Images 
Erdem Akagündüz and İlkay Ulusoy 
Middle East Technical University 
Turkey 
1. Introduction    
In recent years, retrieving semantic information from digital cameras, for instance object 
recognition, has become one of the hottest topics of computer vision. Since the boundaries of 
this problem range from recognizing objects in a range image to estimating the pose of an 
object from an image sequence, a variety of studies exist in the literature. Before 
remembering the previous approaches on the subject, it is better to refer to the definitions of 
the elementary attributes of the fundamental step in object recognition, feature extraction, 
which are repeatability under orientation, scaling, sampling and noise. 
Orientation invariance in computer vision is the ability, which enables a method to extract 
the same features from the original and the rotated (oriented) version of an image (2D or 
range image etc.). Since any movement in the scene or camera introduces considerable 
rotation in the signal, this is a basic ability which is usually satisfied in recent object 
recognition approaches. The critical setback for orientation invariance is the self occlusion 
caused by the orientation of the object with respect to the camera. Many recent studies solve 
this problem by partial matching algorithms, which also enable pose estimation in scenes 
with diverse rotation.  
The ability to extract features independent of their scale, namely scale invariance, is another 
important ability for a method. For 2D images, it is both related to object’s size and pixel 
resolution. Thus scale invariance in 2D also correlates with invariance under sampling, which, 
as it name implies, is the ability to extract similar features from similar signals with different 
sampling rates. However, since range images encapsulate metric information independent of 
the resolution they have, the notion of scale and sampling invariance is interpreted in a 
different manner for them. This different notion is discussed in the succeeding sections. 
Finally, the very basic ability of a computer vision system is its robustness to noise. Noise 
exists in various forms depending on the scene and sensor attributes. Since a very basic 
operation in image processing literature, unlimited number of approaches exits. However, 
methods using scale-space of signals have proven to be most robust under different types of 
noise. 
1.1 Previous work 
The state of the art challenges in 3D object recognition systems are scale invariance and 
robustness to occlusion. These two issues are usually the main reasons from which the real 
world recognition problems inherit their complexity. For object recognition from range 
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images, the literature neither satisfactorily discusses these issues, nor has yet proposed a 
sufficient solution. 
Range images, which have been usually processed as 2D images, carry both the 3D metric 
and geometric information of objects in the scene. Several local or global 3D point features 
and 3D descriptors were derived from these sampled surfaces and used for 3D object 
recognition, 3D object category recognition, 3D surface matching and 3D registration. Some 
of these features are SIFT (Lowe, 2004) (as directly applied to 2D rendered range images), 
2.5D SIFT (Lo & Siebert, 2009), multi-scale features (Li & Guskov, 2007; Pauly et al., 2003), 
spin images (Johnson & Hebert, 1999), 3D point signatures (Chua & Jarvis, 1997), 3D shape 
context (Frome et al, 2004), surface depth, normal and curvature histograms (Hetzel et al., 
2001), 3D point fingerprints (Sun & Abidi, 2001), or extended Gaussian images (Horn, 1984). 
3D descriptors or histograms generally define the whole or a part of an object, using 
different properties of the surfaces such as curvatures, normal directions, distances to a base 
point etc. They are very powerful in representing a surface patch for recognition purpose. 
However when they are globally defined, they are brittle against occlusions. On the other 
hand, local descriptors are defined around feature points. However, detecting feature points 
and estimating the effect region of the local descriptor around a feature point are serious 
problems. Using fixed sized local descriptors obtained from random points on the surface 
(Johnson & Hebert, 1999) is one of the earlier approaches.  
3D feature points are salient points that are extracted from the range image surfaces. If they 
are sufficiently repeatable, stable and invariant to scale and orientation, a sparse and robust 
representation of the sampled surface can be obtained. In addition, if the scales of the 
features are known, then effect regions can be defined around their center. Thus, multi-scale 
features obtained using the scale-space of the input surface are very advantageous for scale 
invariance and robustness to occlusions. 
Until recently, very few studies have been reported on the invariance limits of scale in 3D 
feature extraction. Reference (Li & Guskov, 2007) extracts multi-scale salient features using 
only two scale levels of the surface normals and analyzes its performance on object 
recognition for the Stuttgart range image database. Reference (Pauly et al., 2003) extracts 
multi-scale features which are classified based on surface variation estimation using 
covariance analysis of local neighborhoods, in order to construct line features. Reference (Lo 
& Siebert, 2009) define the 2.5D SIFT, the direct implementation of SIFT (Lowe, 2004) 
framework on range images, however they present their comparison with simple match 
matrices and avoid giving a comparison of recognition capabilities. All of these methods 
(Lowe, 2004; Li & Guskov, 2007; Pauly et al., 2003) construct a scale space of the surface 
using difference of Gaussians (DoG) and seek for the maxima within this scale space, while 
neither of them attempts to test the scale invariance limits of their methods on scale varying 
database. 
1.2 The notion of scale for range images 
Traditionally scale concept in computer vision relates to object’s pixel dimension in the 
image, which correlates to both sensor resolution and object’s actual size. Accordingly the 
scale invariance definition in 2D image processing is the ability to extract features 
independent of both size and sampling. For this reason solely object size is usually 
unknown or obtained only proportional to scene or other objects. However for range 
images, the metric size of the object is acquired independent of sensor resolution. Thus, the 
range image encapsulates both the object’s metric size and its sampling information. This is 
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the reason why the concept of scale invariance for range images is different than its 
conventional definition in 2D.  
In this approach we define the scale invariance concept for range images as extracting the 
features independent of the scale or sampling of the object together with a metric size 
parameter. This enables us to match similar objects of different size and also indicate the 
scale ratio between them. For this reason we resample the range scans such that the average 
of the distances between neighboring points is a constant value. When curvature values are 
calculated at a constant scale/sampling ratio, they become invariant of resolution. If a scale-
space definition is used they become scale invariant as well. Thus, the thresholds used for 
classifying curvature classification become universal. In this study all range images are re-
sampled to an average value of 0.5 mm/sample ratio before the features are extracted. 
1.3 Scale-space approach 
Scale invariance concept is strongly related to the scale-space concept. As thoroughly 
examined in (Lindeberg, 1994) feature’s actual scale or metric size can be obtained from the 
scale-space of that signal. The nuance between scale invariance and scale information in 
feature extraction lies in the definition of scale-space. Scale invariance may be satisfied with 
very simple methods, however if features with scale information is required, a definition of 
scale-space of the signal is needed. Reader should refer to (Lindeberg, 1994) for a detailed 
analysis of scale-space concept in computer vision. A scale space of range images are 
depicted in Figure 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The scale levels of a range image (Hetzel et al., 2001) constructed by pyramiding are 
depicted. The black regions are the invalid points.  
Among many methods to construct a scale-space for a signal, pyramiding is one of the most 
preferred. While constructing a pyramid for a range image, the invalid points must be 
processed carefully. Invalid points are either background or simply unknown since they 
could not been acquired properly by the scanner. For most 3D data processing methods, 
these invalid points are simply ignored and calculations are carried out using only the valid 
points. However if a pyramid of a 3D range image, which contains a group of invalid points, 
is to be constructed; these invalid points should be handled properly. When constructing a 
pyramid for a 2D intensity image, the pyramiding operator is convolved throughout the 
image with no exceptions. However for a depth image, including invalid points; it is 
possible that one might experience difficulties in boundary regions where valid and invalid 
points are next to each other. In these occasions, the segments of the pyramiding filter, 
which corresponds to invalid points, should be omitted. This way the true shape of the 
object may be preserved in higher scales. In Figure 1, the scale space of a surface is 
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images, the literature neither satisfactorily discusses these issues, nor has yet proposed a 
sufficient solution. 
Range images, which have been usually processed as 2D images, carry both the 3D metric 
and geometric information of objects in the scene. Several local or global 3D point features 
and 3D descriptors were derived from these sampled surfaces and used for 3D object 
recognition, 3D object category recognition, 3D surface matching and 3D registration. Some 
of these features are SIFT (Lowe, 2004) (as directly applied to 2D rendered range images), 
2.5D SIFT (Lo & Siebert, 2009), multi-scale features (Li & Guskov, 2007; Pauly et al., 2003), 
spin images (Johnson & Hebert, 1999), 3D point signatures (Chua & Jarvis, 1997), 3D shape 
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(Lowe, 2004; Li & Guskov, 2007; Pauly et al., 2003) construct a scale space of the surface 
using difference of Gaussians (DoG) and seek for the maxima within this scale space, while 
neither of them attempts to test the scale invariance limits of their methods on scale varying 
database. 
1.2 The notion of scale for range images 
Traditionally scale concept in computer vision relates to object’s pixel dimension in the 
image, which correlates to both sensor resolution and object’s actual size. Accordingly the 
scale invariance definition in 2D image processing is the ability to extract features 
independent of both size and sampling. For this reason solely object size is usually 
unknown or obtained only proportional to scene or other objects. However for range 
images, the metric size of the object is acquired independent of sensor resolution. Thus, the 
range image encapsulates both the object’s metric size and its sampling information. This is 
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the reason why the concept of scale invariance for range images is different than its 
conventional definition in 2D.  
In this approach we define the scale invariance concept for range images as extracting the 
features independent of the scale or sampling of the object together with a metric size 
parameter. This enables us to match similar objects of different size and also indicate the 
scale ratio between them. For this reason we resample the range scans such that the average 
of the distances between neighboring points is a constant value. When curvature values are 
calculated at a constant scale/sampling ratio, they become invariant of resolution. If a scale-
space definition is used they become scale invariant as well. Thus, the thresholds used for 
classifying curvature classification become universal. In this study all range images are re-
sampled to an average value of 0.5 mm/sample ratio before the features are extracted. 
1.3 Scale-space approach 
Scale invariance concept is strongly related to the scale-space concept. As thoroughly 
examined in (Lindeberg, 1994) feature’s actual scale or metric size can be obtained from the 
scale-space of that signal. The nuance between scale invariance and scale information in 
feature extraction lies in the definition of scale-space. Scale invariance may be satisfied with 
very simple methods, however if features with scale information is required, a definition of 
scale-space of the signal is needed. Reader should refer to (Lindeberg, 1994) for a detailed 
analysis of scale-space concept in computer vision. A scale space of range images are 
depicted in Figure 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The scale levels of a range image (Hetzel et al., 2001) constructed by pyramiding are 
depicted. The black regions are the invalid points.  
Among many methods to construct a scale-space for a signal, pyramiding is one of the most 
preferred. While constructing a pyramid for a range image, the invalid points must be 
processed carefully. Invalid points are either background or simply unknown since they 
could not been acquired properly by the scanner. For most 3D data processing methods, 
these invalid points are simply ignored and calculations are carried out using only the valid 
points. However if a pyramid of a 3D range image, which contains a group of invalid points, 
is to be constructed; these invalid points should be handled properly. When constructing a 
pyramid for a 2D intensity image, the pyramiding operator is convolved throughout the 
image with no exceptions. However for a depth image, including invalid points; it is 
possible that one might experience difficulties in boundary regions where valid and invalid 
points are next to each other. In these occasions, the segments of the pyramiding filter, 
which corresponds to invalid points, should be omitted. This way the true shape of the 
object may be preserved in higher scales. In Figure 1, the scale space of a surface is 
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constructed using Gaussian pyramiding [Burt & Adelson, 1984]. Around the valid point 
boundaries the smoothing filter avoids blending with invalid points. This way, sharp 
boundaries of an object can be preserved. 
2. 3D feature extraction 
In this section, curvature types used to extract features from 3D surfaces are summarized. 
Different curvatures classification types are reminded. 
2.1 Curvature classification 
In literature, there are different types of surface curvatures which are used to classify surface 
patches. We commence by the very basic curvatures, the principle curvatures, from which 
other curvature values are obtained.  
2.1.1 Principle curvatures 
In differential geometry, the two principal curvatures at a given point of a surface measure 
how the surface bends by different amounts in different directions at that point. At each 
point p of a differentiable surface in 3D Euclidean space one may choose a unique unit 
normal vector. A normal plane at p is one that contains the normal, and will therefore also 
contain a unique direction tangent to the surface and cut the surface in a plane curve. This 
curve will in general have different curvatures for different normal planes at p. The 
principal curvatures at p, denoted κ1 and κ2, are the maximum and minimum values of this 
curvature. Figure 2 depicts these curvatures and their normal planes. 
 
 
Fig. 2. The normal plane with the maximum curvature is seen. b) The normal plane with the 
minimum curvature is seen c) κ1 = 1.56 and κ2 = -2.37. The surface is a patch from a monkey 
saddle: z(x,y) = x3 - 3· x· y2.  
The principal curvature values and the principle directions of the curvatures are calculated 
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The eigenvalues of this symmetric matrix give the principal curvatures κ1 and κ2, where the 
eigenvectors give the principle curvature directions. Surface points can be classified according 
to their principal curvature values at that point. A point on a surface is classified as: 
Elliptic: (κ1 • κ2 > 0) if both principal curvatures have the same sign. The surface is locally 
convex or concave. 
Umbilic: (κ1 = κ2) if both principal curvatures are equal and every tangent vector can be 
considered a principal direction (and Flat-Umbilic if κ1 = κ2 = 0). 
Hyperbolic: (κ1 • κ2 < 0) if the principal curvatures have opposite signs. The surface will be 
locally saddle shaped. 
Parabolic: (κ1 = 0, κ2 ≠ 0) if one of the principal curvatures is zero. Parabolic points generally 
lie in a curve separating elliptical and hyperbolic regions. 
This is the basic classification for surfaces according to their principal curvatures. Mean (H) 
and Gaussian (K) curvatures, shape index (S) and curvedness (C) can also be calculated 
using the principal curvatures and more essential classifications can be performed using 
these values. 
2.1.2 Mean and gaussian curvatures 
Using principal curvatures, Mean (H) and Gaussian (K) Curvatures are calculated as: 
 ( )1 2 2H κ κ= + , 1 2K κ κ= ⋅  (2) 
H is the average of the maximum and the minimum curvature at a point, thus it gives a 
general idea on how much the point is bent. K is the multiplication of the principal 
curvatures and its sign indicates whether the surface is locally elliptic or hyperbolic. Using 
HK values, the regions are defined as in Table 1. 
 
 K>0 K=0 K<0 





H=0 (Not possible) Planar (Flat-Umbilic) 
Minimal 
(Hyperbolic) 





Table 1. Shape Classification in HK curvature space. 
2.1 Shape index and curvedness 
(Koenderink & Doorn, 1992) defines an alternative curvature representation using the 
principal curvatures. This approach defines two measures: the shape index (S) and the 
curvedness (C). Shape index (S) defines the shape type and curvedness (C) decides if the 
shape is locally planar or not. 
 ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 22 arctan ,S π κ κ κ κ κ κ= ⋅ + − > 2 21 2 2C κ κ= +  (3) 
The shape index value of a point is independent of the scaling of that shape. However C is 
not scale or resolution invariant. Both S and C are orientation invariant. (Koenderink & 
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constructed using Gaussian pyramiding [Burt & Adelson, 1984]. Around the valid point 
boundaries the smoothing filter avoids blending with invalid points. This way, sharp 
boundaries of an object can be preserved. 
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In this section, curvature types used to extract features from 3D surfaces are summarized. 
Different curvatures classification types are reminded. 
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In literature, there are different types of surface curvatures which are used to classify surface 
patches. We commence by the very basic curvatures, the principle curvatures, from which 
other curvature values are obtained.  
2.1.1 Principle curvatures 
In differential geometry, the two principal curvatures at a given point of a surface measure 
how the surface bends by different amounts in different directions at that point. At each 
point p of a differentiable surface in 3D Euclidean space one may choose a unique unit 
normal vector. A normal plane at p is one that contains the normal, and will therefore also 
contain a unique direction tangent to the surface and cut the surface in a plane curve. This 
curve will in general have different curvatures for different normal planes at p. The 
principal curvatures at p, denoted κ1 and κ2, are the maximum and minimum values of this 
curvature. Figure 2 depicts these curvatures and their normal planes. 
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The eigenvalues of this symmetric matrix give the principal curvatures κ1 and κ2, where the 
eigenvectors give the principle curvature directions. Surface points can be classified according 
to their principal curvature values at that point. A point on a surface is classified as: 
Elliptic: (κ1 • κ2 > 0) if both principal curvatures have the same sign. The surface is locally 
convex or concave. 
Umbilic: (κ1 = κ2) if both principal curvatures are equal and every tangent vector can be 
considered a principal direction (and Flat-Umbilic if κ1 = κ2 = 0). 
Hyperbolic: (κ1 • κ2 < 0) if the principal curvatures have opposite signs. The surface will be 
locally saddle shaped. 
Parabolic: (κ1 = 0, κ2 ≠ 0) if one of the principal curvatures is zero. Parabolic points generally 
lie in a curve separating elliptical and hyperbolic regions. 
This is the basic classification for surfaces according to their principal curvatures. Mean (H) 
and Gaussian (K) curvatures, shape index (S) and curvedness (C) can also be calculated 
using the principal curvatures and more essential classifications can be performed using 
these values. 
2.1.2 Mean and gaussian curvatures 
Using principal curvatures, Mean (H) and Gaussian (K) Curvatures are calculated as: 
 ( )1 2 2H κ κ= + , 1 2K κ κ= ⋅  (2) 
H is the average of the maximum and the minimum curvature at a point, thus it gives a 
general idea on how much the point is bent. K is the multiplication of the principal 
curvatures and its sign indicates whether the surface is locally elliptic or hyperbolic. Using 
HK values, the regions are defined as in Table 1. 
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H=0 (Not possible) Planar (Flat-Umbilic) 
Minimal 
(Hyperbolic) 





Table 1. Shape Classification in HK curvature space. 
2.1 Shape index and curvedness 
(Koenderink & Doorn, 1992) defines an alternative curvature representation using the 
principal curvatures. This approach defines two measures: the shape index (S) and the 
curvedness (C). Shape index (S) defines the shape type and curvedness (C) decides if the 
shape is locally planar or not. 
 ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 22 arctan ,S π κ κ κ κ κ κ= ⋅ + − > 2 21 2 2C κ κ= +  (3) 
The shape index value of a point is independent of the scaling of that shape. However C is 
not scale or resolution invariant. Both S and C are orientation invariant. (Koenderink & 
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Doorn, 1992) uses S value in order to classify a point. S values changes between [-1,+1] 
where -1 defines cup shapes (convex elliptical) and + 1 defines cap shapes (concave 
elliptical). They define constant shape index values in order to define shape types. These 
values are given in Table 2 below. However their original classification does not 
differentiate hyperbolic regions into three different types (yellow-orange-red regions, i.e. 
saddle valley, hyperbola and saddle ridge). For this reason another constant shape index 
value may be defined (3/16) for this purpose. The Curvedness (C) values are used to 
understand if the region is planar or not. For planar regions C value is very close to zero (i.e. 
below the zero threshold Czero) (Table 2). 
 
Convex (Elliptic) S∈ [+5/8,1] ∩ C> Czero 
Convex (Parabolic)  S∈ [+3/8,+5/8] ∩ C> Czero 
Saddle Ridge S∈ [+3/16,+3/8] ∩ C> Czero 
Planar C< Czero 
Hyperbola S∈ [-3/16,+3/16] ∩ C> Czero 
Concave (Elliptic) S∈ [-1,-5/8] ∩ C> Czero 
Concave (Parabolic) S∈ [-5/8,-3/8] ∩ C> Czero 
Saddle Valley S∈ [-3/16,+3/16] ∩ C>Czero 
Table 2. Shape Index and Curvedness Classification 
2.2 Curvature scale-spaces 
The curvature values are calculated using surface gradients. Thus they give basic 
information on surface behavior. In order to calculate surface gradients analytically, explicit 
surface functions may be used. However in real world applications, the 3D surfaces are 
digitized into sampled points and there’s no global explicit function of the surface. Hence, 
the surface gradients are calculated within a neighborhood of sampled points. For this 
reason the calculated curvatures are local approximations, which are valid on a certain scale. 
Therefore the curvatures are calculated for each scale level, so that curvature scale-spaces 
are obtained.  
In Figure 3, H, K, S and C curvature scale spaces of the range image given in Figure 1 are 
depicted. Figure 3.a shows the scale-space of H values. The concave regions which have 
positive H values, are painted in red, where convex regions with negative H values are 
painted in blue. For both regions the magnitude of the curvature is demonstrated by color 
intensity. As seen from the figure, the convex region denoted by number 1 is designated as a 
peak in higher scales since this element is relative large for the given resolution of the 3D 
scan. Similarly in Figure 3.b, K values obtained from different scales of the surface are 
depicted. The parabolic regions with positive K values are painted in red, where the 
hyperbolic regions with negative K values are painted in blue. In Figure 3.c, the shape index 
values obtained from different scale levels of the surface are examined. Since shape index 
value is capable of classifying the surface into the fundamental surface types (except planes), 
the scale-space of the shape index values clearly demonstrate the scale coordinates of the 
surface features (colors correspond to Table 2). As seen from this figure, the convex region 
denoted by number 1 is designated as a peak in higher scales and is not existent in lower 
scales. Finally in Figure 3.d, C values obtained from different scale levels are examined. 
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Curvedness values can be used to detect planar regions, since regions having sufficiently 
small curvedness values are defined as planes. In Figure 3.d, the gray level intensities 
designate C values, where zero C value corresponds to black. In this figure, the region 
denoted by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in different scale levels corresponds to a planar region on 
the surface and it is designated as plane in the first four scale levels in C scale–space. 
However in the fifth C scale-space level is it not designated as plane, since in this scale, the 
region is designated as pit (Figure 3.a and 3.c). 
 
  
                                        a)                                                                             b) 
  
                                       c)                                                                              d) 
Fig. 3. Curvature scale-spaces: a) Mean Curvature (H), b) Gaussian Curvature (K), c) Shape 
Index (S), d) Curvedness (C). 
2.3 Extraction of scale invariant features 
Most curvature oriented methods find salient points on the range image which are defined 
around a local patch. If the size of this effective local region is kept constant, only the 
features which are smaller than this size of the local region can be extracted over the surface. 
In other words, if principal curvature values of a point are calculated using the neighboring 
points around a radius of d mm, only the features which have sizes smaller than π· d2 mm2 
could be extracted. Thus, if the method uses a constant radius of locality when extracting the 
features, there is no notion of scale invariance. Even though shape index value is invariant 
to scale, if the principal curvatures are calculated at a constant scale level, the feature’s scale 
is still ambiguous, unknown and incomparable. 
The only method to overcome this fact is to search for the features at different scale levels of 
the surface. For this purpose, a scale space of the surface should be constructed and 
curvature values should be calculated at all levels of this scale-space. When moved through 
this scale-space, smaller features vanish and larger features which were not obvious at 
smaller scales become visible towards the higher scales. 
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Doorn, 1992) uses S value in order to classify a point. S values changes between [-1,+1] 
where -1 defines cup shapes (convex elliptical) and + 1 defines cap shapes (concave 
elliptical). They define constant shape index values in order to define shape types. These 
values are given in Table 2 below. However their original classification does not 
differentiate hyperbolic regions into three different types (yellow-orange-red regions, i.e. 
saddle valley, hyperbola and saddle ridge). For this reason another constant shape index 
value may be defined (3/16) for this purpose. The Curvedness (C) values are used to 
understand if the region is planar or not. For planar regions C value is very close to zero (i.e. 
below the zero threshold Czero) (Table 2). 
 
Convex (Elliptic) S∈ [+5/8,1] ∩ C> Czero 
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Saddle Valley S∈ [-3/16,+3/16] ∩ C>Czero 
Table 2. Shape Index and Curvedness Classification 
2.2 Curvature scale-spaces 
The curvature values are calculated using surface gradients. Thus they give basic 
information on surface behavior. In order to calculate surface gradients analytically, explicit 
surface functions may be used. However in real world applications, the 3D surfaces are 
digitized into sampled points and there’s no global explicit function of the surface. Hence, 
the surface gradients are calculated within a neighborhood of sampled points. For this 
reason the calculated curvatures are local approximations, which are valid on a certain scale. 
Therefore the curvatures are calculated for each scale level, so that curvature scale-spaces 
are obtained.  
In Figure 3, H, K, S and C curvature scale spaces of the range image given in Figure 1 are 
depicted. Figure 3.a shows the scale-space of H values. The concave regions which have 
positive H values, are painted in red, where convex regions with negative H values are 
painted in blue. For both regions the magnitude of the curvature is demonstrated by color 
intensity. As seen from the figure, the convex region denoted by number 1 is designated as a 
peak in higher scales since this element is relative large for the given resolution of the 3D 
scan. Similarly in Figure 3.b, K values obtained from different scales of the surface are 
depicted. The parabolic regions with positive K values are painted in red, where the 
hyperbolic regions with negative K values are painted in blue. In Figure 3.c, the shape index 
values obtained from different scale levels of the surface are examined. Since shape index 
value is capable of classifying the surface into the fundamental surface types (except planes), 
the scale-space of the shape index values clearly demonstrate the scale coordinates of the 
surface features (colors correspond to Table 2). As seen from this figure, the convex region 
denoted by number 1 is designated as a peak in higher scales and is not existent in lower 
scales. Finally in Figure 3.d, C values obtained from different scale levels are examined. 
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Curvedness values can be used to detect planar regions, since regions having sufficiently 
small curvedness values are defined as planes. In Figure 3.d, the gray level intensities 
designate C values, where zero C value corresponds to black. In this figure, the region 
denoted by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in different scale levels corresponds to a planar region on 
the surface and it is designated as plane in the first four scale levels in C scale–space. 
However in the fifth C scale-space level is it not designated as plane, since in this scale, the 
region is designated as pit (Figure 3.a and 3.c). 
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Fig. 3. Curvature scale-spaces: a) Mean Curvature (H), b) Gaussian Curvature (K), c) Shape 
Index (S), d) Curvedness (C). 
2.3 Extraction of scale invariant features 
Most curvature oriented methods find salient points on the range image which are defined 
around a local patch. If the size of this effective local region is kept constant, only the 
features which are smaller than this size of the local region can be extracted over the surface. 
In other words, if principal curvature values of a point are calculated using the neighboring 
points around a radius of d mm, only the features which have sizes smaller than π· d2 mm2 
could be extracted. Thus, if the method uses a constant radius of locality when extracting the 
features, there is no notion of scale invariance. Even though shape index value is invariant 
to scale, if the principal curvatures are calculated at a constant scale level, the feature’s scale 
is still ambiguous, unknown and incomparable. 
The only method to overcome this fact is to search for the features at different scale levels of 
the surface. For this purpose, a scale space of the surface should be constructed and 
curvature values should be calculated at all levels of this scale-space. When moved through 
this scale-space, smaller features vanish and larger features which were not obvious at 
smaller scales become visible towards the higher scales. 
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There are different methods to construct a scale-space of a surface. In this study, we use the 
Gaussian Pyramid approach [6] because image size decreases exponentially with the scale 
level and hence also the amount of computation required to process the data. First, HK (or 
SC) values are calculated and pixels are classified based on surface types separately for each 
pyramid layer using Table 1. The regions are classified to eight different types, namely peak, 
saddle ridge, convex cylinder, pit, saddle valley, concave cylinder, plane and hyperbolic, 
similar to [1]. Then each layer is expanded by up-sampling to a fixed size. Finally, by 
putting each classified curvature scale level on top of each other, a scale-space of the 
classified features is obtained. We call this scale space as UVS space where U and V are used 
for surface dimensions and S is used for scale (Figure 4). The method for constructing a UVS 
space is detailed in [7]. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Labeled layers of UVS space constructed by HK (or SC) values where S is increasing 
from left to right. The original surface level is indicated by “S=0”. Labels are given by colors. 
(peak: blue, saddle ridge: red, convex cylinder: purple, pit: cyan, saddle valley: yellow, concave 
cylinder: green, hyperbolic: orange, plane: gray.) 
In order to extract the features from curvature scale spaces, the following procedure is 
applied. Inside the classified scale-space, each connected component of the same type of 
voxels is found and considered as a feature element on the surface. The total number of 
voxels inside the connected component represents the feature’s volume (vi) and the centre of 
mass of the connected component is the positional centre of the feature (xi). Since a 
connected component may have different number of elements in different scales, a weighted 
average of the scale value is calculated for each connected component as the actual scale of 
that feature (si). Although each connected component has different numbers of elements in 
each different scale level, it has the biggest number of elements on the scale which is closest 
to its actual scale. The area (A) of the connected component at this layer is used to calculate 
the radius (ri) (4), which also defines the size of that fundamental element.  
 4
Ar π= ⋅   (4) 
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Finally, for each feature element extracted from the surface, the following attributes are 
obtained: the type (ti), the positional centre of mass (xi), the scale (si), the size (ri) and the 
volume (vi) (Figure 5). 
 
 
Fig. 5. Ten largest extracted features are shown as squares where the feature center (xi) is 
given by the square center, the feature size (ri) is given by the square size and the feature 
type is given by its color.  
2.3.1 Scale-space localization 
As mentioned in the previous sections, the location and the scale of a feature are estimated 
by computing the weighted average of the curvature values of the elements (voxels) covered 
by the connected component defining that feature in the UVS volume. In this section, we 
would like to show that this kind of localization is very precise. 
A weight value is assigned to each voxel inside the connected component using the second 
norm of the absolute differences of the curvature values from the applied threshold values 
(if HK curvature scale-space is to be constructed): 




⎛ ⎞= −∈ + −∈⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠i,j H i,j K
H K  (5) 
The localization of the features in the UVS volume and on the surface is crucial. This 
localization should be robust to noise and any type of transformations. For example in 
(Lowe, 2004), the SIFT descriptor is sought in a scale space of different octaves, where all 
local maxima (or minima) are selected as features. Instead of using the weighted averages, a 
similar approach to (Lowe, 2004) may be applied to our method, where a single maximum 




Fig. 6. Localization of the peak feature using both methods a) For the ideal surface both 
methods localize the peak feature correctly (top: weighted average, bottom: single 
maximum). b) For the noisy surface, the feature is still correctly localized using weighted 
averages. c) The localization fails under noise when the single maximum method is used. 
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There are different methods to construct a scale-space of a surface. In this study, we use the 
Gaussian Pyramid approach [6] because image size decreases exponentially with the scale 
level and hence also the amount of computation required to process the data. First, HK (or 
SC) values are calculated and pixels are classified based on surface types separately for each 
pyramid layer using Table 1. The regions are classified to eight different types, namely peak, 
saddle ridge, convex cylinder, pit, saddle valley, concave cylinder, plane and hyperbolic, 
similar to [1]. Then each layer is expanded by up-sampling to a fixed size. Finally, by 
putting each classified curvature scale level on top of each other, a scale-space of the 
classified features is obtained. We call this scale space as UVS space where U and V are used 
for surface dimensions and S is used for scale (Figure 4). The method for constructing a UVS 
space is detailed in [7]. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Labeled layers of UVS space constructed by HK (or SC) values where S is increasing 
from left to right. The original surface level is indicated by “S=0”. Labels are given by colors. 
(peak: blue, saddle ridge: red, convex cylinder: purple, pit: cyan, saddle valley: yellow, concave 
cylinder: green, hyperbolic: orange, plane: gray.) 
In order to extract the features from curvature scale spaces, the following procedure is 
applied. Inside the classified scale-space, each connected component of the same type of 
voxels is found and considered as a feature element on the surface. The total number of 
voxels inside the connected component represents the feature’s volume (vi) and the centre of 
mass of the connected component is the positional centre of the feature (xi). Since a 
connected component may have different number of elements in different scales, a weighted 
average of the scale value is calculated for each connected component as the actual scale of 
that feature (si). Although each connected component has different numbers of elements in 
each different scale level, it has the biggest number of elements on the scale which is closest 
to its actual scale. The area (A) of the connected component at this layer is used to calculate 
the radius (ri) (4), which also defines the size of that fundamental element.  
 4
Ar π= ⋅   (4) 
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Finally, for each feature element extracted from the surface, the following attributes are 
obtained: the type (ti), the positional centre of mass (xi), the scale (si), the size (ri) and the 
volume (vi) (Figure 5). 
 
 
Fig. 5. Ten largest extracted features are shown as squares where the feature center (xi) is 
given by the square center, the feature size (ri) is given by the square size and the feature 
type is given by its color.  
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norm of the absolute differences of the curvature values from the applied threshold values 
(if HK curvature scale-space is to be constructed): 
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local maxima (or minima) are selected as features. Instead of using the weighted averages, a 
similar approach to (Lowe, 2004) may be applied to our method, where a single maximum 
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maximum). b) For the noisy surface, the feature is still correctly localized using weighted 
averages. c) The localization fails under noise when the single maximum method is used. 
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this approach will fail under noise or in complex scenes. Imagine that we have a simple 
surface with a single peak and its noisy version. When the center of the peaky feature is 
sought over the surface with noise, it is seen that a local maximum value inside a connected 
component may divert the center from its original position (Figure 6.c) although the surface 
is smoothed in higher scales. In return for this, our method localizes the features correctly 
(Figure 6.b) and is robust to noise. 
2.3.2 Importance of scale-space search 
As mentioned before, the main motivation and contribution in this study is the scale-space 
search of curvature values. In order to show the significance of scale space search, the 
feature extraction results with and without scale-space search are depicted in this 
subsection. 
When the scale-space search is omitted, the curvatures are found only at the given 
resolution. Even though scale/sampling ratio is controlled (usually it is not controlled since 
this ratio changes even when the distance between the 3D scanner and the object changes), 
the types and the sizes of the features are detected wrong when only the given resolution is 
considered. In Figure 7, the extracted features of the original screwdriver object and its 
scaled version (by 0.8), both with and without scale-space search, are depicted. The features 
extracted from the original and the scaled versions of the screwdriver object using only the 
given resolution are usually mislabeled (Figure 7.a,b). For example, only some planar 
features are located on the handle of the object and the actual shape of the handle could not 
be extracted. Thus, most surface structures are generally labeled as planes when only the 
given resolution is considered. Since the original resolutions of 3D images are very high, 
even inside a peaky region, a point may be considered as a plane because the neighboring 
points are very close to each other. As a result, many small planar regions are detected in 
large concave areas. Thus, only when a scale space search is performed, the real types and 
sizes of the surface features could be extracted (Figure 7.c,d). 
 
 
                                                a)        b)                    c)                  d) 
Fig. 7. Ten largest features extracted using a) original image without scale-space search, b) 
scaled image (by 0.8) without scale-space search, c) original image with scale-space search, 
d) scaled image (by 0.8) with scale-space search. 
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Second of all, the feature sizes can only be correctly extracted if scale-space search is used. 
Since Figure 7.d is 0.8 times resized version of Figure 7.c, the radius of a feature found in 
Figure 7.d is also 0.8 times smaller than the radius of the corresponding feature found in 
Figure 7.c. However, this property of robustness under scaling can not be observed when 
only the given resolution is used for feature detection. Although most features are 
correspondent in Figures 7.a and 7.b, their radii are faulty. The shape in Figure 7.b is smaller 
than the one in Figure 7.a by a ratio of 0.8, however the radii of the features numbered as 1 
and 2 in Figure 7.b are larger than the radii of the corresponding features in Figure 7.a. Thus 
it is clearly seen that in order to extract features with their size properties, scale-space search 
is a must. 
3. Topological model 
In this section, using the feature elements extracted from the UVS space, a global 3D surface 
representation is constructed. A scale and orientation invariant representation is proposed, 
where the spatial topology of the object is given as a graph structure which carries the 
relative information among the features over the 3D surface. The relativity is not only in 
terms of spatial information but in terms of orientation and scaling as well. 
As explained in the previous subsection, for each feature element the following attributes 
are obtained: the type (ti), the volume (vi), the positional centre of mass (xi), the orientation 
vector (ni), the scale (si) and the size (ri). If each feature is referred as a node in a topology 
graph where the nodes carry the feature element’s attributes and the links between the 
nodes carry some relative information; a topological representation may be obtained.  
In order to make this representation orientation and scale invariant, the links between the 
nodes must carry “relative” or in other words “normalized” information. An example of this 
type of relation could be the length between two nodes normalized using a scale invariant 
measure specific for that topology. The relative 3D direction between two nodes might also 
be used. Furthermore scale difference between the nodes would carry scale invariant 
information. These relative link attributes can be listed such as: 
Normalized distance from Node A to B (|xB- xA|/rA or |xB- xA|/2s): The distance between 
two nodes can be normalized using the scale or the size of a base node (A) in the topology. 
Thus this relation stays invariant under scaling and orientation of the source signal. 
Link Vectors or Link Angles (xB- xA)/|xB- xA| : The unit vector from a node (B) to a specific 
base node (A) in the topology will also remain invariant under scale. However this link 
vector will be variant under orientation. In order to make this information both scale and 
orientation invariant, the angles between these unit vectors might be used. For an n-node 
topology there would be n-1 unit vectors. For any two these unit vectors, an angle can be 
calculated. This angle will be invariant of both scale and orientation. For n-1 number of unit 
vectors, we would obtain C(n-1,2) number of angles, which is also equal to (n-1)(n-2)/2. The 
angle can be calculated as:  
 ( )1cos ( ) ( )BAC CAB B A B A C A C Aα α − ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= = − − ⋅ − −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦Tx x x x x x x x  (6) 
Normal Vector Difference (nB – nA): The difference vector between the unit normal vector of 
node B (nB) and unit normal vector of the specific base node A (nA) will stay invariant of 
orientation and scale.  
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this approach will fail under noise or in complex scenes. Imagine that we have a simple 
surface with a single peak and its noisy version. When the center of the peaky feature is 
sought over the surface with noise, it is seen that a local maximum value inside a connected 
component may divert the center from its original position (Figure 6.c) although the surface 
is smoothed in higher scales. In return for this, our method localizes the features correctly 
(Figure 6.b) and is robust to noise. 
2.3.2 Importance of scale-space search 
As mentioned before, the main motivation and contribution in this study is the scale-space 
search of curvature values. In order to show the significance of scale space search, the 
feature extraction results with and without scale-space search are depicted in this 
subsection. 
When the scale-space search is omitted, the curvatures are found only at the given 
resolution. Even though scale/sampling ratio is controlled (usually it is not controlled since 
this ratio changes even when the distance between the 3D scanner and the object changes), 
the types and the sizes of the features are detected wrong when only the given resolution is 
considered. In Figure 7, the extracted features of the original screwdriver object and its 
scaled version (by 0.8), both with and without scale-space search, are depicted. The features 
extracted from the original and the scaled versions of the screwdriver object using only the 
given resolution are usually mislabeled (Figure 7.a,b). For example, only some planar 
features are located on the handle of the object and the actual shape of the handle could not 
be extracted. Thus, most surface structures are generally labeled as planes when only the 
given resolution is considered. Since the original resolutions of 3D images are very high, 
even inside a peaky region, a point may be considered as a plane because the neighboring 
points are very close to each other. As a result, many small planar regions are detected in 
large concave areas. Thus, only when a scale space search is performed, the real types and 
sizes of the surface features could be extracted (Figure 7.c,d). 
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Fig. 7. Ten largest features extracted using a) original image without scale-space search, b) 
scaled image (by 0.8) without scale-space search, c) original image with scale-space search, 
d) scaled image (by 0.8) with scale-space search. 
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Second of all, the feature sizes can only be correctly extracted if scale-space search is used. 
Since Figure 7.d is 0.8 times resized version of Figure 7.c, the radius of a feature found in 
Figure 7.d is also 0.8 times smaller than the radius of the corresponding feature found in 
Figure 7.c. However, this property of robustness under scaling can not be observed when 
only the given resolution is used for feature detection. Although most features are 
correspondent in Figures 7.a and 7.b, their radii are faulty. The shape in Figure 7.b is smaller 
than the one in Figure 7.a by a ratio of 0.8, however the radii of the features numbered as 1 
and 2 in Figure 7.b are larger than the radii of the corresponding features in Figure 7.a. Thus 
it is clearly seen that in order to extract features with their size properties, scale-space search 
is a must. 
3. Topological model 
In this section, using the feature elements extracted from the UVS space, a global 3D surface 
representation is constructed. A scale and orientation invariant representation is proposed, 
where the spatial topology of the object is given as a graph structure which carries the 
relative information among the features over the 3D surface. The relativity is not only in 
terms of spatial information but in terms of orientation and scaling as well. 
As explained in the previous subsection, for each feature element the following attributes 
are obtained: the type (ti), the volume (vi), the positional centre of mass (xi), the orientation 
vector (ni), the scale (si) and the size (ri). If each feature is referred as a node in a topology 
graph where the nodes carry the feature element’s attributes and the links between the 
nodes carry some relative information; a topological representation may be obtained.  
In order to make this representation orientation and scale invariant, the links between the 
nodes must carry “relative” or in other words “normalized” information. An example of this 
type of relation could be the length between two nodes normalized using a scale invariant 
measure specific for that topology. The relative 3D direction between two nodes might also 
be used. Furthermore scale difference between the nodes would carry scale invariant 
information. These relative link attributes can be listed such as: 
Normalized distance from Node A to B (|xB- xA|/rA or |xB- xA|/2s): The distance between 
two nodes can be normalized using the scale or the size of a base node (A) in the topology. 
Thus this relation stays invariant under scaling and orientation of the source signal. 
Link Vectors or Link Angles (xB- xA)/|xB- xA| : The unit vector from a node (B) to a specific 
base node (A) in the topology will also remain invariant under scale. However this link 
vector will be variant under orientation. In order to make this information both scale and 
orientation invariant, the angles between these unit vectors might be used. For an n-node 
topology there would be n-1 unit vectors. For any two these unit vectors, an angle can be 
calculated. This angle will be invariant of both scale and orientation. For n-1 number of unit 
vectors, we would obtain C(n-1,2) number of angles, which is also equal to (n-1)(n-2)/2. The 
angle can be calculated as:  
 ( )1cos ( ) ( )BAC CAB B A B A C A C Aα α − ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤= = − − ⋅ − −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦Tx x x x x x x x  (6) 
Normal Vector Difference (nB – nA): The difference vector between the unit normal vector of 
node B (nB) and unit normal vector of the specific base node A (nA) will stay invariant of 
orientation and scale.  
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Feature Scale Difference and Size Ratio (sA-sB or rA/rB): As explained in (Lindeberg, 1994), 
the scale difference between two nodes is invariant to scaling. The ratio of the size of a node 
(B) (which is strongly related to scale of that feature) to the size a specific base node (A) will 
stay invariant of scaling as well.  
Imagine we have a four-node topology with nodes A, B, C and D. Assume that node A is 
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This feature vector λi has 16 elements (as scalars or vectors). For an n-node topology, the 
number of elements in this vector will be n+3(n-1)+(n-1)(n-2)/2. This four-node relation 
may also be shown on a topological chart as shown in Figure 8. Node A is called the base 
node because the link relations are calculated relative to this node.  
 
 
Fig. 8. Four-node, scale and orientation invariant feature vector is shown in a topological 
chart. 
This vector is orientation and scale invariant since all relations are defined relative to node 
A. However for some applications, orientation and/or scale invariance may not be desired. 
For example, if the metric size of the object to be recognized is known, then scale invariance 
is unnecessary. Similarly if the orientation of the object relative to the sensor device is fixed, 
then orientation invariance capability of a recognition system will be redundant. For this 
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Equation (8) is an example of an orientation invariant but not scale invariant feature vector 
representing a four-node topology, since the link lengths and feature sizes are not 
normalized according to the base node A. On the other hand the feature vector in Equation 
(9) is scale invariant but not orientation invariant because the feature normal vectors and 
link vectors are not normalized according to node A. 
Using one of (7), (8) or (9), a feature vector λi among n-nodes may be obtained. However 
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Therefore, many n-node combinations may be obtained from a range image and these 
different n-node feature vectors represents different parts of the 3D surface. The algorithm 
to obtain a complete set of feature vectors which represents the whole 3D surface is given 
below: 
- Extract all feature elements from the surface: 
Node1:  (t1), (v1), (x1), (n1), (s1), (r1) 
Node2:  (t2), (v2), (x2), (n2), (s2), (r2) 
Node3:  (t3), (v3), (x3), (n3), (s3), (r3) 
Node4:  … 
- Select M nodes with M largest radii (ri) OR volume (vi). 
- Order these selected M largest nodes according to the criteria below: 
- Order them according to their type. 
- If there is more than one occurrence of a type, order them according to their radius (ri) 
OR volume (vi). 
- For the ordered M nodes do the following: 
- Select node group size n: (2<n<M) 
- Obtain all possible (k number of) combinations of node groups of n among the M 
ordered nodes: k=C(M,n) 
- Among each n-node combination, keep the order of the nodes according to the previous 
step. 
- For all k combinations,  
- Select the first feature as the base node. 
- Extract the feature vectors λi using one of (7), (8) or (9).  
- Then stack these row vectors in a feature matrix Λ = [λT λ2T λ3T … λkT]T.  
This feature matrix Λ will be a scale and/or orientation representation depending on the 
equation used to calculate the feature vectors. 
4. Experimental work 
In this section, some experiments using proposed method is demonstrated. The transform 
invariant n-node topology is used to register and recognize range images.  
4.1 3D object registration 
Surface registration is an intermediate but crucial step within the computer vision systems 
workflow. The goal of registration is to find the Euclidian motion between a set of range 
images of a given object taken from different positions in order to represent them all with 
respect to a reference frame. Registration in general can be divided into two: coarse 
registration and fine registration (Salvi et al, 2006). In coarse registration, the main goal is to 
compute an initial estimation of the grid motion between two clouds of 3D points using 
correspondences between both surfaces. In fine registration, the goal is to obtain the most 
accurate solution as possible. Needless to say that the latter method usually uses the output 
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Feature Scale Difference and Size Ratio (sA-sB or rA/rB): As explained in (Lindeberg, 1994), 
the scale difference between two nodes is invariant to scaling. The ratio of the size of a node 
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Therefore, many n-node combinations may be obtained from a range image and these 
different n-node feature vectors represents different parts of the 3D surface. The algorithm 
to obtain a complete set of feature vectors which represents the whole 3D surface is given 
below: 
- Extract all feature elements from the surface: 
Node1:  (t1), (v1), (x1), (n1), (s1), (r1) 
Node2:  (t2), (v2), (x2), (n2), (s2), (r2) 
Node3:  (t3), (v3), (x3), (n3), (s3), (r3) 
Node4:  … 
- Select M nodes with M largest radii (ri) OR volume (vi). 
- Order these selected M largest nodes according to the criteria below: 
- Order them according to their type. 
- If there is more than one occurrence of a type, order them according to their radius (ri) 
OR volume (vi). 
- For the ordered M nodes do the following: 
- Select node group size n: (2<n<M) 
- Obtain all possible (k number of) combinations of node groups of n among the M 
ordered nodes: k=C(M,n) 
- Among each n-node combination, keep the order of the nodes according to the previous 
step. 
- For all k combinations,  
- Select the first feature as the base node. 
- Extract the feature vectors λi using one of (7), (8) or (9).  
- Then stack these row vectors in a feature matrix Λ = [λT λ2T λ3T … λkT]T.  
This feature matrix Λ will be a scale and/or orientation representation depending on the 
equation used to calculate the feature vectors. 
4. Experimental work 
In this section, some experiments using proposed method is demonstrated. The transform 
invariant n-node topology is used to register and recognize range images.  
4.1 3D object registration 
Surface registration is an intermediate but crucial step within the computer vision systems 
workflow. The goal of registration is to find the Euclidian motion between a set of range 
images of a given object taken from different positions in order to represent them all with 
respect to a reference frame. Registration in general can be divided into two: coarse 
registration and fine registration (Salvi et al, 2006). In coarse registration, the main goal is to 
compute an initial estimation of the grid motion between two clouds of 3D points using 
correspondences between both surfaces. In fine registration, the goal is to obtain the most 
accurate solution as possible. Needless to say that the latter method usually uses the output 
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of the former one as an initial estimate so as to represent all range image points with respect 
to a common reference system. Then it refines the transformation matrix by minimizing the 
distance between the temporal correspondences, known as closest points. For a wide 
literature survey on registration of range images reader may refer to (Salvi et al, 2006). 
In this study, we perform coarse registration using the proposed scale invariant features. 
The homogenous transformation, which includes 3D rotation, translation and scaling 
between two range images, is estimated. However different from previous approaches not 
single features are matched as correspondences, instead the triples that were used to 
recognize object categories are used. 
4.1.1 Triple correspondences 
In the previous sections, n-node topologies of scale invariant features were constructed. 
Using these n-node topologies, transform invariant object recognition was performed and 
analyzed. The topology set included n=3 number of nodes, namely triplets. Only a general 
consensus between all matched triplets would give the true transformation and prove that 
the matched triplets are actually true features that represent the objects. For this purpose 
using the extracted triplets in the previous subsection, a coarse registration is carried out 
using “random sample consensus” (RANSAC) method. 
4.1.2 RANSAC using triplets 
RANSAC is an abbreviation for "RANdom SAmple Consensus". It is an iterative method to 
estimate parameters of a mathematical model from a set of observed data which contains 
outliers. It is a non-deterministic algorithm in the sense that it produces a reasonable result 
only with a certain probability, with this probability increasing as more iterations are 
allowed. The algorithm was first published by (Fischler & Bolles, 1981). 
A basic assumption is that the data consists of "inliers", i.e., data whose distribution can be 
explained by some set of model parameters, and "outliers" which are data that do not fit the 
model. In addition to this, the data can be subject to noise. The outliers can come, e.g., from 
extreme values of the noise or from erroneous measurements or incorrect hypotheses about 
the interpretation of data. RANSAC also assumes that, given a (usually small) set of inliers, 
there exists a procedure which can estimate the parameters of a model that optimally 
explains or fits this data. 
The RANSAC algorithm is often used in computer vision, e.g., to simultaneously solve the 
correspondence problem and estimate the fundamental matrix related to a pair of stereo 
cameras. 
For our case, very similar to solving the correspondence problem in stereo images, the 
method is used to estimate the homogeneous transformation between to range images. 
Instead of using candidate point matches, candidate triplet matches are used. As explained 
in the previous section, the triplets are matched by some well-defined similarity measures. 
In order to eliminate the false matches, and obtained the transformation only between the 
true triplet matches, RANSAC is run.  
RANSAC also requires a similarity measure to test for the homogenous transformation 
between two triplet matches. However for RANSAC, different from the similarity measures 
used to find candidate matches, only the spatial information is used. In other words, at any 
iteration of RANSAC, if there is candidate transformation, the absolute Euclidian difference 
between the first triplet and the transformed second triplet is used. The output of the 
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RANSAC is a homogenous transformation vector, which defines the transformation 
between any two corresponding points on the registered range images, such that: 
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In this subsection some experiments on registration using the proposed feature are 
presented. The first experiment is the simplest case, where there is only in-plane rotation 
between two artificial surfaces. There’s 135º in-plane rotation between the surfaces. The 
result of RANSAC is given below together with the ideal transformation matrix. The results 
prove a quite successful coarse registration. In Figure 9, the matched features can also be 
seen. Colors designate different feature types.  
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Fig. 9. Matched features from the registered artificial range images. 
The same experiment was also performed on range images from the Stuttgart database. 
Since these images are not captured with controlled rotation, we have chosen two images 
with rotation on a single axis. The result is given below together with the ideal 
transformation matrix. In Figure 10, the matched features can also be seen. Colors designate 
different feature types. 
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of the former one as an initial estimate so as to represent all range image points with respect 
to a common reference system. Then it refines the transformation matrix by minimizing the 
distance between the temporal correspondences, known as closest points. For a wide 
literature survey on registration of range images reader may refer to (Salvi et al, 2006). 
In this study, we perform coarse registration using the proposed scale invariant features. 
The homogenous transformation, which includes 3D rotation, translation and scaling 
between two range images, is estimated. However different from previous approaches not 
single features are matched as correspondences, instead the triples that were used to 
recognize object categories are used. 
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consensus between all matched triplets would give the true transformation and prove that 
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using “random sample consensus” (RANSAC) method. 
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explained by some set of model parameters, and "outliers" which are data that do not fit the 
model. In addition to this, the data can be subject to noise. The outliers can come, e.g., from 
extreme values of the noise or from erroneous measurements or incorrect hypotheses about 
the interpretation of data. RANSAC also assumes that, given a (usually small) set of inliers, 
there exists a procedure which can estimate the parameters of a model that optimally 
explains or fits this data. 
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correspondence problem and estimate the fundamental matrix related to a pair of stereo 
cameras. 
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in the previous section, the triplets are matched by some well-defined similarity measures. 
In order to eliminate the false matches, and obtained the transformation only between the 
true triplet matches, RANSAC is run.  
RANSAC also requires a similarity measure to test for the homogenous transformation 
between two triplet matches. However for RANSAC, different from the similarity measures 
used to find candidate matches, only the spatial information is used. In other words, at any 
iteration of RANSAC, if there is candidate transformation, the absolute Euclidian difference 
between the first triplet and the transformed second triplet is used. The output of the 
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RANSAC is a homogenous transformation vector, which defines the transformation 
between any two corresponding points on the registered range images, such that: 
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The same experiment was also performed on range images from the Stuttgart database. 
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RANSAC result is: 
0.8616 0.0265 0.2065 0.06336
0.0032 0.9691 0.0105 0.4065
0.1914 0.0068 0.8159 8.8006
0 0 0 1.0042
−⎡ ⎤






and the ideal result is (α ≈ 30º): 
cos(~ ) 0 sin(~ ) 0
0 1 0 0
sin(~ ) 0 cos(~ )












   
Fig. 10. Matched features from the registered range images from Stuttgart Database 
 
Since the extracted features are scale invariant (and so as the triplets), it is possible to 
register scaled versions of range images and calculated the scaling ratio between to objects. 
For this purpose using the %25 scaled versions of the Stuttgart database objects (vs. the 
originals), registration is performed. The result of RANSAC is given below together with the 
ideal transformation matrix. The results on scaled range images demonstrate successful 
scale invariant coarse registration. In Figure 11, the matched features can also be seen. 
Colors, as usual, designate different feature types. 
RANSAC result is: 
0.9442 0.0143 0.0623 0.6810
0.0349 0.9899 0.0204 0.4130
0.0519 0.0067 0.9449 0.6304
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Fig. 11. Matched features from the registered range images from Stuttgart Database. The 
surfaces are scaled versions of the same range image. 
4.1 3D object recognition 
In order to prove the importance of scale-space search for scale-invariant object recognition, 
we have created 0.5 times scaled versions (i.e. 0.25 times scaled in area) of eight objects from 
Stuttgart range image database. We have used original 258 images of each object as training 
images and 258 scaled images for testing. 3D geometric hashing is used as the recognition 
method. A feature vector is constructed using the ten largest feature elements as in Figure 5. 
By obtaining all possible triplets among these 10 features (totally C(10,3) = 120 triplets for 
each range image) the feature vector is built. In order to make this feature vector scale and 
orientation invariant; equation (9) is used.  
In this study, these feature vectors are used in a geometric hashing method for object 
recognition purpose. The main reason behind using geometric hashing is that it allows 
partial matching of small topologies in a general topology so that the recognition process 
becomes robust to noise, rotation and even occlusion. In our hashing method, indexing is 
done by the types of the triplets and each entry includes the feature vector of the triplet 
besides the code of the pose and the object. At the preprocessing stage of hashing, for each 
range image in the training set of category of object (for example range images of bunny 
taken from various angles), the feature vectors are calculated. This database construction 
stage can be computed offline. For various range image training sets belonging to different 
objects, this operation is completed. Consequently at the recognition stage, features of the 
test model (i.e. the model to be recognized) are extracted and then related hash table indexes 
are obtained. By comparing the hash table entries using a similarity measure between the 
feature vectors, matching features are found. Corresponding to the indexes in the training 
sets, matched model’s vote is incremented by one for a particular training set. Finally, the 
database model which receives the greatest number of votes is taken as the match of the test 
object. 
Using the scale-space search, %96.56 average recognition success is obtained. When the scale 
space search is omitted, the success falls dramatically to %59.54. It is clearly seen that scale-
space search is a must, if scaled versions of the objects are to be recognized. In Figure 6, the 
results are depicted as confusion matrices. The left-most column indicates the scaled test 
images, and the upper-most row indicates the original training images. Each value in the 
diagonal cells indicates the percentage success of recognizing a scaled version of an object 
using the features obtained from the originally sized range image (Figure 12). 
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becomes robust to noise, rotation and even occlusion. In our hashing method, indexing is 
done by the types of the triplets and each entry includes the feature vector of the triplet 
besides the code of the pose and the object. At the preprocessing stage of hashing, for each 
range image in the training set of category of object (for example range images of bunny 
taken from various angles), the feature vectors are calculated. This database construction 
stage can be computed offline. For various range image training sets belonging to different 
objects, this operation is completed. Consequently at the recognition stage, features of the 
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sets, matched model’s vote is incremented by one for a particular training set. Finally, the 
database model which receives the greatest number of votes is taken as the match of the test 
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Using the scale-space search, %96.56 average recognition success is obtained. When the scale 
space search is omitted, the success falls dramatically to %59.54. It is clearly seen that scale-
space search is a must, if scaled versions of the objects are to be recognized. In Figure 6, the 
results are depicted as confusion matrices. The left-most column indicates the scaled test 
images, and the upper-most row indicates the original training images. Each value in the 
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Fig. 12. a) Result for the test, in which the scale-space search is omitted, is shown. The 
average success dramatically falls to %59.54 when the scale-space search is omitted. b) 
Result for the test with scale-space search is shown. The average recognition success is 
%96.56. It is clearly seen that scale-space search is a must, if scaled versions of objects are to 
be recognized. 




Understanding the notion of scale invariance for 3D surfaces is crucial to extract scale 
invariant features with their scale information. For this reason, a scale (size and resolution) 
and orientation invariant 3D feature detection method is proposed in this study. The 
method extracts the size of the feature independent of the sampling, scale or the orientation 
of the objects. For this purpose a scale-space search of HK curvatures is developed.  
It is clearly seen in various experiments that scale-space search is a must if utter scale and 
orientation invariance is intended. With only the given resolution of the surface, the feature 
extraction method is always dependent on the sampling rate or the thresholds used. For a 
feature detection system to be independent of any property of the source signal, the features 
must be sought within a scale-space.  
In addition, when scale-space is used, the size of a feature, which defines the effective extent 
of the detected interest region, can be obtained. By this way, scale and orientation invariant 
points and their effective sizes can be provided for local region based descriptors such as 
spin image or splash representation. 
The use of scale-space also brings robustness to noise. Since scale-space levels are created 
using Gaussian filters, within the higher levels of the scale-space, any level of noise 
disappears and large features can be extracted very clearly although the surfaces are noisy.  
When the scale invariant feature extraction is used for 3D object recognition, the resulting 
recognition performance is much better than when feature extraction is done only for the 
given scale. 
Results show that, the extracted features can be used for coarse registration of range images. 
The registration inherits the scale, sampling and orientation invariant nature of the features, 
and rotated and scaled versions of objects can be successfully matched. The scale ratio 
between the matched objects can be obtained. 
In addition recognition in a scale varying database can be performed if scale invariant 
features are used. Objects of different size from a huge database, are efficiently recognized 
using sparse feature vectors. 
As a feature study, the features may be applied to time-of-flight (TOF) camera images and 
robust implementations may be developed for real-time robotics applications. 
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1. Introduction
Surface modeling is a fundamental issue in 3D images, shape synthesis and recognition.
Recently, a surface model called the fibre bundle model is proposed (Chao et al., 2000; Chao &
Kim, 2004; Chao et al., 2004; Chao & Li, 2005; Suzuki & Chao, 2002). The fibre bundle model
becomes powerful in its full generality however still needs much information, the information
of these two curves at all points, which are roughly equivalent to the information of pointwise
representation itself. On the other hand, to apply such a surface model efficiently in shape
generation and representation, one needs to know the geometrical quantities of the model.
Object recognition techniques using 3D image data are expected to play an important
role in recognition-synthesis image coding of 3D moving pictures or animations in virtual
environments and image communications. Currently used 3D free object representations
seem insufficient in the sense that, for models such as generalized cylinders or
super-quadratics, it is usually difficult to find the invariant features, especially to find the
complete set of invariants, which is defined as the smallest number of invariants in order to
uniquely determine and reproduce the shapes (Chao & Ishii, 1999; Chao & Suzuki, 2002; Chao
et al., 1999; Kawano et al., 2002; Sano et al., 2001).
From the view of differential geometry and Riemannian geometry, the authors obtained
the geometric structures about fibre bundle models (Li et al., 2008, 1; 2). Meanwhile, an
algorithm of 3D object recognition using the linear Lie algebra models is presented, including
a convenient recognition method for the objects which are symmetrical about some axis (Li et
al., 2009).
2. Fibre bundle model and its geometry
2.1 Fibre bundle model of surfaces
A surface F = {F(u, v)} is called a fibre bundle on a given base curve b = {b(v), v ∈ R}, if
locally (i.e. at a neighborhood of any point) F is a direct product of b and another curve called
a fibre curve. More specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, there is a projection map π : F → b, such
that for a point x ∈ b, there is a curve fx = { fx(u), u ∈ R} on F
fx := π−1(x) ⊂ F, (1)
Fangxing Li1, Linyu Peng2 and Huafei Sun3
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which is called a fibre at the base point x. For any x ∈ b, there is a neighborhood of x in
b : Ux ∈ b such that
π−1(Ux) ∼= Ux × fx. (2)
Fig. 1. Fibre bundle model of surfaces.
The fibre bundle model can represent any surface F, e.g. generalized cylinders and ruled
surfaces are special cases of this model.
On the other hand, the fibre bundle model is a local direction product, which means the fibre
curves could be very different at each base point. Such a nontrivial fibre bundle thus can
represent arbitrary complicated surface.
2.2 Fibre bundle model of 1-parameter lie groups of linear lie algebra and its geometry
Let the fibre curve of the fibre bundle model be a 1-parameter Lie group
gv = {gv(u) = eAub(v), u ∈ R}, (3)
where A is a 3 × 3 matrix called the representation matrix of the fibre curve. Therefore, the
surface is defined as
F = {x(u, v) = eAub(v), u, v ∈ R}. (4)
The points b(v) on the base curve b are initial points of integral flows of 1-parameter Lie
groups gv.





= xu = Ae
Aub(v) = Ax. (5)
A major advantage of this model is that the Lie algebras of fibre curves are uniquely
determined by a complete set of invariants I under Euclidean transformation
I = {σ1, σ2, σ3, φ1, φ2, φ3}, (6)
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where {σi} are the singular values of A, assuming the singular value decomposition of AR =
RT AR, R ∈ SO3(R) is AR = UTΛV, Λ = diag{σi}. {φi} are the Euler angles of VUT ∈
SO3(R). Here, a complete set of invariants is the minimal set of invariants which can uniquely
determine the curve. Thus, information to describe the fibre-bundle surface model is the base
curve and the six invariants of the linear Lie algebra, i.e. of the representation matrix A.
Fig. 2. Fibre bundle of 1-parameter groups of linear Lie algebra.
Lemma 2.1 For any n × n matrix A = (aij) where aij ∈ R and any u ∈ R, one has
1. dd u (e
Au) = AeAu = eAu A;
2. det(eAu) = etr(Au) = etr(A)u, where tr(A) is the trace of A;
3. when AB = BA, eA+B = eAeB = eBeA;
4. (eA)T = eA
T
.
Lemma 2.2 A ∈ so3(R) = {B|BT = −B}, then eAu ∈ SO3(R) = {B|BTB = I, |B| = 1}, where
u ∈ R.
Proof. If A ∈ so3(R), we can get that AT = −A and tr(A) = 0. Then from Lemma 2.1, we get
(eAu)TeAu = eA
TueAu = e(A
T+A)u = I and det(eAu) = etr(A)u = 1. Therefore, eAu ∈ SO3(R).
Theorem 2.1 For the fibre bundle surface defined by
F := {x(u, v) = eAub(v), u, v ∈ R}, (7)
where A ∈ so3(R), and b(v) is a two order differentiable vector, the Gaussian curvature K and
the mean curvature H of the fibre bundle surface are given by
K =
det(Ab, b�, A2b)det(Ab, b�, b��)− (det(Ab, b�, Ab�))2
(|Ab|2|b�|2 − ((Ab) · b�)2)2 (8)
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|b�|2 det(Ab, b�, A2b)− 2((Ab) · b�)det(Ab, b�, Ab�) + |Ab|2 det(Ab, b�, b��)
(|Ab|2|b�|2 − ((Ab) · b�)2) 32
, (9)
respectively, where (·) denotes the inner product of vectors and det the determinant of an
n × n matrix, respectively.
Proof. Firstly, from the Lemmas we can get
xu = Ae
Aub, xv = eAub�
and
xuu = e
Au A2b, xuv = xvu = eAu Ab�, xvv = eAub��.
Then we can get
E = (xu · xu) = |Ab|2, F = (xu · xv) = ((Ab) · b�), G = (xv · xv) = |b�|2,
| xu × xv |2= (xu · xu)(xv · xv)− (xu · xv)2 = |Ab|2|b�|2 − ((Ab) · b�)2
and
L =
(xu , xv, xuu)
|xu × xv | =
det(Ab, b�, A2b))�|Ab|2|b�|2 − ((Ab) · b�)2 ,
M =
(xu, xv, xuv)
|xu × xv| =
det(Ab, b�, Ab�)�
|Ab|2|b�|2 − ((Ab) · b�)2 ,
N =
(xu , xv, xvv)
|xu × xv| =
det(Ab, b�, b��)�|Ab|2|b�|2 − ((Ab) · b�)2 .
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⎠, from Lemma 2.2, we know
that eAu ∈ SO3(R), then we can get x(u, v) = eAub(v). Thus, we can get
b� = (0, cos(v),− sin(v))T, b�� = (0,− sin(v),− cos(v))T ,
Ab = (− sin(v), 0, 0)T , Ab� = (− cos(v), 0, 0)T, A2b = (0,− sin(v), 0)T .
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Then the Gaussian curvature is given by
K = 1
and the mean curvature is
H =
�
1, sin(v) ≥ 0















Fig. 3. The figure of x(u, v) in Example 2.1.
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Fig. 4. The figure of x(u, v) in Example 2.2.







⎠, we get x(u, v) = eAub(v).
Hence
b� = (−3 cos2(v) sin(v), 3 sin2(v) cos(v), 1)T,
b�� = (−3 cos3(v) + 6 sin2(v) cos(v),−3 sin3(v) + 6 sin(v) cos2(v), 0)T ,
Ab = (− sin3(v), cos3(v), 0)T, Ab� = (−3 sin2(v) cos(v),−3 cos2(v) sin(v), 0)T ,
A2b = (− cos3(v),− sin3(v), 0)T.
Then the Gaussian curvature is given by
K =
48 − 96 sin2(2v) + 36 sin4(2v)
(4 + 6 sin2(2v)− 9 sin4(2v))2
and the mean curvature is given by
H =
18 sin2(2v)− 16
(4 + 6 sin2(2v)− 9 sin4(2v))3/2 .





−12, sin(2v) = 1
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(b) The mean curvature H.
Fig. 6. Curvatures of x(u, v) in Example 2.3.
2.3 Fibre bundle model of 1-parameter lie groups of Hamiltonian lie algebra and its
geometry
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where Tx M is the tangent space of M at point x. A Hamiltonian Lie algebra of tangent vector



















is called a representation matrix.
For a special fibre bundle model of 1-parameter Lie groups of Hamiltonian Lie algebra defined
by
F := {y(u, v) = eHub(v), u, v ∈ R},
which is an embedded surface of R6, where eHu ∈ SO6(R) and b(v) is a two order
differentiable vector, one can get the following








((Hb · b�)(Hb · b��) + (Hb · b�)(Hb� · b�)
− (Hb · Hb�)|b�|2 − (b� · b��)|Hb|2),
(13)
where (·) denotes the inner product of vectors and det the determinant of an n × n matrix,
respectively.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1, we can get
xu = He
Hub, xv = eHub�
and
xuu = H
2eHub, xuv = xvu = HeHub�, xvv = eHub��.
Then from gij = (xi · xj), we can get the Riemannian metric as
(gij) =
( |Hb|2 (Hb · b�)
(Hb · b�) |b�|2
)
.
The determinant and inverse of (gij) are respectively given by





( |b�|2 −(Hb · b�)


























(Hb · Hb�)|b�|2, Γ221 = Γ212 =
1
det(gij)





















we can get the nonzero component of the curvature tensors




((Hb · b�)(Hb · b��) + (Hb · b�)(Hb� · b�)
− (Hb · Hb�)|b�|2 − (b� · b��)|Hb|2).
Then from the definition of the Gaussian curvature
K(u, v) =
R(u, v, u, v)
det (gij)
,
one can the the conclusion directly.





















Example 2.4 Taking b(v) = (v, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4)T, therefore, b�(v) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T, b��(v) =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T . We can get
K =
109
(2v2 − 6v + 59)2 > 0.
Example 2.5 Taking b(v) = (cos v, sin v, 0, 1, 1, 0)T, then b�(v) =
(− sin v, cos v, 0, 0, 0, 0)T , b��(v) = (− cos v,− sin v, 0, 0, 0, 0)T . We can get
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Fig. 7. Gaussian curvature of the surface in Example 2.4.
Example 2.6 Taking b(v) = (v, 0, a,−a, 0, a)T, since b�(v) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T, b��(v) =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T . We can get
K = 0.
3. 3D object recognition based on bre bundle models
Recall the fibre bundle model in (4) as
F = {x(u, v) = eAub(v), u, v ∈ R}, (14)
where A is the representation matrix of the fibre curve. The base curve b(v) can also be
described by a voluntariness initial point x0 ∈ R and its representation matrix B given by
b(v) = eBvx0. (15)
And its tangent vector field is also a tangent vector field shown as
∂x
∂v
:= BeBvx0 = Bb(v). (16)
Therefore, the information to describe the fibre bundle model is the base curve and the
invariants of the linear Lie algebra, i.e., the representation matrix A or representation matrix
A, B and the initial point x0.
3.1 Simulations with known representation matrixes and the initial points
Next simulation results of shape synthesis using the proposed models are shown together
with the invariants of representation matrix A or representation matrixes A, B and the initial
point x0.
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(a) Base curve (sin v, sin v, cos v)T. (b) Base curve (cos3 v, sin v cos3 v, 1)T .















⎠ in (a) and (b), respectively.
(a) With initial point (1, 1, 0)T. (b) With initial point (0, 1, 0)T.
Fig. 9. Simulations with representation matrixes A, B and initial points x0. In (a), the






























3.2 Algorithm of 3D object recognition
Here we introduce an algorithm to obtain the invariants of a linear Lie algebra model from
local image data of 3D objects as follows.
1. Take more than N > 9 position vectors {xi}Ni=1 on the object. Calculate the normal vectors
at all positions {ni}Ni=1 from geometric relation, and normalize them.
2. From the position and normal vectors to build the following equations in entries of the




= xu = Ae
Aub(v) = Ax.
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According to that the tangent vector field perpendicular to the normal vectors, we can get
that ni perpendiculars to
∂x











3. From linear system, we get the components of fibre representation matrix A.
4. Just liking the fibre representation matrix extraction, we can take more than nine position
vectors yi and the corresponding normal vectors to build this equation to solve the
coefficient of the base curve representation matrix B.
5. Given a discretional initialization point x0 and using the obtained representation matrix A
and B to restore the primary 3D objects.







⎠, then we can use Taylor series




cos u − sin u 0




So if we know the initialization point x0 and the base curve representation matrix B, we can
use this representation matrix A to express a form symmetry about an axis without solve the
representation matrix A. That can help us easy to express a large number of shapes of 3D
objects. (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9)
3.3 Practicality recognition
Next we consider the recognition of two objects, the sphere and vase. Our target sphere is
shown in Fig. 10.
Firstly we give a base curve data (easy to confirm) and take more than nine position vectors
from the sphere to recognize the object. Here we take data number as 30. From the algorithm,









For the target vase shown in Fig. 12, we have to consider it as three parts, capsule, middle
part and bottom, and do the simulations, respectively.






⎠ as the fibre representation matrix, then we only need to extract the base curve
representation matrix B.
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Fig. 10. Recognize target sphere.
(a) Recognition result (date number 30). (b) Recognition result (view from the top).
Fig. 11. Recognition for a sphere.
For all the simulations in Fig. 13, the initial points are the same as x0 = (1,−1, 0)T .
Meanwhile, from the algorithm, we obtain the base curve representation matrixes






















By the way, all the recognition results are exactly calculated and restored under strong noisy
environments.
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By the way, all the recognition results are exactly calculated and restored under strong noisy
environments.
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Fig. 12. Recognize target vase.
4. Conclusion
As we know, differential geometry and Riemannian geometry are powerful in applications
in kinds of fields, and many methods and subjects are proposed, e.g. geometric mechanics,
human face recognition using the method of manifold and geometry in statistics. In this
chapter, we show the beauty of the geometry of the fibre bundle models of 1-parameter Lie
groups of linear Lie algebra and Hamiltonian Lie algebra.
Fibre bundle model is effective in its representation for objects. Any object can represent as
the form of a fibre bundle model, theoretically. Nevertheless, in practice, it’s a challenging
task for one to get the parameters of a special object. When the representation matrixes and
the initial points are given, one can obtain beautiful photos for 3D objects. However, once
one have the object, how to recognize it, namely, how to realize it in one’s computer is the
special challenging but the most important work. We propose an algorithm for 3D object
recognition mainly based on the geometric relationship of the positions and normal vectors.
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1. Introduction 
The recognition problem tries to identify an object, called unknown or scene object, from a set 
of objects in an object database, generally called models. The problem of positioning or 
alignment solves the localization of an object in a scene with respect to a reference system 
linked to the model of this object. One of the most common ways of solving this problem is 
matching the unknown object on the corresponding object in the object database. Although 
conceptually recognition and positioning are two different problems, in practice, especially 
when only part of the object is available (i.e. partial view), they are closely related. If we can 
align the unknown object precisely on one of the different objects in the database, we will 
have solved not only positioning but also recognition. 
In a general sense, an object recognition system finds objects in the real world from an image 
of the world, using object models which are known a priori. There is a wide variety of 
approaches that propose different solutions to recognize 3D objects. Most of them use 
representation models based on geometrical features where the solution depends on the 
feature matching procedure. The method we present in this work is concerned with the case 
when only range data from a partial view of a given free-shaped object is available. 
Recognition must be carried out by matching this range data of the partial view with of all 
the possible views of every complete object in the stored object database. The resolution of 
the problem is of real practical interest since it can be used in tasks with industrial robots, 
mobile robot navigation, visual inspection, etc. 
Regarding the kind of models used in the different approaches there are two fundamental 
3D representation categories: object-based representation and view-centred representation. 
The first tries to generate the model according to the appearance of the object from different 
points of view, while the second creates models based on representative characteristics of 
the objects. More detailed information on them will be included in next section. 
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 shows a short survey of recent and more 
important works that could be considered closer to our work. Section 3 is devoted to make a 
general description of the stages in which the proposed method is decomposed. The first 
stage and the WCC feature, which is the key of our method, are studied in detail in section 
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4. Some explanations of the two remaining stages are stated in section 5. Then, the main 
experimental results of the method are analyzed in section 6, making special emphasis in the 
high reduction rates achieved in the first stage. Section 7 states the conclusions of this work. 
2. State of the art in 3D recognition methods 
As it has been stated in the introduction, 3D recognition methods are highly dependent on 
the type of chosen representation to model the considered objects. Anyway, all the existing 
representation approaches belong to one of the two mentioned categories: view-centred 
representation and object-based representation.  
In view-centred representations each object is described in terms of several intensity images 
taken from different points of view. They try to generate the object model according to the 
appearance of the object from diverse viewing directions. Representation techniques using 
aspect graphs or others using silhouettes, and mainly those methods based on principal 
components, belong to this category. Examples of the last one can be found in (Campbell & 
Flynn, 1999) of in (Skocaj & Leonardis, 2001).  
Another view-based object recognition strategy is described in (Serratosa et al, 2003). They 
use a Function-Described Graph (FDG) that gives a compact representation of a set of 
attributed graphs corresponding to several views of polyhedral objects. Then the recognition 
process can be accomplished by comparison between each model and the graph of the 
unclassified object.  
In the work of (Cyr & Kimia, 2004) the similarity between two views of the 3D object is 
quantified by a metric that measures the distance between their corresponding 2D projected 
shapes. A slightly different approach is proposed by (Liu et al., 2003), where the so called 
Directional Histogram Model is defined and evaluated for those objects that have been 
completely reconstructed. 
Object-based representations try to model the object surface or the object volume by using 
significant geometric features referred to a local coordinate system. Representations in this 
category can be included in four major groups: curves and contours, axial, volumetric and 
surface representations respectively. The method proposed in this work can be included in 
the last group and, consequently, a more detailed analysis of the related techniques in this 
group is exposed next. 
(Chua & Jarvis, 1997) code surroundings information at a point of the surface through a 
feature called Point Signature. Point signature encodes information on a 3D contour of a 
point P of the surface. The contour is obtained by intersecting the surface of the object with a 
sphere cantered on P. The information extracted consists on distances of the contour to a 
reference plane fixed to it. So, a parametric curve is computed for every P and it is called 
point signature. An index table, where each bin contains the list of indexes whose minimum 
and maximum point signature values are common, is used for making correspondences. 
(Johnson & Hebert, 1999) have been working with polygonal and regular meshes to 
compare two objects through Spin Image concept. Spin image representation encodes 
information not for a contour but for a region around a point P. Two geometrical values (α, 
β) are defined for the points of a region and a 2D histogram, with α and β as coordinates, is 
finally constructed. 
In (Yamani & Farag, 2002) a representation that stores surface curvature information from 
certain points produces images, called Surface Signatures, at these points. As a result of that, 
a standard Euclidean distance to match objects is presented. Surface signature 
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representation has several common points with spin image. In this case, surface curvature 
information is extracted to produce 2D images called surface signature where 2D 
coordinates correspond to other geometrical parameters related to local curvature. 
The two last mentioned methods are halfway between the two basic categories since they do 
not capture the appearance of the object from each point of view, but provide just a 
characteristic measurement of the object. This is also our case since our basis will be 
different measurements on the meshes or on the range data of the objects, calculated from 
different points of view. In this particular direction is addressed the problem in (Adan & 
Adan, 2004) where a shape similarity measure is introduced and applied. Nevertheless, this 
solution does not solve satisfactorily the object recognition problem from real partial views, 
which is the main purpose of our method. 
3. Overall method: Functioning principle 
The method presented in this work obtains effective database reduction by applying 
sequentially different global characteristics calculated on the spherical meshes and the range 
data of partial views (Fig. 1). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the different stages of the method for object recognition from partial views: 
graphical representation. 
In the first stage we use a new invariant that we call Weighted Cone-Curvature (WCC) to 
determine a first approximation to the possible axes of vision from which this partial view 
has been acquired. Discretization of the vision space is obtained by circumscribing a 
spherical mesh around the model of the complete object. Each node in this mesh, together 
with the origin of coordinates, defines the initial axes of vision around this model. 
Therefore, determining the possible axes of vision from which the partial view has been 
acquired is equivalent to selecting a set of nodes on the mesh and rejecting the others. It is 
important to bear in mind that with this reduction what we are doing implicitly is a 
reduction of the possible rotations that could be applied on the partial view to match it on 
the model of the complete object. 
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We will call the nodes obtained after this first step cci i⊂N N , where iN are the initial nodes 
of the spherical mesh circumscribed in the i-th object of the database. As is deduced from 
the explanation, in this stage the number of models in the object database is not reduced. 
Another invariant based on the principal components (eigen values + eigen vectors) of the 
partial view and complete object range data will be applied in a second stage on the selected 
nodes. After this features comparison a list for each of the objects in the database will be 
created with the cciN nodes ordered according to the error existing in the eigen values 
comparison. This ordering in turn means that it is possible to identify which object has the 
greatest probability of matching the partial view. At the end of this second stage a reduction 
of the models in the object database is obtained together with the reduction of the nodes 
determined in the previous stage. If we call the initial object database B, the base obtained 
after comparing the eigen values will be pc ⊂B B , and the nodes for each object pc ccii ⊂N N . 
The eigen vectors will allow a first approximation to be done to the rotation existing 
between the partial view and each one of the objects of pcB , which will be used in the last 
stage when the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and Mckay, 1992) is applied. This 
allows the matching to be done between the range data, and the convergence error of the 
algorithm will indicate the object to which the partial view belongs. 
The last two stages of the method are based on conventional techniques, whereas the first 
one represents a novel way of dealing with this problem. Therefore, only this key stage of 
the applied method will be explained with more detail in next section. 
4. First stage: Robust determination of the point of view 
This is the most important phase of our approach because of its novelty. As it has been 
mentioned, the purpose of this stage in the overall recognition method is the estimation of 
the possible points of view from which the given partial view of the object has been 
acquired are estimated. For this task the new characteristic WCC, which is computed from 
the partial spherical model, is proposed. The specific partial modelling technique applied is 
not going to be explained in detail here, and a deeper analysis can be found in (Salamanca et 
al., 2000). Nevertheless, some preliminary concepts must be introduced to present and 
explain the power of this feature. First of all it must be said that the WCC feature is derived 
from the previous concept of Cone-Curvature (CC) defined in (Adan & Adan, 2004). But CC 
concept was originally introduced to represent complete models of objects and it is not 
directly applicable to partial modeling. Therefore, before establishing a WCC definition it is 
necessary to introduce the CC concept, and previous to it some spherical modeling basics 
should be expressed. 
CC concept is an invariant feature defined on Modeling Wave Models (MWM) (Adan et al., 
2000). These MWM were originally defined to represent complete models of objects. The 
surface representation of a complete object is defined over a mesh TI of h nodes, being 
h=ord(TI), with 3-connectivity relationship derived from the tessellation of the unit sphere. 
Then TI is deformed in a controlled manner until it fits the available range data of the 
complete object surface. This new mesh adjusted to the object surface is called TM. It has 
exactly the same number h of nodes of the original tessellated sphere and is composed of 
hexagonal or pentagonal patches. Then, several geometric features can be extracted from TM 
and mapped into TI. In this way, models for all considered objects have the same number of 
nodes and equal mesh topology. 
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Let us call generically T to any of these meshes coming from the standard tessellated unit 
sphere. To make easier the features mapping and the subsequent searching algorithms, 
some others topological substructures can be defined around the standard mesh T. For 
example, any node N of the total h can be considered as Initial Focus of a new topological 
structure call Modeling Wave Set (MWS). This MWS is built from another simpler structure 
called Modeling Wave (MW). And the last one is composed by a collection of samples of other 
simpler structure called Wave Front (denoted as F). 
In practical, given any initial focus N, its associated MW structure organizes the rest of the 
nodes of the mesh in disjointed subsets following a new relationship. Each subset contains a 
group of nodes spatially disposed over the sphere as a closed quasi-circle, resulting in 
subsets that look like concentric rings on the sphere. Since this organization resembles the 
shape of a wave, the name of Modeling Wave has been chosen to call it. With similar 
reasoning, each of the disjointed ring-shaped subsets is known as Wave Front, and initial 
node N is called Focus. Of course, the MW structure remains in T across the deformation 
and fitting process, as it can be seen in Fig. 2. 
From the previous ideas it can be deduced that any node of T may be focus and can generate 
its own MW. Therefore h different MWs can be generated in a model, being the set formed 
by these h MWs what constitutes the Modeling Wave Set. 
 
        
Fig. 2. Left, the first seven consecutive WFs drawn over the standard unit sphere TI. Right, 
fitted TM mesh (corresponding to a complete object) with several WFs plotted on it. 
These substructures can be formally defined as follows: 
Definition 1. Let N be any node of the tessellated sphere T, and let us call it Initial Focus. 
Let Fj be the j-th Wave Front associated to the Initial Focus N, with j = 1 ... q-1. The 
consecutive Wave Fronts verify the following construction law: 














= − ∀ = −�∪   (2) 
where V represents the three-neighbour local relationship imposed by T. 
Definition 2. Let MWN be the Modeling Wave with Initial focus N. MWN is a partition of the 
tessellated sphere T integrated by the q consecutive Wave Fronts associated to the Initial Focus N, i.e., 
MWN = {F1, F2, ... , Fq}. 
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Let us call generically T to any of these meshes coming from the standard tessellated unit 
sphere. To make easier the features mapping and the subsequent searching algorithms, 
some others topological substructures can be defined around the standard mesh T. For 
example, any node N of the total h can be considered as Initial Focus of a new topological 
structure call Modeling Wave Set (MWS). This MWS is built from another simpler structure 
called Modeling Wave (MW). And the last one is composed by a collection of samples of other 
simpler structure called Wave Front (denoted as F). 
In practical, given any initial focus N, its associated MW structure organizes the rest of the 
nodes of the mesh in disjointed subsets following a new relationship. Each subset contains a 
group of nodes spatially disposed over the sphere as a closed quasi-circle, resulting in 
subsets that look like concentric rings on the sphere. Since this organization resembles the 
shape of a wave, the name of Modeling Wave has been chosen to call it. With similar 
reasoning, each of the disjointed ring-shaped subsets is known as Wave Front, and initial 
node N is called Focus. Of course, the MW structure remains in T across the deformation 
and fitting process, as it can be seen in Fig. 2. 
From the previous ideas it can be deduced that any node of T may be focus and can generate 
its own MW. Therefore h different MWs can be generated in a model, being the set formed 
by these h MWs what constitutes the Modeling Wave Set. 
 
        
Fig. 2. Left, the first seven consecutive WFs drawn over the standard unit sphere TI. Right, 
fitted TM mesh (corresponding to a complete object) with several WFs plotted on it. 
These substructures can be formally defined as follows: 
Definition 1. Let N be any node of the tessellated sphere T, and let us call it Initial Focus. 
Let Fj be the j-th Wave Front associated to the Initial Focus N, with j = 1 ... q-1. The 
consecutive Wave Fronts verify the following construction law: 














= − ∀ = −�∪   (2) 
where V represents the three-neighbour local relationship imposed by T. 
Definition 2. Let MWN be the Modeling Wave with Initial focus N. MWN is a partition of the 
tessellated sphere T integrated by the q consecutive Wave Fronts associated to the Initial Focus N, i.e., 
MWN = {F1, F2, ... , Fq}. 
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It is important to notice that each node of the standard mesh together with its origin of 
coordinates configures a different viewing direction. Therefore, each viewing direction has 
associated a Modeling Wave. Fig. 3 shows two MWs on the tessellated sphere and the axes 
of vision defined by the focus and the origin of coordinates in both cases. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Representation of two Modeling Waves on the tessellated sphere. Each MW is 
associated to a different point of view 
Definition 3. We call Modeling Wave Set associated to T to the integration of all the Modeling 
Waves that can be built from the nodes of T, i.e., MWS = {MW1, MW2, ... , MWh}, where MWi, i = 1 
... h, is the Modeling Wave with the i-th node of T as Initial Focus. 
In order to adapt the MWS representation to partial data we have developed a partial MWS 
modeling procedure. Two half-spheres can be defined along the viewing direction; one in 
front, called T12, and the other one at the back. The process is based on deforming the first 
one half-sphere T12, while the second one is rejected. An approximation stage of T12 to the 
normalized object data points and a posterior local regularization stage are performed in 
order to get the deformed mesh to be as uniform as possible. The result is a set of nodes, 
denoted generically as T’ instead of T, fixed to the surface data as much as possible. Fig. 4 
illustrates some aspects of this procedure, but a more detailed explanation can be found at 
(Salamanca et al., 2000). 
Notice that now the number of nodes of each partial model is usually different to each 
other and it is less than the number of nodes in the standard unit sphere, i.e. h’ = ord (T’) ≠ 
h. Contrary to complete model, the Modeling Wave structure appears broken in the 
partial models. Consequently when part of the surface of an object is available we just 
adapt the method taking the set of complete Wave Fronts that appears in the partial 
model corresponding to the partial view. In fact, spherical features of an object must now 
be calculated from its partial spherical model T', which has been created from the range 
data of a given partial view. After the mentioned mesh adjustment process, the obtained 
T’ mesh also has hexagonal or pentagonal patches. Each of the nodes of this mesh has a 
connectivity of 3 except for those nodes that are in the contour with connectivity less than 
3. Fig. 5 shows the intensity image of an object and the obtained spherical model for a 
partial view of the object acquired from a given point of view. Partial mesh has now much 
less nodes than the standard unit sphere. Contour nodes are drawn in red in the right half 
of Fig.5. 
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Fig. 4. Partial view modeling. Left above, T12 associated to normalized object data points. 
Right above, approximation process. Bellow, partial model showing some broken WFs 
 
 
Fig. 5. Intensity image of an object and spherical model for a partial view of the object. 
4.1 Cone-Curvature. Concept, definitions and properties 
Once the modeling structure has been created is time to compute discrete values of some 
three-dimensional object features and storing them conveniently in the MWS structure. So, it 
is possible to map global and local features of TM over TI considering 3-connectivity, like 
discrete curvature measurements (Hebert et al., 1995), colour features, distance to the origin 
of coordinates, etc. In this case, Cone-Curvature (CC) represents an intuitive feature based 
on the MW structure taking into account the location of the WFs inside the model TM. In the 
following formal definition of CC we will use generically T’ to call to the spherical mesh 
because this definition is applicable both to complete and partial meshes. 
Definition 4. Let N be Initial Focus on T’. We call j-th Cone Curvature jα of N to the angle of the 
cone with vertex N whose surface is fitted to the j-th Wave Front of the Modeling Wave associated to 
N. Formally: 
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where tj is the number of nodes of F j and C j is the barycentre of F j. The range of CC values is [-π/2, 
π/2], being the sign assigned taking into account the relative location of O, C j, and N, where O is the 
origin of the coordinate system fixed to T’ (see Fig. 6).  
Given a focus N, there exists a set of wave fronts, q, which define the CCs for this focus {α1, 
α2, α3, …αq} that provide complete information about the curvature of the surroundings of 
N. Finally, q, which we call Front Order, can have values from 2 (case q = 1 does not make 
sense) to the maximum number of fronts that the object has. As we want to work with 
partial models, the maximum order corresponds to the higher complete Wave Front.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Left, definition of the CC. Right, visualization of the CC for a node N 
Next we will analyze several meaningful properties of CC on MWS models. These 
properties can be summarized as: uniqueness, invariance to affine transformations 
(translation, rotation and scaling), robustness and adaptability. 
Fig. 7 plots a set of CCs {α1, α2, α3, …αq} q = 18, for different nodes of a mesh model. In this 
case the locations of the nodes correspond to different areas in the mesh. Note that their CC 
 
 
Fig. 7. Representation of CC ({α1, α2, α3, …αq}, q = 18), for the nodes N(1), N(7), N(32) and 
N(61) of TM. 
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distributions are very distant. Consequently different zones of an object can be represented 
and recognized by a CC vector. 
In Fig. 8 the mesh T’ has been coloured to represent the values of the CCs for different 
orders (2, 8, 14 and 16). As it can be seen, there exists continuity in the colours of the mesh in 
both cases: for the same order (i.e. between the nodes of a same mesh) and for different 
orders (i.e. between the nodes of the different meshes). On the other hand, the change in 
colour (equivalent to the change in the CC) is much less in the lower orders. This means that 
high orders give poorer information than lower orders. 
In order to demonstrate that CC is invariant to affine transformations Fig. 9 shows the CCs 
after carrying out a set of random rotations, translations and scaling. Models and CC graphs 
for five cases can be seen in it. Note that CC vectors suffer a little variation in all cases. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Representation in colour of the cone-curvatures in each mesh node for orders 2, 8, 14 
and 16 (left to right and from top to bottom). A bar is also shown where the colours for the 












Fig. 9. CCs for five free-form models obtained from rotation, translation and scaling of the 
original range data. The invariance existing in this measurement can be seen. 
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Next property is concerning to the robustness of the CCs. In this case, a random noise has 
been generated for each node proportional to the inter-node mean distance. Fig. 10 shows 
the meshes and cone-curvatures for 0%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 100% of noise. The colour 
used for drawing the meshes is the same colour as in the graphs of the CCs. In all these 












Fig. 10. Representation of CCs with different levels of noise in the mesh (0%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 
50% y 100%). The colour used of the meshes is the same as in the representation of CC. 
Finally CC concept is flexible or adaptable in the next sense. As it has been said in previous 
paragraphs the CC values depend on the depth level over the MW structure. So, different 
combinations with respect to different criteria could be chosen for exploring an object 
(model) through its CC. For instance, we can consider a wide range of criteria: explorations 
for only one WF for low levels, for medium levels and for high levels. On the other hand we 
can choose explorations using contiguous/discontiguous Wave Fronts throughout the 
whole MW structure. This means that, using the object model and following different 
criteria, a wide variety of parts of the object (or depth levels) can be chosen in order to 
recognize an object. This property is obviously the key for performing further recognition 
approaches in partial and occluded scenes as will be discussed in the next section. 
4.2 Weighted Cone-Curvature (WCC) 
In order to apply the CCs to the recognition of partial views several factors have to be 
considered in advance: 
1. The number of complete wave fronts in a partial view is variable.  
2. The number of wave fronts can vary between a partial model and its corresponding 
complete model. 
3. The mean length of the internode distance is different for the partial model and the 
complete model in the same object. 
These questions imply that one-to-one comparison between the CCs of the same order 
between the partial and total models could be inefficient. Therefore, we have used a more 
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compact information from the CCs which reduces the dimensionality, replacing each CC 
vector {α1, α2, α3, …αq} with a scalar that summarizes the information of q CCs. Thus each 
node of a model has a single value associate and, consequently, an object is characterized by 
h values, h being the number of nodes of the corresponding model. We call this feature 
Weighted Cone-Curvature (WCC).  
To evaluate quantitatively if the proposed reduction is possible, the correlation existing 
between the CCs was calculated. This is shown in gray scale in Fig. 11 (white for high values 
and black for low values), and it has been calculated as the mean value of all the correlation 
coefficients of the meshes in the database. From analysis of the figure, and as we had 
envisaged, it can be concluded that there is a high correlation between fronts of near orders, 
which increases as this order increases. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Illustration of the correlation existing between the Cone-Curvatures of the wave 
fronts of orders 2 to 18 in the database. 








= ∑  (4) 
where vj are the coordinates of the eigen vector associated with the eigen value of greater 
value of the covariance matrix for the q initial variables. 
This eigen vector was determined empirically by evaluating the principal components on 
the Cone-Curvatures of all the mesh nodes. As regards the orders considered, we studied 
three possibilities: 
1. Wave fronts from q = 2 to q = 18.  
2. Wave fronts from q = 4 to q = 18.  
3. Wave fronts from q = 4 to q = 9. 
Fig. 12 represents, for the object that we are analyzing, the WCCs in the three cases, plotted 
over the object mesh and using a colour code to express the range from negative to positive 
values. We can see that the WCCs for the first and second cases are very similar. 
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Fig. 12. Representation in colour of the WCCs of each mesh node for cases (1), (2) and (3) 
(left to right). A bar is shown where the colours can be seen for the maximum, mean and 
minimum WCCs of the object. 
4.3 Application of WCC to partial views recognition 
WCCs allow us to carry out a selection of regions on a complete object model that can be 
similar to a specific region of the scene. For this selection, an error measurement between 
scene and model is defined as follows: 
Definition 5. Let N'∈T' be the node of the partial mesh T' which is the nearest to the axis of vision. 
The error or distance of comparison of weighted cone-curvatures for each N∈Ti , where Ti is the i-th 
total model of the object database is defined as: 
 ( ) ( )'( ) 'w wj je N c N c N= −  (5) 
where the subscript j extends from 1 to the maximum number of nodes existing in Ti and 
|•| represents the absolute value. 
The fact of conditioning the reduction of nodes around Ti to just one measurement of error 
can cause significant errors in this reduction. Therefore, in order to reinforce the reduction, 
for each N∈Ti two errors will be measured. The first will consider the WCC’s to the furthest 
fronts generated from N'. We will call this error deep error and give it the symbol ( )pje N . 
The second will consider the nearest fronts generated from N'. This time we will call the 
error superficial error and give it the symbol ( )sje N . 
In both instances a set of errors equal to the number of nodes existing in Ti is obtained, and 
from these errors the nodes cciN  of the mesh that will be passed to the next stage of the 
algorithm will be determined. If we call pN to the set of nodes of Ti with less pie values, and 
sN to the set of nodes of Ti with less sie  values, 
cc
iN  will be: 
 pcc si = ∪N N N  (6) 
5. Principal components and ICP stages 
In this section the last two stages of the recognition algorithm will be commented on for 
matching the partial views on complete models. These are the principal components and 
ICP stages. In the principal components stage the method proposed is based on calculating 
the principal components on the range data that we employed to obtain the model T' used 
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in the previous stage. If we call these data X, the principal components are defined as the 
eigen values and eigen vectors {( , ) 1, , }i ie i mλ = of the covariance matrix. 
The eigen values are invariant to rotations and displacements and the eigen vectors to 
displacements. The eigen vectors conform a reference system linked to the data. This means 
that the eigen values can be used to evaluate what part of the range data of the complete 
model correspond to the scene, and the eigen vectors to calculate a first approximation to 
the transformation of the partial data to be matched on the total data. This approximation 
will only reflect the rotation sub matrix of the total transformation, since the origins of the 
two frames will coincide. 
To apply this technique it is necessary to evaluate, before the recognition process, all the 
possibly existing partial views on the range data of the complete object. For this, the space of 
the possible points of view existing around the object was discretized, and a method was 
developed for generating virtual partial views (VPV) based on the z-buffer algorithm. From 
each of these VPV their principal components will be calculated and used in the matching 
stage as explained earlier. 
Comparison of the eigen values gives information about the possible areas where the partial 
view can be matched, but this information is global and, as we have said, only gives 
information about the rotation. 
Thus it will be necessary to do a final calculation stage to refine the matching and to 
calculate the definitive transformation. For this we will use the ICP algorithm on a number 
of possible candidates marked in the eigen value comparison stage. The ICP must start from 
an approximation to the initial transformation, which in our case corresponds to the 
transformation given in the matching of the eigen vectors. The ending error in the ICP 
algorithm will measure the exactness of the definitive transformation and the correctness of 
the area where the view will be matched. 
The comparison of the eigen values of the partial view and the virtual partial views is done 
by measuring an index of error given in the following expression: 
 ( ) ( )pc v riie N N= Λ − Λ  (7) 
where NcciN ∈ is the node from where we generated the VPV, ( )
v
i NΛ is the vector formed 
by the eigen values of the VPV generated from the node N of the i-th object of the object 
database (i=1,..., K), 1 2 3{ , , }
r r r rλ λ λΛ =  is the vector formed by the eigen values of the real 
partial view and ║•║is the Euclidean distance. 
After the error has been calculated for all the cciN nodes and all the objects in the object 
database, we obtain a list of these errors, pcie (i=1,..., K), ordered from least to great. If we 
compare the first error (least error for a set object) in all the lists, an ordering of the different 
objects in the object database will be obtained. Thus in the last stage we can apply the ICP 
algorithm on a subset of the object database, just pcB , and for each of the objects using the 
transformations associated with the subset of nodes that have produced these errors. 
For the resolution of the ICP it is necessary to determine an approximation to the 
transformation matrix 1R , between the partial view and the object in the object database. It 
is determined by applying the Horn method (Horn, 1988). This is calculated bearing in mind 
that the eigen vectors are orthonormal, and therefore: 
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 pcc si = ∪N N N  (6) 
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in the previous stage. If we call these data X, the principal components are defined as the 
eigen values and eigen vectors {( , ) 1, , }i ie i mλ = of the covariance matrix. 
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 ( ) ( )pc v riie N N= Λ − Λ  (7) 
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v
i NΛ is the vector formed 
by the eigen values of the VPV generated from the node N of the i-th object of the object 
database (i=1,..., K), 1 2 3{ , , }
r r r rλ λ λΛ =  is the vector formed by the eigen values of the real 
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For the resolution of the ICP it is necessary to determine an approximation to the 
transformation matrix 1R , between the partial view and the object in the object database. It 
is determined by applying the Horn method (Horn, 1988). This is calculated bearing in mind 
that the eigen vectors are orthonormal, and therefore: 
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 11R E (E ( )) E (E ( ))
r v r v T
i iN N
−= =  (8) 
where E ( )vi N are the eigen vectors of the VPV generated from 
pcN ∈N of the i-th model of 
the object database pcB , and Er are the eigen vectors of the partial view. 
6. Experimental results 
The method presented in this work has been tested over a set of 20 objects. Range data of 
these objects have been acquired by means of a range sensor which provides an average 
resolution of approximately 1 mm. Real size of the used objects goes from 5 to 10 cm. height 
and there are both polyhedral shaped and free form objects (see Fig. 13). MWS models have 
been built by deforming a tessellated sphere with h=1280 nodes.  
 
 
Fig. 13. Image of the objects used in the test of the algorithm. 
The recognition was done for three partial views per object, except in one of them where 
after the determination of its partial model it was seen that it did not have enough wave 
fronts to be able to compare the weighted cone-curvatures. This means that recognition was 
done on a total of 59 partial models. The success rate has been the 90%, what demonstrates 
the validity of the method. The average computation time invested by the whole process 
was 90 seconds, programmed over a Pentium 4 at 2.4 GHz. computer under Matlab 
environment. A more detailed analysis of these results is next. 
As it has been explained, in the first stage the weighted cone-curvatures of the partial model 
were compared for a node with a maximum number of wave fronts. From this 
comparison cciN was determined (equation (6)). In the considered experiments, the 
maximum value of the number of nodes that form the sets pN (deep search) and sN  
(superficial search) was 32 each. Since the mesh used to obtain the complete model Ti was 
1280, the minimum reduction of the space search in this stage was 95%. The reduction can 
be even bigger as long as there are nodes coinciding in pN and sN . This step was carried out 
for all the objects of the initial database B and took an average of 7.95 seconds. 
Concerning the second stage, it started from these nodes and the eigen values were 
compared, which allowed us to achieve the first reduction of the database ( pcB database). 
Reduction of the nodes obtained in the previous stage is also accomplished ( pciN set). It was 
determined experimentally that pcB  consists of approximately 35% of the objects of B and 
pc
iN of approximately 8% of the nodes of
ccN per object, which represent very satisfactory 
reduction rates of the stage. This process spent around 1 sec. 
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Finally, the ICP algorithm was applied on seven objects (the mentioned 35% remaining in 
the pcB database) and three nodes (corresponding to the mentioned 8%) for each pciN object. 
As it can be deduced, most of the time invested by the algorithm was practically consumed 
in this stage. 
 
 
         
Fig. 14. Results obtained with several scenes of free-form objects without auto-occlusion 
 
 
Fig. 15. Details of the process in a case of auto-occlusion. In (a) we can see the range data of 
the complete object, in (b) the range data of the scene which we want to recognize, and the 
result before (c) and after (d) ICP application. 
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Fig. 14 shows the results obtained with several scenes consisting of free-form objects. In 
these examples scene range data is superimposed to the complete object. Fig. 15 illustrates 
details of this process in a case of auto-occlusion. Part (a) presents the range data of the 
complete object, part (b) corresponds to range data of the scene, part (c) shows both range 
data superimposed after the raw transformation obtained in the principal components stage 
is applied and part (d) contains the final results after ICP algorithm application. Some plots 
have been rotated to enhance data visualization. 
Complementary tests of this recognition procedure have been carried out in slightly 
different environments, for example in (Salamanca et al., 2007). Nevertheless, no significant 
performance differences can be extracted from the analysis of the obtained results in all 
these cases. 
7. Conclusions 
This work has described the experiences with a method for the recognition of free-form 
objects from their partial views. The method is divided into three stages: Weighted Cone-
Curvatures stage, Principal Components stage, and ICP stage, being the first one the most 
effective from the recognition point of view. Due to this fact and to the originality of the 
handled features, this stage has been described in more detail in the chapter. 
A new feature called Weighted Cone-Curvature is used in the first stage. This feature is 
measured on the spherical model built from the object range data. Its definition and 
application have been extended from the originally designed case of complete objects to the 
more specific case when only partial viewing of the objects are available. By the way, and as 
it has been stated, this has been the main objective of the present work. The basics of 
spherical modeling have been included, as well as the method for computing the WCC in 
complete and partial objects models. From the analysis of the WCC feature it has been 
demonstrated that it exhibits very adequate properties for applying in recognition and 
positioning tasks. These characteristics allow achieving important reductions in the number 
of nodes that define the possible axes of vision from which the partial view has been 
acquired. In fact, the experiments presented in this work have shown that the reduction rate 
is, as minimum, of 95%, what means in practice a very significant reduction. 
In the last two stages of the algorithm the definitive candidate is searched looking for the 
best matching of the partial view with the candidates of the previous stages. In the first of 
these two stages, the eigen values of the Principal Components of the partial view are 
compared with those Principal Components virtually extracted from the complete models 
just in the directions determined in the WCCs stage. By means of this stage we reduce again 
the nodes that define the possible axes of vision and the original database. We also calculate, 
from the eigen vectors of the Principal Components, a first approximation to the 
transformation matrix between the partial view and the complete object. Finally, in the 
second of these two stages, the ICP algorithm is applied and the selected candidate is chosen 
as a function of the convergence error. The fine transformation matrix is also estimated at 
this point. 
The validity of the full method was proven with the recognition of 59 partial views in an object 
database of 20 objects, both polyhedral and free-shaped. The global success rate was 90%. 
In contrast, two minor limitations of the algorithm can be mentioned. In first place, the use 
of spherical models restricts the applicability of the method since it does not allow coping 
with objects with genus different to zero. Even more, the spherical modeling technique by 
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itself is extremely complex. On the second hand, the time of execution of the algorithm is 
high, which means that its application in real time systems is not possible. At this concern it 
must be said that the algorithm it has been completely programmed in Matlab, what means 
a significant slowing down in execution time. Nevertheless, all the algorithms using 
representations like ours that have been mentioned in the introduction present this 
limitation. 
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